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1. Introduction 
 

Among extant Buddhist literature in various languages (i.e. Pāli, Sanskrit, Tibetan, Chinese 

etc.), Chinese Buddhist texts are organized collections of Buddhist texts translated 

into or written in Chinese. Their main content centres on translated Buddhist works from 

Indian and Central Asian regions and is supplemented with Buddhist and related texts written 

in Chinese. (Wu and Chia 2015: 15) Produced over a long period of time roughly between the 

late Eastern Han dynasty (25-220 A.D.) and the Northern Song dynasty (960-1127 A.D.)1, 

these texts have conserved a large volume of Buddhist texts written in pre-modern Chinese 

used in different times (and probably in different regions as well). They are considered 

valuable sources not only for the study of East Asian Buddhism, but also for linguistic 

research on Buddhist Chinese2 and the diachronic development of the Chinese language in 

general.  

 Being the outcome of language contact between three considerably different 

languages / language groups (i.e. ancient Indic languages, ancient written Chinese3, and early 

vernacular Chinese4), Chinese Buddhist texts5 present many traces of vernacular intrusions 

																																																								
1 This is a rough reference to the peak period during which most extant Chinese Buddhist texts were produced. 
There are later texts (such as translations from the Tibetan Buddhist canon during the Ming and Qing dynasties) 
included in some modern editions of the Chinese Buddhist canon such as the Taishō Tripiṭaka, but the amount is 
relatively small and very few new texts were translated after the Northern Song dynasty. Besides, it is generally 
believed that Buddhism was introduced into China around the time of the late Eastern Han dynasty, but this is 
not to claim the non-existence of Buddhist translations before the late Eastern Han. However, the existence of 
earlier texts cannot be verified before new materials are discovered. 
2 “Buddhist Chinese”, formerly “Buddhist Hybrid Chinese”, refers to the type of written Chinese used in the 
ancient Chinese translations of foreign Buddhist literature. (Zhu 2010: 485) 
3 Ancient written Chinese refers to the language of classic Chinese literature produced before and around the 
time of the translation or composition of Chinese Buddhist texts. It is used here as a collective noun for both 
Classical Chinese (or Archaic Chinese) which often refers to the written Chinese used before the end of the Han 
dynasty (25-220 A.D.) and Literary Chinese (or wenyan) which often refers to the written Chinese used after the 
end of the Han dynasty. As the prevailing written medium of communication in pre-modern China, ancient 
written Chinese is supposed to have served as the basis for the translation or compilation of Chinese Buddhist 
texts. 
4 Vernacular Chinese in this research refers to the spoken Chinese or indigenous Chinese used in everyday life 
by the general population in ancient China or a geographical or social territory of ancient China. It is often 
informal and regarded as of a lower status than written Chinese thus is rarely seen in classic Chinese literature. 
5 Chinese Buddhist texts in this research refers to the texts included in the extant versions of Chinese Buddhist 
canons (e.g. the Tripiṭaka Koreana��'�r lit. Goryeo Tripiṭaka, the Jisha Canonlk�, and the Jiaxing 
Canon!{� etc.) as collated in its most recent edition, the Taishō Shinshū Daizōkyō'PAz'�r.  
 This term is used to distinguish the texts studied in this research from other Buddhist texts written in 
Chinese, such as Buddhism-related poems and essays written by Chinese intellectual elites (e.g. the poems by 
Hanshan .1), the bianwen �@ or transformation texts of the Tang Dynasty, yinyuan #t or popularized 
narratives of Buddha’s life, jiangjingwen �r@ or vernacularized sermons on Buddhist texts, and Chan 
Buddhist records on Chan patriarchs or prominent monks (e.g. The transmission of the lamp I5�[�) etc. 
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into written Chinese and evidence of language contact with Indic languages which are not 

found in Chinese non-Buddhist texts (Zhu 2008; Zürcher 1972,1977). They are believed to be 

the source where many Chinese words and expressions first appeared and possess great 

potential as primary materials for studying the development of the Chinese language during 

the early medieval period. (Jiang 2017; Zhu 2010, 2018) 

 Although abundant philological studies on the vocabulary of Chinese Buddhist texts 

have been done from morphological and phonological perspectives (e.g. Chu 2011, Hu 2002, 

Wan 2003, and Yu and Gu 2013, to name a few), only a few have been thoroughly 

researched on the semantics and syntactic structures. To fill this gap, this study focuses on 

two grammatical categories, the tense and aspect, which are expressed differently in Chinese 

and Indic languages, and investigates how they can be expressed in Chinese Buddhist texts 

under the possible influence from Indic languages and Buddhist culture. 

 The corpus of this research will be limited to early Chinese Buddhist texts6, where 

conflicts between Indic languages, vernacular Chinese and ancient written Chinese are 

supposed to be the most evident. (Fang and Wang 2012; Nattier 2008; Zacchetti 2005, 2015a) 

In addition to the descriptive analyses on the marking of tense and aspect, comparison with 

their possible Indic counterparts and their features and functions presented in non-Buddhist 

texts of the same or earlier time period is also included. This is to examine whether and to 

which extent source language and vernacular Chinese may have influenced the expression of 

tense and aspect in early Chinese Buddhist texts. Such descriptive and comparative studies 

can also offer some insights on how cultural and cognitive discrepancies between Indian and 

																																																								
This term is also chosen as a replacement of “Chinese Buddhist translations” to avoid unnecessary 

assumption that all these texts are translations. According to many scholars (Zacchetti 2004: 213; Nattier 2008: 
48), some earliest Chinese Buddhist texts are actually compilations. 
6 Early Chinese Buddhist texts in this research refers to the generally believed authentic Chinese translations or 
compositions based on Indian Buddhist texts produced before and including the time of Kumārajīva �>w� 
(344-413 A.D.) around the 5th century A.D.. As an initial phase of the translation of Buddhist texts in China, this 
is the period when more varieties on the choices of word, arrangement of content, and translation styles can be 
inspected.  

According to Tso (1991, 1999), after the Jin dynasty (265-420 A.D.) which is about the time of 
Kumārajīva, more translation activities started to be conducted by organized groups, often sponsored by the 
respective governments. These translations started to present more features in uniformity and the frequent 
appearance of dictionaries dedicated to the translation of Buddhist texts such as the Yiqiejing yinyi ��r�x 
and Zhongjing yinyi fr�x in the Tang dynasty (618-907 A.D.) also suggests the occurrence of certain 
standards. As a result, the corpus of this research, the early Chinese Buddhist texts produced before the Jin 
dynasty, are supposed to be able to demonstrate more varieties on the expressions and style in the history of the 
translation of Chinese Buddhist texts. 

For further reasons of why drawing the line around the 5th century, Nattier (2008:7-9) has a rather 
comprehensive and detailed account; thus, there is no need to repeat it here. 
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Chinese Buddhist literature were dealt with in the early phase of the production of Chinese 

Buddhist texts. 

 Before launching into detailed analysis, some clarifications on the terms and 

methodologies used in this thesis will be provided in the following sections of this chapter. 

This is to shed some light on the ideas of time, tense and aspect in general, and in relation to 

Chinese Buddhist texts in particular, of which the definition and analyses can be notoriously 

elusive. 

 

1.1 Tense and Aspect 

 

Tense and aspect are two of the most attested grammatical categories in world languages 

(Bybee et al. 1994; Dahl 1985) They are essential in the description of event and 

irreplaceable for the expression of time-related issues. 

 In human languages, tense relates the time of the event to some other time, usually to 

the moment of speaking, while aspect refers to different ways of viewing the internal 

temporal constituency of a situation (Comrie 1976; 1985). Although both tense and aspect are 

related with time, the former is a deictic category whereas the latter is concerned with the 

internal temporal constituency of the situation. (Binnick 1991) 

 This section offers a brief introduction to the theories concerning tense and aspect in 

general linguistics and Chinese linguistics. The perception of time and time-related issues in 

Indian Buddhist philosophy and traditional Chinese culture is also discussed in order to 

facilitate the analysis on the interpretation of Indian Buddhist concepts of temporality in the 

Chinese context. 

 

1.1.1 Tense and related issues 

 

In general, tense is a grammatical category which expresses the time of an event with 

reference to the moment of utterance. Its major function is to locate the event or situation on 

the timeline. (Binnick 1991, 2012; Comrie 1985; Dahl 1985; Klein 1994) For the 

interpretation of tense, two types of approaches can be adopted: the syntactic approach, and 

the semantic approach. 

 Syntactically speaking, tense often concerns a tense node in the Tense Phrase of the 

syntactic structure of a language. It largely - but not completely - corresponds to semantic 
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tense.7 A possible syntactic structure of a tense phrase (TP) in sentence (S) may be illustrated 

by the diagram below.  

 
 

Diagram 1. Syntactic Structures of Tense Phrase 

 

 In many human languages, tense and verb are closely related.8 This relation between 

tense and verb is expressed formally by conjugation in some inflected languages such as 

German where the verb is even thought of as a “time-word”, the Zeitwort. In other languages, 

it is indicated by the concurrence of verb and its modifiers such as adverbs, auxiliaries, and 

particles like in Burmese and Chinese. (Binnick 1991: 1-5) 

 Considering the expression of tense on the syntactic level in Chinese, particularly in 

Mandarin Chinese, some scholars (Huang 2015; Lin 2015; Li and Thompson 1981; Sybesma 

2007; among others) claim that a tense node does exist although it is null in many 

circumstances. Others (Lin 2006, 2010; Smith 2005; Smith and Erbaugh 2005 among others) 

assume the contrary and regard Chinese as syntactically “tenseless”.  

 The proponents of a tensed analysis propose that, although Chinese lacks tense 

morphology, it is conceivable that Mandarin Chinese has unpronounced tense morphemes. 

Some of their major arguments include: Firstly, there are evidences from control 

constructions in Mandarin Chinese which supports the existence of a tense node (Huang 

1982; Li 1985); Secondly, the present and past interpretations can be generated even when 

there is no temporal adverbial9 or other time-related expression in the context (Sybesma 

																																																								
7 For example, in English, a past tense morpheme can be used in what appears to be a non-past context, e.g. “If I 
were the chief, I would provide better services for the staff. But I am not.” Likewise, present tense morpheme is 
not incompatible with describing events that have happened in the past, e.g. “Aristotle is one of the greatest 
philosophers of ancient Greece.” 
8 According to Aristotle, the essential feature of a verb is being “indicative of time”. Poetics XX.9 (1932:77). 
He mentioned in On Interpretation III (1938:119): “A verb is a sound which not only conveys a particular 
meaning but has a time-reference also.” (Cf. Binnick 1991:1-5) 
9 The noun “adverbial” in this research refers to the words which can function as genuine adverbs but may not 
be classified as adverb in word class. Such free transition on word class, or huóyòng Wa (free-use) as called in 
Chinese linguistics, is frequently seen in ancient Chinese where, for instance, nouns and adjectives may serve as 
verbs or adverbs. 
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2007; Lin 2015); Thirdly, Mandarin Chinese exhibits syntactic operations sensitive to the 

finiteness property of the clause which is a property generally believed to be associated with 

a Tense Head (Tang 2000; Lin 2012); Fourthly, the interpretation of tense in Mandarin 

Chinese can be accounted for by a pronominal tense system (claimed by Lin (2015) based on 

Kratzer (1998) and Matthewson (2006)). Besides, relatively recent studies claim that Chinese 

may possess a tense node with a Future/Non-Future distinction. (Huang 2015; Li 2016) 

The opponents, on the other side, assert that Chinese has no grammaticalized 

morphosyntactic forms that can locate events or constrain topic times in the present, past, or 

future of a reference time. They insist that the interpretation of tense in Chinese is guided by 

aspectual, lexical, and adverbial information together with pragmatic principles including 

bounded event constraint10, the simplicity principle of interpretation11, and the temporal 

schema principle12. (Smith 2005; Smith and Erbaugh 2005) The “context” deemed by the 

proponents is too limited (Lin 2010), there is a possible lack of the finite versus nonfinite 

distinction (Hu, Pan and Xu 2001), and temporal (discourse) anaphora may also be employed 

for the expression of times without the need of a tense node (Lin 2010)13. In opposition to the 

idea of a tense node with a Future/Non-Future distinction, Sun (2014) demonstrates that it 

should rather be interpreted as a covert semantic idea. 

 With the debate on syntactic tense in Chinese being fundamentally unsettled, both 

sides of this debate seem to be justifiable in their own context and both have offered theories 

which may contribute to the analysis of tense in pre-modern Chinese.  

Considering the characteristics of early Chinese Buddhist texts and the morphology of 

pre-modern Chinese in general, I agree and disagree with both sides in the sense that: 

aspectual, lexical, and adverbial information altogether with pragmatic principles do appear 

to play a major role in the interpretation of tense in pre-modern Chinese; But evidence on the 

																																																								
10 The bounded event constraint: bounded events are not located in the present. (Smith 2003: 102-103) 
11 The simplicity principle of interpretation refers to the choice of the interpretation that requires the least 
additional information. Based on Lyons (1977) and Kamp and Reyle (1993), the past is simpler than the future 
in the sense that the future has an additional factor of uncertainty, a modal meaning (e.g. epistemic or volitive). 
The prediction then is that “people take sentences expressing bounded events to be in the past unless there is 
explicit indication of future”. (Smith and Erbaugh 2005: 717) 
12 The temporal schema principle (a default): In a zero-marked clause, interpret boundedness according to the 
temporal features of the event or state entity. (Maienborn et al. 2012: 2602) Here, a zero-marked clause refers to 
a clause without overt viewpoint morpheme. (Klein et al. 2000) This principle allows the inference of 
boundedness, thus, sentences with intrinsically bounded situation entities are taken as past, others are taken as 
present. (Smith 2005) Another approach on this proposes that zero-marked clauses be interpreted in aspectual 
viewpoint terms: telic events are perfective, unbounded and atelic situations are imperfective. (Maienborn et al. 
2012: 2602) 
13 This employment of temporal anaphora is attested in other languages such as the Yucatec Maya and 
Kalaallisut as well. (Bittner 2005, 2008; Bohnemeyer 2002, 2009; Wiklund 2007) 
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non-existence of syntactic tense in pre-modern Chinese and in Chinese language in general is 

still insufficient. The fact that tense is not salient in the syntactic structure cannot deduce the 

non-existence of a tense node. 

Since this is a typological study on the expressions of tense and aspect, issues 

concerning whether a tense node actually exists or not in early Chinese Buddhist texts will 

not be emphasized on, and only semantic tense, or present, past and future tense on the 

semantic level, will be discussed. 

 From the semantic perspective, tense concerns the relation between three time points, 

namely, Speech Time (SpT, or Utterance Time in Klein 1994), Reference Time (RT), and 

Event time or Situation Time (ET, or Topic Time in Klein 1994)14. This is based on the 

theory first proposed by Reichenbach (1947) who distinguishes three points in time as “E” 

(the event), “R” (a point of reference) and “S” (point of speech), and two ordering relations: 

anteriority (represented by “-“) and simultaneity (represented by “,”). Basic types of tense 

under Reichenbach’s framework can be illustrated by the table below. 

 

 

 
Temporal relations Tense category Traditional label Example 

1. E–R–S Anterior Past Past Perfect 
I had passed the exam by the end of the 

winter. 

2. E, R–S Simple Past Simple Past I passed the exam. 

3.a R–E–S Posterior Past -- 
Yesterday, I did not know that he would 

pass the exam. 

3.b R–S, E Posterior Past -- 
I did not know that he would be here. 

(right now) 

3.c R–S–E Posterior Past -- 
I did not know that he would leave 

tomorrow. 

4. E–S, R Anterior Present Present Perfect I have passed the exam. 

5. S, R, E Simple Present Present I see Mary. 

6. S, R–E Posterior Present Simple Future I shall see Mary. 

7a S–E–R Anterior Future Future Perfect 
I will have passed the exam by the end of 

this year. 

																																																								
14 There is another formal semantic theory in which tense is related with a past/future time operator that 
navigates temporal references (Prior, 1957, 1967; Prior and Hasle, 2003) Since this theory is not applied in this 
research, it is not elaborated here. For the application of Prior’s theory on tense logics and its application in 
Mandarin Chinese, see Jia (2016). 
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7.b S, E–R Anterior Future Future Perfect 
Mary will have fixed the bicycle by 

tonight. (The is being repaired) 

7.c E–S–R Anterior Future Future Perfect 

Mary will have fixed the bicycle by 

tonight. (The bicycle is an already repaired 

bicycle) 

8. S–R, E Simple Future Simple future I will see Mary tomorrow. 

9. S–R–E Posterior Future  I am going to see her after tomorrow. 

 

Table 1. Basic types of tense under Reichenbach (1947)’s framework15 

 

According to Comrie (1985: 36, 58) who refined Reichenbach’s system, depending on the 

choice of the reference point, tense can be divided into absolute tense whereby the reference 

point is the present moment, and relative tense where the reference point is given in the 

context, and not necessarily referring to the present moment16. For the analysis of absolute 

tense, i.e. present, (simple) past and future, Speech Time and Event Time are sufficient. But 

for relative tense—of which the present perfect is but one example—reference time is 

required. There is also absolute-relative tense which combines absolute time location of a 

reference point with relative time location of a situation. (Comrie 1985: 65) 

 The relation between tense and three time points can be briefly pictured as in the 

figure below. 

 

 
Figure 1. Tense and Temporal Anchoring (Givón 1984: 286) 

 

																																																								
15 This is summarized based on Reichenbach (1947). For a more detailed account on Reichenbach’s framework, 
see Declerck (1986) and Hornstein (1990: 10-24). 
16 According to Comrie (1985: 58), the difference between absolute and relative tense is “not that between the 
present moment versus some other point in time as reference point, but rather between a form whose meaning 
specifies the present moment as reference point and a form whose meaning does not specify that the present 
moment must be its reference point”.  
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 On the expression of absolute tense and relative tense, both can be marked by verb 

conjugation/inflection and the employment of auxiliaries and adverbials. But it seems that 

relative tense is rarely reflected in verb conjugation/inflection or uses of auxiliaries and 

participles17 without context. (Comrie 1985:56-59) For example, some specific sentential 

adverbials such as “today”, “yesterday”, and “tomorrow” function to locate events in absolute 

present, past and future tense which can also be indicated by verb inflections like the English 

third singular present suffix “-s” and the past suffix “-ed”. Other sentential adverbials such as 

“on the same day”, “on the day before”, and “on the next day” serve to express relative tense 

in reference to some temporal points given in the context which cannot be connoted solely by 

verb inflection without background information. 

 In Mandarin Chinese where there is no verb conjugation, absolute tense is mainly 

marked by sentential adverbial nouns (e.g. zuótiān F(/xī E18 “yesterday”, jīntiān �(/jīn 

� “today”, and míngtiānD(/míngrìDC “tomorrow”), and temporal adverbs (e.g. céng K 

“once”, xiànzài_%/xiàn_ “right now”, and jiāng 0 “will”). It may also be indicated by 

aspectual adverbs such as the “zhèngzài P% (right now)” and “yǐjīng 2r (already)” and 

aspectual particles le 	19/ yǐh. (Huang and Liao 2002: 24, 41-43) The expression of relative 

tense and absolute-relative tense on the other hand can be complicated. They can be marked 

by phrases consisting of temporal adverbials denoting sequential order like the qián yì tiān �

�(/ qián rì�C“on the day before” and dì èr tiānp
(/ yì rìyC “on the next day”, or 

be implied by word order and contextual information as shown in the example below.  

 

(1) :F(�i���(%-��¡;UX��8�d|� 

wǒ.zuótiān.bù.zhīdào.nǐ.jīntiān.zài.jiā.chīfàn., suǒyǐ.méi.zhǔnbèi.nǐ.ài.chī.de.cài 

I.yesterday.NEG.know.you.today.at.home.have meal., 

so.NEG.prepare.you.like.eat.PART.dish 

																																																								
17 There are cases where English participles assist with the location of the event in time. For example, in the 
sentence “Waiting downstairs, he made two phone calls”, the present participle “waiting” serves to locate the 
state of waiting simultaneous with the action of making two phone calls in the past. However, it is different 
from “He waited downstairs and made two phone calls” in that the state of waiting might be still present in the 
first sentence but can only be in the past in the second sentence. See Comrie (1985: 56-59) for a detailed 
explanation of the subordinate position of participles in English tense marking.  
18 Here in the examples, when two words are presented separated by a “/”, the first one is from Modern 
Mandarin and the second is from Classical Chinese as the lexicons for certain types of temporal adverbials 
varied diachronically. 
19 This is not to be confused with the stative clitic le 	 which shares the same characteristics. On the distinction 
of the two, please refer to Liu (1990; 2002) and Xu (1996, section 2.1). 
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“Yesterday, I did not know that you would eat at home today, (so) I did not prepare for the 

dish you like.” 

 

As can be deduced from above, there are altogether three events involved in the sentence: the 

event of “I” not knowing that “you” eat at home (E1), the event of “you” eating at home (E2), 

and the event of not preparing for the dish “you” like (E3). Although E2 is modified by a 

marker of the present, jīntiān �( “today”, its temporal interpretation is actually ambiguous. 

Taken the time of speech as the reference point, it can be that “you” have not eaten yet and 

will eat at home later, or “you” are eating at home simultaneously at the time of speech, or it 

may also be that “you” have eaten at home before the start of the speech act and the whole 

sentence is an explanation of why “I” did not make the dish you like in retrospect. This 

suggests that E2 should better be regarded as in the “extended present” (see discussion 

below). If the time of E1 is taken as the reference point, then E2 should be in the relative 

future while the whole clause is supposed to be in the past as designated by the temporal 

adverb “zuótiānF( (yesterday)”. Since there is no phrase indicating the sequence of events 

overtly, the temporal interpretation of E2 in relation to E1 and the time of speech is implied 

by the order of the verb phrases and the contextual information given by the two adverbs 

“zuótiānF( (yesterday)” and “jīntiān �( (today)”.  

 Complexity of relative tense like this is also found in ancient Chinese literature and 

Chinese Buddhist texts. Since Chinese Buddhist texts are generally accepted as written 

accounts of oral recitation during the Buddhist Council Meetings in history, historical 

present20 frequently found in historical narratives is applied in most cases. Due to the 

relatively free but complex concept of past, present and future in Buddhist philosophy, most 

expressions are also supposed to refer to relative tense and not many cases of absolute tense 

seem to appear.  

 Furthermore, closely related to the semantics of tense, there are many issues under 

debate concerning the classification of tense. Despite the various investigations on tense, 

either philosophical or linguistic, it seems that there is still a long way to go until we will 

reach a general theory of time-related phenomena in natural languages which can account for 

																																																								
20 Historical present is a term borrowed from English grammar that describes the use of a verb phrase or 
predicate in the present tense to refer to an event that took place in the past. Here the term is extended to refer to 
verb phrase in present tense that indicate future events as well. Since time is often taken as a flow in Buddhist 
philosophy and those who are enlightened like the Buddha may freely travel from one time to another, in early 
Chinese Buddhist texts, many sentences appear in present tense but it actually denotes a past or future event 
based on the context. 
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the various ways in which tenses are realized in human languages. (Binnick 1991: 3) To 

speakers of a modern language, or at least of a European language such as English, it seems 

natural to think that there are three times and thus three tenses: the past, the present, and the 

future. This notion of three times and three tenses already existed in the time of the ancient 

Greeks21.  

According to the Aristotelian tradition, time can be represented as a straight 

continuous line going from left to right, with the past being conventionally posited to the left, 

the future to the right, and the present labelled as a point on the line22. An illustration of this 

linear representation of the three tenses can be found in Figure 1 above.    

 While there is general agreement that past and future refer to “segments of an 

indefinitely long line passing through the point of the present” (Binnick 1991:4), 

understanding of the present might be problematic. For Aristotle in the Physics (VI.233f), 

present is the boundary between past and future. But since we experience ourselves in the 

present, the problem lies in how we can conceive of this finite amount of time be consisting 

entirely of a sum of durationless instants. (Binnick 1991: 464)  

 Nonetheless, Aristotle assumes that there are only two times, the past and the future 

(Physics IV.217b), rejecting that the present can be an interval (Ibid. VI. 234a), and he 

contrasts the “proper now” and “derivative now (extended now23)” (Ibid. IV. 222a) which is 

consistent with modern English expressions such as “I did it just now”, “do it now”, and “I 

will do it now”. (Binnick 1991:4) This idea of “extended now” or “extended present” can 

also be seen in the fact that, in many languages, present can also express eternal truth (i.e. 

“Sun rises in the east”). According to Diogenes Laertius (VII.141), while present is not 

infinite as compared to past and future, it must have some, albeit finite, duration. (McCoard 

1978; Binnick 1991:4) 

 Since tense is often conceived in spatial terms,24 there are in general two ways to 

conceive the relation between present and the line of time: present as a point moving 

																																																								
21 For example, in Homer’s Iliad, there is reference to “things that were, the things to come and the things past 
(Iliad 1.70)”. 
22 This linear representation was first associated with an objective conception of time that was consistent with 
the time measurement of physical processes. It was then shifted to the centre of human consciousness and 
cognition that, along this line of thinking, past and future only exist if they are present in our consciousness. The 
past is reconstructed through memory while the future is anticipated from the experiential present. (Ayoun 2018: 
1) The claim that future is embedded in the present was supported by scholars like Fleischman (1982) while 
others (e.g. Prior 1967) acknowledged a branching structure of future. 
23 For example, we can say Shakespeare has become more and more popular now with Shakespeare belonging 
to the extended now, although we cannot say Shakespeare has had children. (Binnick 1991:5) 
24 For example, in English, expressions of location can be used to situate events as well: next for closeness in 
next year; on for on the table which is also used in on Monday etc.  
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continuously along the line of time out of the past and into the future25; and the line of time 

moving through a fixed “now”26. (Comrie 1985:3; Binnick 1991:5) No matter which, the 

relation is constantly changing27 and there is not supposed to be a “unique” present time, any 

more than there is a unique past or future. The vague definition of the present also leads to 

the binary split of tense being either past or non-past, or being future or non-future. 

 In addition, the categorical status of future as a linguistic concept is also controversial. 

It can be taken as deictic belonging to the category of tense as future is represented 

equivalent to the past on the timeline and the future event is subjectively predicted to happen 

in real world without involvement of possibility and certainty. However, future may also be 

characterized as non-deictic belonging to the category of modality due to the fact that the 

realization of future events is uncertain in real world. (Cf. Meisterernst 2015: 13-14)  

 Although, unfortunately, the discussion of these times, tenses, or of time in general, 

has not yet reached any definitive conclusion in philosophical terms (Binnick 1991:6), it is 

agreed upon in most studies that the system of three tenses is a suitable, or at least acceptable, 

linguistic device to reflect the three times as if they were real segments of the universe. This 

three-time, three-tense view28 as an integral part of the grammatical tradition of human 

languages has not got a better substitute so far and is employed in this research as well. 

 

1.1.2 Aspect and related issues 

 

While tense relates the time of reference to some other time, commonly the time of speech, 

expressing “temporally when”, aspect conveys other temporal information, such as duration, 

completion, frequency etc., in relation with the time of action, expressing “temporally how.”  

Being at the crossroads of the syntax-semantics interface and the lexicon-syntax 

interface, aspect is supposed to interact with tense and modality on the one hand, and 

argument structure on the other.29 This has resulted in a large body of literature on aspect 

																																																								
25 This can be explained by the English periphrastic expression of a future event with “to be going to”. 
26 This can be explained by the French expressions that the past is venir de “to come from” whereas future is à 
venir “to come”.  
27 For example, one may say “it will be Tuesday (tomorrow)” before Tuesday, then “it is Tuesday” on Tuesday, 
and “it was Tuesday” after Tuesday. 
28 In world languages, in spite of languages such as English and German which have three types of tense, there 
are other languages such as Sanskrit and Ancient Greek which contain many complex and periphrastic tenses 
such as aorist, imperfect, perfect, and pluperfect. The relations between periphrastic and non-periphrastic tenses 
can be briefly summed as “Present is related to the Imperfect, the Perfect to the Pluperfect, and the Aorist to the 
Future.” (Dionysius Thrax 1867, Cf. Binnick 1991: 1-5) 
29 Some even tend to regard all phenomena which are not clearly tense or modality as aspectual. (Hopper 1982: 
5) 
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from various approaches (e.g. Vendler 1967, Comrie 1976, Dowty 1979, Dahl 1985, Tenny 

1987, 1992, Pustejovsky 1991, Travis 1994, 2005, 2010, Verkuyl 1989, 1993, Depraetere 

1995, Smith 1997, Krifka 1989, 1998, Filip 1999, 2000, 2005, Slabakova 2001, Borer 2005, 

Ramchand 2008, Rothstein 2004, to name a few)30. Despite the many insightful proposals, 

there is still considerable disagreement over the definition and interpretation of aspect in 

world languages. 

Based on Comrie (1976) and Dahl (1985), a general definition of aspect may be 

summarized as “aspects are different ways of viewing the internal temporal constituency of a 

situation.” It is distinguished from tense in the sense that, tense is a deictic category which 

locates situations on the timeline with reference to the present moment or other situations 

whereas aspect only concerns about the internal temporal constituency of one situation. 

(Comrie 1976: 5) Syntactically, Kratzer (1998) has addressed that the T head, if there is any, 

is next to Aspect Phrase, which denotes a property of times.  

However, a clear-cut dichotomy between tense and aspect is questionable according 

to scholars like Binnick (1991: 135-169) and Klein (2009) who posited a broader spectrum of 

the “tense-aspect marking system”. This interrelation of aspect with other notions31 such as 

tense and modality has already been addressed by Lyons (1977) who summed it up in the 

following way: 

“A fairly clear distinction can be drawn in the metalanguage of general linguistic 

theory between ‘tense’, ‘mood’ and ‘aspect’. The problems with the classical trinity are two. 

One it is an arbitrary division of verbal semantics into compartments which are not quite as 

easily separable as one is led to believe. Time, aspectuality, and modality------the semantic 

fields to which the formal categories of tense, aspect and mood are supposed to refer------are 

almost inextricably scrambled together. Two, and perhaps even more significant, the tense-

mood-aspect trivium has important relationships not only with verbal categories such as 

voice and transitivity, but extends even further to such nonverbal categories as person, 

number, and definiteness.” (Lyons 1977: 682)  

																																																								
30 This list of references is quoted from Patard and Brisard (2011) and Ayoun (2018), in which introductions on 
most works can be found. Since some of their theories are lacking in relevance concerning aspect in Chinese 
Buddhist texts, there is no need to repeat the overview here. 
31 Wallace (1982) also offered discussions on the interrelation between aspect and nouns, transitivity, and voice. 
Since such phenomena are not attested to be predominant in Chinese, discussions on these issues are omitted 
here. 
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Moreover, Comrie (1976)’s definition has also been nuanced by scholars who more 

particularly associate aspect with speaker viewpoint on the event (Klein 2009, Smith 1991),32 

and whether aspect should be a conceptual/semantic category (as it can remain covert and be 

merely explained by verbal semantics in some languages) or a grammatical category that is 

necessarily marked also remains unclear. (Cf. Ayoun 2018: 6-7) This lack of consensus on 

the definition of aspect may be linked to the diverse forms of aspectual expressions that 

indicate distinct situation types cross-linguistically.33 

A possible syntactic structure of aspect phrase can be illustrated by the diagram 

below. 

 
Diagram 2. Syntactic Structures of Aspect Phrase (Travis 2010: 117)34 

 

On the classification of aspect in general linguistics, depending on its formation, 

aspect can be categorized into two major groups: lexical aspect (or aktionsart as often called 

by German and Slavic linguists) which is inherent of lexical content or verb (or verb-

complement phrase) semantics without formal marking (Klein 1994, Rothstein 2004); and 

																																																								
32 This can be exemplified by their interpretation of the distinction between the French tenses imparfait and 
passé simple in terms of the relation of subjective internal viewpoint versus objective external viewpoint. (Cf. 
Ayoun 2018: 5-6) 
33 It is suggested that the application of aspectual labels such as “perfective” and “imperfective” may not be 
suitable in all languages. The mapping of such ideas into the diverse language systems has proven to be 
complicated. (Cf. Guentchéva 2016) 
34 This is quoted from Meisterernst (2015: 26) who also offered a detailed discussion on the syntactic structures 
of various types of events. See Meisterernst (2015: 26-28). 
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grammatical aspect which is expressed by grammatical means such as affixation or adding 

independent words35 that serve as the markers. 

Since the former concerns the inherent boundaries of events or the telic/atelic 

distinction, it is sometimes called situation aspect. The latter, on the other hand, is also 

coined as viewpoint aspect36 since it often locates the events relative to a point of view on the 

timeline. (Verkuyl 1993, Smith 1997) 

Some also regard viewpoint aspect as the same as grammatical aspect and situation 

aspect as the same as lexical aspect (i.e. Bhatt and Pancheva 2005) but the implication of 

these terminologies is in fact slightly different. According to Smith (1994; 1997), viewpoint 

aspect emphasizes the significance of the reference point and its relation to the modified 

event whereas grammatical aspect focuses on the grammatical form applied for the 

expression of a certain kind of aspect. Similarly, situation aspect concerns the cognition of 

situation type categories (i.e. state, activity, accomplishment, achievement and 

semelfactive37) of the verb/verb phrase whereas lexical aspect is more on the level of internal 

verb semantics.  

No matter which terminology is used, these two types of aspect may either co-appear 

for the indication of tense or function separately. For instance, in “The construction of the 

house has been completed”, accomplishment is already within the semantic indication of the 

verb “to complete” which is formally marked by a perfective construction of “have done” as 

well. Semantically speaking, lexical aspect is closely related to factors such as telicity and the 

oppositions between punctuality and duration, and state and dynamicity. Such factors may 

restrict the co-occurrence of specific verbs with certain grammatical aspectual forms (Cf. 

Comrie 1976: 41-51).  

																																																								
35 This is also called periphrastic aspect which is formed by a combination of words rather than by inflection 
(such as “did go” and “of the people” rather than “went” and “the people’s” in English). 
36 Viewpoint aspect includes perfective viewpoint aspect, imperfective viewpoint aspect, and neutral viewpoint 
aspect. 
37 Vendler (1967) offered a classical categorisations of situation types which distinguishes states, activities, 
accomplishments and achievements. A modification of Vendler’s categories has been proposed e.g. by Sasse 
(1991) for Modern Chinese. He distinguishes five different categories: 1) “Total stative”; 2) “Inchoative-
stative”; 3) “actions” (activity); 4) “Gradual terminative” (accomplishment); and 5) “Total terminative” 
(achievements). Smith (1997: 3) also assumes a fifth category in addition to Vendler’s categories, the 
semelfactive, and she provides the following definitions: “States: static, durative (know the answer, love Mary); 
Activity: dynamic, durative, atelic (laugh, stroll in the park); Accomplishment: dynamic, durative, telic, 
consisting of process and outcome (build a house, walk to school, learn Greek); Semelfactives: dynamic, atelic, 
instantaneous (tap, knock); Achievement: dynamic, telic, instantaneous (win the race, reach the top). 
The distinction between telic and atelic events depends on whether an event has a natural final endpoint: a goal, 
outcome or other change of state. Telic events have natural final endpoints whereas atelic events do not.” 
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On issues concerning lexical aspect, a closely related concept is the idea of situations 

(or states of affairs), which is designated by the nuclear predication in the sense of 

“conception of something which can be the case in some world”. (Dik 1997: 105) According 

to their values for a number of semantic parameters which includes: ± Dynamic38; ± Telic39; 

± Momentaneous40; ± Control41; and ± Experience42 (Dik 1997: 106-116), situations can be 

divided into states, activities, accomplishments, and achievements (Smith 1997); or 

experiences, actions, processes, and states (Dik 1997).43 These are based on the famous 

quatripartition of verbs proposed by Vendler (1967)44, which can be regarded as one of the 

classical categorizations of situation types. 

The event structure templates of these situations as proposed by Rappaport Hovav and 

Levin (1998) and others (Cf. Van Valin 1990: 224, Van Valin & LaPolla 1997: 102, 109) are 

presented below: 

 

a. [ x ACT<MANNER>]        (activity)  

b. [ x <STATE>]        (state)  

c. [ BECOME [ x < STATE >] ]      (achievement)  

d. [ [ x ACT <MANNER>] CAUSE [ BECOME [ y < STATE >] ] ]  (accomplishment)  

e. [ x CAUSE [BECOME [ y < STATE > ] ] ]    (accomplishment) 

Rappaport Hovav and Levin (1998: 108) 

 

In addition, the template for Complex event structure45 is also given as follows: 

 

 [ [ x ACT <MANNER>] CAUSE [ BECOME [ y <RES-STATE>] ] ]    Levin (1999: 232) 

 

																																																								
38 States of affairs which necessarily involve some kind of change are [+dynamic] while those which do not 
involve any change are [-dynamic]. 
39 Telic events have natural final endpoints whereas atelic events do not. In this sense, achievements, 
accomplishments and semelfactives have telic situation aspect, while states and activities have atelic situation 
aspect. 
40 This parameter applies to [+telic] states of affairs in which those that are punctual are [+momentaneous]. 
They are conceived as having no duration with their beginning coinciding with their terminal point, thus 
occupying only one point in time. (Dik 1997; 111) 
41 In a controlled state of affair, its first argument entity is the controller of the state of affair. For instance, “John 
opened the door” and “John was sitting in the garden” are [+control] whereas “The substance was red” and “The 
tree fell down” are [-control]. (Dik 1997: 112)  
42 This refers to the states of affairs which cannot be obtained but through the sensory or mental faculties of 
animate beings. (Dik 1997: 115) 
43 For other categorizations of situations please refer to section 3.2 of Meisterernst (2015). 
44 In Vendler (1967)’s categorization, he distinguished states, activities, accomplishments and achievements. 
45 For a detailed account on such templates, see Levin (2000) and C. Li (2015). 
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In the case of Modern Chinese, a modification of Vendler’s categories was proposed 

by Smith (1997), who assumed a fifth category, the Semelfactive, and provided the following 

definitions: a. States: static, durative (e.g. know the answer, love Mary); b. Activity: 

dynamic, durative, atelic (e.g. laugh, stroll in the park); c. Accomplishment: dynamic, 

durative, telic, consisting of process and outcome (e.g. build a house, walk to school, learn 

Greek); d. Semelfactives: dynamic, atelic, instantaneous (e.g. tap, knock); e. Achievement: 

dynamic, telic, instantaneous (e.g. win the race, reach the top). 

 These types of lexical aspect largely depend on verb semantics which are not 

saliently marked in form. Since the focus of this study is on the adoption and adaptation of 

formally marked Indic tense and aspect into uninflected Chinese, unmarked aspectual 

features such as lexical aspectual expressions are not the major concern of this research. They 

are hard to trace and are not a matter of grammatical but of intrinsic lexical coding. Hence, 

the term “aspect” mainly refers to grammatical aspect in this dissertation.  

As for grammatical aspect, the major type of aspect studied in this research, 

syntactically speaking, many believe that natural languages encode temporal 

boundedness/unboundedness of events syntactically and there are at least two syntactic 

projections related to aspect: a vP-internal or inner aspect projection and a vP-external or 

outer aspect projection. (Verkuyl 1993, Travis 2010) The distinction between inner and outer 

aspect, in most languages, corresponds with the distinction between lexical aspect which is 

inherent of the verb thus being inside the vP and grammatical aspect which is often formally 

marked out of the vP. (Ramchand 2008, Travis 2010) Whether the structure of inner aspect 

exists in Chinese has been discussed by many scholars (e.g. Su 2009; Travis 2010: 34-36; 

Meisterernst 2015: 25-29) although the analysis on its exact form and features remains open 

for discussion. 

From a semantic perspective, the most fundamental46 aspectual distinction among 

grammatical aspect, as represented in many languages, is between perfective47 aspect---

aspect that describes completed48 actions, and imperfective aspect---aspect that denotes the 

																																																								
46 There are also other categorizations of aspect such as the distinction of three “basic aspect categories” 
proposed by Friedrich (1974): a. Durative, continuative, etc.; b. Punctual, completive, perfective, etc.; c. Stative, 
perfect, etc. (Cf. Hopper 1982: 19) 
47 Perfective should be distinguished from perfect in as far that the former often refers to a grammatical category 
of aspect whereas the latter is more of a grammatical form (verb form). Although both can describe a past event 
with present relevance, or a present state resulted from a past situation, perfective views an event from its 
terminal point while perfect takes now, the temporal location of the speech act as viewpoint, hence its present 
relevance reading. (Comrie 1976; Delancey 1982) 
48 It should be noted that perfective refers to completed actions rather than complete ones. It is not only about 
the completion of an event but also its termination. (Comrie 1976: 18) 
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incompletion of events. This is categorized by the boundedness and internal structure of the 

situation. The former is viewed as a simple unit without interior composition and is often 

thought of as for events of short duration while the latter focuses on the internal structure of 

the situation (such as ongoing, continuous, or habitual actions) often of a long duration. (Cf. 

Comrie 1976 chapter 1) 

In general linguistics, perfective aspect can further be divided into canonical 

perfective and experiential49 which specifies a past experience. Imperfective aspect can be 

further divided into habitual and iterative connoting the frequent repetition or single 

repetition of a situation, and continuous presenting ongoing (but not habitual) occurrence of 

the situation.50 Continuous aspect can be further specified into progressive and non-

progressive. (Cf. Comrie 1976 chapter 1) It should be mentioned here that the difference 

between perfectivity51 and imperfectivity is not necessarily an objective difference between 

situations. (Comrie 1976: 4) An illustration of the classification of aspect can be seen in 

Table 2. 

          

  

    

    

 

EXPERIENTIAL      CORE PERFECTIVE    HABITUAL   ITERATIVE     CONTINUOUS 

 

                                       NON-PROGRESSIVE             PROGRESSIVE/ 

                 DURATIVE 

 

Table 2. Classification of Aspectual Oppositions (based on Comrie 1976: 25) 

  

																																																								
49 Experiential can be overtly marked in Mandarin Chinese, often by the word guò � or céngK, and in 
Classical Chinese by words such as cháng " and céngK. It emphasizes the idea that the situation is 
experienced rather than simply done thus being distinguished from canonical perfective. 
50 There are also other types of aspect such as the inchoative for the beginning status of events but they are not 
widely attested in world languages thus are not discussed here. 
51 Perfectivity is by no means incompatible with overt expression of the duration of a situation, e.g. “They have 
stopped working for five days.” 

ASPECT 

PERFECTIVE IMPERFECTIVE 
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 According to Smith (1997:66,73), the perfective and imperfective aspect can be 

represented by the following schemas in which “I” stands for initial point of the 

event/situation on the timeline and “F” for final point of the event/situation on the timeline: 

 

 a. General representation of the perfective aspect: I           F 

                              /////// 

 b. General representation of the imperfective aspect: ………… or I … ////// … F 

  

In general, grammatical aspect is closely related to the semantics of the verb. This 

close relation between aspectual features and verb semantics can be accounted for in a 

conclusive manner by the assumption of two different Aspect Phrases (AspP): a higher one, 

or the Outer Aspect Phrase, in which the grammatical aspect is generated; and a lower one, or 

the Inner Aspect Phrase, in which the lexical aspect or situation type, i.e. the telicity features 

of the verb, are generated within an articulated vP (Meisterernst 2015, 2016). 

 Moreover, from the perspective of functional construction grammar, Dik (1997) 

proposes some other ways for the categorization of aspect, and introduces the notions of 

phasal aspectuality52 (i.e. ingressive aspect53/initiative, progressive aspect, continuous aspect 

and ergressive aspect/conclusive) which specifies the phrase of development of the situation 

in terms of the beginning-continuation-end of the situation, quantificational aspectuality (i.e. 

semelfactive aspect (“happened all at once”), iterative aspect/repetitive, frequentative aspect, 

and distributive aspect (“carried out by multiple agents in multiple times”)) which expresses 

different forms of quantification over sets of occurrences of situations, and perspectival 

aspectuality (i.e. prospective aspect (“will happen”), immediate prospective (“be about to 

happen”), recent prospective (just happened) and perfect (“happened”)) which relates the 

occurrence of situation to an outside temporal reference point. (Dik 1997: 221-222) However, 

his classifications of aspect are too detailed and specific; as such, not all can be applied to the 

study of aspect in Chinese. 

 

 

 

																																																								
52 Dik (1997) reserves “aspect” for grammatically expressed aspect and takes “aspectuality” as the generic term 
to cover all aspect related notions. 
53 Ingressive and ergressive aspects are alternative names for initiative and conclusive aspects. 
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1.1.3 Tense and aspect in discourse 

	
Since early Chinese Buddhist texts are supposed to be an outcome of lecturing (See 1.2.1 for 

further explanation) which presents features of spoken Chinese and contain immense context 

in the dialogue, fundamental theories on the interpretation of tense and aspect in discourse 

from pragmatic perspectives are introduced in this section in order to offer another approach 

for the investigation of tense and aspect in Chinese Buddhist texts. 

In general, tense and aspect are supposed to have important discourse effects in the 

sense that they contribute to the advancement of discourse. On issues concerning tense in 

discourse54, Smith (2012) claims that three patterns of tense interpretation are found in 

discourse, depending on the discourse mode of a clause: Continuity, Anaphora, and Deixis. 

This indicates that, firstly, time is static, suspended in description------ there are no 

significant changes or advancements; Secondly, tense is anaphoric to a previously established 

time, and the text progresses spatially through the scene described; Thirdly, typically in 

description, there is often a locative phrase with scope over the whole narrative. In languages 

like Chinese where tense is not morphologically marked, there are often passages of 

description, usually with time adverbials that establish a Reference Time and/or a relationship 

to a prior situation. These Descriptive passages introduce entities including states, ongoing 

events, and atelic events55. 

The prototypical uses of tenses follow their labels: a present tense sentence talks 

about present time, past tense about past time, etc. In these uses a given tense is compatible 

with adverbials of the same type. But there are other “unconventional” uses of tense due to 

pragmatic reasons. This may be caused by the shifting deictic nature of temporal reference. 

(Wallace 1982: 210)  

For instance, there is pervasive existence of “historical present” 56, typically in a 

narrative context, where present forms or expressions are used to narrate past events (Comrie 

1976: 73-78; Anand and Hacquard, 2007). This is often said to make narration vivid by 

presenting past events as present. (Leech 1971:6-8; Palmer 1974: 44) Besides, present 

																																																								
54 Here, “discourse” mainly refers to narrative discourse, which is an account of events that employs verbs of 
speech, motion, and action to describe a series of events that are contingent one on another, and that typically 
focuses on one or more performers of actions. (Larson 1984: 366–367; Longacre 1983: 3-5) 
55 When telic events appear in description, they do not have their usual telic value. This is due to the implicit 
durative adverbial, which coerces the telic events, shifting them to atelic events. Thus, descriptive passages tend 
not to have perfective sentences, although with coercion they are possible. (Smith 2012) 
56 Historical present can alternate with the past tense, or it can appear in sustained sequences. In Chinese, 
present expressions with null marking is also frequently used for past events in narratives. 
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expressions can also indicate the future together with future adverbials (e.g. “The plane lands 

around 2pm tomorrow.”),57 or express the general truths that are taken to be timeless. (Bybee 

et al. 1994) In addition, verbs in past tense are sometimes used for polite or indirect speech in 

discourse58 (Leech 1971: 11), and expressions in future tense often indicate present events 

with modality (Palmer 1974:271). In some of these “imaginative” or “metaphorical” uses of 

tenses, it is suggested that they are not so much temporal as they are modal. (Lyons :809-823) 

Given the restrictions on such uses, they seem to have special stylistic effects in literature as 

well. (Wallace 1982: 210)  

In Chinese language, both pre-modern and modern, “unconventional” uses of tense 

are also attested (e.g. “historical present”; the use of present null marking for past and future 

events; etc.). The mismatch on tense marking between Chinese Buddhist texts and their 

Indian counterpart may also be accounted for by such interactions between the three tenses 

on cognition. This will be elaborated on in the chapters to follow. 

As for aspect in discourse, according to Hopper (1977, 1979, 1982), the fundamental 

notion of (grammatical) aspect is not a local-semantic one but is discourse-pragmatic. 

Although, in a given language, the morphological or syntactic means for expressing this 

function may intersect with, or even be identical with, other morpho-syntactic systems, it is 

suggested that the encoding of percepts in the world actually take place within a discourse 

rather than a sentence framework. It is widely accepted that aspectual property of 

boundedness can determine narrative advancement. Bounded events advance narrative time 

while unbounded events and states (i.e. imperfective, progressive, and stative) do not. (Partee 

1984) They are taken as simultaneous to the previous Reference Time. Besides, temporal 

adverbials and inference also advance narrative time. When a narrative changes place, for 

instance, the reader often infers that there has been a change in time, including perfects, on 

the other hand, which do not infer advancement. (Smith 2012: 2603) 

In languages that lack morphological markings on tense and aspect like Chinese, 

boundedness is usually conveyed from an aspectual viewpoint and, in zero-marked sentences, 

with events that are intrinsically bounded. A tacit durative temporal adverbial may also be 

applied for descriptive passages. 

																																																								
57 This flexibility shows that the present tense has a relational value of simultaneity, allowing it to be 
simultaneous with an explicitly given time as well as speech time. (Smith 2012) 
58 For example, in English, by saying “I wanted to ask you a favour”, it actually indicates that “I want to ask you 
a favour”. 
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Given the above, Hopper (1979) concluded that the relation between aspect and 

discourse is as follows: If a language has a contrast between a perfective (completive, non-

durative, punctual) aspect and other aspects, then part of the meaning of the perfective aspect, 

at least in narration, is to specify major, sequential, foregrounded59 events, while part of the 

meaning of the contrasting non-perfective aspects, particularly an imperfective, is to give 

supportive background information on ongoing, concurrent, background happenings. This is 

supported by the arrangement of texts in the discourse of Chinese Buddhist texts as well. 

 

1.1.4 Tense and aspect in Chinese linguistics60 

 

As for the expression of tense and aspect in Chinese, Marshman�&J who wrote 

one of the first books on Chinese grammar in English (the Elements of Chinese Grammar�

$�V) proposed that, five tenses existed in Classical Chinese which include Aorist, present, 

perfect, past and future (Marshman 1814:431, quoted from Jia (2016)61). This is in fact a 

mixed system of tense and aspect in modern sense and it seems to be an adoption of the Indo-

European terms categorized in Harris (1795)’s system of tense. (Cf. Binnick 1991: 44-45) In 

other early works on Classical Chinese such as the A Grammar of the Chinese Language�

aY��V by Robert Morrison �m�, and the Mashi wentong �T@� by Ma 

Jianzhong �46, temporal expression was not discussed as specifically as Marshman did 

but they offered a rather similar three-node system of past, present and future tense combined 

with notions of aspect. It was not until the publication of Li Jinxi  �Z’s New Chinese 

Grammar A~$�@V (1924) that tense and aspect in modern Chinese was first 

linguistically and systematically discussed by a Chinese author. Li was also one of the first 

																																																								
59 On the analysis of the structure of discourse, many scholars (e.g. Grimes 1975: 33-100; Hopper and 
Thompson 1980) make a fundamental division of the sort of information conveyed by a discourse into two 
kinds: foreground and background. Included in the foreground, for instance, are the more important events of a 
narrative, the more important steps of a procedure, the central points of an exposition, the main characters or 
entities involved in an episode. The background then includes events of lesser importance, subsidiary 
procedures, secondary points, descriptions, elaborations, digressions, and minor characters or things. However, 
this is not to say that background is unessential. It rather meants that people, when producing or comprehending 
linguistic discourse, tend to lend more importance to a certain type of information. 
60 This section is simply a brief review on the studies on Chinese tense and aspect. Some works related to the 
current research are introduced. But the review is neither exhaustive nor detailed due to the limited scope of this 
thesis. For a more comprehensive overview on the studies of tense and aspect in Chinese linguistics, please refer 
to the introductory chapters of Q.R. Chen (2008), Yu (2013), and Jia (2016). 
61 This paragraph on the early history of the studies of tense and aspect in Chinese linguistics is summarized 
from Jia. (2016) 
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scholars, if not the very first one, who offered grammatical definition of terms such as 

temporal adverb, and particles for aspectuality.  

In modern studies on tense and aspect, scholars (Lü (1942), Zhao (1968), and Wang 

(1984, 1985) among others) started to discuss tense and aspect separately. Due to the lack of 

overt marking on temporality in Chinese, most studies focused on nominal expressions of 

temporality and the aspectual system in modern Chinese which presents more cases of 

marked expression. They followed the three-node system of past, present and future tense 

already mentioned in earlier studies, and put forward multiple terms for the concept of tense 

(i.e. shízhì H� “time-system” by Wang (1984, 1985) and Chen (1988) etc., often 

abbreviated into shí H “time” like in Lü (1942), Ōta (1958) and Zhao (1968)) and aspect (i.e. 

qíngmào7� “situation-form” by Wang (1984, 1985); dòngxiàng�e “verb-mode” by Lü 

(1942); tǐ � “form, structure” by Gao (1948) and Shi (1992); and shítàiH962 “time-status” 

by P. Chen (1988) etc.) Various means of the classification of tense and aspect were brought 

forward by many scholars during this period but unfortunately no agreement was reached.63 

Studies focusing on the relation between verb and temporality (Teng 1985, Guo 1993, 1997) 

and specific aspectual markers (Cao 1986; Mei 1981, 1999) in modern and pre-modern 

Chinese also brought up new perspectives on the interpretation of tense and aspect in Chinese 

language. For instance, Guo (1993; 1997) classifies Chinese predicates into progressive and 

non-progressive and points out the vague boundary between aspect and non-aspect in 

Chinese. 

Besides, Harbsmeier (1989)’s paper on the “modal” marker yǐ 2, Li and Thompson 

(1981)’s book on the grammar of Mandarin Chinese, Z.Y. Lin’s dissertation on the 

grammatical markers in Archaic and Han Chinese, Pulleyblank (1995)’s comprehensive book 

on Classical Chinese, and J.P. Chang (1998)’s dissertation on situation types are some of the 

few works written in a non-Chinese language, discussing Chinese time-related issues during 

the late 20th century. 

On the description of the temporal system in Chinese, P. Chen (1988) set up an 

aspectual system in Chinese based on theories introduced from western linguistics and 

discusses the relation between situation types and Chinese verb categories. He proposed a 

system consisting of shízhì H� (“time-system”, tense), shíxiàngHe (“time-mode”, 

																																																								
62 This term may also refer to “tempus” (time) as mentioned by Yang and Li (2014).  
63 For a detailed account on the classification of tense and aspect done in the 20th century, please refer to He and 
Ma (2011). 
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phase)64 and shítàiH9 (“time-status”, grammatical aspect) which built up the foundation for 

later studies on the Chinese temporal system. Gong (1995) refined P. Chen (1988)’s theory 

by adding the connection and distinction between tense, phase and grammatical aspect, and 

established a framework for the analysis of the structure of Chinese aspectual expressions 

(See Figure 2 below). 

 

 

Figure 2. Components of Chinese expression of Aspect (Gong 1995: 109) 

 

Dai (1997) then offered a detailed analysis on the aspect in modern Chinese, dividing 

it into two major types: the wánzhěng tǐ,?� “complete-form (perfective)” and the fēi 

wánzhěng tǐ�,?� “non-complete-form (imperfective)” following the categorization in 

general linguistics. The former was further classified into xiànshí tǐ_/� “realized-form 

(present perfective)” typically marked by le	, jīnglì tǐ rR� “experience-form 

(experiential)” typically marked by guò�, and duǎnshí tǐ jH� “short-term form 

(delimitative)” typically marked by verb duplication. The latter was classified into chíxù tǐ =

v� “continuous-form (continuous)” typically marked by zheg, qǐshǐ tǐ  �+� “begin-

form (inchoative)” typically marked by complements such as qǐlái �� “onwards” for 

direction, and jìxù tǐuv� “process-form (progressive)” typically marked by complements 

for direction such as xiàqù�� “downwards”. 

																																																								
64 This refers to temporal features denoted by verb semantics, which is similar to the concept of lexical aspect. 

A.D.V�	+		V�					+	PART	�	+		PART	�	
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Slightly later than Xiao and McEnery (2004a; 2004b), who - based on the work of 

Smith (1997) - divide Chinese aspect into those on the lexical level and those on the 

sentential level, Q.R. Chen (2008) developed a new system of aspectuality in Chinese from a 

typological approach which seems to be one of the most recent comprehensive works done in 

the field. This newly-occurred four-tiered system of aspectuality in Chinese can be illustrated 

by the table next page. 

Based on studies of Chinese aspectuality from diverse perspectives and theories in 

general linguistics, Chen (2008) suggested a four-tiered system which includes: Situation 

Aspect that can be categorized into State, Activity, Accomplishment, and Achievement; 

Phasal Aspect that concerns the phase a situation locates in, i.e. the inceptive, continuative, 

delimitative, iterative, cessative; Peripheral viewpoint aspect which is marked by a relatively 

less grammaticalized marker; and Core viewpoint aspect which is marked by a fully 

grammaticalized marker. (Chen 2008: 266-271) 

 

Core 

Viewpoi

nt 

Aspect 

imperfective65 (inner viewpoint) Perfective (outer viewpoint) 

postverbal zhe g postverbal le 	 

Peripher

al 

Viewpoi

nt 

Aspect 

imperfective66 (inner viewpoint) Perfective (outer viewpoint) 

zhèng P, zhèngzài P%, zài %, ne

� etc. 

sentence-final le	, postverbal guò �, 

 láizhe �g etc. 

Phasal 

Aspect 

inceptive continuative perfective resultative delimitative iterative 

qǐlái �

� 

“onward

s” 

xiàlái ��, 

xiàqù �� 

“downward

s” 

wán ,,  

hǎo *,  

guò� as 

complemen

ts 

zhe g,  

dào �,  

jiàn � as 

complemen

ts 

verb 

reduplicatio

n, e.g. shuō-

shuō  

��  

“talk for a 

while” 

repetitive 

verb 

phrase, 

e.g. shuō-

shuō-xiào-

xiào  

																																																								
65 Here, imperfective includes durative and progressive. 
66 Same as above. 
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��oo

“talk and 

laugh 

repetitivel

y” 

Situation 

Aspect 

State Activity Accomplishment Achievement 

zhīdào i�  

“to know”; 

shì G “to be” 

pǎo � “to run”, 

wán ^ “to 

play”, chànggē 

 O  

“to sing” 

chuàngzào ��  

“to create”;  

jiànzào 4�  

“to construct” 

sǐ S “to die”; 

yíng � “to 

win” 

 

Table 3. The Four-tiered System of Chinese Aspectuality (Q.R.Chen 2008: 271) 

 

Compared to the categorization of aspect in general linguistics, Core Viewpoint 

Aspect is similar to the grammatical aspect in general linguistics marked by suffixation of the 

verb; Peripheral Viewpoint aspect refers to those which are marked by lexical means i.e. 

temporal adverbs and particles; Phasal Aspect is often marked by particles functioning as 

verb complements or special verb forms such as the reduplication of a single verb into a verb 

phrase, and the repetition of verbs into a verb phrase for repeated actions; and Situation 

Aspect roughly corresponding to Lexical Aspect in general linguistics. Limitations of this 

framework would be the lack of covert aspect marking and completive aspect which is often 

expressed by a resultative verb compound (RVC) in Mandarin Chinese. The distinction 

between durative and progressive is also neglected in the category of imperfective. 

In addition, L.M. Chen (2002) distinguished time in Chinese into four domains: the 

Past domain I, the Past domain II, the Present domain, and the Future domain. This is 

illustrated in the Figure 3 below. 
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Past I   Past II                    Present  Future 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Time domains in Chinese language (L.M. Chen 2002: 14) 

 

This theory is similar to those in general linguistics like Comrie (1985) in that the reference 

point (often taking the position of C) can either be the time of speech, or the time of an event. 

In both cases, events or situations occurring before the reference point are in the past while 

those happening after the reference point are in the future. A distinctive feature of this 

framework lies in the separation of the past and future by the time of another event/situation 

(represented by points B and D). This would benefit, in particular, the interpretation of past 

and future perfectives (represented by points A and E).  

For example, in the sentence wǒ míngtiān xià-le kè gěi nǐ dǎ diànhuà 

(I.tomorrow.finish-PERF.class.PREP.you.call.) :D(�	�q�<�� “I will call you 

tomorrow after class”, if the time of speech is taken as the reference point at C, the time of 

“me” calling “you” would be at E and the event of the end of the class would be at D. The 

same applies to the interpretation of past perfectives. However, one shortcoming of this 

theory is the lack of explanation of ideas such as the extended present.  

In recent years, issues concerning tense and aspect in the Chinese language, especially 

Mandarin Chinese, have received increasing attention. Lin (2002) reanalyzed the category of 

tense in Mandarin Chinese, claiming the influence of aspectual and contextual information in 

the interpretation of tense in Mandarin Chinese. L. H. Chang (2003) inspected the features of 

the typical perfective marker le in discourse. Wang and Shi (2018) pointed out a path of 

development from “taste” verbs to experiential markers. Various analyses can be found in 

many fields from formal syntax (e.g. Huang (2015), J.W. Lin (2010) and T.H.J. Lin (2015) 

among others) to formal semantics (e.g. C. Li (2015) and Jia (2016) among others), from 

pragmatics (e.g. S. Y. Chen (2017), J. Y. Chen et al. (2013) and Yu (2012) among others) to 

typology (Yang and Li (2014) and Zou (2011) among others). In addition, there are also 

							A	 	 						B	 	 	 C	 	 						D	 	 										E	
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studies from comparative perspectives, such as Yu (2013) who analyzed the temporal system 

in Chinese and English in parallel. 

From a diachronic point of view, issues concerning the development and/or variation 

of the expressions of tense and aspect in a specific period have been addressed by many 

scholars such as Meisterernst (2015) who studied tense and aspect in a historical record of the 

Han dynasty, the Shiji, Jiang (2001) who studied the features of some particular temporal 

markers in selected texts of Middle Chinese, and Zhang (2016) who discussed Chinese 

perfectives in the Ming and Qing dynasties. There are also general studies such as the 

depiction of historical variation on aspectual marking in relation with principles on Chinese 

word order done by Wei (2005). Parallel to that, studies related to the development of 

temporal expressions in Buddhist Chinese gradually increased. For instance, Hu (2002) and 

Long (2004) described the increasing variety and number of temporal adverbs, C.H. Liu 

(2015) discussed the correlation of the marking of relative past between Sanskrit and 

Chinese, and Yang (2015) compared the adverbial system in two Chinese Buddhist texts, the 

Daoxing bore jing and the Xiaopin bore boluomiduo jing. These studies provided abundant 

data for tracing the historical development and variation of the Chinese tense and aspect 

system. They also contain informative discussions on the markers of tense and aspect in the 

history of Chinese language which can be used for comparison with the markers in Chinese 

Buddhist texts in this research. 

As can be seen above, studies on the tense and aspect in Chinese linguistics are 

mainly focused on modern Chinese, especially on some specific words or particular types of 

aspect. There are a few studies concerning the temporal markers in pre-modern Chinese, and 

even fewer discussions on the expressions of tense and aspect in Buddhist literature in 

particular. All these works have drawn our attention to the importance of tense and aspect in 

the Chinese language but there is no doubt that the complexity of this marking system in 

Chinese Buddhist literature has remained greatly understudied. A comprehensive analysis of 

tense and aspect in Chinese Buddhist texts, especially those of the early times, still needs to 

be done with many issues waiting to be pursued more thoroughly and consistently. Taken that 

pre-modern Chinese and Mandarin Chinese differ considerably from the language of Chinese 

Buddhist texts on lexical and syntactic levels, the results and theories of the studies above 

will be selected and employed based on the characteristics of Chinese Buddhist texts.  
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1.1.5 Concepts of time in Chinese culture and Indian Buddhist philosophy 

 

According to Fang and Zhou (1996), Morgan (2017) and M.Y. Li (2008), in traditional 

Chinese philosophy, despite the different schools, the concept of the universe is mainly 

perceived as a finite67 unity of time and space. The representation of time can be a linear flow 

(as illustrated in Figure 1 above) or a circular flow (similar to the representation of time in the 

circular shape on a clock)68. In general, time is regarded as substantive and seen as cycled in 

close relation with natural phenomena like the sunrise/sunset and the four seasons. (Liu 2008) 

In Chinese language, the temporal sequences of events and humans are construed 

spatially along two orientations --- horizontal and vertical --- crossing each other, and in four 

directions --- front and back, and upper and lower --- diverging from the centre of the cross. 

This complex metaphorical system for time orientation, with its variables and mappings, can 

be summarized by the table on next page, which indicates that in Chinese, like in most other 

languages, the metaphorical orientation of time is realized by the pair of conceptual 

metaphors FUTURE IS IN FRONT OF EGO and PAST IS BEHIND EGO69. (Yu 2012) 

Compared to the perception of time and the interpretation of tense in general 

linguistics and in Chinese, the concept of time and tense in Indian Buddhist texts seems to be 

equally sophisticated. Indic languages possess a large number of expressions denoting time 

and temporal relations based on verb morphology. Their tense system can be briefly 

classified into present, perfect (similar to English past tense), Aorist (similar to the English 

historic past), and future, (Gonda 1966) which is linguistically consistent with (but not the 

same as) the tense system of most human languages including Chinese. The divergence, 

however, lies in their philosophical interpretation of time. 

 

 

																																																								
67 However, recalling the concept of “infinite yet finite” in Chinese classics such as the Zhuangzi, this might 
refer to a finite but boundless structure. 
68 The notion of time in pre-Buddhist China has been mentioned in multiple classics from various schools such 
as Taoism which orients time in terms of relativity, and Confucianism which presents a focus on the past. (M.Y. 
Li 2008) But the variations were only on the philosophical level which were not reflected significantly on the 
Chinese expression of time. Since expressions of tense and aspect in Chinese Buddhist texts concerns more on 
the translation of Indian perception of time, only a brief summary on the representative features of Chinese 
perception of time is given here. More attention would be paid to the introduction of Indian Buddhist concept of 
time. 
69 It should be pointed out that this says nothing about psychological reality in the individual minds of speakers 
of Chinese. The fact that some Chinese speakers may think the past is in front of them is not surprising, given 
the opposing views on this issue even among Chinese linguists. 
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Table 4. Variables and mappings of the TIME ORIENTATION metaphor in Chinese (Yu 2012: 1349)
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According to many scholars (Bareau 1957, Schayer 1938, and Kalupahana 1974 

among others), there is no general Buddhist theory of time accepted by all schools and 

sects.70 For the majority of schools, time is an indivisible, homogeneous, and unlimited mass. 

It is eternal and empirical as a substantial fluid/flux71 in which all contingent beings are 

merged. (Schayer 1938: 7-10) 

For those who admitted the existence of the three times72, the past, the present, and 

the future were perceived as simultaneous entities placed in layers, one upon another, in 

certain primitive Buddhist thought. Distinguished by the appearance or shape, their substance 

remains the same and only changes the form through the process like “melting and 

remolding”. (Miyamoto 1959) This tripartition of time later developed into the idea that the 

three times are connected in a cyclical sense, so that the existence of dharma becomes eternal. 

(Schayer 1938: 2, 15-17) However, this theory of the three times, together with the doctrine 

of the three Time-epochs, was viewed differently by various schools and sects. The dispute 

was mainly about whether the past and the future are real elements of being73 while the 

present was mostly taken as the center of the notion of time. (Schayer 1938:15-17) 

 With many problems (e.g. the relation between activity kāritra and essence svabhāva) 

remaining unexplained, there seems to be few unanimous interpretations of time and tense in 

Indian Buddhism. (Lancaster 1974) This may be a consequence of the complex structure of 

spatial and temporal spheres in Buddhist cosmology. 

																																																								
70 In early Indian Buddhism, there were many different viewpoints concerning the property of time, including: i. 
time is considered an empty frame, similar to space; ii. time is nothing more than simple modes; iii. time is a 
perpetual present full of reality and efficiency of existence and the very substance of existence; iv. time is a 
succession of separate instants; v. everything in time is evolving. Various schools offered different 
representations of time which was linked with diverse notions in Buddhism, and they later tended to build up 
some theories in which the notion of time is centred on the present, as absolute and therefore eternal. (Bareau 
1957:363) Compared to the empiricist and relativistic conception of time in early Buddhism, the Abhidharma 
scholasticism produced an absolutistic conception mainly because of its speculative approach, and the 
Mādhyamikas, as a result of their transcendentalism, denied the reality of time. (Kalupahana 1974) 
71 Time is, in itself, motionless, but the empirical things which it permeates arise and disappear, and this change 
causes the concept of time substance being conceived principally as an immovable stuff containing movable, 
contingent phenomena, which appears similarly to the form of a fluid. (Schayer 1938: 12) 
72 In Buddhist philosophy, the three times are identical with the three portions of time, acting consecutively, by 
“originating”, “stabilizing” and “making ripen”, and “annihilating”. This differentiation of time corresponds to 
the three phases, the origination, duration, and disappearance of all empirical beings, of which time is conceived 
as the “general cause”. (Schayer 1938: 11) 
73 For instance, according to the Nyāyānusāraśāstra, “Past and future do not really exist because, if they existed, 
they would resist one another.” This can be understood as the resistance between already destroyed elements 
and elements which have not been born yet. It presupposes that the past and the future are two receptacles of a 
finite volume. (Schayer 1938: 17) The Vaibhāṣikas on the contrary admitted the existence of the past, present 
and future by using the term the “three times” as a synonymous denomination (adhivacana) for 
saṃskṛtadharmas (i.e., conditioned constituents). (Schayer 1938: 24) 
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In Buddhist perception of the world, the universe is centered around a mythical 

mountain, Mount Meru (or Mount Sineru as named by Penner (2009)). It is the cosmological 

axis, surrounded by seven concentric mountain ranges each separated by an ocean, and four 

continents are located at the cardinal points of the outermost mountain range and ocean. (See 

figure 4 below) 

 
Figure 4. Geo-spatial Dimension in Buddhist Cosmology (Penner 2009: 146) 

 

In addition to this geo-spatial dimension, there’s a temporal dimension in which no 

ultimate beginning nor end to the universe is recognized. Life is seen as a continuous process 

of birth, death, and rebirth. There’s a beginning and an end for each specific life lived in each 

of the various cosmological spheres, no matter how the life span is measured (i.e. in eons, 

years, days, hours, or thought-moments). All things including the spheres themselves are 

governed by the law of dependent arising that “conditioned things are born, they die, and they 

are reborn”. Penner (2009: 148) Thus, the complexity of Early Buddhist cosmology can be 

reduced to a simple set of oppositions that appear again and again in the myths and legends of 

the Buddha, as illustrated in the figure below, which differs a lot from the Chinese view of 

time which is more of a simple linear extension.  
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Figure 5. Temporal Dimension in Buddhist Cosmology (Penner 2009: 148) 

 

What is noteworthy here is that, the ordinary conventional concept of time (kāla) such 

as variations of clock time or the psychological nature of time is not emphasized in Buddhism 

in general. It is not conducive to the development of the path of enlightenment, thus, in the 

discussion of Buddhist concepts of reality or experience, the concept of temporality (samaya) 

is relied on. (Inada 1974) This may account for the lack of expressions of calendar time or a 

specific time points for tense marking in Chinese Buddhist texts.  

Besides, some have noticed that introductory phrases such as the “Evaṃ mayā 

śrutam: ekasmin samaye Bhagavān Rājagṛhe vivarati sma …… (Thus have I heard, once 

upon a time, the Buddha appears in the city of Rājagṛha ……)” appears at the beginning of 

almost all sutras. (Miyamoto 1959) This employment of time-related words like ekasmin 

samaye (in the coming together of one, “once upon a time”) in such openings often indicates 

an “eternal once” on the temporal setting as a whole. In Chinese Buddhist texts, similar 

sentences indicating the location of Buddha at an “eternal once” is also frequently found for 
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the expression of temporal setting. Such correlations on the temporal system between Indian 

Buddhist texts and Chinese Buddhist texts will be further discussed in chapter 4. 

Summing up, the philosophical perception and interpretation of time and tense in 

Indic languages and Chinese differ immensely. This may be the cause of many cases of 

mismatched marking of tense between Chinese Buddhist texts and their Indic counterpart. 

But since both Indic languages and Chinese accept the three-tense view linguistically, it 

should be feasible at least to compare the expressions of tense and aspect in these two 

languages. 

 

1.2 Chinese Buddhist Texts 

 

The Chinese Buddhist canon is an organized collection of Buddhist texts translated 

into or written in Chinese. (Wu and Chia 2015) Its main content centres on translated74 

Buddhist works from Indian and Central Asian regions and is supplemented with Buddhist 

and related texts written in Chinese. Lewis Lancaster in his preface for Wu and Chia (2015) 

proposes that Chinese Buddhist texts should be viewed as ‘events’ rather than ‘objects’. This 

perception of Chinese Buddhist texts suggests an idea of the fluidity and openness, both 

diachronically and synchronically, that the volume somehow reveals.  

Besides, since the Chinese Buddhist canon contains a vast quantity of text that is 

largely consecutive in time, these texts represent probably “the largest homogenous body of 

translations in the history of human civilization” (Zacchetti 2005: 2). Issues concerning 

masquerading and transcription also, to some extent, lead to a diversity of topics and 

language style among Chinese Buddhist texts produced in different time periods by various 

translators. 

From the content, Chinese Buddhist texts can be divided into three main categories75 

just like its Indian source, the Tripiṭaka: the sutra (Sūtra Piṭaka) which contains records on 

the sermons attributed to the Buddha and orally rehearsed during the meetings of the 

Buddhist councils, including tales from the previous lives of the Buddha (Jātaka stories) and 

the discourses between the Buddha and his disciples; the vinaya (Vinaya Piṭaka) which lists 

rules and regulations of the monastic community ranging from dress code and dietary rules to 

																																																								
74 According to many scholars (cf. Nattier 2008, Zacchetti 2010a), some Chinese Buddhist texts may not be 
translations in a strict sense but rather constitute a “compendium assembled in China” (Nattier 2008: 153), 
commentaries on an earlier translation (Zacchetti 2008: 478), or “self-composed apocrypha”.  
75 This is a retrospective view on the categorization of the Buddhist canon. 
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the prohibitions of certain personal conducts; and the abhidharma (Abhidharma Piṭaka) 

which is the philosophical and psychological analysis and interpretation of Buddhist doctrine 

and the systematization of the contents of the sutra. (Cf. Lancaster 1987) This allows sutras to 

be more narrative with higher demand for temporal expressions than vinayas76 and 

abhidharmas. 

From the language style, Chinese Buddhist texts could be classified into four types77: 

those with strong vernacular/colloquial features such as the early works of foreign monks like 

An Shigao  (fl. c. 148-180 A.D.) and Lokakṣema  (fl. c. 147-189 A.D.); 

those with a more literary language style such as the works done by foreign immigrants born 

in the ancient territory of China or its dependent domains like Kang Senghui  (c. ?-

280 A.D.); those presenting a mixed use of vernacular/colloquial and literal expressions such 

as the translations of Zhi Qian  (fl. c. 222-252 A.D.) and Kumārajīva  (c. 334-

413 A.D.); and disciplined or stylized works  such as the one led by Xuan Zang  (c. 602-

664 A.D.).  

This categorization indicates that, synchronically, the three factors involved in the 

translation or production of Chinese Buddhist texts---the influence from the source Indic 

language; restrictions from the target language, the literary Chinese; and preference and 

choice of the translator between foreignizing and adaptation (Zürcher 1991: 284-285; Wan 

2008) --- determine the diverse features of Chinese Buddhist texts. Diachronically, the 

language style of Chinese Buddhist texts also varies with a tendency to become more and 

more literary in the Chinese standards. This implies a gradual adoption of the classical 

Chinese writing style (i.e., Literary Chinese) in the translation of Indian Buddhist texts. 

Hence, within the collection of Chinese Buddhist texts, the language and writing style of each 

text are dependent upon their author(s)/translating team, language of the source, time of 

production, and very likely the location where translation activities took place. (Ui 1971; 

Nattier 2008; Yang 2015) 

In addition, the diachronic change of translation style is often taken as the criterion for 

periodization by many scholars. An early account can be found in the Chu sanzang jiji 

 by Sengyou  (445-518 A.D.) who called Kumārajīva’s translations as the xīnyì 

																																																								
76 It should be noted that many narratives such as jātakas, avadānas etc. are woven into the vinayas as well for 
the illustration of the prohibitions. But the portion of narration in vinaya is supposed to be smaller than that in 
the sutras since they also contain explanatory texts. 
77 This categorization is based on Professor Zhu Qingzhi ’s unpublished lecture handout on the language 
style of Chinese Buddhist texts at Beijing Foreign Studies University in October 2018. 
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 (“new translation”) whereas all those completed before Kumārajīva’s time are the jiùyì 

 (“old translation”). In the early 20th century, the Japanese Buddhologist Sakaino Satoshi

 (or ) proposed a new periodization by calling the works before 

Kumārajīva’s time as the gǔyì  (“archaic translation”), those completed around 

Kumārajīva’s time as the jiùyì , and those created after Kumārajīva’s time as the xīnyì 

. (Sakaino 1935) Later, another scholar Ono Genmyō further divided the period 

of jiùyì into jiùyì qiánqī  (“the first phase of old translation”) which is before 

the Tang dynasty (618-907 A.D.) and jiùyì hòuqī  (“the second phase of old 

translation”) which is after the Tang dynasty. (Ono 1983, Lü 1979) This indicates that 

Kumārajīva’s time and the Tang dynasty are two watersheds of the history of Chinese 

Buddhist texts, and that the early Chinese Buddhist texts created before the time of 

Kumārajīva are supposed to conserve the most primeval features of Buddhist Chinese and the 

contact between Indic languages, vernacular Chinese and written Chinese, thus representing 

distinctive value in the studies of Buddhist Chinese during its earliest phase. 

 Another aspect which should be mentioned here is that, frankly speaking, “the origin 

of the Chinese Buddhist canon is still a mystery.” (Wu and Chia, 2015: 18) Although each 

text is assigned to a particular author, it is difficult to point to “the” original version of Indian 

Buddhist texts. First of all, it is unavoidable that “spurious writings produced indigenously 

often pretended to be of foreign origins, claiming undeserved textual authority and 

authenticity” which obstruct the recognition of authentic authorship (Wu and Chia 2015: 5). 

Secondly, as the emphasis was on transmitting the meaning rather than the form, and it was a 

common practice for Chinese translators to adopt terms that were already in circulation, we 

must bear in mind that there is a complex network of causes and conditions that have brought 

them into their present state. (Nattier 2008:27) Given this issue of apocrypha78, it is necessary 

and important to identify authentic works with reliable records on their authorship and time 

of production, especially for linguistic studies on the language style of a certain period. The 

criteria for the selection of texts for this research will be elaborated on in section 1.3. 

 In the following sections, as the background of this study on tense and aspect in early 

Chinese Buddhist texts, current assumptions on the production of early Chinese Buddhist 

																																																								
78 Apocrypha refers to works of unknown authorship or of doubtful origin. According to Nattier (2008:6), a 
substantial number of Chinese Buddhist texts, especially the earliest ones, may have undergone several times of 
later revisions. It is inevitable that the current versions of the early texts contain traces of later Chinese. 
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texts will be introduced which may illuminate the possible reasons behind some distinctive 

features of the language. General linguistic characteristics of the selected corpus will also be 

discussed in terms of their vocabulary, language style, and the composition of the text for the 

elucidation of their value for the current study on tense and aspect in pre-modern Chinese. 

 

1.2.1 The production of Chinese Buddhist texts 

 

According to many scholars (Wang 1984; Tso 1991, 1999; Zacchetti 2010a; Tang 2011, 

among others), although cases existed where individuals produced translations mainly on 

their own, it seems that many Chinese Buddhist texts were in fact produced via group 

activities, similar to the sense of lecturing79 in modern time. Many historical records on the 

history of Chinese Buddhism (such as the Chu sanzang jiji  and Gaoseng zhuan 

) have mentioned this and claim that this method of translating in a group by 

interlocution, the yichǎng fānyì  (lit. “translation-field-translate”), was applied ever 

since the start of the history of Chinese Buddhist texts in An Shigao’s  (ca. 148-171 

A.D.) time80. Multiple people are assumed to be involved in this translation process, and each 

of them seems to be assigned a specific task.81 This is believed to be influenced by the 

original Indian tradition on the creation of Buddhist texts.82 

 Based on the accounts given by scholars such as Tang (2011), Tso (1991), and Wan 

(2008), the procedure of the production of Chinese Buddhist texts can be briefly described as 

follows: 

First of all, someone familiar with the Indic language and the content of the source 

Buddhist text, is required to take the position of the zhǔyì  (“chief translator”). Normally 

being non-Chinese, this person is supposed to read and explain the meaning and connotation 

of the Indian Buddhist text sentence by sentence to the audience (or his followers or 

																																																								
79 Further discussions on the translating activities in the form of “lecturing” can be consulted in Funayama 
(2006). 
80 According to Tang (2011: 75-78), while translating the Yin chiru jing , An Shigao is recorded to 
have explained the scripture sentence by sentence to his disciples. Thus, the translation method of explaining the 
scripture while lecturing may have already been in use in An Shigao’s time. This is also discussed by Tso 
(1991) and Wan (2008) who proved the existence of group activities in the production of Chinese Buddhist texts 
by quoting from various historical records on Chinese Buddhism. 
81 The following accounts on the functions and positions involved in the translation of Chinese Buddhist texts 
are based on Tso (1991: 100-120), Wan (2008), and Zürcher (2012). 
82 Tang (2011: 75-78) mentions that: “In Buddhist legends, when creating the tripiṭaka, there was one person 
asking a question and another performing what the Buddha had said. Repeating as such, a scripture was made. 
( )”  
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disciples). He should also be able to debate with the audience and answer their questions and 

thus must be knowledgeable in the corresponding Buddhist teachings.  

Secondly, an interpreter, or “transmitting interpreter”, the chuányì , is needed in 

situations where the main translator cannot speak and understand Chinese fluently. His job is 

to translate the main translator’s teachings and explanation into Chinese, and the audiences’ 

questions back into the language of the main translator. But this position may not be 

necessary when the main translator has a good knowledge of Chinese. 

Thirdly, a scribe or record keeper, the bǐshòu  (“pen-bearer”, scribe), is at 

presence at the lecture in order to note down all the teachings and possibly the conversations 

between the translator and the audience83. People at this position are considered to collect the 

notes made by the audience and compare them to their own to avoid any omissions or 

mistakes84. They are also in charge of choosing the most suitable words in Chinese to convey 

the meaning of the Indian source. To some extent, it might be the scribe who literally “wrote” 

the Buddhist texts we read today while the main translator to whom texts are assigned to 

mainly contributed to the content. This may help to account for problematic issues such as 

the occasionally inconsistent language style or minor variances concerning the choice of 

words between texts of the same translator, as the scribe might not be the same. 

 After the draft had been composed, it was checked by the zhèngyì  (“validate-

meaning”, proof-reader) who is able to review the text for any misunderstanding of the Indic 

words or improper choice of the Chinese characters. This was not a fixed position before the 

Tang dynasty when the task could be done by either the main translator or the interpreter85.  

Since the Tang dynasty, with more and more Chinese monks becoming familiar with the 

Buddhist scriptures, errors or improper choice of words were discovered in earlier 

translations when doing the revisions, and the need for double-checking the text finally led to 

the establishment of the position of zhèngyì . (Tso 1991: 111-112)  

																																																								
83 In cases where the lecture depends on the main translator’s recitation and memory of the source with no 
original texts available, an extra scribe who notes down the original Indic wordings might also be at presence. 
(Tso 1991: 100) 
84 Concerning the production of the Chinese Buddhist canon, Chu sanzang jiji mentions that “the meaning and 
indication of the text is noted down on the paper, the text is completed by collecting notes from the audience (

”; T2145_.55.0059a13). 
85 Due to the low equivalence of Indic languages among early Chinese, it is very likely that the scribes merely 
wrote down what they heard without knowing the content, thus they may not have been able to verify the 
accuracy of the translation. 
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In the Song dynasty, there seems to be a clearer division of labour. The interpreting 

and proofreading of the texts were carried out by the zhèngyì and a new position, the 

zhènwén (“validate-text”, proof reader). With the main translator, the yìzhǔ  

(“translate-chief”) seated in the centre, facing the audience while expounding the Indic texts, 

the first proof reader, the zhèngyì  sitting on the left, is in charge of discussing and 

analyzing the meaning of the Indic texts together with the main translator, and the second 

proof reader, the zhènwén sitting on the right, is responsible for checking the main 

translator’s pronunciation of the source language for its transliteration into Chinese. After all 

that being done, the scribes, the shūzì fànxué sēng  (“scribe-Sanskrit-study-

monk”, scribe on Sanskrit) and zhuìwén  (“polish-text”, scribe on Chinese), would write 

down the text in Chinese, based on the discussion and Chinese writing conventions. This is 

then followed by the correction of the texts by comparing Sanskrit and Chinese done by the 

cānyì  (“assist-translate”, translating assistant), and the editing and polishing of the texts 

concerning redundancies and literariness.86 (Jan 1966; Huang 1997) 

 Another change regarding the translation of Buddhist texts in later times is the 

controlled number of people involved. Before the Sui dynasty, lectures for the teaching and 

translation of Indian Buddhist texts were open to a large number of audiences among which 

everyone could challenge the main translator by raising questions on various topics. As 

Buddhism gradually spread to a larger community, the number of participants grew larger87 

and diversified, but it also caused more chaos in the debates and prolonged the process of the 

completion of the translation. (Tso 1991: 104) Around the Sui dynasty, production and 

revision of Buddhist texts began to be done in a more private way under the supervision of 

																																																								
86 This is based on the Fozu tongji by Zhi Pan who writes: 
“T2035_.49.0398b08: , , 

,  , …… , 
, , ” 

Firstly, the main translator sitting in the centre, facing outside, and expounding on the Sanskrit text. Secondly, 
the proof reader, sitting to the left of the main translator, discusses the Sanskrit text with the main translator; 
Thirdly, another proof reader, sitting to the right of the main translator, listens to the main translator reading the 
Sanskrit text to check if there is any mistakes. Fourthly, the scribing monk who studies Sanskrit listens to the 
Sanskrit and writes down in Chinese. ……Sixth, another scribe corrects the words to make it fit the Chinese 
writing regulations; Seventh, the translating assistant corrects the text by comparing both Sanskrit and Chinese 
text. Eighth, the editor deletes the redundant long sentences for concise sentential meaning. Ninth, polish the 
text. 
87 For example, according to historical records, some prestigious monks such as Kumārajīva is rumoured to have 
had about three thousand people participating in his lectures. (Tso 1991: 100) 
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the government.88 They seem to have set certain standards concerning the translation of 

Buddhist texts and this can be also deduced from the increasing amount of common terms 

and expressions shared by texts done by different translators/translating groups. (Yang 2001) 

 A brief illustration of a translating site of Chinese Buddhist texts is shown in Figure 6 

below. It concisely visualizes the collaboration between the main translator, seated in the 

middle, and the many interpreters, scribes and assistants sitting on both sides with different 

kinds of notes and various writing implements in front of them. 

 Summing up, the translation89 of Chinese Buddhist texts should better be regarded as 

the result of collaborative group work, rather than individual acts. This can account for the 

existence of distinctive linguistic features between Chinese Buddhist texts assigned to the 

same author. The fact that Chinese Buddhist texts were the outcome of lecturing and 

interlocution can explain why there are so many evident traces of vernacular elements, and 

the various linguistic backgrounds of the translators, interpreters and scribes might also be 

the reasons why so many different language styles were used in different Chinese Buddhist 

texts. 

 However, Chinese Buddhist texts should not be considered as completely composed 

in vernacular Chinese, but rather as a mixture of vernacular/colloquial and written Chinese. 

The ratio between literary and vernacular elements in each text depends on the translators and 

scribes’ competence of Chinese and also the content and style of the source text. Being 

written in Chinese, the translation must on the one hand follow the rules of Chinese written 

literature (with all the limitations of the Chinese writing system) and on the other hand be 

loyal to the original Indian expressions and teachings. Such contrast concerning the writing 

styles and the various translators’ solutions to cope with the conflicts between the Indian and 

Chinese languages are supposed to be the key features that make Chinese Buddhist texts 

unique. 

 

																																																								
88 For instance, Zhi Pan mentioned in the Fozu tongji  that the Song translation of the Heart Sutra 
was monitored by a chamberlain of the emperor: “The chamberlain Liu Su monitors (the 
translation activities).” (T2035_.49.0398b01) 
89 For more details on the history of the translation of Chinese Buddhist texts, see Raine (2016). 
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Credit: http://xixia.nxu.edu.cn/info/1024/2122.htm 

Figure 6. Painting of a scene showing the translation of a Western Xia Buddhist text, the 

Xianzaixianjie qianfo ming jing  B11: 047 (3.15)  
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1.2.2 The language of Chinese Buddhist texts90 

 

Having discussed how Chinese Buddhist texts might have been produced, this section is 

going to present some examples of the representative and distinctive features of Chinese 

Buddhist texts, while investigating the reasons why Chinese Buddhist texts, especially the 

earliest ones (produced between the mid 2nd century and the beginning of the 5th century 

A.D.), are of the greatest intrinsic significance in the study of Chinese historical linguistics. 

In general, while conforming to the basic structure of Literary Chinese, the linguistic 

characteristics of Chinese Buddhist translations differ from those of contemporary Chinese 

non-Buddhist literature in various aspects. (Zürcher 1977; Zhu and Li 2018) The 

masquerading as a foreign and authentic religious text as suggested by many scholars 

(Funayama 2006; Nattier 2008; Wan 2008, among others), together with the cultural contrast 

between Indian Buddhist culture and traditional Chinese culture have resulted in many 

“unusual” features.  

For instance, distinctive features can be noticed from various aspects such as the 

occurrences of many more disyllabic or multisyllabic words, partly due to the transliteration 

and transcription of foreign names and concepts; the appearance of considerably long 

sentences, probably caused by the long sentences often found in Indic sources; and the 

“strange” combination of words which seems to be syntactically related to the relatively free 

word order in most Indic languages, or affected by the cognitive gap between Indian and 

Chinese perception of the world.91 Such extent of integration of new words and expressions is 

not evident in non-Buddhist literature of the same time period and is widely acknowledged as 

a distinctive feature of Chinese Buddhist texts. 

What is noteworthy concerning these new words and expressions is that some of them 

are of great importance for the study of the history of the Chinese language, as many of them 

survived multiple diachronic changes and are even preserved in modern Mandarin. Some 

scholars (Zürcher 1977; Dong 1985; Mair 1994; Jiang 2017) claim that these newly emerged 

vocabular and syntactic structures are the result of vernacular/colloquial intrusion into the 

written language, while others (Karashima 2000; Zhu 2010) argue that they are triggered by 

																																																								
90 Since this study focuses on the syntactic expressions of tense and aspect in early Chinese Buddhist texts,  
morphological and phonological issues are omitted. For a comprehensive review of studies on all linguistic 
aspects of Chinese Buddhist texts in general, see Wan (2001, 2002, 2003) and Zhu (2003, 2008, 2010) and Zhu 
and Li (2018). 
91 However, these features are more apparent in certain texts while being less evident in the others. Hence, they 
are assumed to be related to the preference of each translator and the circumstances of the translation process. 
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the language contact with Indic languages via translation. Both viewpoints are reasonable to a 

certain extent. 

According to Norman (1988: 109), Literary Chinese (or wenyan ;b) was the most 

privileged form of writing in China until the Written Vernacular Movement in the 1920s. 

Despite its sophisticated rules concerning wording and the structure of the text, Literary 

Chinese, regarded as refined and polished, was the language which most types of premodern 

Chinese literature were written in. 

The production of Chinese Buddhist texts was mainly motivated by Buddhist 

missionaries’ intention to present their teachings in a straightforward, easily accessible 

language. Given the translators’ limited command of Literary Chinese (especially in the early 

times), the language of Chinese Buddhist texts is thought to be more vernacular in nature and 

closer to the colloquial language at the time of the composition or translation of the text 

(Karashima 1996). They exhibit more vernacular elements than contemporary secular 

literature, and potentially reveal a more accurate chronology due to their relatively 

homogeneous92 content and genre. (Wu and Chia 2015) As a result, before the implantation 

of Buddhism into the Chinese sociolinguistic body, vernacular, colloquial and dialectical 

elements were rejected by indigenous text traditions as vulgarisms, and “earliest instances of 

written vernacular Chinese occur almost exclusively, certainly with absolute and 

unmistakable predominance in Buddhist texts”. (Mair 1994: 709-710) 

This demonstration of the vernacularization process in the history of Chinese is 

regarded as a remarkable feature of Chinese Buddhist texts by many scholars (Zhu 2003, 

2010; Zhu and Li 2018; Zürcher 1977, among many others), and the high proportion of 

elements which are assumed to be vernacular (or elements which are not found in non-

Buddhist texts of the same time period) in the earliest Chinese Buddhist texts is rather 

striking. These vernacular elements are mainly manifested on the lexical level, but also occur 

on the synaptic level.  

 For instance, as mentioned above, Chinese Buddhist texts contain a large amount of 

polysyllabic words (mostly disyllabic) which are rarely attested in earlier written Chinese. 

Some assume that they are caused by the combination of monosyllabic words from wenyan 

during the widely-accepted historical evolution of disyllabification in Chinese. (Feng 2000; 

																																																								
92 Out of political and religious motives, Chinese Buddhist texts are believed to have been produced and 
reproduced with both continuities and changes. The changes are supposed to be mainly on the vocabulary and 
the way of expression. Concerning the genres and content of the texts, consistency is expected given the 
intention to be loyal to the original Indian Buddhist thought. 
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Wang 1980; Xu 2005; Dong 2011) Others oppose this view by claiming that, for the mass of 

people and the majority of the translators and scribes of early Chinese Buddhist texts, it 

makes more sense to use and create polysyllabic words from words which already existed in 

vernacular/colloquial Chinese. (Zürcher 1977; 1980; 1991; Mair 1994) No matter from which 

source these large numbers of polysyllabic words came into use,93 it is safe to say that the 

emergence of the largely polysyllabic vernacular lexicon in Chinese Buddhist texts is 

unique.94 This implies an undercurrent of written vernacular Chinese which may have already 

started to develop since the production of the earliest Chinese Buddhist texts. 

 As for the triggering of language contact with Indic languages, it is justifiably based 

on comparative studies between Chinese Buddhist texts and their possible Indic sources. 

Since Indic languages (i.e. Pāli, Prakrit, and Sanskrit) and Chinese are considered as the 

typologically “most violent contrast”95, the translation of Indian Buddhist texts into Chinese 

must have gone through inevitable troubles linguistically and cognitively in order to reach the 

balance between the two extremes. The ideal status of conveying the original idea while 

conforming to the rules and regulations of Chinese writing does not seem to be easily 

achievable considering the existence of some “strange” forms of words and sentence 

constructions. 

 A well-known example of the impact of the Indic source language on the vocabulary 

of Buddhist Chinese is the creation of the word “tǎ ” for the expression of a stupa 

(thuba/thuva in Gāndhārī, stūpa in Sanskrit, a mound-like or hemispherical structure 

containing relics). (Karashima 2017: 106) Apart from this, foreign influence on the 

grammatical structure of the sentence is also supported by Chinese-Indic comparison. This is 

noticeable on the expression of tense and aspect in Chinese Buddhist texts. 

 

 

																																																								
93 Although many polysyllabic words attested in Chinese Buddhist texts are not found in non-Buddhist texts of 
the same or similar time period, the reason for this phenomenon is not easily identifiable. The situation is very 
complex. With vernacular elements in writing being regarded as crude and vulgar by Chinese literati, the 
adoption of vernacular words should not be acceptable. However, the existence of some newly emerged 
polysyllabic words cannot be accounted for if they do not come from a vernacular origin. As a result, as for the 
mixture of vernacular and literary elements in Chinese Buddhist texts, no definite conclusions can be drawn 
based on the current state of sources. (Cf. Mair 1991: 711-712)  
94 Tendency towards polysyllabic words as generally displayed in Chinese Buddhist texts is well-known, and 
has been discussed in detail by many scholars. It is one of the major trends in the historical development of the 
Chinese language. 
95 This is the description of the relation between Sanskrit and Chinese given by Wilhelm von Humboldt in his 
posthumous masterpiece On Language: On the diversity of Human Language Construction and its Influence on 
the Mental Development of the Human Species, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge 1999, page 230, 
quoted from Zacchetti (2005: 2). 
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In Indic languages, verbs have formal distinctions to express tense and aspect. The 

language of Chinese Buddhist texts, in contrast, does not express tense and aspect by 

conjugational means but by a complex system of markers. This system consists of sentence-

final particles (e.g. yǐ ), a set of adverbs usually derived from verbs meaning “to end, to 

finish” (e.g. jìng ), some more grammaticalized adverbs denoting a sense of “already” (e.g. 

jì  and ), and a great number of denominal or other types of sentential temporal adverbs 

(e.g. jīn ). (Pulleyblank 1995; Wang 1980, 1989) As a result, solutions are needed in the 

Chinese translation to substitute for the Indic salient markings of tense and aspect. One 

example of such substitution is provided by Karashima (2010: 513), who claims that the 

postverbal yǐ , seldom found in medieval non-Buddhist texts but commonly employed for 

perfective aspect in Chinese Buddhist texts, is a fixed translation of the Indic absolutive or 

gerund ending in “-tvā”. Evidence of this can be observed in parallels, such as the Chinese 

“niànyǐ  (having considered)” and Sanskrit “cintayitvā (having considered)”, and the 

Chinese “shuōyǐ   (having said)” and the Sanskrit “bhāṣitvā (having said)”. (Karashima 

2010a: 513) 

The interaction between Indic language, wenyan, and vernacular Chinese in the 

formation of Buddhist Chinese can be briefly illustrated in Figure 7: the thicker the arrow, the 

stronger the influence expected to have taken place.  

 

 Vernacular Chinese   

 

Buddhist Chinese   

Indic 

languages 

 

 

Written  

Chinese 

Figure 7. Linguistic Interaction via the Translation of Buddhist Texts 

	

This figure shows that Buddhist Chinese was mainly formed based on the linguistic system of 

written Chinese, with phonetic and semantic borrowings from Indic languages on the lexical 

level, and intrusions from vernacular Chinese on both lexical and grammatical levels. It is 
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also suggested by the later literature of the Southern Song, Yuan, Ming and Qing dynasties 

that Buddhist Chinese eventually reflected back to vernacular Chinese and even written 

Chinese.96 

In addition, the temporal system of Chinese Buddhist texts also seems to follow the 

Indian multi-layered system of time. This will be discussed in 4.2.4 where similarities 

between the temporal frames of Indian source and its Chinese counterpart are presented. 

To summarize, since the translation of Indian Buddhist texts covered a period of 

around 900 years which involved the interaction between multiple linguistic factors (e.g. 

vernacular intrusion, language contact, historical lexicalization and grammaticalization, 

phonological change and borrowing etc.), it can be concluded that Chinese Buddhist texts 

present not only the conflict and compromise between typological contrasts but also paths of 

diachronic evolution in the history of Chinese. They are of particular value for studying the 

textual history of Buddhist scriptures and Chinese historical linguistics. 

 Among this vast number of texts, those produced before the 5th century A.D. around 

the time of Kumārajīva are of particular significance. They are of a “pioneering nature” as it 

is exactly at this early stage that “the linguistic and conceptual tensions are most apparent”, 

and that “the huge cultural gap between the Indian doctrine and Chinese traditional thought 

had yet to be bridged” 97 (Zacchetti 2005: 3). This suggests that early Chinese Buddhist texts 

are probably the only and most extensive source for the study on the earliest phase of 

language and cultural contact between ancient India and China, and how the alien features 

Buddhist texts started to be subsumed and mediated into the Chinese tradition. Linguistic 

features and language styles of these early Chinese Buddhist texts are to be discussed in the 

following section. 

 

1.2.3 Translators/Compilers of early Chinese Buddhist texts and their language style 

 

Concerning the so-called translator or compiler, in many cases it is generally accepted that 

the author to which a scripture is credited may not be the actual translator but rather the chief 

																																																								
96 For example, many newly-occurred words in Chinese Buddhist texts such as chà-nà  (“instant, 
instantly”) , jiě-tuō  (“get rid of, be relieved”), shìjiè  (“world”), zhì-huì  (“wisdom”) etc. and 
structures such as the postverbal use of yǐ for perfective have been preserved in modern Mandarin and its 
writing system. CITE DICTIONARY 
97 Contacts on the cultural level are evident and are very often the reason behind the new occurrences on the 
cognitive level. But this is beyond the scope of this introduction; thus, this aspect is not emphasized here but 
will be expanded on in the analyses, whenever necessary. 
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foreign translator. It is by now well established that the translation of Buddhist scriptures into 

Chinese was often, though by no means always, a group effort. (Nattier 2008:19) For many 

early translations, the name of the translator was even unknown as they were not noted in 

extant records. 

Besides, it is also impossible to generalize “the” translation style of translators of a 

particular place in a certain time period. What can be seen instead is a number of distinctive 

translation policies, resulting in strikingly different repertoires of vocabulary and styles being 

used in the same place at virtually the same time. Nattier (2008: 5) However, it is still 

possible to sort out the differences in terms of literary lineages---that is, the lines of 

transmission of translation strategies which led to the formation of a number of distinct 

“rhetorical communities”. 

 With these kept in mind, although the evaluation of the authenticity of the assignment 

of works remains problematic, this section provides some brief and basic information about 

authors or translators of the corpus selected for this research. A short discussion of the 

background of the translators/compilers will help us determine whether and to which extent 

social linguistic factors such as linguistic background of the translator might have affected 

the language of early Chinese Buddhist texts. 

 

i. An Shigao  (n.d., ca. 2nd century A.D.) 

 

 An Shigao is recorded to be a native of the Parthian Empire (CN: Anxi , 

geographically close to the current territory of Iran). He is believed to have come to Luoyang, 

the capital of China of that time, during the mid-second century A.D.. (Nattier 2008: 38) 

 The work of An Shigao and his circle is in general characterized by its terminological 

lexical usages and wording which do not appear to be very “Chinese”. However, this is one 

of the most salient features of earliest Chinese Buddhist translations. According to Zürcher 

(1991:283), An Shigao’s language is “eratic, crude, full of vulgarism, often chaotic to the 

point of unintelligibility”, as he made no concession to Chinese literary taste. His translation 

is “no more than free paraphrases or extracts from the original texts.” (Zürcher 1959:24) 

However, Nattier (2008: 44) argues that the Indic texts used by early translators may have 

differed substantially from those available today. It seems better to reserve our judgement on 

the accuracy of An Shigao’s works. 
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 In Sengyou ’s (445-518 A.D.) Chu sanzang jiji  (T2145), a catalogue 

on Chinese Buddhist texts, An Shigao was ranked as one of the three great translators in early 

Chinese Buddhist history, which implies his significance since very early times. His 

vocabulary has been adopted by many later translators; thus, a proper comment on An 

Shigao’s works may be that, “although the language style is inelegant or non-Chinese, they 

clearly served the purpose of communicating some basic Indic Buddhist categories to 

Chinese audiences in a language that they could understood”. (Nattier 2008: 44) 

 Although little information is available on the exact procedure by which An Shigao 

might have produced his texts, there seems to be two contradictory tendencies: rigid 

adherence to the Indic original in matters of syntax, coupled with a certain propensity to free 

creativity at the lexical level. (Zacchetti 2007:398) His strong penchant for tracing faithfully 

the syntactic structure of the Indic original led to a well-known preference for translating 

rather than transcribing phonetically Buddhist technical terms. The disadvantage of this is 

that it betrays a certain readiness to depart from his originals on the lexical level. (Zacchetti 

2007) 

 

ii. Lokakṣema  (flourished ca. 147-189)98 

 

 In Sengyou’s Chu sanzang jiji, Lokakṣema is described as originally coming from 

Yuezhi , which is within the realm of the Kushan Empire (geographically located in 

today’s northern India, Pakistan, and Afghanistan). He is believed to have arrived in Luoyang 

toward the end of the reign of the Emperor Huan  (r. 147-168 A.D.). 

 Being later than An Shigao, Lokakṣema, like most other early translators, adopted 

many terms introduced by An Shigao. However, his corpus presents the polar opposite of that 

of An Shigao with regard to the translation style. Lokakṣema is known for the preference of 

phonetic transcriptions, while making little effort to domesticate the Indian terminology into 

the Chinese culture. (Nattier 2008: 75) He tends to adhere closely to the style of the Indian 

prose, resulting in many cases of extraordinarily long Chinese sentences and lengthy 

paragraphs, in contrast to An Shigao’s more concise way of expression. In addition, 

Lokakṣema’s texts are also found to contain a significant number of vernacular elements 

																																																								
98 For debates concerning the two varieties of his name, the four-character zhī lóu jiā chèn and two-character zhī 
chèn, please refer to Nattier (2008: 73-74). 
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(Zürcher 1977; 1996) and there is a notable omission of the famous opening phrase “Thus 

have I heard” which frequently appears in other translators’ works. 

 

iii. An Xuan (n.d., active around 189 A.D.) and Yan Fotiao  (ca. 117-197 A.D.) 

 

 Due to the lack of historical records, little is known about the background of An Xuan 

and Yan Fotiao. It is only clear that the former is supposed to be a Upāsaka (a lay devotee 

who is diligent in Buddhist practices) from Parthia and the latter is believed to be one of the 

earliest Chinese Buddhist monks. They are noted to have started the translation of T322 

around 181 A.D. during the reign of Emperor Ling . 

 Linguistically, according to Nattier (2008: 91), the most striking feature of An Xuan 

and Yan Fotiao’s text is their translation policy. In contrast to An Shigao’s “middle path” 

between transcription (of proper names) and translation (of Buddhist terms) and Lokakṣema’s 

strong favour for transcription, An Xuan and Yan Fotiao attempt to translate rather than 

transcribe all proper names, as well as Buddhist terms into Chinese. The literary style of An 

Xuan and Yan Fotiao’s work seems to be more “traditional” than their predecessors’, and 

Zürcher (1991: 283) observed few vernacular traces with some mixture of typical wenyan 

elements which are rarely seen in the earlier Chinese Buddhist texts. It is also assumed that 

the overall accuracy of An Xuan and Yan Fotiao’s translation is remarkably high when 

compared with their Indic source (Nattier 2008: 92), implying a considerable progress in the 

translation history of Chinese Buddhist texts. 

 

iv. Zhi Qian  (ca. 190-250 A.D.) 

 

 In Gaoseng zhuan and Chu sanzang jiji, Zhi Qian is portrayed as a descendant of 

immigrants from the Greater Yuezhi (geographically around the current area of northwest 

Xinjiang province), born in northern China. It is assumed that this ethnic background may 

have enabled him to be fluent in both Indic and Chinese languages. According to Nattier 

(2008: 116), Zhi Qian began translating in Luoyang but later moved to the Wu area in 

southern China where the bulk of his translations was carried out. This implies the possibility 

of an influence of the ancient Wu  dialect on the language of Zhi Qian and his translations.  
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 In general, Zhi Qian’s language tends to be literary99, a fact which makes him 

different from his predecessors who preferred simple and direct translations with a more 

prosaic language style. (Chu 2009) Since many of his works are revisions of earlier 

translations/texts, the vocabulary of Zhi Qian’s texts varies “tremendously” from one text to 

another. (Nattier 2008: 119) Multiple renditions of one single Indic term may be found in one 

single scripture and it seems that Zhi Qian did this on purpose for the variation on 

vocabulary. His attempt to minimize the use of transcriptions of difficult Buddhist concepts 

also makes his texts sound less foreign. (C.Y. Chu 2009) 

 As a disciple in the lineage of Lokakṣema, Zhi Qian’s vocabulary contains many 

terms of Lokakṣema. But the style employed by Zhi Qian varies with some features 

resembling the works of Lokakṣema, while others exhibit notable departures from 

Lokakṣema’s style. (Nattier 2008: 119) Besides, many words used by Zhi Qian are not 

attested in earlier works or those done by other translators of a similar time period. He seems 

to have created some new terms, mostly disyllabic, for the translation of Buddhist texts (e.g. 

lièxiàn  “appear in certain pattern”, jiūgào  “prosecute”) which are only found in his 

works, and many others which were adopted in later texts (e.g. jìngyù  “treat with 

respect”, qiángjié  “rob”, zhūzhì  “punish”). (C. N. Chu 2011)  

What is noteworthy about Zhi Qian is that, thanks to his relatively superior 

knowledge on Chinese language and culture, a large number of Daoist and metaphysical 

concepts (though sometimes applied with mistakes and misconceptions) can be found in his 

translations which makes his translation more familiar in the Chinese context. 

  

v. Kang Senghui  

 

 According to his biography in Gaoseng zhuan, Kang Senghui is a Buddhist monk 

born in Jiaozhi  (modern-day northern Vietnam) with a Sogdian origin. After moving to 

Jianye , the capital of the state of Wu , Kang Senghui is portrayed as being in close 

contact with the Wu authorities. 

																																																								
99 Zhi Qian’s literary approach was criticized by some later monks such as Sengrui  who asserted that “Zhi 
Qian’s translations, though beautiful in style, are confused with respect to the central theme. …… the monastic 
ideal is distorted by his undue elegance of language and the true taste dulled by the extravagance of style.” 
(quoted from C.Y. Chu 2009: 47)  
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 Concerning his language style --- in contrast to Lokaksema’s frequent intrusions of 

colloquialisms --- Kang Senghui’s works tend to be more literary. (Zürcher 1977, Nattier 

2008: 149) However, there is also a vernacular - literary spectrum in Kang Senghui’s works 

where literary translations with literary language also contain easy translations of proper 

terms as he adapted them to the Chinese standard. (Nattier 2008: 151) Another prominent 

aspect of Kang Senghui’s translation style is his liberal use of ideas and terminology from 

indigenous Chinese religion and philosophy. (Nattier 2008: 151) Since it is noted by Kang 

Senghui himself that he had three laymen as his translation assistants, they may have played a 

role in polishing his language. This is a remarkable improvement from Lokaksema’s 

transcription of Indic terms which must have been unfamiliar for common Chinese reader. 

 

vi. Dharmarakṣa  (ca. 233 – 312 A.D.) 

 

Dharmarakṣa was a monk of Yuezhi origin whose translations covered various topics 

and genres but mostly works of the Mahayana school. If the current records on his life and 

activities are correct, then Dharmarakṣa may have devoted a long time to the translation of 

Buddhist texts (roughly from 266-308 A.D.) and produced a large volume of texts. (Mei 

1996)  

As for the language style of Dharmarakṣa, Daoan commented that: “ the works 

of Dharmarakṣa are all of a justified nature. His language is not logical and elegant, but is 

smooth and coherent, and loyal to the original source (

)”.100 In Zürcher (1972: 69)’s opinion, Dharmarakṣa’s 

direct and simple translations are hard to understand which may be caused by his insufficient 

knowledge of Chinese and multilingual backgorund. According to Mei (1996:58), the 

inconsistent language style in Dharmarakṣa’s works may be accounted for by the fact that 

many of his disciples and assistants are recorded to have involved in the translation activities. 

Thus, texts with different scribes may present different language styles. However, a certain 

degree of uniformity can still be noted in Dharmarakṣa’s translations. For example, most of 

his works start with the sentence “Thus have I heard ” and end with “joyfully accepted 

the teachings, the audience greeted and left ”; similar translations on 

																																																								
100 This quoted from Huijiao’s Gaoseng zhuan, T2059_.50.0327a07 to a10. 
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the name of certain places and similar content appear repetitively in different translations; 

and same narratives are repeated in different translations, as well. (Mei 1996: 61) 

 Besides, there is no agreement on Dharmarakṣa’s authentic works as the list varies in 

different catalogues. The source language of Dharmarakṣa’s translations may also range from 

Gandhari to other Central Asian languages but does not seem to include Sanskrit. (Nattier 

1990: 212) 

 

vii. Kumārajīva  (ca. 344 - 413 A.D.) 

 

Kumārajīva was a Buddhist monk from the Kingdom of Kucha who studied and translated 

texts of various schools (e.g. Sarvastivadin, Buddhasvāmin and Mahayana)101. 

In general, Kumārajīva’s language style is regarded as concise, smooth, and elegant. He is 

widely known for the emphasis on polished/refined language, with frequent omissions and 

additions to the original texts, based on his own understanding, and the correction of 

misconceptions in earlier terminology. (Daňková 2006: 60-71) 

Sengyou in his Chu sanzang jiji commented that Kumārajīva’s translation 

“interprets the source text into local Chinese in an indirect way but does not disobey the 

original meaning ( , )”, and “although the expressions are not exactly the 

same as the source, the theme is close to the that of the source ”. This 

is also agreed on by Sengzhao  who remarked that, in Kumārajīva’s translations, “the 

language, though brief, is straightforward; the theme, though approached indirectly, is 

manifest, so that the profound mysteries (of the original) are clearly revealed”.102 Such 

comments imply a preference of literary and “sophisticated” translation style in Kumārajīva’s 

works which can be clearly seen in comparison with other translators’ works of the same 

source.  

Since early Chinese Buddhist texts often strictly follow to the content and language 

style of the Indic source,103 certain linguistic features such as those on the sound and rhyme 

of the original text may not be interpreted properly. In addition, Kumārajīva is also believed 

to have offered better treatment of the relation between “name ” and “meaning ” with 

																																																								
101 For more details on the life of Kumārajīva, please consult Daňková (2006), and the Gaoseng zhuan. 
(T2059_.50.0330a10 to 333a12) 
102 This is quoted from Zhang (1996: 310). 
103 The translation preference of early Chinese Buddhist texts is regarded as “mostly translated the texts strictly 
based on the context of the source ” as mentioned by Gaoseng zhuan. 
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more balance achieved in the spectrum of the “simple versus sophisticated” translation 

strategy. (C.Y. Chu 2009: 48) Hence, Kumārajīva’s choice of literal translation and the 

strategy of “matching the meaning” seems to be the “most suitable method” of translating 

Indian Buddhist texts in his time and his works have been highly regarded by scholars and 

critics of all ages (Hu 1928). 

 

1.3 Sources and Methodologies 

 

Since the translation of early Chinese Buddhist texts has taken place centuries ago, it is 

inevitable that the current versions of some earliest scriptures have undergone considerable 

revisions104, additions and deletions which, although they can be implied from a few 

historical records and biographies, are impossible to trace back, given the limited number of 

historical evidence (Cf. Zacchetti 2007; Nattier 2008; Karashima 2015). In addition, some 

Chinese Buddhist texts may have been inextricably mingled with the glosses of an interlinear 

commentary (jīng zhù bù fēn ), thus causing problems for the interpretation of the 

text.105 

 In order to analyse the expressions of tense and aspect occurring during the earliest 

stage of the Chinese Buddhist translation activities, only Chinese Buddhist texts deemed 

authentic and produced before the 5th century A.D. with reliable records on their authorship, 

are selected as the corpus of this research. Based on the analyses and lists of authentic early 

Chinese Buddhist texts given by Zürcher (1972), Nattier (2008) and Fang and Gao (2012), 

the texts taken into consideration in this research are listed and shortly introduced in the 

following sections. 

 

1.3.1 Selection of primary sources  

 

As a landmark study on the authenticity of the earliest Chinese Buddhist translations, Zürcher 

(1991)’s list of Eastern Han Chinese Buddhist texts as given below has been the basis of 

																																																								
104 It seems that revisions were made mainly on the lexical level and it is difficult to define to which extent later 
revision changed the syntax of the original translations. 
105 For example, according to Buswell (2004: 165), it is suspected that “a copyist has incorrectly entered the 
interlinear notes to the scripture into the main body of the text (Koryŏ Buddhist Canon), thereby producing 
many sections that are difficult to construe. As he cannot resolve the problems with the text based on his 
collation, he leaves them for later sages to solve.” 
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many later studies concerning the differentiation of early Chinese Buddhist translations from 

later works and “apocrypha” (weijing ). 

 

Table 5. Zürcher (1991)’s list of earliest Chinese Buddhist texts106 

a. Works of An Shigao  (fl. c. 148-180 A.D.): 

  T13107 Chang ahan shi bao fa jing 108 

  T14 Renben yusheng jing  

  T31 Yiqie liu sheshou yin jing  

  T32 Si di jing  

  T36 Benxiang yizhi jing  

  T48 Shifa feifa jing  

  T57 Lou fenbu jing  

  T98 Pufa yi jing  

  T112 Ba zhengdao jing  

  T150a Qi chu san guan jing  

  T602 Foshuo da anban shouyi jing  

  T603 Yin chi ru jing  

  T605 Chanxing faxiang jing  

  T607 Daodi jing  

  T792  Foshuo fashouchen jing  

  T1508 Ahan koujie shier yinyuan jin g  

b. Works of Lokakṣema  (fl. c. 147-189 A.D.): 

  T224  Daoxing bore jing  

  T280 Foshuo dousha jing  

  T313 Achufo guo jing  

																																																								
106 In Zürcher (1991)’s list, there are another three texts: Wuyin piyu jing , Zhuan falun jing 

, and Dunzhentuoluo suowen rulai sanmei jing , which are considered works of 
the Eastern Han. But since they do not have reliable information on the author and translation details, these three 
texts are omitted here to avoid the possibility of including texts of later origin. 
107 The references of Chinese Buddhist texts in this dissertation all follow the numbering in the Taishō 
Tripiṭaka.  MENTION CBETA 
108 The roman transcriptions of the Chinese names of texts mainly follow Nattier (2008). 
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  T350 Foshuo weiyue moni bao jing  

  T418 Banzhou sanmei jing  

  T458 Wenshushili wen pusa shu jing  

  T626 Foshuo azheshiwang jing  

  T807 Foshuo neizang baibao jing  

c. Works of An Xuan  (d.u., active during the time of An Shigao) and Yan Fotiao 

 (d.u., active during the time of An Shigao):  

  T322 Fajing jing  

d. Work of Zhi Yao  (fl. 185-186 A.D.): 

  T630 Chengju guangming dingyi jing  

e. Kang Mengxiang  (fl. ca. 194-199 A.D.), Zhu Dali  (flourished around 197 

A.D.), and Zhu Tanguo  (d.u.): 

  T184 Xiuxing benqi jing   

  T196 Zhong benqi jing  

 

 In contrast, Japanese scholar Ui Hakuju (1971) added three more texts to An Shigao’s 

list which are the Wuyin piyu jing  (T105), Zhuan falun jing  (T109), 

and Apitan wu fa xing jing  (T1557) while removing the Ahan koujie shier 

yinyuan jing  (T1508); and Harrison (1993: 141) considers the doubtful 

Dunzhentuoluo suowen rulai sanmei jing  (T264) as a genuine 

work of Lokakṣema but expresses reservations concerning Achufo guo jing 

(T313). 

 Based on the above, Nattier (2008: 44-63) suggests a new list of Eastern Han 

Buddhist translation by examining extant external (descriptions of the translations in 

historical records and catelogues such as the Gaoseng zhuan 109, Zhongjing mulu 

																																																								
109 This refers to the biographies of eminent monks completed around 530 by Huijiao (497–554). It is one of the 
most influential and widely read Buddhist historiographical works. 
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110, Lidai sanbao ji 111 and Chu sanzang jiji 112 etc.) and internal 

evidence (i.e. vocabulary and language style). Her study confirms that: a. three texts (T14; 

T603; T607) are very likely to be translations made by An Shigao, although traces of later 

commentaries can be found; b. two (T32; T1508) are more likely composed by him based on 

Indic sources; c. the credit given to An Shigao on the production of T105 and T109 is 

problematic, based on their use of four-character prosody and five-character verse which are 

not considered as being representative of An Shigao’s style; and d. another text, the T602 is 

probably an Eastern Han commentary on another text which has an unclear relationship with 

An Shigao and his community113.  

On the nature of T602, Zacchetti (2010a) suggests that it may be a rearrangement of 

some existing exegetical materials into a more solid frame, matching it with the basic text 

translated from the Ānāpānasmṛti scripture by An Shigao. Hence, T602 is also not considered 

as a genuine work of An Shigao in a strict sense. In other papers, Zacchetti (2002, 2007, 

2010b) further indicates that another text, the Yin chiru jing, is not congruent with its possible 

Indian counterpart part, the Peṭakopadesa in Pāli and thus requires cautious treatment with 

regard to its authenticity.  

In addition, the authorship of two other texts, the Chanxing faxiang jing  

(T605) and Fa shou chen jing  (T792) are also judged as questionable. They may be 

Eastern Han texts but very likely not works of An Shigao. (Hu 2002; Nattier 2008: 54-55)  

 As for Lokakṣema, two texts (T224; T418) listed above are reckoned by Nattier 

(2008: 79) as his core translations, despite the claims that certain sections of T418 are 

“clearly not from Lokakṣema’s own hand” (Nattier 2008:79), and that later alternations are 

found in the current version of T224. Four other texts (T280; T350; T458; T807) “resemble” 

the language and style of Lokakṣema but they also exhibit occasional anomalies in 

																																																								
110 This is a catalogue of existing texts of the Chinese Buddhist canon of various types and genres, compiled 
continuously from the Three Kingdoms (220-280 A.D.) to the Tang dynasty (618-907 A.D.). 
111 This is a biographical catalogue of the history of Buddhism in China composed by Fei Zhangfang  (fl. 
562-597 A.D.). 
112 Sengyou’s “Collected Records concerning the Tripitaka” (Chū sānzàng jìjí , T2145) is a 
catalogue in 15 juan (rolls/fascicles) of the early Buddhist texts translated into Chinese, which also includes 
short biographies of leading Indian, Central Asian and Chinese monks involved in the translation work. This 
catalogue is considered to be a valuable and fairly reliable guide to translations done up to that time. 
113 This is also supported by Zacchetti (2010a) based on the analysis of the Kongōji manuscript. 
According to him, although this traditional attribution has been generally accepted (Zürcher 1991:297), scholars 
recognized long ago that the text T602 was a particular scripture, since it did not look like a “normal” 
translation, as its compilers tried to insert some already existing exegetical material on the ānāpānasmṛti and 
related practices. 
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vocabulary which are not attested in Lokakṣema’s work (Nattier 2008: 84). Except for the 

problematic T313 which must have been thoroughly revised if attributed to Lokakṣema, it 

seems that most current versions of Lokakṣema’s works, though to different degree, contain 

mixtures of original wording and later alterations. 

 Among the rest of the texts, T184114 and T322 are accepted as authentic works of the 

Eastern Han115 period and a new text, the Liaoben shengsi jing , is added based 

on its salient archaic language style and appearance in early historical records.116 

 Before the standardization or the establishment of the distinctive language style of 

Chinese Buddhist texts around the time of Kumārajīva (Zürcher, 1991: 288; Raine 2016), 

another prestigious monk, Zhi Qian  (flourished around the end of the 3rd century A.D.), 

is believed to have contributed a lot to the translation of Buddhist scriptures during the Three 

Kingdoms Period. According to Nattier (2008: 123), three most reliable works of Zhi Qian 

would be the Faju jing  (T210), the Da mingdu jing  (T225), and the Foshuo 

weimojie jing  (T474). His translations, compared to those of the Eastern Han 

dynasty, are believed to be more eloquent but there are still elements which do not sound 

very Chinese. (Nattier 2008: 118-119)  

 Last but not least, one translation (T152) done by Kang Senghui  (?-280 A.D.) 

is also included due to its representative language style of particular classic feature. To 

conclude, the following list might present the most reliable sources of earliest Chinese 

Buddhist texts that are extant so far.  

 

Table 6. List of works selected as the sources of this research117 

 

Eastern Han Chinese Buddhist texts: 

 

																																																								
114 T184 is not credited to Kang Mengxiang by Sengyou, but it is surely a translation of late Han. (Zürcher 
1991:296) 
115 With apparent anomalies which are unexpected in Buddhist translations, T630 is regarded as an apocryphal 
composed in China (Nattier 2008: 100), and T196 is excluded as it does not show features of the same narrative 
tradition of Kang Mengxiang and contains traces of revisions by a later hand (Nattier 2008: 108). 
116 According to Zacchetti (2004: 210-212), although T708 was attributed to Zhi Qian by Sengyou, Zhi Qian is 
not referred to as the translator of this text but as the author of a commentary on it. This implies that T708 has 
already existed in China at the end of the Han period. 
117 This is a rather short list of authentic early Chinese Buddhist texts. Problematic texts are deleted although 
some of them only present minor uncertainty concerning authorship and time of production. Since the aim of 
this research is to study the translation of tense and aspect in the very early period, it is better to be cautious 
rather than risking the chance to shift the occurrence of a later usage to an earlier date.   
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An Shigao : a. translation 

  T14 Renben yusheng jing  

  T603 Yin chi ru jing  

  T607 Daodi jing  

                  b. composition 

  T32 Si di jing  

Lokakṣema : 

  T224  Daoxing bore jing  

  T418 Banzhou sanmei jing  

Authentic work of An Xuan probably in cooperation with Yan Fotiao : 

  T322 Fajing jing  

Other Eastern Han texts of uncertain authorship, with traces of later revision or comments: 

  T184 Xiuxing benqi jing  

T602 Foshuo da anban shouyi jing  

  T708 Liaoben shengsi jing   

Chinese Buddhist texts of the Three Kingdoms Period: 

Major translations made by Zhi Qian :  

  T210 Faju jing   

  T225 Da mingdu jing  

  T474 Foshuo weimojie jing  

  T185 Foshuo taizi ruiying benqi jing  

Work of Kang Senghui : 

  T152 Liudu jijing   

Texts of a relatively later time of production included for diachronic comparison: 

Works of Dharmarakṣa : 

T263 Zheng fahua jing  

T222Guangzan jing  

T186 Foshuo puyao jing  

Works of Kumārajīva : 
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  T262 Miaofa lianhua jing  

  T227 Xiaopin bore boluomi jing  

T475 Weimojie suoshuo jing  

 

 This final list is selected based on the common ground shared between many different 

lists of early Chinese Buddhist texts suggested by various scholars (i.e. Zürcher 1991; Ui 

1971; Fang and Gao 2012; Nattier 2008; and Zacchetti 2010a, 2010b, 2010c). 

 Since few fixed forms or structures existed in the earliest texts, the selected corpus are 

assumed to have kept more diverse traits, thus being more conspicuous in the presentation of 

Chinese adaptation to the unfamiliar Indic language style and the adoption of vernacular 

elements. 

 What is noteworthy is that, while being credited to a certain author, these texts do not 

have to be a direct translation of that author but also could be compilations done by people 

who considered themselves as part of the author’s lineage or notes collected by his 

disciples/followers. As long as there is evidence that they represent a specific language style 

of a certain group during a certain time period, they are sufficient for the typological research 

on tense and aspect in this study. 

 

1.3.2 Aims and methodologies 

 

The aim of this research is to carry out a systematic, comprehensive and diachronic study on 

tense and aspect in early Chinese Buddhist literature. Since tense and aspect are regarded as 

crucial components of human languages, the study of their linguistic features in early Chinese 

Buddhist texts can help to reveal what tense and aspect meant for the Chinese speakers in the 

first centuries, and how it was handled in written materials under the contact with foreign 

languages and ideas. 

In the following chapters, this research will provide a comprehensive analysis on 

tense and aspect markers in early Chinese Buddhist texts in terms of their semantics and 

functions in the context, study their positioning within the structure of the sentence or 

paragraph, trace the paths of grammaticalization of certain particles and the formation of 

polysyllabic compounds in the early Chinese tense and aspect marking system, and analyze 

the continuities and discontinuities in the development of the tense and aspect marking 

system in pre-modern Chinese. 
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 A multi-dimensional framework of lexical, syntactical, functional and pragmatic 

factors will be constructed to analyse and classify the data. The factors are not mutually 

exclusive, and the classification of the data is a preliminary step for presenting the system of 

tense and aspect marking in early Chinese Buddhist texts. 

 Moreover, the interaction between different types of markers such as adverbs, 

sentence-final particles and those between tense and aspect markers will be discussed. 

Particular attention will be paid to the comparison of the properties of tense and aspect 

markers appearing in Buddhist texts in contrast to those in non-Buddhist texts of the same 

period, in order to investigate the interaction between vernacular Chinese, Literary Chinese 

and Buddhist Hybrid Chinese. 

 The major research questions of this study include the following: 

 a) What are the expressions of tense and aspect in early Chinese Buddhist literature? 

What are their syntactic and semantic features in the sentence? What are their functions on 

the sentence/paragraph/text level (“context”)? How are they employed in the complex system 

of narrative progression?  

 b) How did the expressions of tense and aspect in early Chinese Buddhist texts 

develop, contrasted to their uses in pre-Buddhist literature and contemporary non-Buddhist 

texts? 

 By answering these questions, this research will offer a clearer view on the tense and 

aspect marking system in early Chinese Buddhist texts. It will elucidate the diachronic and 

synchronic variation of tense and aspect markers in early forms of Buddhist Hybrid Chinese 

from earlier and contemporary literature, and show the possible effects vernacular Chinese 

may have had on the use of tense and aspect markers in the production of Chinese Buddhist 

literature, in contrast to those employing Literary Chinese. 

 As for the methodology of this research, the theories concerning tense and aspect 

proposed by Comrie (1976; 1985), Dahl (1985), Bybee et al. (1994) and Binnick (1991; 

2012) will be taken as the general theoretical background on tense and aspect. Hypotheses on 

tense and aspect in modern and ancient Chinese language provided by scholars such as Smith 

and Erbaugh (2005), Q.R. Chen (2008), and Meisterernst (2015) will be quoted whenever 

needed. Various approaches, e.g. functional grammar as discussed in Dik (1997), pragmatics 

and discourse as proposed by Givón (1979; 1984), cognitive grammar as described by 

Langacker (1987), etc., for the interpretation of tense and aspect will also be applied for the 

analysis of particular temporal markings in early Chinese Buddhist texts. Although theories 

on tense and aspect in modern linguistics can be referred to for basic categorization and 
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definition of different types of aspect, the lack of research on temporal and aspectual marking 

in pre-modern Chinese literature and particularly Chinese Buddhist texts requires a more 

cautious approach when applying existent theories in this study.118 

 In addition, works on historical Chinese linguistics (e.g. Yang and He 1989, Dong 

2011, Hu 2002, Jiang 2001, G. Mei 2018 etc.) and those on early Chinese Buddhist texts 

(Zürcher 1977, Mair 1994, Zhu 1992, Wei 2015, Zhu and Li 2018 etc.) will also be referred 

to when related issues are found in early Chinese Buddhist texts. 

Concerning the tense and aspect system of this research, following Reichenbach 

(1947), Comrie (1985) and many others, I assume a three-way distinction between the speech 

time (ST), the reference time (RT; a.k.a. topic time) and the event time (ET; a.k.a. situation 

time), as defined below: 

 

UT: The time when the sentence is uttered.  

RT: The time about which a proposition is made.  

ET: The time during which the relevant event takes place.  

 

Following Klein (1994), I assume that tense is a relation between the UT and the RT, 

while aspect is a relation between the RT and the ET. The theory of three tenses is accepted 

and the aspectual system proposed by Q. R. Chen is used as the basis of the analysis on 

aspect in early Chinese Buddhist texts. 

For the consistency of terminology in this dissertation, the widely accepted terms 

“past”, “present”, and “future” and “grammatical aspect” and “lexical aspect” are applied as 

the major categories with the mentioning of certain other category names whenever 

applicable or helpful to the analyses.119 Since Chinese lacks morphological marking, the 

word “aspect” mainly refers to “grammatical aspect” and “perfective” is used instead of 

“perfect” which tends to be closely related to verb affixation. 

 Furthermore, the major source for the research on text corpus consists of two essential 

databases freely accessible online: the SAT Taishō shinshū daizōkyō  (SAT 

Daizōkyō Text Database, hereafter SAT) provided by the University of Tokyo, and the 

																																																								
118 This means that theories on aspect in general linguistics and modern Chinese might not be suitable for the 
analysis of aspect in Chinese Buddhist texts on all occasions. But they still offer a fundamental framework 
which should be applied in accordance with the distinctive features of pre-modern Chinese. 
119 There are also other ways of categorization of aspect such as Michaelis (1998) and the cognitive perspective 
taken by Langacker (1978; 1987). Since the other classifications are more or less similar to the ones mentioned 
above, they are not elaborated on here. 
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database offered by Chinese Buddhist Electronic Text Association

(CBETA). As mentioned above, the criteria for the selection of texts in this research are: 

firstly, there should be reliable information on the translator/author and date of production 

being not later than the Jin dynasty (265 - 420 A.D.); secondly, the length of the text should 

be sufficient to ensure the variety of usages; thirdly, the text should have a clear narrative 

pattern (e.g. stories or longer texts of dialogues). However, like most studies on historical 

texts, it is impossible to claim the full authenticity based on extant material. Although there 

are debates on whether and to which extent later revisions exist in the extant early texts, they 

still constitute a precious resource hinting at how Buddhist texts may have been presented to 

the Chinese audiences at the very beginning and shed light on how the cultural and linguistic 

gaps were dealt with in the early days before translation policies were more standardized. 

 Apart from the primary sources, the Gudai hanyu zidian  (Dictionary 

of Classical Chinese) and A New Century Chinese-English Dictionary  

together with Oxford English Dictionary (OED) are consulted when determining the meaning 

of the markers and translation of the example sentences into English; Dictionaries such as the 

online Digital Dictionary of Buddhism (DDB) and informative glossaries of Chinese 

Buddhist texts (e.g. glossaries of Zheng fahua jing and the Daoxing bore jing by Karashima 

(2010a, 2010c) are referred to for the interpretation of Buddhist terms and related words and 

phrases; And Monier Williams’ online Sanskrit-English Dictionary together with the parallel 

texts in Thesaurus Literaturae Buddhicae are also used for Sanskrit-Chinese comparison. 

 Moreover, considering the factors which may be influential on the expressions of 

tense and aspect in early Chinese Buddhist texts (e.g. vernacular intrusion and language 

contact with Indic languages), it is necessary to compare the marking of tense and aspect in 

early Chinese Buddhist texts with representative non-Buddhist texts of an earlier or the same 

time period. Selected Chinese Buddhist texts will be set in context with traditional Chinese 

literature of the pre-Buddhist period (mainly those of the Han Dynasty (206 BC – 220 A.D.) 

such as the Shiji  in order to show their distinct features. This comparison will also 

benefit the investigation concerning the historical developments of the Chinese language. 

The free online database on Literary Chinese texts offered by Peking University120 

which contains reliable texts produced before the 5th century will be used as the source for 

data concerning pre-Buddhist and non-Buddhist texts, and the corpus on Archaic Chinese 

																																																								
120 http://ccl.pku.edu.cn:8080/ccl_corpus/index.jsp?dir=gudai 
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provided by Academia Sinica will also be checked for particular cases in non-Buddhist 

Chinese. 

 To sum up, the sources and methodologies employed in this research are expected to 

help revealing how tense and aspect were expressed in early Chinese Buddhist literature in 

contrast to their use in pre-Buddhist Chinese and contemporary non-Buddhist texts, which 

hopefully will develop a clearer idea on the diachronic variation of the tense and aspect 

marking system in Chinese Buddhist texts. 
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2. The Expressions of Tense 
 

In early Chinese Buddhist texts, tense is usually marked by temporal adverbial nouns and 

genuine adverbs, which is similar to the marking of tense in pre-Buddhist and their 

contemporary non-Buddhist counterparts (Cf. Wang 1958, section 38; Ōta 1958, chap.18; 

Meisterernest 2015, chap. 2). In specific contexts, tense may also be indicated by certain 

kinds of aspectual markers as the boundary between tense and aspect is sometimes vague to 

define. (Q.R.Chen 2008)  

 In general, temporal adverbials are semantically concerned with time-related 

concepts. They can modify the verb phrases (except for those of continuative meaning) and 

some adjectival phrases which would function as a verb phrase when being modified by these 

adverbs. (R.X. Yang 2005; Yang and Shao 2014) 

In most occasions, not only in Chinese Buddhist texts, but in Chinese literature in 

general, tense may not be explicitly marked in every sentence. It may only be indicated once 

at the beginning sentence of a narrative, at the start of a new event, or in the expression of an 

event or situation which sets up a general temporal setting. This kind of null marking of tense 

is particularly obvious with the expression of present tense which is seldom overtly marked 

except when emphasized. Thus, the attestation of tense or tense phrase in Chinese is regarded 

as problematic on the syntactic level. 

Besides, some adverbs are believed to be able to mark tense morphologically by 

changing into qùshēng , the falling tone which results from an *-s suffix. This suffix is 

assumed to mark the perfective or resultant state form of a verb, which subsequently could be 

employed as a marker of past tense.121 However, this type of morphological marking of tense 

is difficult to identify in the corpus of this research as the pronunciation of words in early 

Chinese Buddhist texts is hard to define. As a result, morphological marking of tense in early 

Chinese Buddhist texts is not discussed in this research. 

This chapter is going to demonstrate how tense can be expressed, overtly and 

covertly, in early Chinese Buddhist texts. The semantic and syntactic features of tense 

markers will be described, and issues concerning the choice between covert and overt 

marking will also be discussed in the context of discourse. Besides, due to linguistic gaps 

between the source language and Chinese, non-compliances on temporal expressions between 

																																																								
121 This has in particular been claimed for the two adverbs expressing the resultative and completion jì  and yǐ 

. 
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Indian and Chinese Buddhist texts are inevitable. This leads to an expectation of the 

occurrences of new tense markers or new functions of existed markers which will be 

discussed in the sections below. 

  

2.1 Expressions of the Present Tense 

 

The basic meaning of present tense refers to the location of a situation at the point of the 

present moment on the timeline. (Comrie 1985: 36) In Chinese, the marking of present tense 

is often omitted or not overtly expressed in every sentence.  

 In general, present tense (abbreviated PRES) refers to the location of a situation at the 

point of the present moment on timeline. (Comrie 1985: 36) It can express: a. situations that 

coincide exactly with the present moment, either momentaneous or cover a very short period 

of time; b. ongoing events reported simultaneously at the present moment; c. situations which 

occupy a much longer period of time than the present moment but nonetheless include the 

present moment within them such as states and processes; d. any situation which holds at the 

present moment. (Comrie 1985: 38).  

Based on the above definition, since it is relatively rare for a situation to coincide 

exactly with the present moment, in a broader sense, present tense not only can be used for 

momentaneous events which occur exactly at the present moment, but also can express 

durative, ongoing, or habitual events which hold at the present moment. This implies that, in 

addition to real momentaneous situations, events such as performative acts, simultaneous 

reports of ongoing events, and regular or periodical events can also be regarded as being in 

present tense when the time of utterance is the same as the time of the act. Moreover, states, 

processes and routine events that have started earlier but still hold at the present moment can 

also be classified into present tense.  

In early Chinese Buddhist texts, present tense is often marked by the adverbial use of 

the temporal noun jīn  “present”, or the temporal adverbs122 such as cháng  “often, 

constantly”, xiàn  “now” and xiànzài  “now”. Noun phrases containing jīn  such as 

jīnrì  “today” and jīnzhě  are also attested marking present tense. These would be 

discussed in the sections below. 

 

																																																								
122 Adverbs as such marking tense and aspect are coined as aspect-temporal adverbs in Meisterernst (2015). 
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2.1.1 jīn � and related markers 

 

The use of jīn  (mostly interpreted as “now, at present”) for the indication of the present 

time is attested in texts as early as the Shījīng (Book of Poetry ) which is assumed to be 

composed during the Western Zhou dynasty (1046 BC - 771 BC). One example of its early 

occurrence is presented below where jīn appears at the beginning of the sentence, 

indicating that one should seize the day and enjoy the current moment or it would be gone 

quickly. 

 

(2) Shījīng, Odes of Tang, Xishuai 123 

        

jīn wǒ bú lè rì yuè qí chú 

now we NEG enjoy day month PART leave 

“If we do not enjoy ourselves now, the days and months will (just) leave us.” 

 

This use of jīn expressing the present time still remains in modern Mandarin and is 

more often seen in the use of one of its later offshoots, the jīntiān  “today, current day”. 

One example is given below where the jīntiān at sentence-initial position refers to the present 

tense by definition. 

 

(3)  

 

 

 

 

In Chinese linguistics, when expressing time or time-related notions, jīn is often 

classified as a temporal noun (shíjiān míngcí ) which often functions like an 

adverb,124 or to be more precise, an adverbial adjunct similar to the adverbial noun “today” in 

																																																								
123 All examples from non-Buddhist texts are quoted from Academia Sinica Ancient Chinese Corpus, while the 
translations are mine, if not otherwise indicated. Here the glossing and English translation of this sentence is 
based on the modern Chinese translation given by Cheng and Jiang (1991: 306). 
124 In Chinese linguistics, boundaries between parts of speech are sometimes not very clear. There are many 
cases where words may act like those of another type of part of speech (i.e. an adjective may act like a verb, or a 

    

jīntiān wǒ bù kāixīn 

today I NEG feel happy 

“I do not feel happy today.” 
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English. (Huang and Liao 2002) In Classical and Middle Chinese, the type of part of speech 

of  jīn is not clearly defined in many Chinese-English dictionaries such as the Mathew’s 

Chinese-English Dictionary by R.H. Mathews (1931) and A Student's Dictionary of Classical 

and Medieval Chinese by Kroll et al. (2015). Its definition in dictionaries on Classical 

Chinese  written in Chinese such as the Gudai hanyu zidian  (Dictionary of 

Classical Chinese) seems to follow its definition in modern Chinese and regards all temporal 

use of jīn for the present as nominal. To avoid issues concerning the vague boundary 

between adverb and noun in Chinese, jīn is simply taken as an adverbial of present sense 

in this research. 

In early Chinese Buddhist texts, when expressing the present, jīn presents similar 

syntactic and semantic features as it is in pre-Buddhist Chinese125 and modern Mandarin. 

 One example can be seen in the sentence below where jīn appears at the very 

beginning of the sentence, which is the same position it takes in the examples in Archaic and 

modern Chinese given above. It serves to set the whole sentence into the present tense thus is 

supposed to be a present tense marker on the sentential level. Cases like this can be taken as 

marking an absolute present in the speech act although the general temporal background of 

the narrative is in the past. The marking of absolute present by jīn in direct speech is 

frequently found in early Chinese Buddhist texts. 

 

(4) T0032_.01.0814b19126 Foshuo sidi jing by An Shigao :  

																																																								
noun may act like a verb especially in ancient Chinese literature). See Sun and Wan (2016) for details 
concerning problems on the classification and tagging of the parts of speech in modern Chinese and L. Wang 
(1980, 1989) for discussions on the conversion of parts of speech in Classical Chinese. 
125 In this research, the term “pre-Buddhist Chinese” refers to the written Chinese used in literature produced 
before the introduction of Buddhism into China roughly before the Eastern Han dynasty. 
126 The examples of Chinese Buddhist texts in this research are all from the SAT Taishō Shinshū Daizōkyō Text 
Database ver. 2015 (SAT 2015). The format of the reference of the text is: Txxnyyyyopzzzzcll in which 
T: Taishō text 
xx: two figures, volume number 
n: fixed, followed by the serial number of the Buddhist text 
yyyy: four figures, the serial number of the Buddhist text 
o: the capital ‘A, B’ refers to the different versions of the same text which exist in the Taishō text; the lowercase 
‘a, b’ refers to the different versions of the same text which does not exist in the Taishō text; those which have 
no other versions are represented by the underline ‘_’ 
p: fixed, followed by the page number 
zzzz: four figures, the page number in the Taishō text 
c: column number, ‘a’ for the top column, ‘b’ for the middle column, ‘c’ for the bottom column and ‘d’ for the 
revision column 
ll: two figures, the row number in the corresponding column 
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 て  127   128  

jīn yǒu bǐqiū jiànzài rúlái wú suǒ zhuó 

now have monk present Tathāgata NEG   PART attain 

,                        

zhèngjué shì yì cóng      shì     zhèng        dì  shuō 

enlightened this too follow  this    correct       truth teaching 

“Now there are monks at present (who follows) Tathāgata, (becoming) unattained 

and enlightened, this also follows this teaching of the absolute truth.” 

 

This sentence is selected from An Shigao’s Foshuo sidi jing  which is one 

of the earliest Chinese Buddhist texts in the extant Chinese Tripitaka. According to Kroll et 

al. (2015: 212), the sentence-initial jīn in the example above also introduces a shift in 

temporal focus in the narrative account after reference to the past meaning “now, back to 

now”.129 

																																																								
e.g. ‘T10n0279_p0001a01’ refers to the first row of the first top column in text 0279 of volume X in the Taishō 
texts. 
127 According to Muller’s Digital Dictionary of Buddhism (hereafter abbreviated as DDB), jiànzài  is a 
writing variant of xiànzài  “present, now”. 
128 The suǒ  here is assumed to be a particle for the nominalization of the verb zhuó  indicating “the 
attained”.  
129 This can be justified by its surrounding context given below where the first sentence underlined indicates a 
time while the Buddha was at Jetvana in Shravasti giving the teaching about the four noble truths, the second 
underlined sentence expresses the case of the monks in the past lives concerning the noble truth. The quoted 
example with jīn  following the two underlined sentences then moves the temporal focus from the past to the 
present time of the speech expressing the current situation. 
T0032_.01.0814b11- T0032_.01.0814b26:  : “

” : “ , て
, , , , , て

, , , ” て
,  

Thus have I heard. Once upon a time, the Buddha was at Jetvana in Shravasti. At that time, the Buddha told the 
many monks: “Monks should do like this.” The monks then listened to the Buddha. The Buddha then said: “The 
real dharma of the monks is the four noble truths. Ponder upon them thoroughly, observe and comprehend 
completely, and distinguish them and initiate it thus getting awakened. In the case of the monks in the past lives, 
they followed Tathāgata becoming unattained and enlightened, this also follows the teaching of the absolute 
truth, the four noble truths. They ponder upon the teachings thoroughly, observe and comprehend completely, 
and distinguish them and initiate them thus getting awakened. Following these four noble truths, for the 
forthcoming monks in the future lives, they will follow Tathāgata becoming unattained and enlightened, this is 
also called following the absolute truth, thus becoming a true wise man. The four noble truths are as taught 
above.” Now there are monks at present who follow the Tathāgata becoming unattained and enlightened, this is 
also called following the absolute truth. Thus the four noble truths are pondered upon thoroughly, observed and 
comprehended completely, distinguished and initiated before enlightment. 
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In some occasions, when marking the present tense of the whole sentence, jīn may 

not occupy the sentence-initial position but directly follows the subject. This is exemplified 

in the example below where the second occurrence of jīn is preceded by the subject wǒ  

while it keeps the sentence-initial position in the first case. This relatively free position of jīn 

suggests that, in such cases, jīn should be an adverbial adjunct on the sentential level. 

 

(5) T0607_.15.0233b20 Daodi jing  by An Shigao : 

                     て     

jīn wǒ duò è-chù        wéi     wú yǒu yí ruò rú xíng-zhě 

now I fall evil place   be    NEG have doubt if like practitioner 

  ,           :         

xíng sān hǎo jí-shí      xǐ duō xǐ yì kě zì xǐ         wǒ 

practice three  good  then  joy increase joy thought can self happy    I 

        

jīn shàngtiān  yì hǎo-chù    

now ascend to heaven too good place    

“Now (there is) no doubt I (would) fall into evil place. If practitioners practice the three 

good teachings, (they) then have more joy and joyful thought. (They can) feel happy about 

themselves (and believe) that now I ascend to the heaven, a good place, too.” 

 

 However, there are other cases where jīn only decides the temporal feature of the 

clause it appears in rather than deciding the tense of the whole sentence. For example, in the 

following sentence chosen from Lokakṣema’s Daoxing bore jing , jīn appears 

at the beginning of the second clause in parallel with the word qián-shì  “former life” in 

the preceding clause. Different from the examples above where jīn functions to posit all 

events expressed in the sentence into the present tense, it can only decide the temporal 

location of the second clause in this case as the first clause is posited into the past by the past 

tense marker qiánshì .  
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(6) T0224_.08.0444b28 Daoxing bore jing  by Lokakṣema : 

       ,   

shì rén qián shì gòngyǎng ruògān fó yǐ jīn fù 

this person former life serve many buddha PERF now again 

        

wén shēn bōrěbōluómì      

hear profound the Perfection of Wisdom     

“This person served many Buddhas in the former life, (and) again hears profoundly (about) 

the Perfection of Wisdom now.” 

 

 In addition to the individual use of jīn as an adverbial for present tense, it is also 

found in disyllabic phrases for the expression of present tense. These disyllabic phrases share 

almost the same features with jīn in the marking of present tense which is exemplified in 

the following sentences.  

 As can be seen in the sentences below, the adverbial noun phrases consisting of jīn, 

i.e. the jīnrì  “today”, jīnshì  “this life”, and jīnzhě  “now” are applied for the 

expression of present events. They express the present tense semantically by definition and 

all occupy a sentence-initial position. This implies that, when marking the present tense on 

the sentential level, phrases of jīn are very often, if not always, posited at the beginning of 

the sentence being modified.  

 

(7) T0224_.08.0425c09  Daoxing bore jing  by Lokakṣema :  

              ,     

jīn            rì púsà dà huì yīn zhū púsà  

current day bodhisattva great meeting for the sake of  many bodhisattva  

》,                                           130     

gù                      shuō              bōrěbōluómì     

reason                explain           the Perfection of Wisdom    

“Today, during the great meeting with the Bodhisattvas, (I, the Buddha) would talk about the 

Perfection of Wisdom, for the sake of the Bodhisattvas.” 

																																																								
130 According to DDB, this is supposed to be a transliteration of an Indic word related to the Sanskrit 
“Prajñāpāramitā”. 
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(8) T0184_.03.0464b05 Xiuxing benqi jing  produced during the Eastern 

Han dynasty:  

     ,  》 て   ?  

jīn   shì wǔzhuó shèng wù hé gù yǒu cǐ jíxiáng ruìyìng 

this life five 

turbidities 

great evil Q cause have this auspicious auspicious 

response 

“In this life, there are many evil five turbidities, (thus) why there exists this auspicious 

response?” 

 

(9) T0418_.13.0911b05 Bozhou sanmei jing  by Lokakṣema 131:  

          

jīn-zhě shuí dāng zài jué zhōng     

now-PART who shall exist decision in     

          

shì-xióng yuàn wèi jiě cǐ yì     

world hero wish for explain this meaning     

“Now who shall (be in the position of) making the decision? 

The world hero (Buddha) wishes to explain the meaning of this for (you).” 

 

Furthermore, there are even multisyllabic phrases of jīn attested in early Chinese 

Buddhist texts for the expression of present tense. A frequently used phrase is the jīnxiànzài 

 “now, current” which functions either as an adjective or as an adverb. This 

combination of jīn and xiànzài “now” which are both words of a present sense might be an 

outcome of the combination of words of a similar meaning for the coinage of new words. 

This kind of formation is frequently attested in the history of new words in Chinese (Cf. Qiu 

2013). 

																																																								
131 This example in verses is supposed to be translated from Indian texts in Gāthā (jìsòng ), which refers to 
a poetic metre often found in ancient Indic legends. Texts as such are either translated into proses or remained in 
the form of verses in Chinese Buddhist texts depending on the preference of the author. Such a form is not 
supposed to affect the expression of tense as they follow the same linguistic rules and principles as those in 
prose. 
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From the statistics, it shows that jīnxiànzài  as a present marker is attested 

once in An Shigao’s texts, about 96 times in Lokakṣema’s, and ca. 577 times in translations 

done by Kumārajīva. Such an increase on the frequency of use of multisyllabic phrases is in 

accordance with the idea that Chinese underwent a historical progress of disyllabification or 

multisyllabification as proposed and discussed by many scholars including Ōto (1958), L. 

Wang (1980, 1989) and Pulleyblank (1995).  

Examples of the marking of present tense by jīnxiànzài  are given below where 

the marker obtains the same sentence-initial position as the other jīn phrases do in the 

examples mentioned above.  

In the first example, jīnxiànzài  acts like an adjective modifying the noun fó  

“Buddha” thus referring the current Buddha and indicating a present tense. In the second 

example, it functions more like a sentential temporal adverb locating the following situations 

into the present.  

 

(10) T0418_.13.0904b16 Bozhou sanmei jing  by Lokakṣema :  

 : “       132 ” 

fó yán jīnxiànzài fó xī zài qián lì sānmèi 

Buddha say current Buddha all    be at front reach samādhi 

“The Buddha said: ‘The current Buddhas all reached samādhi at the front.’” 

 

(11) T0474_.14.0527a21 Foshuo weimojie jing  by Zhi Qian : 

“     ,          

jīnxiànzài qí fóshēn bāwànsìqiān yóyán fóshīzǐzuò liùwànbāqiān yóyán 

at present PRO Buddha 

body 

84 thousand yojana133 Buddha 

seat 

68 thousand yojana 

“At present his body is 84 thousand yojana and his seat is 68 thousand yojana.” 134 

																																																								
132 According to DDB, this is supposed to be a transliteration of the Sanskrit term “samādhi” which refers to a 
high level of meditative concentration, or the skillful unification of mind and object. 
133 According to DDB, this is an Indian measure of distance. Depending upon the source, either seven or nine 
miles, the distance appropriate for one dayʼs travel for an emperor (according to Iwanami, travel by ox-drawn 
wagon). 
134 The context of this sentence is given below which rules out the adjectival reading of jīnxiànzài  and 
possibilities of alternative punctuation:  

: “て , , 
 , ……” 
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  There are also cases where both the adjectival and the adverbial readings are possible. 

This is exemplified by the sentence below where it can either be interpreted as “(In) the 

numerable temples in all directions now” or as “(In) the numerable contemporary temples in 

all directions” with only minor difference from semantic perspectives. 

 

(12) T0224_.08.0462a06 Daoxing bore jing  by Lokakṣema :  

  135 136,   , 

jīnxiànzài shífāng ēsēngqí shà dànsàājié ēluóhē sānyēsānfó 

now      all direction numerable temple Tathāgata Arhat Samyakaṁbuddha 

                137  138 139  

yì       jiē   cóng liù bōluómì chū chéng sàyúnrě 

too     all   from six perfection generate achieve all wisdom 

“(In) the numerable temples in all directions at present, the Tathāgatas, Arhats and 

Samyakaṁ-buddha too all generate and achieve all wisdom from the six perfections.” 

 

 What should be mentioned here is that, strictly speaking, in the selected texts of this 

research, some cases of jīnxiànzài  may have a verbal reading other than the 

expression of the present tense.  

 According to Karashima (2010: 533), the multisyllabic phrase jīnxiànzài  is 

similar, both semantically and syntactically, to the present tense marker xiànzài  “at 

																																																								
Mañjuśrī said: “There is a son of a great clan in a realm in the east very far away from this Buddhist land. His 
realm is called Xumifan, and his Buddha’s name is king Xumi deng of the Tathāgata and of the arhatʼs perfect 
enlightenment. At present his body is 84 thousands yojana and his seat is 68 thousands yojana. ……” 
135 According to DDB, this is supposed to be a transliteration of the Sanskrit word “asaṃkhyeya” which is a 
Hindu/Buddhist name for the number 10140 (the exact number can be different in different sutras/translations). It 
simply refers to a countless number in this context indicating that there are a lot of temples in all directions at 
present. 
136 Another reading of this word may be chà for the meaning of the smallest possible moment in time (kṣaṇa), 
thus the sentence can be interpreted as “now the the Tathāgatas, Arhats and Samyakaṁbuddha (in) numerable 
smallest time in all directions”. But it seems to be less relevant to the context here than the reading of “temple”. 
137 According to DDB, this is supposed to be a transliteration of the Pāli word “Pāramī” which is “Pāramitā” in 
Sanskrit, meaning “perfection” or “completeness”. The loss of the sound of the Sanskrit final syllable “tā” in the 
Chinese transliteration implies that the translator of this text, Lokakṣema, might have translated it from Pāli or a 
related language of Prakrit.  
138 The phrase chūchéng  here can be regarded either as a serial verb phrase composed of two verbs both 
indicating “to generate and achieve”, or as the combination of the verb chū with its complement chéng  
meaning “to have completed generating”. Since the complementary use of chéng  is not as frequently found 
as its use as a single verb in Lokakṣema’s works in general, it is treated as a verb in this case. 
139 According to DDB, this is supposed to be a transliteration of the Sanskrit word “Sarvajña” meaning “all 
kinds of wisdom”. 
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present” which can be either an adjective meaning “present” or a verb phrase meaning “be 

present”.140 As a result, the interpretation of jīnxiànzài  may also be “to currently 

exist”. This can be seen in the example below where jīnxiànzài  seems to present more 

features as a verb phrase rather than an adjective or adverb. 

 

(13) T0418_.13.0911b15 Bozhou sanmei jing  by Lokakṣema :  

      

wǔbǎi rén-děng jīn xiànzài  

five hundred people-PL now exist  

    141 

míngzì suī yì běnxíng tóng 

name although different root same 

“The five hundred people now exist 

Although (their) names are different, the roots are the same” 

 

As can be seen from the above, no matter which reading it takes, jīnxiànzài  can 

indicate the present tense or at least express a present sense in most cases. It is also found to 

modify other nouns as an adjective while co-appearing with the temporal adverb shí  as 

presented in the sentence below. This combined phrase also functions to mark the whole 

sentence in present tense.  

  

(14) T0032_.01.0816a11 Foshuo sidi jing  by An Shigao :  

           

jīnxiànzài shì shí yì shì ài jìn wéi kǔ jìn 

present life the time when   too be affection exhaust be suffering exhaust 

“In the present life, it is also the case that when affection is exhausted, the suffering is 

exhausted.” 

 

																																																								
140 This is possibly a combination of the verbs xiàn  (or xiàn as it is often found to be the written variant of 
xiàn  in different versions of Chinese Buddhist texts) “to appear” and zài  “to exist”. 
141 This again is an example in the form of verse. 
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 What is worth mentioning here is that, although many multi-syllabic phrases of jīn  

are attested, independent use of the monosyllabic jīn  as the present tense marker still 

prevails in the selected early Chinese Buddhist texts.  

 According to the statistics offered by SAT database, among the 1893 occurrences of 

jīn in total, only about 282 of them appear in combined use with other words. It seems that 

in early Chinese Buddhist texts the individual use of jīn is favoured in the overt marking 

of present tense regardless of the variation on author and text content.  

 However, in contrast to the frequent marking of present tense by various Indic 

expressions of the present (such as idānīm, iha, pratyutpanna; ataḥ, param, atra, adhunā, 

ihā, etarhi, etarhyādye, kila, tatra, tad, nu, nū, nūna, nūnam, punar, vartamāna, saṃprati, 

sāṃpratam, hanta, and hi etc. based on Hirakawa (1997)) and verb conjugations in present 

tense in Indian Buddhist texts, overt marking of present tense by jīn and its related phrases 

in early Chinese Buddhist texts is still considered to be low on frequency of use. There are 

many cases where null marking of the present tense is applied probably for the conciseness of 

the text. 

Another issue concerning the use of jīn is that, in certain circumstances, the 

appearance of jīn and its related phrases does not necessarily lead to the interpretation of 

the modified event(s) in present tense.  

 For instance, in the sentence below, jīn is found in a sentence expressing a future 

event, that is, the Buddha’s promise to arrive later following Mahākāśyapa. The present 

reading of jīn is not clearly indicated by the context, and the modified action of the 

Buddha’s arrival is suggested to be in the future. In such a case, jīn seems to have no 

concrete meaning of the present sense but rather functioning like a xǖcí  “empty 

word”142 in traditional Chinese linguistics with no specific semantic indication. Its exact 

interpretation remains in question in this context. 

  

(15) T0185_.03.0481c21 Foshuo taizi ruiying benqi jing  by Zhi 

Qian : 

																																																								
142	“Empty	word”,	or	function	word,	in	this	research	refers	to	the	word	which	is	used	for	the	expression	of	a	
certain	grammatical	category	with	little	concrete	lexical	meaning.	This	is	a	term	coined	by	ancient	Chinese	
scholars	and	frequently	applied	in	traditional	Chinese	linguistics.	
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           : “           

míngrì jiāyè     fù xíng qǐng fó fó yán biàn       qù  

next day Mahākāśyapa  again   go invite Buddha Buddha say just      leave  

      ”                    

jīn  suíhòu dào       jiāyè   shì qù fó xī dào jūyēníjiè 

?     follow arrive Mahākāśyapa  just   leave Buddha west arrive Aparagodānīya 

    ,         ,  

shàng shùqiānyì lǐ qǔ āmólè guǒ chéng mǎn bō      huán xiān 

on many 

hundred 

million 

mile collect āmalī  fruit fill full bowl    return before 

          

jiāyè  guī        

Mahākāśyapa   come back       

“The next day, Mahākāśyapa went (there) again to invite the Buddha. The Buddha said: ‘(You) just 

leave. I will arrive following you.’ Mahākāśyapa just left, the Buddha arrived in Aparagodānīya in 

the west to collect the āmalī fruit, filled the bowl full and returned, arrived earlier than 

Mahākāśyapa.” 

 

As a result, although jīn and its related phrases are frequently used for present tense 

marking in early Chinese Buddhist texts, one should still be cautious concerning its 

interpretation in specific contexts. 

 

2.1.2 cháng
 

 

As a temporal adverb originally for the high frequency of activities, cháng  “often, 

constantly” is often used to express events that are habitual or constant. It is also applied to 

refer to eternal truth and phenomena which are supposed to happen in most circumstances 

based on common sense or certain believes.  

 Although cháng  is regarded as an aspectual marker in most studies, its employment 

on the indication of present tense appears very frequently in early Chinese Buddhist texts 

thus taking up a large proportion in the expressions of present events on the whole.  
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 Besides, tense and aspect are often fused in expression. According to Comrie (1985:36-

38)’s broad definition of present tense as mentioned before, habitual and constant events are 

assigned present tense by default in many languages. Lin (2010) also proposes that 

imperfective (unbounded) / perfective (bounded) event descriptions obtain a present / past 

interpretation by default via the semantics of imperfective /perfective aspect and the default 

rule as given below. 

 

(16) Semantics of perfective and imperfective aspect and the default rule: 

a. Perfective aspect = λP<i,t>λtTopλt0�t [t � tTop �P(t) �tTop < t0] 

b. Imperfective aspect = λP<i,t>λtTopλt0�t [tTop � t �P(t)] 

c. An expression φ of type <i, t> that serves as a translation of a matrix sentence is 

true iff �φ� (s*) = 1, where s* is the speech time. 

(Lin 2010: 314) 

 

 According to this framework, “imperfective aspect requires that the topic time of the 

sentence be included within the situation time, whereas perfective aspect requires that the 

situation time be included within the topic time (Cf. Klein 1994, Kratzer 1998). If the 

sentence contains a temporal adverbial denoting a past interval or a time frame set up by the 

discourse, the default rule will not apply as the temporal adverbial or time frame will fill in 

the value of the topic time variable, giving rise to a past interpretation.” (Lin 2010: 314) This 

explains why cháng  as a marker of imperfective aspect may also occur in sentences of 

past events. Thus, it may be safe to propose that, when the sentence is not overtly marked by 

a tense marker, cháng  can be regarded as a present tense marker as its expression of 

habitual events leads to a sense of present tense by default which is realized based on the 

semantics of habitual aspect.  

 Based on the above, cases of cháng with a present indication are for the moment 

discussed here together with other expressions of present tense in this research. Its other 

functions143 would be mentioned later in the chapter on aspect. 

 In pre-Buddhist texts produced before the translation of Buddhist texts into Chinese, 

cháng  has already been attested for the expression of habitual or constant events. This is 

																																																								
143 It should be noted that cháng  is not always a present tense marker as it can also appear in sentences of 
past tense simply referring  to the frequency of the event. 
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exemplified by the following sentence from Liezi  which is believed to be composed 

during the Eastern Zhou dynasty (770 BC- 256 BC). Cháng  is used to emphasize on the 

constant birth and change of things thus marking the sentence in present tense.  

 

(17)  Liezi, Tianrui  

        ,  

cháng shēng cháng huà zhě wú shí bù shēng wú 

constantly be born constantly change PRO    NEG time  NEG be born NEG 

          

shí wú shí bù huà      

time NEG time NEG change      

“Things are constantly born and change, there is no time when things are not born and no 

time when things are not changing.” 

 

 Such employment of cháng  for the expression of present tense still remains in 

modern Chinese which can be seen in the sentence below.  

 

(18)  

 

 

  

 

 As can be seen above, the feature of cháng  marking present tense has remained the 

same since the time of Archaic Chinese, which is always in preverbal position locating the 

event(s), status, or progress on repeated points of the timeline including the present moment. 

Such features and functions of cháng  for present tense are also attested in early Chinese 

Buddhist texts which can be found in the following analysis. 

 In the first sentence below, cháng  indicates that the act of turning to the sutras and 

precepts should be carried out very frequently to emphasize on the diligence. In the second 

sentence, cháng  indicates a constant status that one always loves his or her own body thus 

cannot abandon oneself on one’s own initiative. Cháng  in the third sentence expresses a 

general truth in common sense that broken vessels often leaks, and the fourth one describes 

     

tā cháng lái zhè-gè gōngyuán 

he often come this-CL park 

“He often comes to this park.” 
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an assumption of a commonly happened event that people usually would like to obtain the 

things they like.  

 

(19) a. T0602_.15.0172b28 Foshuo daanbanshouyi jing  by An 

Shigao 144:  

   ,      

cháng xiàng jīng jiè shì míng wéi zhí niàn 

often turn to sutra precept this call as direct thought 

“[One] often turns to sutras and precepts, this is called ‘direct thought’. ” 

  

 b. T0602_.15.0165a26 Foshuo daanbanshouyi jing  by An Shigao 

:  

   》       

cháng ài shēn gù bú fàngqì qū mìng yě 

always love body thus NEG abandon body life PART 

“[One] always loves one’s own body thus cannot abandon one’s own life.” 

 

            c. T0607_.15.0236a24 Dao di jing  by An Shigao :  

        

shì shēn wéi pìrú pò píng cháng lòu 

this body be like broken vessel often leak 

“This body is [mal-functioned] just like broken vessels often leak.” 

  

 d. T1508_.25.0054c23 Ahan koujie shieryiyuan jing  by An 

Xuan  and Yan Fotiao :  

   ,     

rén zhī suǒ ài cháng yù dé zhī 

human PART PART love often want get PRO 

“One often wants to get what one loves.” 

																																																								
144 Although cháng  may also be used as a variant of the perfective marker cháng  (“once, used to”), this 
reading does not fit into the contexts in the four sentneces here which require the high frequency or constancy of 
events or status. 
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 All four cases above present cháng  in preverbal position, locating the action or 

status on regularly-distributed points or a certain segment on the timeline, and modifying the 

tense of the whole sentence at sentential level. Based on the broad definition of present tense 

given above, all these three situations should be regarded as in present tense. 

 What should be noted here is that, cháng  does not always appear in sentences of 

present tense. In contexts where there is a sentence-initial past tense marker such as the xī  

in the example below, cháng  only indicates that the action being modified happens 

frequently.  

 

(20)  T0152_.03.0013c24 Liudu ji jing  by Kang Senghui :  

    ,     

xī zhě púsà wéi dàlǐjiā cháng jiàohuà yán guó 

past PART Bodhisattva be wealthy 

person 

keep treasure equal  state 

          ,     , ……  

cháng hào jì          pín  huì dài zhòng sheng  

often like save    poor  benefit reach a lot of living beings 

“In the past, the Bodhisattva was a wealthy person, who was in possession of treasures as 

many as those of the whole state. He was often passionate about saving the poor and 

benefit was given to a lot of living beings.” 

 

 Since cháng  may sometimes be used as a replacement of the experiential and past 

tense marker cháng  “once, used to (be)” probably due to the their similarity on 

pronunciation145, it is possible that it functions as an experiential marker in this sentence in 

replacement of cháng . Thus, the whole sentence may be interpreted as “In the past, the 

Bodhisattva …… used to be passionate about saving the poor ……” However, it is also 

possible that the cháng  here simply expresses a high frequency without any marking of 

tense, resulting in the reading given in the example above. But this is not to say that cháng  

is not a marker of present tense. It simply suggests that cháng  may express present events 

but not in all cases. 

																																																								
145 This can be checked in the reconstruction of Old Chinese phonology claimed by Baxter (1992). 
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 Furthermore, another interpretation of cháng  is to regard it as an adverb meaning 

“perpetually ( ), eternally ( )” which covers a long period of time rather than some 

repeated duration of time. (Yang 2015: 12) This interpretation may fit in the context of 

certain cases such as the first two sentences above but it does not make sense in the other 

examples as it sounds strange to say a broken vessel leaks eternally.  

 To summarize, it would be safe to propose that cháng  can be a marker of present 

tense in early Chinese Buddhist texts and even in Chinese in general, but not in all 

circumstances. 

 

2.1.3 xiàn � and xiànzài �� 

 

Other than jīn and cháng, there is another group of words, the xiàn  and xiànzài , 

which can express present tense in early Chinese Buddhist texts. According to the Academia 

Sinica Archaic Chinese Corpus ( ), they are not frequently 

attested to mark present tense in pre-Buddhist literature: xiàn mainly functioned as a verb 

meaning “to appear” while the disyllabic word xiànzài was not attested at all. It was 

only around the time of the Tang dynasty (618 AD–907 AD) that proper adverbial use of xiàn 

and xiànzài for present sense started to arise.  

 One example, as given below, is found in Yiwen Leiju 146 (literally the 

"Collection of Literature Arranged by Categories") which is generally believed to be 

produced during the Tang dynasty. In this sentence, xiàn is assumed to express the 

meaning of “present”.  

 

(21) Yiwen Leiju, vol. IV, Seasons of a year II, the fifteenth day of the seventh month

, ,  

 : ……       

yúlánpén-jīng yún zhì qī-yuè shíwǔ-rǐ dāng wèi qī  

Yulanpen jing    say on           seventh month fifteenth day should for seven  

     

																																																								
146 This is a Chinese encyclopedia completed mainly by Ouyang Xun ( , 557 AD–641AD) in 641 AD 
under the order of the Emperor Gaozu of Tang (566 AD–635 AD). 
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dài fù-mǔ xiàn     zài fù-mǔ è-nàn zhōng zhě jù 

generation parents present exist    parents difficulty in PRO collect 

                

bǎi wèi wǔ-guǒ yǐ zhuó   pén zhōng gòng-yǎng 

hundred flavour five fruits     PREP put    bowl in serve  

  ……      

shí-fāng dà-dé       

all direction honorific monk or Buddha, bodhisattva    

“The Yulanpen jing says: on the fifteenth day of the seventh month, for the sake of the 

parents in seven lifes and in the current life, (one) should collect the five fruits of various 

flavor, and put them in the bowl to serve the honorific monks, Buddhas, or bodhisattvas of 

all directions, ……” 

 

As can be seen above, the sentence is a quotation from a Buddhist text, the Yulanpen jing 

, and xiàn or xiànzài is only on the phrasal level modifying the nominal 

phrase fùmǔ  which does not locate the clause nor the sentence in present tense. Strictly 

speaking, this should not be taken as a marker of present tense yet. 

 A more representative and typical use of xiàn marking present tense in classical 

Chinese literature can be found in The Journey to the West  produced during the Ming 

dynasty (1368-1644 AD).  

 As given below, xiàn co-appears with another marker of present tense rújīn  

and serves to posit the status of “being in charge of the document of life and death in the 

underworld” on the point of the present. 

 

(22) The Journey to the West, chapter X  

                

tā rújīn yǐ           sǐ xiàn zài yīnsī zuò zhǎng  

he now PERF     die now at underworld do  be in charge of 
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  147 148 , ……    

sheng-sǐ-wénbù                      de fēng-dū    pàn-guān    

document of life and death    DE149  Fengdu official     

“He has died now, (and) is presently working as an official in charge of the documents of 

life and death at Fengdu.” 

 

As a result, it seems that, before the time around the Ming dynasty, xiàn in non-

Buddhism-related texts predominantly functioned as a verb “to appear” while the feature of it 

expressing a present sense or present tense mostly existed in texts related to Buddhism. This 

implies that, the feature of xiàn and xiànzài expressing present tense in non-Buddhist 

literature was very likely influenced by, if not adopted from, its use in Chinese Buddhist 

texts. Factors such as the stronger intrusion of vernacular language in novel wrtings during 

the era of Middle Chinese and the diachronic reanalysis of the structure of xiàn  directly 

followed by another verb150 may also played a role in the occurrence of xiàn  and xiànzài 

as present tense marker in later Chinese literature of late Middle Chinese and Old 

mandarin.  

This hypothesis of the influence from Chinese Buddhist texts is supported by the fact 

that, xiàn  already presents a feature for present tense marking in works of An Shigao. One 

example is given below where xiàn  modifies the verb phrases “kě xué  (can be 

learnt)”, “kě zhì (can achieve)”, “zì gēng xiàn  (appear by itself again)” by 

positing these events on the point of present on the timeline. 

 

(23) T0603_.15.0178b17  Yin chiru jing  by An Shigao : 

   ,     ,    

fó shuō shì fǎ xiàn kě xué kě zhì xiàn zì gēng 

Buddha say this dharma now can learn can achieve now self again 

																																																								
147 In Chinese beliefs, Fengdu is a ghost city where the office of the Fengdu dadi  (the emperor of the 
underworld) is located. 
148 A pan-guan  in the underworld is an official/deity who assists the Fengdu dadi  (the emperor 
of the underworld). 
149 DE functions as a particle here which turns the combination with its preceding element into an adjective. 
150 This reanalysis may be caused by the frequent combination of xiàn  and another verb into a serial verb. 
The semantic proximity between the notions of “to appear” and “to be present” may have, to some extent, 
facilitated this diachronic semantic addition. 
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xiàn            

appear            

“The Buddha said this dharma, now (it) can be learnt, achieved, (and) now it appears again 

by itself.” 

 

However, in early Chinese Buddhist texts, there are still cases where the reading of 

xiàn  remains ambiguous. The readings of present tense marking and verb meaning “to 

appear” can both be possible in certain context. For example, in the sentence below, xiàn

occurs between a present tense marker jīn  and a verb zài  (“exist”) expressing that the 

Buddha exists in the current world. In this sentence, xiàn  can either be interpreted as a 

marker of present tense emphazing on the current existence of the Buddha in the current 

world together with jīn , or as a verb meaning “to appear” and forms up a serial verb 

phrase with zài  to indicate that the Buddha appears and exists. From the surrounding 

context, it is hard to determine which reading should be taken as both fit well semantically 

and syntactically. 

 

(24) T0224_.08.0468c19 Daoxing bore jing  by Lokakṣema : 

,    :    

ānán dāng zuò shì niàn bōrěbōluómì mò shǐ 

Ananda should make this thought the Perfection of 

Wisdom 

NEG CAUS 

    》?                

quē jiǎn hé yǐ gù jīn            fó xiàn zài 

lack decrease what PREP reason now     Buddha     now/appear   exist 

“Ananda, [you] should have this kind of thought: The Perfection of Wisdom should not 

lack and decrease. Why? The Buddha now exists.” 
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As a result, it would be safe to suggest that xiàn  already obtained the function of marking 

present tense in early Chinese Buddhist texts but its verbal use still remained or even 

prevailed.151 

In addition to the use of xiàn in the main clause setting the whole sentence into 

present tense, there are also sentences where it appears in sub-clauses modifying only on the 

clausal level. This can be seen in the sentnece below where it only indicates that the Buddha 

and deity are currently existent in this world/realm and has no control over the tense of the 

second clause. Here, xiàn  again can have two readings: “now” and “to appear” and both 

make sense in the context. 

 

(25) T0224_.08.0440b02 Daoxing bore jing  by Lokakṣema : 

        , 

jīn āsēngqí152 shàtǔ zhū fó tiānzhōngtiān xiàn zài zhě 

now innumerous realm many Buddha deity          now/appear exist people 

        

qí tuō zhě shì jí zhū fó dìzǐ 

PART get released people be be many Buddha disciple 

“Now in innumerous realms, the many Buddhas and deities who now exist, those who get 

released [from samsara] are the many Buddhist disciples.” 

 

What should be mentioned here is that, when the reading for present marking is 

deduciable from the context, xiàn  sometimes co-appears with the verb zài . This 

combined use of xiànzài  tends to be gradually grammaticalized into one single word for 

the meaning of “now” which is still in use in modern Mandarin for present tense marking. 

One example of its use in modern Chinese can be seen in the sentence below. 

 

 

 

																																																								
151 For example, in Lokakṣema ’s Daoxing bore jing , the following sentence can be 
found where xiàn  simply means “to appear”. 
T0224_.08.0459c14: , 》, , , ,  
Now this city is on fire because of me, all would diminish, disappear and leave which would not appear again. 
152 This is supposed to be a transliteration of the Sanskrit/Indic word “asamkhya”. 
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(26)  

 

 

 

 

Diachronically speaking, it is very likely that xiànzài as a temporal adverb for 

the meaning of “now” has been derived from the frequent combination of xiàn  and zài . 

It is assumed that it firstly expressed the meaning of “appear and exist” which finally became 

“now” along with the diachronic grammaticalization of zài  (Cf. Wei 2015). This 

diachronic formation of a new word for “now” seems to follow the historical trend of 

bisyllabification (Cf. Dong 2011) in Middle Chinese.  

Since the combination for the meaning of “presently exist” is not attested in non-

buddhist texts written before the Ming dynasty including those of a strong vernacular feature 

like the Shishuo xinyu  while it already appeared in text of An Shigao, the process 

of grammaticalization and disyllabification of xiànzài  is supposed to occur earlier in 

Buddhist texts than in non-Buddhist texts.  

Moreover, xiàn  is also attested to co-occur with a noun, shì  “life”, when 

indicating the present tense. This is presented in the sentence below where the combination 

xiànshì  “present life” appears at the beginning of the sentence, and is in contrast with a 

marker of future tense, hòushì  “later life” which is posited at the beginning of the 

second clause. This is similar to the marking of present tense done by xiàn  or xiànzài  

on the clausal level. 

 

(27) T0322_.12.0016c19 Fajing jing  by An Xuan :  

   て    ,    

nǎi xiàn shì yǒu wú zuì zhī xíng hòu shì yì 

then current life have NEG guilty PART behaviour later life too 

            

duò shūshéng zhī dào yě       

enter extraordinary PART path PART       

     

tā xiànzài bú zài jiā 

he now NEG be at home 

“He is not at home now.” 
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“Then, there is no guilty behavior in this life, and will enter the extraordinary path in the 

next life.” 

 

 Although this combination does not seem to remain as grammaticalized as the xiànzài 

 in modern Mandarin, it can still be found in Buddhism-related contexts such as the 

xiànshìbào  (“karmic retribution within one's lifetime”) etc. 

Its last few appearances for present tense marking might be in the Taiping Guangji

 which was completed during the Northern Song synasty (977-984). The usage is still 

Buddhism-related, and one example is given below where xiànshì  functions to posit the 

modified event of realizing one’s wish within the frame of the present life. 

 

(28) Taiping Guangji, Biographies of outstanding monks III, Fa Lang

 

          

huì ruò zhí gēn shēn dāng xiàn shì dé yuàn 

wisdom if plant root deep would current life achieve wish 

“If the root of wisdom is deeply planted, (one) would realize the wish in the current life.” 

 

Based on this, the combination and frequent use of xiànshì  for present tense may 

to some extent be influenced by the spread of Buddhism in China or the translation of 

Buddhist texts. It is very likely that its function for present tense marking first occurred in 

early Chinese Buddhist texts as it is rarely found, if not unattested, in pre-Buddhist Chinese 

literature or those of the same time period. 

 

2.1.4 Summary 

 

To sum up, on the expression of present tense in early Chinese Buddhist texts, many markers 

are found among which most are adverbial nouns or noun phrases related to jīn . Genuine 

adverbs such as cháng do exist for the marking of present tense but its reading as a present 

tense marker could be ambiguous in certain contexts as it can also function to mark habitual 

events in the past tense. The occurrence of the disyllabic marker xiànzài , though 
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relatively low in frequency, still suggests a tendency of disyllabification which is not found in 

Chinese non-Buddhist literature of a similar time period. Most of the markings are supposed 

to be for absolute present in direct speech or general statement although the temporal 

background of the narrative is often in the past. 

 

2.2 Expressions of the Past Tense 

 

On the timeline, past events are events which happened before the present time which is 

usually to the left of the present moment on timeline. Therefore, past tense (abbreviated PST) 

is a grammatical tense whose principal function is to place an action or situation in past time, 

to the left of the point of present time or reference time. (Comrie 1985: 41) 

Compared to the marking of present tense, more markers are found for past tense in 

early Chinese Buddhist texts. These markers can be briefly divided into two groups 

depending on their type of parts of speech, that is, the adverbial use of temporal nouns 

including xī  and guòqù , and temporal adverbs such as xiān and qián . Another 

type of makring of the past tense is done by markers of perfective aspect like the jì  and yǐ 

. The marking of past tense by the first two groups are discussed separately in the 

following sections while the aspectual marking of past tense is discussed together with 

aspectual marking in chapter 3.  

 

2.2.1 Past tense marked by temporal nouns 

 

2.2.1.1 xī � 

 

One representative temporal noun which can mark the past tense is xī  “past”. It usually 

functions as an adverbial at sentence-initial position setting up the temporal frame of the 

whole sentence or even the whole narrative. This use of xī  expressing past tense is already 

attested in texts as early as the Analects  which is believed to have been written during 

the Warring States period (475–221 BC). As is shown in the example below, xī  occupies 

sentence-initial position before the subject wú  “I”, and locates the event of the whole 

sentence to the left of the present point thus being in past tense. 
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(29) The Analects, Tai bo  

          

xī zhě wú yǒu cháng cóng shì yú sī yǐ 

past PART my friend PERF follow affair PREP this PART 

“In the past, I had a friend who once pursued this (kind of) conduct.” 

  

Although most occurrences of xī  are at sentence-initial position preceding the 

subject and modifies the tense of the entire sentence, it is also found at clausal level following 

the subject in certain contexts. For example, in the following sentence selected from Shiji

 composed during the Western Han dynasty around 109-91 BC, xī  directly follows the 

subject of the sentence, wú  “I”, marking the first clause in past tense while the second 

clause in parallel is in present tense marked by jīn . The third clause ending in the yǐ  

which is supposed to be a variant of the sentnece-final particle yǐ  is also in present tense 

but this is decided by its nature as a general statement in present simple. 

 

(30) Shiji, the biography of Confucius  

          

wú xī cóng fū-zǐ yù nàn yú kuāng jīn yòu 

I past follow master run into   disaster PREP Kuang now again 

      153    

yù  nàn yú cǐ mìng yě yǐ   

run  into disaster PREP here destiny PART PART   

“In the past, I followed the master (Confucius) and ran into disaster at Kuang, now I run 

into disaster again here, which (must) be destiny.” 

 

In early Chinese Buddhist texts, xī  presents similar features as it had in pre-

Buddhist texts. One example is given below where xī  at sentence initial position, posited 

before the subject wǒ , and sets up the time setting of the whole event of attaining the 

Perfection of Wisdom into the past, just like it is in the example from the Analects above. 

																																																								
153 Yě  is often used at the end of a sentence indicating a genral statement.  
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(31) T0224_.08.0431a07 Daoxing bore jing  by Lokakṣema :  

        

xī wǒ yú tíhéjiēluófó qián dài dé bōrěbōluómì 

past I at Dīpankara Buddha in front of attain get the Perfection of Wisdom 

“In the past, I attained the Perfection of Wisdom in front of the Dīpankara Buddha.” 

 

 Sometimes, as shown in the sentence below, xī  is followed by a particle zhě  

which is the same with the case of the Analects above. 

 

(32) T0474_.14.0528c23 Foshuo weimojie jing  by Zhi Qian :  

     

xī zhě púsà fāyì chūjiā 

past PART Bodhisattva have the intention renounce the secular life 

“In the past, the Bodhisattva had the intention to renounce the secular life.” 

 

 Another example is selected from Kang Meng Xiang ’s Zhong benqi jing 

 which presents similar features of xī  as it has in the above example from Shiji. It 

again follows the subject of the sentence wú  but still marks past tense at sentential level. 

The existence of xī  functions to locate the events including the departure from home, the 

encounter with Bimbisāra, and the vow to save “me” first all to the left of the reference point 

which is the time of utterance. 

 

(33) T0196_.04.0150a02 Kang Meng Xiang ’s Zhong benqi jing : 

   ,   ,    

wú xī chū jiā dào féng píngshā shì yào dào 

I past leave home path encounter Bimbisāra vow would way 

          

chéng xiān dùtuō wǒ       

achieve firstly save me       

“(When) I left home in the past, met a Bimbisāra, who vowed to save me first if he 

achieved his path (to good merits).” 
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 There are also cases where xī  modifies solely the temporal location of the clause it 

appears within. As exemplified by the sentence below, xī  is found in the conditional clause 

marked by ruò  (“if”) expressing a subjunctive situation in the past that the root of many 

merits was not destroyed. Due to its position in the sub-clause,  xī  cannot take control of 

the tense marking of the entire sentence like in the sentences above but only serves to locate 

the condition into the past.  

 

(34) T0322_.12.0016c12 Fajing jing  by An Xuan : 

        ,  

ruò xī zhòng dé zhī běn ér bù huì yòu 

if past many merit PART root CONJ NEG destroy then 

   ,      , 

fù zēng shū zhě shì yǐ bù shí zhī mìng 

again add excellence PART this PREP NEG real PART fate 

          

yǐ wéi shòu shí yě      

PREP as accept real PART      

“If, in the past, the root of many merits was not destroyed, and became more excellent, this 

is pretending to accept reality by unreal fate.” 

 

Besides, xī is also attested to co-occur with other words for temporality such as the 

shí  in the sentence below. The whole sentence describes an event of someone opposing the 

Buddha under the temporal frame of the past which is indicated by the phrase of xī and shí. 

 

(35) T0322_.12.0023a01 Fajing jing  by An Xuan : 

  , て       

xī wéiwèifó shí yǒu rén fǎn fó míng yī zì 

past Vipaśyin 

Buddha 

when have someone oppose Buddha name one character 

“In the past during the era of the Vipaśyin Buddha, there was someone who named one 

character in oppose of the Buddha.” 
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 In addition, a disyllabic phrase related to xī , the wǎngxī , is also attested for 

the marking of the past tense as exemplified in the sentence below. Unlike the many 

occurrences of the disyllabic or multisyllabic related phrases of jīn , wǎngxī  seems to 

be the only disyllabic phrase of xī  attested for past tense marking in early Chinese 

Buddhist texts. Its frequency of use is also relatively low with only 20 cases found in total. 

 

(36) T0418_.13.0915c11 Bozhou sanmei jing  by Lokakṣema :  

  ,                ,           

wǎngxī wúshù jié tíhéjiéluófó shí wǒ yú tíhéjiéluófó suǒ 

past countless kalpa154 Dīpaṃkara time I PREP Dīpaṃkara place 

               

wén shì sānmèi jí shòu chí  shì      sānmèi 

hear this perfect 

absorption 

then receive memorize this     perfect      

           absorption 

“In the countless kalpas in the past, at the time of Dīpaṃkara Buddha, I heard about this 

perfect absorption at the place of Dīpaṃkara Buddha, then received and memorized it. ” 

 

 Moreover, xī  may co-appear with other past tense markers such as the guòqù . 

This is presented in the sentence below which is the only co-occurrence of xī  and guòqù 

 in the selected corpus. They co-appear with other words of temporal meaning such as 

the shí  “when” and Indian unit of time jié  “kalpa” and the cooperation of these 

temporal words altogether indicate a time point extremely long time ago in the past. 

 

(37) T0474_.14.0535c09 Foshuo weimojie jing  by Zhi Qian : 

て         , 

yǒu xī guòqù wúyāngshù jié bù kě chēng jì shí 

have past past countless kalpa155 NEG can name calculate when 

 

 

         

																																																								
154 According to DDB, this refers to an unimaginably long unit of time in Indian cosmology. 
155 According to DDB, this refers to an unimaginably long unit of time in Indian cosmology. 
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 て      

shì yǒu fó míng pǐshāyānluóyē   

world have Buddha name Bhaiṣajyarāja   

“Countless kalpa ago in the past at the time which cannot be named and calculated, there is 

a Buddha named Bhaiṣajyarāja in the world.” 

 

What seems interesting about xī is that, according to SAT database and CBETA 

online reader, it is not found in all selected works of An Shigao, has only 15 cases in all 

chosen texts of the Eastern Han, but occurs 43 times solely in Kumārajīva’s Miaofa lianhua 

jing. Reason behind this diachronic increase on the frequency of use of xī is difficult to 

define but it implies a tendency of past events being more frequently marked in an explicit 

way in later texts. 

 

2.2.1.2 guòqù �� 

 

Another temporal noun which is found to function as a past tense marker in early Chinese 

Buddhist texts is the guòqù  “past”. In pre-Buddhist Chinese literature, the employment 

of guòqù  for the expression of past tense is attested in text as early as the Shiji  

produced during the han dynasty (206 BC–220 AD). The one found in Shiji and probably one 

of the earliest examples of guòqù  marking past tense as an adverbial is given below 

where it serves to locate the status of not being able to prohibit stealing in the past. 

 

(38) Shiji, biography of Li Si  

                

qún dào wú guǎng děng xī lüè         dì guòqù fú 

ganster stealer Wu Guang many western inspect  land past NEG 

         

néng jìn        

can prohibit        

“Gansters of stealers went to the western region to the west of the Wu and Guang area to 

inspect the land, which was not able to prohibit in the past.” 
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This use of guòqù  for past tense marking still remains in modern Mandarin which is 

presented in the sentence below. 

 

(39)  

 

 

 

 

As can be seen from the sentences above, it seems that the features of guòqù as 

a past tense marker has not changed much diachronically from Archaic Chinese to modern 

Mandarin. It is often at preverbal position, locating the event or situation expressed by the 

clause into the past.  

In early Chinese Buddhist texts, guòqù  very often functions as an adjective 

modifying nouns such as the fó  in the following sentence. In many cases, it is found co-

existant with present tense marker jīnxiànzài  and future tense marker dānglái  as 

demonstrated below. In such cases, the past Buddha indicated by guòqù  refers to certain 

time points in the past but it often cannot mark the clause or sentence past tense in a strict 

sense. 

 

(40) T0224_.08.0431c28 Daoxing bore jing  by Lokakṣema : 

          

guòqù dānglái jīnxiànzài fó tiānzhōngtiān jiē wéi rén zhōng zūn 

past future present Buddha deva all be man among honored 

“The past, future and present Buddha and devas are all honored among men. ” 

  

Proper employment of guòqù  as an adverbial for the expression of past tense is 

relatively low on frequency of use but it already shows similar semantic and syntactic 

features as a standard past tense marker. For example, in the two sentences below, guòqù 

 appears at the beginning of the sentence, locating the modified situation into the past. 

 

 

 

     

tā guòqù zhù zài zhèlǐ 

he past live at here 

“He lived here in the past.” 
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(41) T0152_.03.0050c19 Liudu jijing  by Kang Senghui : 

                             ,   て  

guòqù jiǔ                           yuǎn shì yánfútídì yǒu wáng 

past of long duration      far this continent of Jambudvīpa have king 

                

míng yuē        jìngmiàn     

name call       mirror’s 

surface156 

    

“Long ago in the past, (on) this continent of Jambudvīpa, there was a king named mirror’s 

surface.” 

 

(42) T0603_.15.0177b22 Yin chiru jing  by An Shigao :  

  ,      

guòqù suǒ gēng xiāng niàn bú wàng 

past PART157 experience PART remember NEG forget 

“What [I] experienced in the past, I would never forget.” 

 

In many occasions, guòqù  still acts more like an adjective modifying its 

following noun like the fó  “Buddha”, shì  “life” and shí  “time”. The combined 

phrase would function as an adverbial and indicate a past time due to the meaning of guòqù 

 thus marking a past tense. This is demonstrated by the three examples below. 

 

(43) T0225_.08.0493b25 Da mingdu jing  by Zhi Qian : 

                           ,                            

qiú fó yǐlái jiǔ                       yuǎn                    nǎi xìn zhī ěr 

pursue Buddha since of long duration      far then believe PRO PART 

                         

guòqù  fó shí yú     bǐ        suǒ   zuǒ      gōngdé    

past Buddha time at     there  PART  do     merit    

																																																								
156 Or ādarśa-tala, ādarśa-mukha in Sanskrit according to DDB. 
157 Suǒ  functions to transform the combination with the following verb into a nominal phrase of a related 
meaning. Here, suǒgēng  simply means “things that are changed”. 
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“(I) have pursued to be a Buddha since a long time ago thus I believe in it. The merit was 

done at the time of the past Buddha.”  

 

(44) T0224_.08.0445b20 Daoxing bore jing  by Lokakṣema :  

            

guòqù  shì shí xué bōrěbōluómì qí gōng dé    yù 

past life time learn the Perfection of Wisdom PRO   merit will 

    ,   》,    

chéng mǎn zhī suǒ zhì yǐ shì gù fù dé    wén 

achieve fullfil PART PART cause PREP this    reason again     get hear 

        

shēn bōrěbōluómì       

profound    the Perfection of Wisdom       

“(When) studied the Perfection of Wisdom in the time of the past life, caused by the 

achievement and fulfillment of his merits, due to this reason, (he) got to hear the profound 

Perfection of Wisdom again.” 

 

(45) T0224_.08.0432b14 Daoxing bore jing  by Lokakṣema : 

     ,   

guòqù shí púsà xíng fódào zhě jiē yú 

past time bodhisattva practice Buddhist teaching PRO all PREP 

,      

bōrěbōluómì zhōng xué chéng   

the Perfection of Wisdom in158 learn achieve   

“In the past times, bodhisattvas who practiced the Buddhist teachings all learned and 

achieved from the Perfection of Wisdom.” 

 

These combined markings share the same syntactic position with guòqù  in sentence 

initial position. 

																																																								
158 Since zhōng  literally means “in, among” with a locative indication, it might be a translation of Sanskrit 
word in locative case which actually can be interpreted as instrumental, thus can be translated as “from” or “by” 
in this case. 
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In addition to the marking of tense on sentential level, guòqù  is also found to co-

appear with the temporal word shí  in subordinate clause. As shown in the example below, 

guòqù  only controls the temporal setting of the situation thought by the subject but 

cannot decide the tense of the action of niàn  “to think”. This may be accounted for by the 

fact that guòqù  situates within the clause which is the object of the verb niàn  thus it 

cannot control the temporal feature of the action. 

 

(46) T0152_.03.0034b16 Liudu ji jing  by Kang Senghui :  

     , て     

wú niàn guòqù wúshù jié shí yǒu fó míng yíqiè  

I think past countless kalpa159 time have Buddha name all   

          

dù wáng rúlái wú suǒzhuó zuì  zhèng jué  

salvation  king     Tathāgata   NEG       attachment  supreme        perfect      enlightment 

“I think at the time countless kalpa ago in the past, there was a Buddha named the king of 

all salvation, the Tathāgata of no attachment and supreme perfect enlightment.” 

 

What is worth mentioning here is that, similar to xī , in early Chinese Buddhist 

texts, guòqù  also often appears at sentence initial or clause initial position which 

implies a relatively high syntactic position. It is not found at preverbal position as it can be 

when expressing past tense in modern Mandarin except for one case in the Liudu ji jing

 where it acts as a verb without clear implication of the past. This verbal use of guòqù 

as presented below implies that its adverbial use for the past tense may have been derived 

from its verbal use meaning “to pass and leave”. The conceptual similarity between passing 

and the past may be the cause of such derivation.  

 

 

 

 

																																																								
159 According to DDB, this refers to an unimaginably long unit of time in Indian cosmology. 
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(47) T0152_.03.0040c07 Liudu ji jing  by Kang Senghui :  

      ,          

wànwù guò qù bù kě zhuī dé chuǎnxī zì        zhī 

everything pass  leave NEG can chase get pant self    know 

“Everything that passed and left cannot be chased and gasped, the panting is known by 

oneself.” 

 

 On the statistics, similar to the growing frequency of use of xī , same tendency is 

found in the use of guòqù . There are only 9 cases of guòqù found in all extant 

translations of An Shigao. The number increased to 70 in Lokakṣema’s Daoxing bore jing, 

and 27 in Kumārajīva’s Miaofa lianhua jing. This diachronic increase implies that there may 

be an increasing preference on the explicit marking of past tense in early Chinese Buddhist 

texts. However, such variation may also depend on the content or translator’s language style. 

 

2.2.1.3 qián �  

 

The third type of temporal nouns which can mark past tense in early Chinese Buddhist texts 

is the group of noun phrases consisting of the adjective qián  “former, earlier” and another 

NP denoting a temporal duration such as shí  and shì . Originally meaning “at the front, 

in front of”, qián  and its related phrases for past tense marking could be a result of the 

relatedness and similarity between “front” in space and “earlier” on temporal sequence,160 

which further indicates “past” on the timeline as time is often perceived as linear in human 

cognition. 

In pre-Buddhist Chinese literature, qián  can already be used individually for 

expressions of preceding events but it does not necessarily refer to tense. For example, in the 

following example from the Analect, the sentence where qián  appears may either be 

interpreted as “My former words are a joke” or as “What I said before is a joke”. The 

temporal location of saying the words being posited in the past in the second reading is 

simply a semantic implication. 

 

																																																								
160 See the theory of “time orientation metaphor” suggested by Yu (2012) shown in Table 4. 
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(48) Analect, Yanhuo  

 : “ !         

zǐ yuē èrsānzǐ yǎn zhī yán shì yě qián yán xì 

master say disciple Yan PART words right PART former word play 

 ”          

zhī ěr          

PRO PART          

“Confucius said: ‘Disciples! Yan’s words are right. (My) former words are a joke.’ ” 

 

In modern Mandarin, phrases of qián  such as qiánmiàn and zhīqián  

may also describe former events. Sentences with such phrases may not contain a past tense 

marker. But when being translated into inflectional languages like English, they mostly 

correspond to sentences in past tense. This is illustrated by the sentence below. 

 

(49)     /                                       

     tā    qiánmiàn/zhīqián  wánchéng     le     hěnduō   gōngzuò 

     she         former             complete   PERF  many        work 

“She finished a lot of works before.” 

   

 In early Chinese Buddhist texts, the character qián  may have four functions: a 

noun for “the past”; a verb for “to advance”; an adjective meaning “former”; and an adverb 

for “formerly”. Except for the use as a verb, the other three functions can be seen in the 

sentence below where the first two qián are nominal, the third one is adverbial, and the 

last is an adjective.  

 

(50) T0602_.15.0167b12 Foshuo daanbanshouyi jing  by An 

Shigao :  

   ,     ,   

jīn bù wéi qián qián bù wéi jīn zhě wèi qián 

present NEG be past past NEG be present PART  say formerly 
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   ,        

suǒ niàn yǐ miè jīn niàn fēi qián niàn   

PART think  PERF disappear present think      NEG past thought  

“The present is not the past, the past is not the present. This indicates that what was thought 

formerly has disappeared, what is thought of at present is not the former thought.” 

 

What should be mentioned here is that, although qián  may indicate past events 

independently as an adverb as shown by the third qián above, its frequency of use is very 

low in comparison with other typical past tense markers such as xī . Besides, most of the 

individual uses of qián  in An Shigao’s translations are as verbs or adjectives (35 out of 43 

in total). The ratio is nearly the same in Lokakṣema’s Daoxing bore jing (34 verbal or 

adjectival uses out of 44 occurrences in total) and even higher in Kumārajīva’s Miaofa 

lianhua jing (70 verbal or adjectival uses out of 72 in total). As a result, qián ’s marking of 

the past tense on its own does not seem to be predominant in early Chinese Buddhist texts. 

When expressing past tense, qián  is more frequently found in disyllabic phrases 

modifying a noun of a temporal indication. For example, one frequently attested phrase for 

past tense marking consisting of qián is the qiánshì  “former life” as exemplified 

below. Due to the semantic indication of qián  as “former”, the phrase qiánshì  

functions to posit the modified events into the past by definition. 

 

(51) T0031_.01.0813b12 Foshuo yiqie liushe shouyin jing  by 

An Shigao :  

   て ?     て ? 

qiánshì wǒ wéi yǒu fǒu qiánshì wǒ wéi wú yǒu fǒu 

in former life I be wealthy Q in former life I be NEG wealthy Q 

“In former life, was I wealthy? Was I not wealthy?” 

 

Another nominal phrase of qián  for past tense marking is the qiánshí . This is 

presented below where qiánshí is in contrast with the future marker quèhòu in the 

following clause. 
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(52) T0224_.08.0462c23 Daoxing bore jing  by Lokakṣema :  

, ,      , 

pìruò xūpútí nánzǐ dé mónízhū qiánshí wèi dé 

suppose Subhūti man get  Chintamani Stone      in the past NEG get 

        

quèhòu dé shì  mónízhū    

later get this  Chintamani Stone    

“Suppose, Subhūti, a man gets a Chintamani Stone. He did not get it in the past, and later 

would get this Chintamani Stone.” 

 

 In addition to the marking of past sentence on sentential level as seen in the two 

examples above, qiánshì  and qiánshí  may also situate on the clause level. For 

example, in the sentence below, based on the surrounding context, qiánshì  can only 

locate the first clause, the action of loving one’s own body, in the past tense but is not able to 

control the temporal setting of the event after the causal conjunction gù 》, that is, the 

inability to get released from samsara. 

  

(53) T0602_.15.0171a02 Foshuo daanbanshouyi jing  by An 

Shigao : 

       》,    

yī zhě wéi wǒ qiánshì ài shēn gù bù dé tuō 

one PART be I  in former life cherish body because NEG get released 

“The first reason is, in former life, I cherished my body so I cannot get released [from 

samsara in this life. ” 

 

 As for the frequency of use of such disyllabic phrases of qián , there are 8 cases in 

total in An Shigao’s translations, 25 in Lokakṣema’s Daoxing bore jing, and only 1 in 

Kumārajīva’s Miaofa lianhua jing, thus showing no clear tendency on diachronic change. 
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2.2.1.4. shàng � 

 

In An Shigao’s Yin chiru jing , there is one case of the locative noun (or preposition 

in the sense of general linguistics), shàng  “over, on”, acting as an adverbial for the 

expression of past tense in parallel with a future marker hòu  (see the sentence below). This 

usage of shàng  for past tense marking is rarely attested, if not unattested, in pre-Buddhist 

and non-Buddhist texts of a similar time period. 

 

(54) T0603_.15.0175a01 Yin chiru jing  by An Shigao :  

   ,    , 》    

shàng běn wéi lǎo hòu yào wéo sǐ shìgù míng wéi  

PST originally be old later shall be dead thus call as  

    

lǎosǐ    

death due to oldness    

“It was old originally, and shall become dead, thus is called death due to oldness” 

 

According to the theory of time orientation metaphor suggested by Yu (2012) as shown in 

Table 4 in chapter 1, in Chinese language, concepts of physical locations such as “over, on” 

and “under, beneath” is related to that of temporal sequence such as “before” and “after”. 

Based on such conceptual relatedness between physical location and temporal expansion on 

the cognitive level, the marking of past tense by shàng might have been derived from its 

basic meaning for location, that is, “over, on”. Its original indication of a location on top of 

another implies that the modified event takes place before the present time thus being in the 

past. 

 However, there is only one such case of shàng expressing a past event found in the 

selected corpus and it is nearly non-existent in later works until the time of late Old Mandarin 

when shàng can be seen expressing past events in classic novels such as the Dream of the 

Red Chamber. This suggests that the development of shàng into a past tense marker may 

have first started in early Chinese Buddhist texts. 
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2.2.2 Past tense marked by temporal adverbs 

 

In addition to temporal noun and noun phrases acting as adverbials when marking the past 

tense, there are also genuine adverbs which can express past events in early Chinese Buddhist 

texts. Two representatives of such adverbs that are frequently applied are the běn  and xiān 

 which are analyzed separately in the following two sections. 

 

2.2.2.1 běn � 

 

The major meaning of běn  as an adverb is “originally”. It can express past events due to 

its semantic implication to the root and origin. In general, when marking the past tense, běn 

is mostly in preverbal position, locating the modified event to the left of the reference 

time. This function of běn  is already attested in pre-Buddhist literature as given below but 

its frequency of use is very low. 

 

(55) Liezi, Tangwen  

                        

tàixíng wángwū èr       shān fāng qī          bǎi  lǐ gāo wàn 

Taixing Wangwu  two mountain area seven hundred acre height tenthousand 

          ,     

rèn běn zài    jìzhōu zhī nán   héyáng zhī běi  

Ren     originally at      Jizhou PART south Heyang  PART   north  

“The two mountains, Taixing and Wangwu, cover an area of seven hundred acres, and are 

ten thousand ren high. They were originally to the south of Jizhou and north of Heyang.161” 

  

 In modern Mandarin, this function of běn  marking past tense is still in use as 

demonstrated below. 

  

 

																																																								
161 This is quoted from the fable, The Foolish Old Man Removes the Mountains . According to the 
context, the mountains were removed at last. This decides that the sentence of běn  must be in past tense as it 
expresses the original location where the two mountains used to be at. 
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(56)                                    

      wǒ      běn     bù     xiǎng   qù      gōngyuán 

       I    originally  NEG  want    go      park 

     “I did not want to go to the park.” 

 

Thus, in both pre-Buddhist Chinese and modern Mandarin, běn  can express past events 

and such a function is supposed to be determined by its semantic implication of the root or 

original status which temporally situates in the past by definition. 

 In early Chinese Buddhist texts, běn  is also found to indicate past events. Similar 

to its syntactic and semantic features in pre-Buddhist Chinese and modern Mandarin, běn 

often appears at preverbal position locating the modified event in the past. 

 This is demonstrated by the sentence below where běn  precedes the main verb of 

the first clause, shì  “be”, locating the state of the son being a cow in the past.   

 

(57) a. T0152_.03.0037c13 Liudu ji jing  by Kang Senghui :  

     ,    

bō tāo-er zhě běn shì niú niú sǐ línghún 

play small revolving 

drum with knobs 

person originally be cow cow die soul 

          

huán wéi zhǔ  zuò           zǐ      

return become owner  be son      

“The one playing the small revolving drum with knobs was originally a cow. The 

cow died, its soul returned and became the son of its owner.” 

 

                   b. T0224_.08.0460c13 Daoxing bore jing  by Lokakṣema : 

    ,        

wǒ běn zuò shì shēngyì yǐ wǒ běn zuò shì niàn yǐ162 

I originally do this business as I originally do this thought PART 

“I originally did this business because I had this thought.” 

																																																								
162 This is assumed to be a written variant of the sentence-final particle yǐ . 
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Different from the adverbial markers like xī and guòqù which can mark the past 

tense either on the sentential level or the clausal level depending on the context, běn  seems 

to situate on the clausal level which closely modifies the verb phrase. This may be explained 

by the fact that, when marking tense, běn  is rarely, if not never, found at sentence-initial 

position preceding the subject. 

What should be mentioned here is that, in early Chinese Buddhist texts, běn  can be 

found in various functions163. It can be a verb meaning “to originate from”, or a noun for 

“root, origin”. This in certain contexts would cause ambiguity in its interpretation as more 

than one reading can be possible. For example, in the first sentence below, běn  modifies 

the cause of suffering which took place in the past. It can be taken as an adverb meaning 

“originally” or a verb for “to originate from”. Both would fit in the context semantically and 

syntactically. On the semantic level, the meaning of the two are related thus being an adverb 

or a noun would not cause much changes on the meaning of the sentence. On the syntactic 

level, the following nominal phrase héyīnyuán  may either be interpreted as “because 

of what reason” thus can be modified by the adverb “originally”, or as a noun for “what 

reason” being the object of the verb “to originate from”.  

 

(58)  T0013_.01.0233c25 Chang ahan shibaofa jing  by An Shigao
164:  

         , 

kě shí rén běn hé yīnyuán zài shìjiān dé kǔ 

can recognize human originally/ 

originate 

what cause in world get suffering 

         

yì dāng zhī hé yīnyuán dé dùshì   

and would know what cause get salvation   

“(One) can recognize originally what was the cause of human beings getting sufferings in 

the world/(One) can recognize that human beings, originated from what reason (because of 

																																																								
163 Based on Sweetser (1990)’s theory of three domains, it is assumed that the adverbial use of běn  is at least 
related to, if not evolved from, the its basic nominal meaning of běn which refers to “base, root, origin”. 
164 This is not from the corpus of this study as listed in the introduction although it is attributed to An Shigao. 
Since the sentence presents interesting features worth mentioning, it is included here for the analysis.  
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what reason), get sufferings in the world, and would know what would be the cause of 

getting salvation.” 

 

 Another example on the ambiguous interpretation of běn  is given below where it 

can be treated either as an adverb meaning “originally” or as a noun for “root”. In the first 

case, the sentence of běn  is assumed to have a null subject which refers back to the wǒ  

and sè  already mentioned in preceding context, and běn  is applied to modify the 

adjective qīngjìng  expressing that the “I” (Subhūti) and the “form” were already clean 

at origin. When běn  is taken as a noun, it is supposed to be the subject of the sentence with 

the adjective qīngjìng  being the predicate. Tense of the sentence would be in present 

simple in this case as it is a statement of a so believed general truth. 

  

(59) T0224_.08.0442b11 Daoxing bore jing  by Lokakṣema :  

   : “      , 

xūpútí bái fó yán wǒ zhě qīngjìng sè yì qīngjìng 

Subhūti tell Buddha say I PART clean form too clean 

”  : “   ”   

tiānzhōngtiān fó yán běn qīngjìng    

deity Buddha say originally/root clean    

“Subhūti told the Buddha: ‘(If) I am clean, the form would be clean too, my deity.’ The 

Buddha said: ‘It was clean at origin. / The root (of the form) is clean.’ ” 

 

The existence of more than one possible readings for the case above is to some extent caused 

by the free shift between parts of speech in Chinese which makes it possible for words like 

běn to be treated as different parts of speech in one single context. 

 However, in some occasions, ambiguities on the interpretation of běn  can be 

cleared up based on contextual information. For instance, běn  can only have the adverbial 

reading of “originally” in the example below. Although similar semantic and syntactic 

features of běn  as presented in the last example above are demonstrated here, the nominal 

reading of “because there is no root (of these)” is ruled out by the context. The sentence of 

běn  is believed to follow the same topic concerning the form and look thus it would be 
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strange to have a sudden change of topic to “root”. The verbal reading is also not possible in 

the sense that, according to Buddhist philosophy, form and look as mentioned in the 

preceding context do not originate from nonexistence but are nonexistent themselves.   

 

(60)  T0224_.08.0437a17 Daoxing bore jing  by Lokakṣema :  

  ,     

xíng bōrěbōluómì zhě bú huài sè wú 

practice the Perfection of Wisdom people NEG damage form NEG 

 ……       》?   》  

cháng shì           hé yǐ   gù běn wú gù 

regular look         Q PREP reason originally NEG reason 

“People who practice the Perfection of Wisdom do not damage the form and do not have 

regular look……What is the reason? Because these were originally nonexistent.” 

                     

As for the statistics on the employment of běn  in early Chinese Buddhist texts, in 

An Shigao’s texts, the adverbial use of běn  is very rare with only 4 case out of 297 in total 

and similar low ratios are found in works of most other authors. Although the percentage 

rises to 1 out of 9 in Kumārajīva’s Miaofa lianhua jing, the nominal use is still prevalent. It 

may be safe to summarize that, in early Chinese Buddhist texts, běn  started to function as 

a past tense marker but such a use is still at an initial stage. 

 

2.2.2.2 xiān� 

 

Another adverb which often marks past tense in early Chinese Buddhist text is the xiān  

“formerly, before”. Its reading for past tense is context dependent as xiān  predominantly 

refers to the expression of time sequence. Similar to the cases of qián , the employment of 

xiān  for past tense marking may also be an outcome of semantic extension from “earlier” 

on time sequence to “past” on the timeline as the two are related in human cognition.  

 In pre-Buddhist Chinese, xiān  is attested to function as an adjective meaning 

“ancient, former”. This semantic feature sometimes enables xiān  to imply a past tense in 

the interpretation of the sentence but it is not yet a proper marker of past tense strictly 
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speaking. 

 

(61)  Mengzi, accounts on the Lord Lianghui II   

   165  ,   , …… 

xiān wáng wú liúlián zhī lè huāngwáng zhī xíng 

former king NEG wander PART joy greedy PART behaviour 

“The former king did not wander around for joy or have any greedy behaviour.” 

 

 In modern Mandarin, the use of xiān  as an adverb expressing sequence of events 

prevails which does not necessarily refer to past tense. It may only mark past tense in 

combination with other words such as the xiānqián  “before, formerly”. Examples of  

xiān  and xiānqián  in contrast is given below among which only the latter requires a 

reading of past tense. 

 

(62) a.                                  

            wǒ xiān qù  chāoshì          ránhòu qù   gōngyuán 

                I    first   go  supermarket  then     go    park 

              “I first go to the supermarket and then go to the park.” 

 

 b.                                          

     wǒ xiānqián qù  chāoshì          ránhòu qù    le     gōngyuán 

        I    formerly  go  supermarket  then     go  PERF  park 

       “Before, I went to the supermarket and then went to the park.” 

 

 In early Chinese Buddhist texts, xiān  also predominantly describes the time 

sequence of events, but a past sense is often implied by contextual information. For example, 

in the following sentence, based on the preceding context, the parents died right after gaining 

a fortune, the fortune is left for the child, and such is called the consequence of parents owing 

																																																								
165 This phrase together with the following huāngwáng  are explained by the preceding context “

” This can be translated as 
“Going downstream but forget to go back is called Liu, going upstream but forget to go back is called Lian, 
hunting animals without an end is called Huang, and enjoy drinking alcohol without an end is called Wang.”  
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money to the child before. This context indicates that the event modified by xiān , the 

fùzǐqián  “owing money to the child”, must have happened before the parents’ gaining 

of fortune. Since there is a perfective marker yǐ  marking the completion of the parents’ 

gaining of fortune, the event of owing money to the child must have also occurred thus 

implying a past sense.  

 

(63) T1508_.25.0054b20 Ahan koujie shieryiyuan jing  by An 

Xuan  and Yan Fotiao 166:  

   ,    ,    

fùmǔ qínkǔ qiú cái yǐ zhì biàn sǐ zǐ dé yòng 

parents diligently pursue fortune PERF reach then die child get use 

,           

zhī shì wéi fùmǔ xiān fù zǐ qián    

PRO this be parents before owe child money   

“The parents diligently pursued for fortune, after getting which, they died and the child got 

to make use of it. This [situation] is [because] the parents owed money to the child before/ 

in former life.” 

 

However, such individual use of xiān  which can be taken as an expression of past tense in 

a strict sense is rare in early Chinese Buddhist texts. Most of the expressions of past tense by 

xiān  are context-dependent and the sense of the past is often indicated on the semantic 

level. 

 Besides, when expressing past events, xiān  is often found to co-occur with words of 

a temporal indication such as the shí  “time” and shì  “life”. They are combined into 

adverbial noun phrases which mark past events in preverbal positions.  

 Examples are given in the two sentences below, in which, the first one contains xiānshí 

 locating the act of “thinking” in the past; and the second sentence with xiānshì , 

indicats that the parents owed some money to the child which is the reason why the child is 

born. Although the syntactic position of xiānshì  and contextual information in the 

																																																								
166 This again is not from the corpus listed in the introduction but is included here as it presents a use of xiān  
which is worth mentioning. 
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second sentence is very similar to that of the last sentence above, the function of xiānshì  

marking past tense is less dependent on the context here due to the addition of shì . 

 

(64) T0224_.08.0460c13 Daoxing bore jing  by Lokakṣema :  

       

wǒ yì xiān-shí niàn rú shì 

I too before think like this 

“I too thought like this before.” 

 

(65) T1508_.25.0054b18 Ahan koujie shieryiyuan jing  by An 

Xuan  and Yan Fotiao :  

    :    

zǐ yǐ sān yīnyuán sheng yī-zhě fùmǔ xiānshì 

child because three cause be born firstly parents in former life 

   ……     

fù zǐ qián      

owe child money      

“A child is born for three causes: firstly, the parents owed the child some money in former 

lives.” 

 

 Furthermore, xiānshì  may also be combined with shí  to form up a subordinate 

clause as the “when in former life” below. 

 

(66) T1508_.25.0054b14 Ahan koujie shieryiyuan jing  by An 

Xuan  and Yan Fotiao :  

   ?       

hé-děng wéi běn yuàn wèi xiānshì shí jiàn rén zǐ 

what be original wish refer to former life when see people child 

,          

duānzhèng biàn yuàn yán wǒ zǐ rú shì   

decent then wish say my child like this   
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“What is original wish? It refers to [the situation that] when in former life, [one] saw the 

decent child of other people and then wished that his or her son be like this.” 

 

 Other occurrences of xiān  for the expression of past tense can be seen in the 

combined use with shìshí  “this time” as presented below. It functions as the modifier of 

shìshí  emphasizing on the time sequence as “before this time”. 

 

(67) T0225_.08.0504a05 Da mingdu jing  by Zhi Qian :  

 ,  て    

xiān shì-shi shì yǒu fó míng jǐngfǎzìhuìláiwáng 

before this time world have Buddha name King Jingfazihuilai 

“Before this time, there was a Buddha namded the King Jingfazihuilai in the world.” 

 

 To summarize, the analysis above shows that the use of xiān  for time sequence still 

prevails in early Chinese Buddhist texts. Only a few are found for proper marking of past 

tense among which the past reading of many are dependent upon the context. This low 

occurrence of xiān  for past tense is supported by the statistics that only 7 cases of xiān  

(mostly in combined uses with other words of a temporal meaning) are found to mark past 

tense independently out of the 205 appearances in total. 

 

2.2.3 Summary 

 

To summarize, slightly different from the expressions of present tense where jīn and its 

related phrases are the major markers, more explicit markers are found for the expressions of 

past tense in early Chinese Buddhist texts. Some are adverbial nouns such as the phrases 

related to xī , guòqù , and qián . Others are adverbs such as xiān , běn , and 

shàng . However, since some of the markers also function to express temporal sequence of 

events, past tense is often denoted semantically based on the context. The occurrence of 

phrases of qián , xiān  and shàng  for past tense marking also suggests that, the idea of 

time orientation metaphor in Chinese have, at least to some extent, faciliated the creation of 

new markers of tense.  
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2.3 Expressions of the Future Tense 

 

Future tense, by definition, refers to events and situations to occur after the present time. It 

locates a situation at a time subsequent to the present moment. (Comrie 1985: 43) 

 As has already mentioned in the introduction, future tense is different from the past 

and present tense in the sense that it is less definite.167 Future events as predicted may change 

and differ from the prediction whereas past and present events already took place or is taking 

place thus cannot be changed. As a result, there are controversies on whether future should be 

taken as a type of “tense”. (Comrie 1985: 43-55) However, it should be feasible to define 

future tense as a tense which locates a situation at a time subsequent to the present moment, 

i.e. to the right of the point of the present moment on timeline (Comrie 1985: 43). 

 Besides, semantically speaking, future is never itself a tense, but rather involves 

another element, a modal (for obligation, volition, or belief) or a temporal ordering predicate, 

which combines with tense. (Mathewson 2006) However, although temporality and modality 

are always co-present in any future tense, the balance between them is shifting. These 

peculiarities of future tense are due to “the cognitively more abstract, irrealis nature of future 

as an ontological category vis-à-vis the more tangible and empirical past or present”. 

(Fleischman 1982: 22-23)  

 In addition, it is also noticed that future forms tend to be less stable than those of past 

and present tense. They may undergo diachronic semantic changes more readily which is 

again a consequence of its abstract nature and its links with subjective modal concepts. 

(Fleischman 1982: 23-26)   

 In early Chinese Buddhist texts, future tense can be marked by temporal nouns such 

as wèilái , adverbs such as hòu , and auxiliary verbs such as jiāng , huì , dāng

and yù . The features of these markers are discussed in the following sections with a 

particular focus on the auxiliary verbs. 

 

 

																																																								
167 From a typological perspective, a binary future tense versus non-future tense distinction is uncommon while 
many languages show a past versus non-past distinction as future may be treated as projected present as 
suggested by Fleischman (1982). The fact that future is not regarded as a proper category of tense as many 
languages lack a future tense paradigm suggests that there might be some kind of universal bias against a future 
tense. See Matthewson (2006) and Broekhuis (2014) for a detailed discussion. 
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2.3.1 The marking of future tense by adverbials 

 

In general, temporal nouns and adverbs168 in early Chinese Buddhist texts serve as adverbials 

when expressing future tense. Semantically speaking, they usually express future tense by 

definition. Their syntactic position is often found at the beginning of the sentence or clause, 

locating the event to the right of the present moment on timeline.  

The first example below presents the adverbial use of the temporal noun wèiláishì

 “future life” for the marking of a future event. 

 

(68) T0032_.01.0816a10 Foshuo sidi jing by An Shigao :  

  ,     

xián zhě dì wèilá shì yì ěr 

wise people truth future life too as such 

“Truth of the wise people will be the same in the future life.” 

 

In later texts, wèiláishì  may also co-appear with the preverbal auxiliary verb 

dāng  for the expression of future event. This can be exemplified by the sentence from 

Kumārajīva’s Weimojie suoshuo jing given below in which the co-existence of wèiláishì

 and dāng  indicates that the situation of there being good lay practitioners will be in the 

future. The existence of the typical future marker wèiláishì  enables dāng  to have 

two possible readings: “will” or “should” which both can fit in the context here. 

 

(69) T0475_.14.0557a11 Weimojie suoshuo jing  produced by 

Kumārajīva :  

   ?     て 

suǒ yǐ zhě hé wèilá shì zhōng dāng  

SUO PREP PRO what future life in FUT/DEO  

																																																								
168 Adverbs in Chinese can be sorted into two classes depending on whether they must appear in a position 
following the subject or are also “movable”to the front of a sentence (Li and Thompson 1981). Time-related 
adverbs can be found in both classes. The generalization appears to be that adverbs that denote points in time, 
such as jiānglái “in the future”, míngtiān “tomorrow,” are movable adverbs, and so can appear sentence-
initially. Non-movable adverbs include adverbs that encode some kind of presupposition or aspectual relation, 
like yǐjīng “already,” zài “again,” etc; these adverbs can only appear after the subject. 
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shàn nán-zǐ shàn nǚrén      

good man good woman      

“What is the reason? There will be good men and women (lay practitioners) in the future 

life.” 

 

One text which is assigned to An Shigao in Taishō Tripiṭaka but is not included in the 

selected corpus of this research based on Nattier (2008)’s list even shows a paralleled 

structure of two future sentences, among which, the first sentence presents a co-occurrence of 

the adverbial use of the temporal noun wèilái  together with the preverbal auxiliary verb 

dāng , while the second uses wèilái  alone for the future indication. This can be seen 

in the example below. 

 

(70) T0031_.01.0813b14 Foshuo yiqie liushe shouyin jing  by 

An Shigao :  

    ?     ? 

wèilá shì wǒ dāng yúnhé wèilái shì wǒ yúnhé wéi 

future life I FUT/DEO how future life I what do 

“How would I be in the future life? What will I do in the future life?” 

 

Considering the fact that dāng  has another function expressing deontic modality 

for the meaning of “should”, whether it should be regarded as a future marker or deontic 

marker here is again disputable. Depending on the context which talks about lay people’s 

curiosity on their destiny, it seems more likely that dāng functions as a future marker here. 

Further evidences on the exact features of dāng can be found in comparison with its 

probable Indic source, if there is any. This will be discussed in details in the chapter on 

Sanskrit-Chinese comparison.  

In addition to the adverbial use of temporal nouns, there are also temporal adverbs 

which can serve to mark future tense. The sentence below exemplifies how the marking of 

future tense can be done by the adverb hòu  “later” in one of the earliest Chinese Buddhist 

texts produced by An Shigao, the Yin chiru jing. It is situated in a sub-clause expressing the 

expected result of the preceding events and serves to locate the resulted situation of “no more 
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hardship” in the future. Similar to the employment of qián  and xiān  for the marking of 

past tense, the function of hòu  for future tense marking is also assumed to be an outcome 

of “time orientation metaphor” between time and space. Originally meaning “back, behind”, 

hòu  is supposed to have extended its semantic indication from a spatial feature to a 

temporal one, which then further generates an implication of the future. 

 

(71) T0603_.15.0176b21 Yin chiru jing  by An Shigao : 

  ,   ,    , 

yǐ wúwéi jìng mìng yǐ jìng-bì biàn wéi kǔ jìn 

PERF non-doing    end         life PERF end then be hardship end 

          

lìng hòu wú kǔ       

CAUS later NEG hardship       

“The non-doing has ended, the life has ended, then it is the end of hardship, causing there 

to be no hardship later anymore.” 

 

Such use of hòu  for future sense is rarely attested in pre-Buddhist literature where its 

indication of the sequence of events still prevails. In early Chinese Buddhist texts, its 

predominant function for temporal sequence leads to the fact that many occurrences of hòu

 are found in the second clause of a sentence describing a following event. Thus, it can 

only decide the tense of the clause it is in while the preceding clause(s) may be in the past or 

the present tense as can be seen in the example above. 

However, hòu  may also appear on the sentential level as given in the example 

below where it is directly followed by an auxiliary verb dāng . Occupying a position 

immediately after the subject ruò “you”, it locates all the following events, i.e. the holding of 

everything and attaining Buddha’s wisdom, into the future. 
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(72) T0225_.08.0483c01 Da mingdu jing  by Zhi Qian : 

    : “      

dìngguāngfó shòu wǒ jué yán ruò hòu dāng wéi rén 

Dīpaṃkara 

Buddha 

teach my judgement say you later would become people 

                   ”     

zhōng       chí xī dài fó zhì      

among     hold all get Buddha wisdom     

“Dīpaṃkara Buddha let me know the judgement and said: ‘You will become (someone 

who) holds all and attain Buddha’s wisdom among the people ’” 

 

In addition, hòu  is also attested in hypothetical sentences denoting a future tense which 

is applied to the whole sentence. As can be seen in the one below, hòu  co-exists with a 

subjunctive marker yuan , and the two together describe a desired future event of the “non-

existence of thieves when I attain Buddhahood”. 

 

(73) T0224_.08.0457c26 Daoxing bore jing  by Lokakṣema :  

     ,     

yuan wǒ hòu dé fó shí lìng wǒ chà zhōng 

wish I later attain Buddha when CAUS I temple inside 

 て         

wú yǒu dàozéi        

NEG have theif        

“Wish there would be no thieves in my temple when I attain Buddhahood later.” 

 

In spite of the individual uses of hòu , there are also combined use or disyllabic 

words contaning hòu found in texts produced as early as in the era of An Shigao for future 

marking.  

For example, the first sentence below shows the combination of the preposition cóng 

 “from” and hòu  expressing an unbounded time period in the future from the reference 

time on. The second sentence presents the marking of future tense by the combination of the 
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word què and hòu  in parallel structure with the marking of past tense for contrast. This 

combination of quèhòu  is regarded as a fixed disyllabic word meaning “hereafter” by 

Karashima (2010c). He also suggests that quèhòu  is frequently correlated with the 

Sanskrit phrase anāgate ’dhvani “in the future” although whether the combination was 

coined or influenced by the need of translation is unknown. The third example presents the 

combination of hòu  and the noun shì  “generation” which forms up a temporal noun 

phrase marking the future tense of the second clause. Similar combination is also presented in 

the fourth sentence in subjunctive mood marked by ruò .  In this sentence, hòu  is 

followed by an adjectival phrase jiǔyuǎn  which functions as an adverbial phrase in this 

case. Their combined use refers to a future time which is far away from the reference time.  

 

(74) T0603_.15.0179a21 Yin chiru jing  by An Shigao :  

     ,     

shù yǐ bá bú fù xiàn cóng-hòu bú fù sheng 

tree PERF remove NEG again appear from now on NEG again grow 

“The tree has been removed and would not appear again. It will not grow again from now 

on.” 

 

(75) T0224_.08.0462c23 Daoxing bore jing  by Lokakṣema :  

, ,      , 

pìruò xūpútí nánzǐ dé mónízhū qiánshí wèi dé 

suppose Subhūti man get Chintamani Stone  in the past NEG get 

        

quèhòu dé shì  mónízhū    

later get this  Chintamani Stone    

“Suppose, Subhūti, a man gets a Chintamani Stone. He did not get it in the past, and later 

would get this Chintamani Stone.” 
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(76) T0322_.12.0016c18 Fajing jing  by An Xuan :  

   て    ,    

nǎi xiàn shì yǒu wú zuì zhī xíng hòu shì yì 

then current life have NEG guilty PART behaviour later life too 

            

duò shūshéng zhī dào yě       

enter extraordinary PART path PART       

“Then, there is no guilty behavior in this life, and will enter the extraordinary path in the 

next life.” 

 

(77) T0225_.08.0498c17 Da mingdu jing  by Zhi Qian :  

         , 

ruò hòu jiǔ yuan qínkǔ nǎi fù qiú fó ěr 

if later durative far diligent then again pursue Buddhism PART 

   》,       

yòng míngdù én gù dāng zì zhì zuò fó  

use perfection 

of 

wisdom 

boon thus FUT self reach become Buddha  

“If [he] works diligently and then pursue Buddhism again after a long time in the future, 

because of the boon of using the perfection of wisdom, [he] will reach the status of 

becoming the Buddha by himself.” 

 

What should be mentioned here is that hòu in early Chinese Buddhist texts does 

not always refer to future tense. In the sentence below, it simply means “then, after”, and 

serves to express the time sequence of modified event, that is, “the existence of someone who 

talks about morality”, happening after the event in preceding context. It is similar with the 

past future tense in English such as “He said the other day that he would join us someday.” 
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(78) T0607_.15.0232a15 Daodi jing  by An Shigao : 

 て   ,    

hòu yǒu shuō dàodé zhě fēnbié shuō rú 

later have talk morality PRO separately talk like 

 ,       

shì yǐ dé shì jīng shuō   

this PERF get this sutra explanation   

“Later there would be someone who talks about morality, who, after talking like this 

separately, get the sutra and its explanation.” 

 

As a result, similar with the case of qián  for past tense and former event, it might be 

appropriate to say that the basic function of hòu  is to express time sequence, from which a 

function for the marking of the future is derived. Such a derivation may be accounted for by 

Sweetser (1990)’s theory on “metaphor of semantic structure” that a later event is 

semantically and pragmatically close to the notion of future in human cognition. Thus, the 

second event in a sequence may easily get a future reading if the one preceding is in present 

tense.  

 Moreover, in early Chinese Buddhist texts, a new future marker, the fǔdánglái  

is attested which is not found in Pre-Buddhist literature. Since the adverb fǔ  describes an 

immediate future event which is temporaly close to the present time, dāng  has a deontic or 

future epistemic denotation, and the last word lái  mainly functions as a verb “to come”, 

the combination of all three words suggest a general  future tense, literally meaning “be about 

to/should come in the future”. 

As can be seen from the sentences below, fǔdánglái  may express a future 

sense by directly modifying the main verb like the chū  “to come out” in the first case, or 

by modifying a noun such as the tathāgata, arhat, and samyak-saṃbuddha in the second case 

thus indicating a future moment. In such cases, fǔdánglái  can be taken as a proper 

adverb at clausal (or VP) level or sentential level. 
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(79) a. T0224_.08.0428a03 Daoxing bore jing  by Lokakṣema :  

  て    ,  て    

yì wú yǒu cóng zhōng chūshēng zhě wú yǒu fǔdānglái chū zhě 

and NEG have from inside come out PRO NEG have will   come out PRO 

“And there would be no one who would come out of this, no one who is about to come out 

of this.” 

 

      b. T0224_.08.0436b01 Daoxing bore jing  by Lokakṣema :  

       

fǔdānglái dànsàājié āluóhē sānyēsānfó xī cóng bōrěbōluómì 

hereafter tathāgata arhat samyak-

saṃbuddha 

all PREP the Perfection of 

Wisdom 

 ,     , 

zhōng chū wéi rén zhōng zhī jiàng 

inside go out become human in PART general 

       

zì zhì chéng zuò fé   

self cause become as Buddha   

“Hereafter, tathāgatas, arhats, and samyak-saṃbuddhas will all go out from the inside of 

the Perfection of Wisdom, become a general among human beings, and achieve 

Buddhahood by themselves.” 

  

Furthermore, similar to the wèilái  as already discussed above, fǔdánglái  

may be combined with the noun shì  “generation” as well for the expression of a future 

time. This is shown in the sentence below where fǔdánglái shì  appears at the very 

beginning of the sentence, locating the event of the whole sentence, that monks being able to 

lean the perfection of wisdom, in the future life. In such cases, fǔdánglái  can be taken 

as an adjective which forms up a temporal noun in adverbial use together with the noun shì 

. 
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(80) T0224_.08.0437a13 Daoxing bore jing  by Lokakṣema : 

 : “       ” 

fé yán fǔdānglái shì bǐqiū dé bōrěbōluómì yù xué 

Buddha say hereafter generation Buddhist 

monk  

get the Perfection of 

Wisdom 

desire learn 

“The Buddha said: ‘In the hereafter life, Buddhist monks will get (the chance) to learn and 

have the desire to learn the Perfection of Wisdom.’” 

 

What should be noted here is that, in the selected corpus, the frequency of use of 

fǔdánglái  is very low with only 17 occurrences appearing only once in the Liudu 

jijing, 5 times in the Da mingdu jing by Zhi Qian, and 11 times in Lokakṣema’s Daoxing 

bore jing. According to the database offered by CBETA online reader, its frequency of use is 

also very low in later texts with only 7 more cases from Zhu Fonian and 6 cases from the 

works of Shi Baoyun produced during the Song dynasty. This altogether means there 

are only 29 cases of fǔdánglái in total from the complete Taishō version of Chinese 

Buddhist texts. 

 In contrast, early Chinese Buddhist texts present many cases of dánglái  for the 

expression of future events, with 142 occurrences found in the selected corpus according to 

the SAT database. For example, in the two sentences below, dánglái  composed of the  

adverb dáng and the verb lái can be interpreted as “will come” and is followed by 

another verb or verb phrase in both cases. It expresses a future event of high possibility to be 

realized in the first sentence while decribes an estimated result under a hypothetical condition 

in the second. Although the dánglái  in these cases is not supposed to be a fixed single 

term marking future tense, its semantic interpretation refers to a future event and such a 

combined use is frequently attested in early Chinese Buddhist texts. 

 

(81) a. T0185_.03.0472c27 Foshuo taizi ruiying benqi jing  by 

Zhi Qian : 

        : “      ” 

xíng  rén dá yuē jīnrì fó dāng lái rù chéng 

walk person answer say today Buddha will/DEO come enter city 
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“The person passing by answered: ‘Today the Buddha will/is supposed to come and enter 

the city.’” 

  

      b. T0224_.08.0461c01 Daoxing bore jing  by Lokakṣema : 

      ,      て 

jīn ruò dāng suí wǒ suǒ xíng rú wǒ suǒ xíng wú yǒu 

now you DEO follow I SUO do like I Suo travel  NEG have 

  て   ,        

bǐ ruò yǒu chéng bàng xíng shuí dāng lái yǔ ruò shuí dāng 

companion if  have   city  next to travel who will come speak you who will 

  ?           

lái gào ruò           

come tell you           

“Now you should follow what I do, travel without a companion. If traveling in city 

accompanied, who will come to speak to you, who will come to tell you?” 

 

 In certain contexts, dánglái  is also found to function like a disyllabic adjective 

denoting future while modifying a NP. This can be exemplified by the sentence below where 

dánglái  modifies the subject shànnánzǐ shànnǚrén  “good men and 

women” while locating the whole sentence into the future since the subject is in the future. 

 

(82) T0224_.08.0437a09 Daoxing bore jing  by Lokakṣema :  

て           

yǒu dānglái shàn nán-zǐ shàn nǚrén yù dé ārúduōluó 

have will come/ 

future 

good man good woman desire get supreme 

       

sānyēsānpú āwéisānfó xǐlè xué bōrěbōluómì   

correct 

enlightment 

perfect 

enlightment 

joyfully learn the Perfection of Wisdom 

“There will be good men and women who desire to get the supreme true enlightment, and 

feel happy to learn the Perfection of Wisdom.” 
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This sentence may also be interpreted as “Good men and women who will come (in the 

future) desire to get the supreme true enlightment, and feel happy to learn the Perfection of 

Wisdom.” thus dánglái  is still treated as a combination of adverb and verb modifying 

the NP in the sub-clause. 

 However, in many cases, dánglái  co-appears with typical markers of past and 

present in parallel like the temporal nouns guòqù  and jīnxiànzài  as shown in the 

first sentence below. In the second sentence from a later text produced by Zhu Fahu, dánglái 

 even functions as the object of the verb niàn  “to think about” while being in 

constrast with the guòqù  and zhōngjiān  in the surrounding context. This suggests 

that dánglái  gradually obtained a function as a fixed temporal noun for future tense in 

early Buddhist texts although it can still be separated into an adverb and verb in other cases. 

 

(83) a. T0224_.08.0431c28 Daoxing bore jing  by Lokakṣema :  

    ,     

fó wēi shén suǒ hù guòqu dānglái jīnxiànzài fó 

Buddha dignified comportment SUO protect past future present Buddha 

            ,          

tiānzhōngtiān jiē     wéi rén zhōng zūn xī yú    qí zhōng 

deva of devas all      are man   among  revered all PREP PRO  in 

          

zuò fó        

become Buddha        

“Being protected by the Buddha’s dignified comportment, the Buddhas and devas of devas 

in the past, future and present all are the most revered among men, and all became Buddha 

within this.” 

 

      b. T0222_.08.0204c13 Guangzan jing  produced by Zhu Fahu :  

   : “     , 

xūpútí bái fó yán púsà yì bú niàn guòqu 

Subhūti tell Buddha say Bodhisattva CONJ NEG think about past 
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            ”  

yì bú niàn dānglái yì        bú niàn zhōngjiān  

CONJ NEG think about   future CONJ NEG think about    in the middle 

“Subhūti told the Buddha: ‘Bodhisattva does not think about the past, nor about the future 

and the time in between.’” 

 

 Moreover, in the selected texts of this research, there are also about 13 cases of 

fǔdāng  for the expression of future events. As can be seen from the examples below, 

fǔdāng  may either modify an action verb for instantaneous or durative event such as the 

chū  “to come out” and suǒ  “to search” in the first case, or an achievement verb like the 

chéng  in the second case below. Due to the basic meaning of fǔ  as “soon, shortly”, 

fǔdāng   tends to express a sense of immediate future or something that is very likely to 

happen in the near future. 

 

(84) a. T0224_.08.0431c28 Daoxing bore jing  by Lokakṣema : 

      ,    

fǔdāng fù chū suǒ fó dào zhě jiē dāng yú 

will soon again come out search Buddha path PRO all DEO/FUT PREP 

          

qí zhōng dé fó dào      

PRO in attain Buddha path      

“Those who will soon come out to search for the Buddhist path will/should attain the 

Buddhist path from this.” 

 

b. T0224_.08.0448c25 Daoxing bore jing  by Lokakṣema : 

    ,      

dànsàājié āluóhē sānyēsānfó zhě cóng shì zhōng zì zhì 

tathāgata arhat samyak-

saṃbuddha 

PRO from this in self cause 
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                 て       ,    

dé sàyúnruò qí   yǒu    yǐ chéng fó zhě ruò wèi chéng 

attain  omniscience  PRO have  PREP become Buddha PRO if NEG become 

         

fó fǔdāng  chéng fó     

Buddha will soon become Buddha     

“The tathāgatas, arhats, and samyak-saṃbuddhas attained omniscience by themselves from 

this. They have (the characteristics) to become a Buddha, if not yet become a Buddha, 

(they) will soon become a Buddha.” 

 

 Since there are only 13 cases attested in the selected texts and no more than 99 cases 

in the Taishō database, and that fǔ  and dāng  may be employed separately in preverbal 

position for inchoative aspect and future tense respectively (see sections 3.1.1 and 2.3.2.3), 

fǔdāng  may not be a fixed disyllabic adverb yet for the marking of future tense but 

rather a combination of two aspecto-temporal adverbs.   

 Another future marker related with fǔ  in early Chinese Buddhist texts is the adverb 

fǔěr . But it only occurs once in the selected sources of this research. 

 

 

2.3.2 The marking of future tense by auxiliary verbs169 

 

In early Chinese Buddhist texts, there are also many auxiliary verbs (or coverbs as called by 

scholars such as Yang and Kuo (1998)) attested for the function of marking future tense 

which mainly include jiāng , huì , dāng , yù  and qiě . 

 

2.3.2.1 jiāng �170 

 

																																																								
169 According to Oxford English Dictionary (OED) online, auxiliary verb is "a verb used to form the tenses, 
[grammatical mood/moods], [grammatical voice/voices], etc. of other verbs. It adds functional or grammatical 
meaning to the main verb and the clause in which it appears, and usually occur together with a main verb. They 
are not addressed to as “adverb” in this research as many of them still present verbal reading in certain contexts. 
170 According to Ren (2008) and Huang (2015), jiāng  may not be termed as an auxiliary verb in a strict sense. 
This can be seen in the diagnostics for auxiliary verbs for jiāng  offered by Ren (2008) below. 
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As a typical future marker still remaining in use in modern Chinese, jiāng  is usually 

preverbal and it functions to locate the modified event or even the whole sentence to the right 

of the reference point on the timeline in future. Although it is completely grammaticalized as 

an auxiliary verb with little concrete semantic definition in modern Mandarin, it used to have 

various other functions including being a verb for “to bring, to hold, to take”, or the noun 

meaning “a general”. Its expression of future event is already attested in pre-Buddhist 

literature such as the Shiji. This is shown in the following example where jiāng  marks the 

action of attacking Quanrong in near future. 

 

(85) Shiji, accounts on Zhou dynasty  

   ,             : “……” 

mùwáng jiāng zhēng quǎnróng jìgōng mófù jiàn        yuē  

King 

Mu 

FUT attack Quanrong lord Ji Moufu advice   say  

“King Mu is about to attack the tribe called Quanrong, Lord Ji with the name of Moufu 

advices and says that ……” 

 

 According to Long (2010) and Wang (2017), the future marker jiāng  was derived 

from its earlier use as an verb for “to support” which is its original meaning in the Western 

Zhou period (1047 BC – 772 BC). The path of its development into a future marker may be 

summarized as “to support (by action)” > “to wish (mentally support)” > “to intend” > 

“future”. This is generally in consistent with Bybee et al. (1994)’s observation that future 

markers in many languages developed from words of intention. 

In the earliest Chinese Buddhist texts, jiāng  does not seem to be completely 

grammaticalized into an auxiliary verb and its reading as a genuine verb remains in most 

circumstances.  

For instance, in the following example selected from An Shigao’s Daodi jing, there 

are two possibilities on the interpretation of jiāng , which can either be interpreted as “the 
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messenger from the hell has arrived and he, together with the dead person, will enter the 

hell”, or “the messenger from the hell has arrived and he brought the dead person into the 

hell”. The structure of a verb rù  following jiāng  directly opens up possibility for the 

latter to be recognized as an auxiliary verb and is supposed to have facilitated this progress of 

jiāng becoming an auxiliary verb to some extent. 

  

(86) T0607_.15.0233a24 Daodi jing  by An Shigao : 

     ,    

rú shì kūndì qīnshǔ zhīshí línlǐ jiàn āi líbié 

like this brother relative acquaintance neighbour look sad separation 

       ,  

shì mìng    yù duàn dìyù shǐzhě yǐ dào jiāng 

see life FUT break hell messenger PERF arrive will/bring 

  ,       

rù  yù zài sī biàn zhuǎn sǐ  

enter hell be here then turn dead  

“Like this, brothers, relatives, acquaintances and neighbours looked sad for the separation 

with the person when they saw that his or her life would end. The messenger from the hell 

has arrived and he would enter the hell together with the person/ he would bring the person 

into the hell. It was there that the person turned into the realm of death.” 

 

 During the era of Lokakṣema, a new function of jiāng  expressing uncertainty is 

attested which remains in use until the time of Zhi Qian. In the sentence below which is 

selected from Lokakṣema’s Daoxing bore jing, jiāng  directly precedes a negated VP thus 

should not be taken as a verb for the meaning of “to bring”. It is not actually a marker of 

future tense either due to semantic limitation as it does not make sense to say “the Perfection 

of Wisdom is rarely known because it will not be practiced.”  
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(87) T0224_.08.0442a08 Daoxing bore jing  by Lokakṣema :  

  て  ,                   》? 

bōrěbōluómì shǎo yǒu xiǎo zhě jiāng wèi xiáxí gù 

the Perfection of 

Wisdom 

little have know   PART perhaps NEG practice reason 

“The reason of only a few people know the Perfection of Wisdom, is it perhaps that it has 

not been practiced yet?” 

 

Such a function for uncertainty may be related to the co-existence of jiāng  and negators 

in pre-Buddhist literature as shown below. Although Meisterernst (2004: 130) treats it as a 

future marker, it seems that the jiāng  here also denotes a meaning of “perhaps” and such 

a reading sounds more natural than the future reading of “will not be known”. This kind of 

co-appearance with negators in pre-Buddhist texts might be the origin where the jiāng  

for uncertainty came from. 

 

(88) Guoyu, Yueyu II  

          

fú wú jūnwáng zhī wú yě wáng ruò zǎo tú 

PART Wu emperor PART Wu PART king if early plan 

          

zhī qí shì yòu jiāng wèi kě zhī yě  

PRO PRO issue CONJ FUT/     NEG 

perhaps 

can know PART  

“The state of Wu, it is the emperor yours. If your majesty early plan for it, this issue (the 

defeat of Wu) will be unknown/perhaps is uncertain.” 
 

 

Besides, Zhu (1991) suggests that such function of jiāng  with negators for the 

meaning of “perhaps” is influenced by the Sanskrit adverb –mā for negation while Jiang 

(2007) then argues that this is rather an indigenous Chinese diachronic change of jiāng  

caused by semantic expansion and the relatedness between future tense and uncertainty in 

cognition. 
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 A typical sentence of jiāng  expressing uncertainty in early Chinese Buddhist texts 

can be seen in the sentence below where it denotes a guess of the mother who lost her son 

and was wondering maybe her son was taken by fierce animals, ghosts or robbers. 

 

(89) T0152_.03.0010a15 Liudu ji jing  by Kang Senghui :  

   ……   ,     

jīn ér xìjù  zònghéng yú dì dǔ zhī xīn gǎn 

now son toy  spread PREP ground see PRO heart feel 

 

           

           

wú qiě fā kuáng jiāng wéi hǔ láng guǐ dàozéi tūn 

I FUT become crazy perhaps PASS tiger wolf ghost robber eat 

?           

hū           

Q           

“Now (my) son’s toys ……are all over the ground. Seeing them makes my heart feel 

sorrow. I am going to become crazy. Perhaps he was taken by the tigers, wolves, ghostss 

or robbers?” 

 

In Zhi Qian’s time, the use of jiāng  for uncertainty may get a possible reading for 

future tense as well. This can be seen in the sentence below where the interpretation is either 

“he will not achieve anything in the dharma of lay people” or “he perhaps would not achieve 

anything in the dharma of lay people”. This might be caused by the conceptual closeness 

between assumed situations and future events. 
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(90) T0225_.08.0481c13 Da mingdu jing  by Zhi Qian :  

 : “                ,     

wèn yuē zài fófǎ ér           wú qǐ zhě qí yú  fánrén 

ask say in dharma CONJ  NEG achieve PRO PRO PREP layman 

      ?”     

jí fánrén fǎ yì jiāng wú qǐ     

and layman law as well perhaps/will NEG achieve     

“[He] asked: Those who do not achieve in dharma, they will not/perhaps cannot achieve 

among the lay people according to the law of lay people as well?” 

 

Besides, unambiguous use for the marking of future tense also seems to appear in 

works of Zhi Qian. In the sentence below, jiāng  indicates that all living beings will not 

forget such a thought. Based on the preceding context where a modal adverb bì 171 for 

assumption is found, the interpretation of jiāng  is still related to uncertain assumption. But 

the sense of future is undeniable in this case. 

 

(91) T0225_.08.0482a17 Da mingdu jing  by Zhi Qian :  

         

rú shì zhòng-shēng yì jiāng bù xiū cǐ niàn 

like this all living beings too FUT NEG end this thought 

“Like this, all living beings will not forget this thought.” 

 

As for the frequency of use, among the very earliest texts, there are only 2 jiāng 

for future marking in all An Shigao’s works and only 1 unambiguous use in Lokakṣema’s 

translations. In later translations, this number reaches about 13 in Zhi Qian’s Da mingdu jing 

solely and even higher in Kumārajīva’s works. As a result, although the other uses of jiāng 

for verbs or assumption still remain, an increase on the proper use of jiāng for future 

tense is clearly implied.  

																																																								
171The preceding context is : , � て . For those who 
have already got the equal thought and practice, then all those people must have always practiced this practice, 
thus being able to inherit from the enlightened people. 
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One example from Kumārajīva’s Miaofa lianhua jing is given below and it can be 

seen that the reading for “to bring”, “perhaps” are all ruled out semantically. There is only an 

indication of epistemic modality which is unavoidable for future tense in most cases. The 

event modified in the first sentence is an assumed event which would happen if the 

subjunctive condition of “bú shòu wǒ jiào  (not following what I taught you)” is 

true. This is a case of jiāng  for the expression of future tense together with epistemic 

modality. In the second sentence, the event modified by jiāng , the death of the subject, 

“I”, is assumed to happen soon by the subject himself thus he asked the addicted listener 

“you” to leave him. This is a case of jiāng  for the expression of near future. 

 

(92) a. T0262_.09.0014b18 Miaofa lianhua jing  by Kumārajīva 

:  

            

chénmiǎn xīxì  bú shòu wǒ jiāo  jiāng wéi huǒ hài 

be addicted to game  NEG accept my teaching  FUT do fire disaster 

“[If you] become addicted to games and do not accept my teaching, you will cause fire 

disaster.” 

 

       b. T0262_.09.0017c26 Miaofa lianhua jing  by Kumārajīva :  

         

sǐ shí jiāng zhì  chī zǐ shě wǒ 

death time FUT come  addicted person leave me 

“[My] time to die will come. [You] the person who is addicted to me [should] leave me.” 

  

As a result, in early Chinese Buddhist texts, although jiāng  may simply indicate 

uncertainty without a necessary future reading, it is used for the expression of future events in 

most cases, and can indicate either simple future with epistemic modality or near future. 
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2.3.2.2 huì � 

 

Similar to jiāng , huì  as a future marker in Classical Chinese can also indicate epistemic 

modality for assumptions or predictions. Cases of huì  marking future tense in a strict sens 

is rarely found, if not non-existent, in pre-Buddhist literature. But it may imply a future sense 

when functioning as modal marker for certainty.  

For example, in a poem which is supposed to be composed during the Han dynasty, 

the Poem written for the wife of Jiao Zhongqing , the following sentence 

appears in which, the clause where huì  is in volitive modaly expressing certainty that the 

permission will not be given. Meanwhile, the modal indication of huì  also implies that the 

action of permiting is in the temporal scheme of future. 

 

(93)                                            

      wú   yǐ      shī      ēnyì       huì      bù   xiāng cóng      xǔ  

      I     PERF lose affection surely NEG PART follow permit 

“I have lost affection (towards you), I surely would not follow (your wish) and permit (it).” 

 

 In early Chinese Buddhist texts, although huì also has other functions as a noun for 

“meeting” or as a verb meaning “to meet, to gather together”, it usually does not have 

ambiguous uses thanks to its semantic limitation and the fact that it is seldom directly 

followed by another verb. Thus, it might be proper to say that the unambiguous use of huì  

is more grammaticalized than jiāng as an auxiliary verb for future marking. 

 Two examples of the use of huì  for future tense in An Shigao and Lokakṣema’s 

translations are given below respectively where it co-appears with a modal/future marker 

dāng  in the first sentence , and with a sequence marker hòu  which also indicates a 

future time point in the second sentence. 
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(94) a. T0602_.15.0167a05 Foshuo daanbanshouyi jing  by An 

Shigao :  

   ,   て  ,   

xīnyì      shòu xiàng zhě wèi yìyù yǒu suǒ dé xīn jì 

mind  receive form   PART call desire have PART achieve mind think 

    ,               

yīnyuán huì dāng fù miè biàn duàn suǒ yù    bú      fù xiàng 

karma will would again disappear then stop PART desire NEG again face 

“The acceptance of form by mind means that, one desires to achieve something, the mind 

think the karma would again disappear and then stop what he desires and never face 

towards the desire again.” 

          

   b. T0224_.08.0432b10 Daoxing bore jing  by Lokakṣema :  

        , 

shì shàn nán-zǐ shàn nürén xíng qiú fó dào 

this kind man kind woman practice pursue Buddha path 

         

huì hòu chéng fó rú shì    

will later become Buddha like this    

“These kind men and women practice in pursuit of the path to the Buddha, [they] will later 

become a Buddha like this.” 

 

 There is even one sentence in An Shigao’s translation which shows the co-existence 

of huì  directly surrounded by two modal markers yào  and dāng , which may also 

indicate future events. This combined use of three words for the expression of future tense is 

presented in the sentnece below.  

 

(95) T0607_.15.0235b06 Daodi jing  by An Shigao :  

        , 

huò shí cóng shíliù zhì sānshí bāshí bǎi suǐ 

or when from sixteen to thirty eighty hundred age 
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   ,      

huò bú chì jiǔjiǔ yào huì dāng sǐ  

or NEG limit long would will would die  

“Or when [one is] sixteen, thirty, eighty, hundred years old, or even longer, [one still] would die.” 

 

In later texts such as those produced by Zhi Qian, the co-occurrence with words 

which can also mark future tense or express a future sense such as the dāng and hòu  

still remains. However, there are new possibilities to combine solely with modal words or 

sequence markers which do not express future tense. This can be exemplified by the three 

sentence below where huì  is followed directly by a modal word for certain assumption bì 

, a sequence marker fù , and a modal word for ability néng  respectively. These cases 

of huì also present a sense of epistemic or volitional modality while describing a future 

event. 

 

(96) T0225_.08.0502c15 Da mingdu jing  by Zhi Qian :  

 て      ,   

qí yǒu sī dé yòng qiú yīngyí yuán yī-jué  

PRO  have    this    merit     by       pursue  arhat      condition    all living beings          

          

huì bì dé fó  yǐ     

will must attain buddhahood PART     

“Those who pursue the condition to become an arhat by this merit, they, all the living 

beings, will definitely attain Buddhahood.” 

 

(97) T0185_.03.0477c19 Foshuo taizi ruiying benqi jing  by Zhi 

Qian :  

    ,   ,  》  

ruò tiáo xiàng mǎ suī yǐ tiáo ránhòu gù tài 

if  tame elephant horse although PERF tamed then former situation 
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huì fù shēng        

will again occur        

“Like taming elephants and horses, although they are tamed, former situations will then 

occur again.” 

 

(98) T0225_.08.0490a18 Da mingdu jing  by Zhi Qian :  

 : “             ”  

shànyè yán bì-xié       cún xiǎng yù shǐ jīng duàn  

Subhūti say evil existant thought will CAUS sutra break  

 : “        ” 

fó yán xié yù duàn jīng huì bù néng sheng 

buddha say evil desire break sutra will NEG can win 

“Subhūti said: ‘The evil existing thoughts will damage the sutras.’ The Buddha said: ‘That 

evil desire would damage the sutras will not be able to succeed.’ ” 

 

There are also a few cases in Zhi Qian’s Da mingdu jing where huì  is the only 

marker for future tense. Such independent use as presented in the sentence below implies a 

diachronic strengthening of huì ’s function for future marking in early Chinese Buddhist 

texts. Still, a sense of epistemic modality can be deduced semantically based on contextual 

background. 

 

(99) T0225_.08.0484a26 Da mingdu jing  by Zhi Qian :  

      , ……     

zhìyú zài bú tuì-zhuǎn dì lì zhě    

as for at NEG reversible land stand PRO    

          

xué shì fǎ huì chéng fó     

learn this dharma will become buddha     

“As for those standing in the irreversible land, learn this dharma and they will become the 

Buddha.” 
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2.3.2.3. dāng� 

 

As already mentioned above, dāng , which usually serves to express a deontic modal 

meaning of “should”, can also express future tense in certain contexts. Such a function of 

future marking has already been attested in pre-Buddhist texts like the Shiji. One example is 

given below where dāng  expresses a prediction that battles will occur in the world based 

on the strange appearance of the comet. This is a case of dāng  expressing future tense 

together with epistemic modality. 

 

(100) Shiji, biographies of Huainan and Hengshan  

          

jīn huìxīng cháng jìng tiān tiānxià bīng dāng dà qǐ 

now comet long end sky world soldier FUT greatly arise 

“Now the comet is so long that it reaches the end of the sky, there will be great battles in 

the world.” 

 

Due to the nature of Buddhist texts that they are mainly composed of regulations 

deciding what should and should not be done by the monastic community, the use of dāng  

for deontic modality is predominant in early Chinese Buddhist texts. This leads to the fact 

that the employment of  dāng  for proper future marking seldom appears especially in the 

very earliest texts done by An Shigao and Lokakṣema. 

 The sentence below is selected from Lokakṣema’s Daoxing bore jing, where dāng  

follows a future marker quèhòu  which sets the whole sentence in fuure tense. In 

contrast, in the second clause, dāng  appears independently for the expression of future 

tense. Thus, the first clause may be regarded as a case of double markings for the expression 

of future tense whereas the second clause presents an independent use of dāng  for future 

tense. 
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(101) T0224_.08.0431a09 Daoxing bore jing  by Lokakṣema :  

          

quèhòu ruò dāng wéi rén zhōng zhī dǎo xī dāng 

later you FUT become people among PART leader all FUT 

          

dài fó zhìhuì        

attain Buddha wisdom        

“Later you will become the leader among people, [and] all will attain the wisdom of the 

Buddha.” 

 

In later texts, the marking of future tense and the expression of deontic modality may 

also be fused in the interpretation of dāng . For example, the following sentence can be 

interpreted as either “I will enter nirvana” or “I shall enter nirvana”. 

 

(102) T0262_.09.0005a11 Miaofa lianhua jing  by Kumārajīva :  

          

wǒ jīn yú zhōngyè  dāng rù yú nièpán  

I today at midnight  FUT/DEO enter into nirvana  

“I will/shall enter nirvana at midnight today.” 

 

According to Wang and Chen (2015) and Meisterernst (2011a), the function of future 

marking by dāng  is derived from its earlier use as a deontic marker in Archaic Chinese. 

This explains why in many cases, there is still a deontic reading or implication remained in 

the expression of future tense by dāng . 

Such kind of ambiguity on whether a specific case of dāng should be regarded as a 

future marker or deontic marker can further be cleared by checking the form of its possible 

counterpart in Sanskrit. Detailed discussions on the distinguishment between the two major 

functions of dāng  would be given in the chapter on Sanskrit-Chinese comparison. 
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2.3.2.4. yù � 

 

The auxiliary verb yù  is another word which is often found in sentences of future tense in 

early Chinese Buddhist texts. It expresses a desired situation, an assumed situations or a 

hypothetical situation when co-occurring with sentence-initial ruò  (see the first sentence 

below).  

Based on its semantic indication, the interpretation of yù is usually a combination 

of future tense and desiderative or volitional modality which can also be deduced from the 

frequently co-appearing first person subjects such as the wǒ  in the second sentence below. 

 

(103)  a. T0322_.12.0015b25 Fajing jing  by An Xuan :  

        , … 

ruò        zúxìng nán-nǚ fāyì qiú wúshàng zhèng zhēn dào  

if noble people intend pursue upmost upright true path  

  ,   ,   , … 

yù zhì dà-dào yù xià dà-dào yù zhī dà-dào 

desire reach great path desire go along great path   desire know great path 

“If the noble people intend to pursue the upmost upright and true path, ……desire to reach 

the great path, go along the great path, and get to know the great path, ……” 

 

                     b. T0322_.12.0020c11 Fajing jing  by An Xuan :  

》   ,    , 

shìgù wǒ yǐ kǒng-wèi yù yuè-dù zhòng wèi 

thus I by fear desire surpass many fear 

       

wéi jū shān zé yǐ   

make residence mountain river PART   

“Thus, due to fear, I desire to surpass the many fear and make residence among 

mountains and rivers.” 
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In the selected corpus of this research, there are 3 cases where yù  immediately 

follows another future marker qiě  for the expression of future tense together with a sense 

of volition. These can be exemplified by the sentence below where qiěyù  appears in the 

subordinate clause describing a near future situation of the Buddhist sutra being about to 

extinct. The simple future tense is marked by the quèhòu  at the beginning of the 

sentence which functions to set up the temporal setting of the whole sentence. 

 

(104) T0418_.13.0911a08 Bozhou sanmei jing  by Lokakṣema : 

        ,  

quèhòu luàn shì fó jīng qiě yù duàn shí zhū 

later turbulent world Buddhist sutra FUT FUT break time many 

          

bǐqiū bú fù chéng yòng fójiào     

Buddhist  

monk 

NEG again follow use Buddhism     

“In the turbulent world later when the Buddhist sutras are about to disappear, the many 

Buddhist monks will not continue to follow and study Buddhism.” 

 

Although yù  can describe future events without a desiderative reading in early 

Chinese Buddhist texts as in the case above, and its appearance in sentences of future tense 

has already been attested since Archaic Chinese, in many cases its major function is still for 

the expression of desire or volition as shown in the first two examples of this section. As a 

result, it may be better to treat it as a desiderative marker or marker of volitional modality 

which can also indicate future tense in a strict sense. 

 

2.3.2.5 qiě � 

 

In pre-Buddhist literature, qiě  as an adverb presents multiple functions in various genres 

of text of different. It can express future tense, transient situations with hortative modality, 

and epistemic modality in a preverbal position. These functions of can be exemplified 

respectively by the three sentences below. 
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(105) Shijing, Guofeng, Qi, Jiming / / /  (Cheng and Jiang, 1991) 

    

hui qie gui yi, wu shu yu zi  zeng. 

meeting be about to conclude PART NEG OPT PREP you dislike 

“The meeting is about to conclude. Please do not let people dislike you.” 
 

(106) Shijing, Guofeng, Zheng, Zhenwei / / /  (Cheng and Jiang, 1991) 

 

qie wang guan hu! wei zhi wai xun xu qie le. 

temporarily/ 
HORT 

go visit PART Wei PART outside indeed broad CONJ joyful 

“(Please) go there and visit the river with me for the moment! Outside of the river Wei, 
there is indeed broad and it is joyful.“ 

 

(107) Zuo Zhuan, Zhao Gong Zhuan, Year XVI  

wu qie wei bi yi, ze shi wei yi. 

we FUT become border city, then lose status PART 

“(If) our state is going to become (their) border city, then (we will) lose our status (as an 
independent state).“ 

 

In early Chinese Buddhist texts, there are still cases where qiě  express a transient 

situation with hortative modality. This is shown in the sentence below where qiě  indicates 

a request to sit for a short time before the speaker shows where the princess is. In such cases, 

although the action modified by qiě  is not realized yet, no specific indication of the future 

is expressed. 

 

(108) T0152_.03.0045c19 Liudu ji jing  by Kang Senghui : 

“……     ?”  : “    

 dǔ fēi jīng sī hū dá yuē jīng zī yǐ 

 see princess pass here Q answer say pass here PART 
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qiě zuò xùyú wú shì ěr chù     

temporarily/ 

HORT 

sit for a 

while 

I show you location     

“ ‘Did you see the princess passing by here?’ Answered: ‘(She) passed by here. Sit for a 

while. I show you her location.’” 

 

Besides, qiě  is also found to express simple future tense like presented in the first 

sentence below, or future with a sense of volition as shown in the second sentence below.  

 

(109) a. T0152_.03.0010a15 Liudu ji jing  by Kang Senghui :  

   ……   ,     

jīn ér xìjù  zònghéng yú dì dǔ zhī xīn gǎn 

now son toy  spread PREP ground see PRO heart feel 

           

wú qiě fā kuáng jiāng wéi hǔ láng guǐ dàozéi tūn 

I FUT become crazy perhaps PASS tiger wolf ghost robber eat 

?           

hū           

Q           

“Now (my) son’s toys ……are all over the ground. Seeing them makes my heart feel 

sorrow. I am going to become crazy. Perhaps he was taken by the tigers, wolves, ghostss 

or robbers?” 

 

b. T0224_.08.0474b24 Daoxing bore jing  by Lokakṣema : 

   ……        

shì sàlúnbōlún púsà dùtuō rén bù kě jì jīn wǒ 

this Sadāprarudita bodhisattva save people NEG can calculate now I 

          

qiě zhōngdào huài zhī       

FUT halfway destroy PRO       
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“This bodhisattva Sadāprarudita ……saved uncountable numbers of people. Now I would 

like to destroy him halfway.” 

 

However, the predominant function of qiě  in early Chinese Buddhist texts is still 

for the connection of phrases as a conjunction and the expression of transient event with 

hortative modality. In the selected corpus, there are only 3 cases of qiě  marking future 

events independently, 3 cases of qiě  combined with yù  for the expression of future 

together with a sense of volition, and 1 case of qiě  co-appearing with the deontic marker 

dāng  is also found in a later text by Dharmarakṣa as can be seen in the sentence below. It 

expresses a desire of the king to inspect the possible candidate who can be the servant of the 

crown princess which is posited in the future by qiě . 

 

(110) T0186_.03.0500a14  by Dharmarakṣa : 

 : “         

wáng yuē qiě dāng guān zhī hésuǒ yùnǚ yí yīng 

king say FUT DEO inspect PRO what fair lady fit serve 

?”          

tàizǐfēi          

crown princess       

“The king said: ‘(I) will and should inspect them. What type of fair lady fits to serve the 

crown princess?’” 

 

As a result, qiě  can express simple future tense or future tense with volition in early 

Chinese Buddhist texts. But its frequency of use is very low which implies a not preferred 

status among the various expressions of future tense in early Chinese Buddhist texts. 

 

2.3.3 Problematic marking of future tense 

 

Although the means of future marking in early Chinese Buddhist texts is more or less in 

consistency with that in contemporary non-Buddhist texts, there exists a few sentences which 

present “strange” usage of certain markers of other tenses for the expression of future tense. 

 For example, one representative case is the occurrence of the present marker jīn  in a 
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future event “ jīn suíhòu dào  ([I] will follow you and come later)”. The following 

sentence is selected from Kang Mengxiang’s Zhong benqi jing which is already mentioned in 

the section of jīn  above.  

 According to the surrounding context172 that Kāśyapa invited the Buddha to join him 

for meal the next morning (míngdàn  ) , it is not possible to interprete jīn  as “today”, 

thus only possibility left is its the indication for present time. However, since the event of 

Buddha’s following Kāśyapa and join him for a meal is supposed to take place in the future 

which makes jīn  incompatible at least on the semantic level.  

 

(111) T0196_.04.0150c04 Zhong benqi jing  by Kang Mengxiang :  

 : “  ,    ” 

fó yán biàn qù jīn suí hòu dào 

Buddha say just leave now? follow later arrive 

“The Buddha said: ‘Just leave, I will arrive later.’” 

 

Since there is no information on the source Indic text, it seems problematic to judge the 

meaning and function of the jīn  in this sentence. It might be a case of jīn  expressing 

“extended now”. 

 

2.3.4 Summary 

 

To summarize, similar to the marking of past and present tenses, future tense in early Chinese 

Buddhist texts can be expressed by temporal nouns, genuine adverbs, and auxiliary verbs. No 

particular differences from pre-Buddhist literature and non-Buddhist texts are noticed except 

for the occurrence of new markers such as the phrases of fǔ  including fǔdānglái , 

fǔdāng  and the dānglái . These new markers of future tense in early Chinese 

																																																								
172 : “ ” : “ , ”

, , , ,  
Kāśyapa told the Buddha: “Hope you great person of dharma would stay [as I] would like to do pūjā to you. I 
will make a meal tomorrow morning and I would like to invite you to come.” The Buddha said: “Just leave, I 
will join you later.” Kāśyapa then returned. The Buddha, like human being, stretched out his arms far away, and 
reached Pūrvavideha in the east. He took some fruits called yánbī, filled his vessel and returned. Before Kāśyapa 
was there, the Buddha was already sitting on the bed. 
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Buddist texts suggest a tendency of disyllabification or multi-syllabification which is in 

consistent with the general trend in Middle Chinese.  

The first appearance of markers such as the fǔdānglái in early Chinese 

Buddhist texts also implies traces of possible influence from the Indic source. This will be 

discussed in chapter 4 where the semantic indication of fǔdānglái  “be about to come, 

soon should come” is very similar to that of its possible Indic source, anāgate’ dhvani “not 

come. not arrived”. However, this might also be created based on already existed vernacular 

use or indigenous language change, i.e. the diachronic process of multisyllabification, to 

satisfy the need on the expansion of Chinese vocabulary. 

Besdies, the modal indication of most adverbs also present the interface between 

future tense and modality in one single marking. 

 

2.4 Temporal Phrases with shí 

 

Except for the explicit marking of tense by temporal adverbials as mentioned above, there is 

a type of structure which is frequently applied when the time setting is at certain unknown 

point, or the event happens simultaneously or shortly after its preceding one. This refers to 

the temporal phrases consist of shí . It may not be a proper marker of tense but it indeed 

functions to locate events on the timeline thus functioning similarly as the tense markers. 

 In the example below, two phrases of shí  can be found, the yìshí  (once, at one 

time) at the beginning of the first sentence, and the bǐshí  (then, at that time) at the 

beginning of the second sentence. The former is similar to the “once upon a time” in English 

storytelling to locate the story at a certain point in history while the latter has a connective 

function to refer back to the time of the preceding situation. 

 

(112) T0150A.02.0879c23 Foshuo qichusanguan jing  by An Shigao

:  

   ,      

yìshí fó zài shèwèiguó xíng zài qíshùjǐgūdúyuán bǐshí fó 

once Buddha be at Shravasti walk be at Jetavana then Buddha 
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 : “      ”  

gào bǐqiū zhū wèi shì wèi wéi yù  

tell monk many fear this call as lust  

“Once the Buddha was in Shravasti, walking in the Jetavana. At that time, the Buddha 

told the monks: “The many fears, these are called lust. ” 

 

Other phrases of shí include the shìshí  (then, at this time) and ěrshí  

(then, at that time) which also indicate that the following event shares the same tense as its 

preceding one. This can be seen in the two examples below among which the first one is 

similar to the example above in that shìshí  refers back to the yìshí  at the beginning 

of the preceding sentence, implying that the activity of the Buddha’s talking to the monks 

happened together with the situation in the preceding sentence that the Buddha was in the 

Jetavana. The second example with ěrshí  indicates that the situation of the Buddha 

sitting surrounded by other deities continued after the preceding speech of the deities and it 

kept the same while the Buddha continued his talk. It functions as a connection between the 

two speeches given by the deities and the Buddha by stating that the latter happened shortly 

after the former. 

 

(113) T0032_.01.0814b12 Foshuo sidi jing by An Shigao :  

         

yìshí fó zài shèwèiguó qíshùjǐgūdúyuán shìshí fó gào zhū 

once Buddha be at Shravasti Jetavana then Buddha tell many 

: “   ”      

bǐqiū bǐqiū yīng wéirán      

monk monk should like this      

“Once the Buddha was at the Jetvana in Shravasti. Then he told the many monks: ‘Monks, 

[you] should [behave] like this.’ ” 

 

(114) T0224_.08.0431a12 Daoxing bore jing  by Lokakṣema :  

                : “ …    

zhū tiānrén tóngshí bái fó yán ěrshí fó zài 

many deity together tell Buddha say then Buddha be at 
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zhòng huì zhōngyāng zhū tiān zhōng zuò fó gào 

mass meeting centre many deity among sit Buddha tell 

   :  “……” 

bǐqiū bǐqiū yōupósài yōupóyí  

male monk female monk male lay devotee female lay devotee 

“The many deities told the Buddha together: ‘……’ Then the Buddha, sitting in the centre 

of the meeting with many deities, told the monks and lay devotees, either male or female: 

‘……’” 

 

What should be noted here is that the phrases with shí  does not correlate to one 

certain tense but simply follows the tense used in the preceding event or assigned by the 

context. 

 

2.5 Expressions on Temporal Sequence  

 

Except for shí , some markers for the temporal sequence of events can also indicate the 

temporal location of events especially when there is no explicit marker of tense. These 

sequential markers are usually conjunctions such as the nǎi /  “then”, jí “then”, and the 

adverb fù  “then, again”. The latter two are also supposed to mark continuous aspect and 

iterative aspect which will be discussed in chapter 3.  

 Examples of these four sequential markers describing are given below. Since they 

indicate that the event expressed following them happens later than the preceding events with 

relatively short temporal gap, the two events are usually of the same tense.  

 For example, in the first sentence below, nǎi  indicates that the following event, “the 

attaining of all wisdom”, happens after the preceding situations that “I do not have evil 

conducts” etc. Since the preceding situations are all in present tense, the following event is 

also supposed to be in present tense as a result of the preceding situations. This share of tense 

in common is indicated by most sequential markers which can be seen in all four sentences 

below.  
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(115) T0322_.12.0018c08 Fajing jing  by An Xuan :  

   て  ,   て 

jīn wǒ bù yǒu xié xíng yú zhòngshēng yǒu 

now I NEG have evil conduct PREP all living being have 

  ,     「   

zhèng yì xíng nǎi kě dé yíqiè mǐn  

right thought behaviour then can get all wisdom  

“Now I do not have evil conduct, I have right behaviour towards all living beings, then I 

can get all the wisdom” 

 

(116) T0322_.12.0021b10 Fajing jing  by An Xuan :  

   ,      , 

fú yóu bǐ zhě yǐ dé zhōumǎn yíqiè qīngjìng fǎ 

PART visit there PRO PREP get complete all tranquil dharma 

          

nǎi hòu yǐ xià  xū jù    

then later PREP go down mound gather    

“People who visited there, since they got complete understanding of all the dharma for 

complete tranquillity, then went down the mound for gathering.” 

 

(117) T0322_.12.0021b25 Fajing jing  by An Xuan :  

      ,  て  

bǐ yǐ zì huaì yǐ wú xìn yǐwéi yǒu gòngyǎng 

he PREP self damage PERF NEG trust think have alms 

          

bǐ jí yǔ shìwù  zá     

he then with living beings separate    

“He damaged himself [by this] and has got of no trust. He thought there is still alms, then 

got separated from the living beings.” 
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(118) T0224_.08.0436c01 Daoxing bore jing  by Lokakṣema : 

         

shàn     nán-zǐ shàn nürén shū the Perfection 

of Wisdom 

chí jīngjuàn zì 

kind man kind woman write bōrěbōluómì hold script self 

    …,      

guī zuòlǐ chéngshì gòngyǎng fù fēnbù yǔ tārén  

return bow serve alms again distribute with others  

“The kind men and women wrote the Perfection of Wisdom. They hold the scripts and 

went back, bowed, and served the alms, …... then they distributed it to the others.” 

 

 Moreover, the indication of tense can also be deduced from linear ordering without 

explicit marking in every sentence. In most world languages, when no explicit markers 

appear, events are usually expressed by their sequence of occurrence. (Comrie 1985) 

 In general, there are two types of linear ordering: event A happens before event B and 

also precedes it in sequence; event A happens while event B happens and also precedes it in 

sequence. These are exemplified by the two sentences below. 

 

a. “A then B” 

 

(119) T0224_.08.0425c24 Daoxing bore jing  by Lokakṣema : 

� 	 �,  � � ��� 

púsà wén shì xīn bú xièdài 

bodhisattva hear this mind NEG become lax 

“After hearing this, the mind of the bodhisattva did not become lax.” 
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b. “while A, B” 

 

(120) T0224_.08.0426c22 Daoxing bore jing  by Lokakṣema :  

��� � � �, � � � 
��� �� 

xūpútí shuō shì yǔ púsà jiē dé āwéiyuèzhì zì 

Subhūti say these words bodhisattva all attain avaivartika words 

“While Subhūti said these words, all bodhisattva attained the teaching of avaivartika.” 

 

   These two situations can be better illustrated by the figure below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Temporal structure of linear ordering 

 

Since the temporal gap is supposed to be unnoticeable between two events in linear ordering, 

the preceding and following events are supposed to share the same type of tense, as can be 

seen in the interpretation of the two sentences above. 

A	

A	 B	

B	

“A then B”  

 
 
 
“while A, B” 

 
A	
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3. The Expressions of Aspect  
 

Aspect is often believed to be at the crossroads of the syntax-semantics interface and the 

lexicon-syntax interface. It has interaction with tense and modality on the one hand, and 

argument structure on the other. (Bhatt and Pancheva 2005: 1) 

 Depending on the means of expression, aspect can be categorized into situation aspect 

(or aktionsart, lexical aspect) which is within verb semantics, and viewpoint aspect (or 

grammatical aspect) which uses grammatical means for the expression of aspect. The latter is 

further divided into perfective aspect which describes action and events viewed as a whole 

thus being bounded, and imperfective aspect which mostly describes ongoing, habitual, and 

repeated events or situations which are not bounded.  

 In modern Mandarin Chinese, aspect173 is expressed morpho-syntactically: it 

possesses different morphemes, most of which are verbal affixes such as the –zhe ,  –le , 

and  –guò  for the expression of different aspects. (Meisterernst 2015: 43) Comprehensive 

discussion of aspectual marking in Chinese language can be found in linguistic literature and 

many scholars (e.g., Xu 2005, Zhu Guan-ming 2008, Meisterernst 2015, Wei 2015, Zhang 

2016) have mentioned the diachronic influence from Buddhist translations on the modern or 

pre-modern Chinese aspectual marking systems. 

 In Archaic Chinese, it is generally agreed that some source structures of perfective 

aspect did not yet exist and they only started to develop during the Han period (probably due 

to the loss of morphological marking of aspectual notions by affixation). (Meisterernst 2015: 

395) 

 The following sections are dedicated to the description and analyses of the 

expressions of aspect in early Chinese Buddhist texts. Representative markers of aspect are 

categorized semantically by the type of aspect they indicate and their semantic and syntactic 

features are examined depending on factors such as contextual information and restraints. 

 

 

 

																																																								
173 The lexical aspect or situation type (Aktionsart) also exists in Chinese language. Since it concerns verb 
semantics and focuses more on the meaning of the verb itself, it is better regarded as independent of the 
categories tense and grammatical aspect which can be but do not have to be marked additionally. As a result, 
lexical aspect is not discussed in details in this research due to limited space and time. 
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3.1 Imperfective Aspect 

 

In early Buddhist Chinese, frequently marked imperfective situations include the inchoatives 

(or inceptives) which are events at the beginning phase, continuous and simultaneous events 

which occur one after another or at the same time, and habitual and iterative (or repetitive) 

events which happen repetitively or occur more than once. Examples of the marking of these 

imperfective aspects are to be analyzed in the sections below.  

 

3.1.1 Inchoative aspect 

 

In pre-Buddhist Chinese literature, inchoative aspect is often marked by adverbs with a 

meaning of “first, start to174” such as the zhào  , chū , shǐ  and fǔ . (Dobson 1962: 

47; Meisterernst 2015: section 6.1) In the selected early Chinese Buddhist texts, only chū , 

shǐ , and fǔ are attested. Some examples on the application of these three words for 

inchoative marking in pre-Buddhist literature and early Chinese Buddhist texts are put in 

comparison as shown below. 

 In the case of chū , it basically remains the same in pre-Buddhist and early Chinese 

Buddhist texts without significant variation on  

 

(121) a. Liji, the Crown Prince Wen  

          …… 

jī chū míng ér yī fú zhì yú qǐn mén wài 

rooster first crow CONJ wear cloth go PREP bedroom door outside 

“(The crown prince Wen) dressed up himself at the rooster’s first crow, went out of the 

door of the bedroom, ……” 

 

 b. T0184_.03.0471c13 Xiuxing benqi jing  produced in the Eastern Han:  

                     ,   

zhìyú tiāndì yì      jié bēnghuài kōng   huāng zhī shí yì      

until world one kalpa collapse empty barren PART time one 

																																																								
174 Although “start to” is a verb in English, it is used here to denote the semantic indication the following 
adverbs have in ancient Chinese. 
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   ,         

jié shǐ  chéng     rén wù chū xīng 

kalpa for the first time  form up   human thing first occur 

“Until the time the world collapsed during one kalpa and became empty and barren, one 

kalpa is then formed up, human beings and things occurred for the first time.” 

        

(122) a. Shiji, Biography of the Prince of Wu named Liu Pi 175 

                                                            

xiàojing      dì         sān   nián zhēngyuè    jiǎzǐ,   chū      qǐ     bīng    yú     Guǎnglíng. 

Xiaojing emperor three year first month jiazi,  first raise troop PREP Guangling. 

“In the third year of the emperor Xiao Jing, in the first month on the day jiazi, he just raised 

his troops in Guangling.” 

 

 b. T0184_.03.0461b05 Xiuxing benqi jing  produced in the Eastern Han: 

   ,      

sùmìng wúshù jié shí běn wéi fánrén chū qiú 

previous 

life 

uncountable kalpa time originally be ordinary 

people 

first pursue 

     ,   ,          , …… 

fódào     yǐlái jīngshén shòu xíng zhōu biàn   wǔ        dào  

Buddha path    since soul get form all over   five    destinies176 

“In the previous life uncountable kalpas away, (he) was originally an ordinary person. 

Since the time he first pursued Buddha path, the soul got form, and was spread in all five 

destinies. ” 

 

As can be seen from above, chū can indicate inchoative aspect followed by intransitive  

verbs (as given in the first example above) or transitive verbs for (as given in second example 

above) in both pre-Buddhist literature such as the Liji and Shiji and early Chinese Buddhist 

texts such as the Xiuxing benqi jing . It also shows no restrictions on the telicity 

of the event it modifies. 

																																																								
175 This sentence is quoted from Meisterernst (2015: 283). 
176 This is the interpretation given by Charles Muller according to DDB. 
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Syntactically speaking, chū is often on the phrasal level modifying the verb phrase 

in both genres of texts. Semantically speaking, chū may either be interpreted as “first, for 

the first time” as in the sentences of the first example above or “just” as in the example 

below. This is a common feature found in both pre-Buddhist literature and early Chinese 

Buddhist texts as well. 

 

(123) T0184_.03.0469c19 Xiuxing benqi jing  produced during the Eastern 

Han: 

        , 

rǔ jiàn tiānxià shuǐ zhōng shēng yì huā zhě 

you see under heaven water in occur one flower PRO 

                   

shì báijìng     wángtàizǐ chū shēng shí    

be Suddhodana Prince first be born time    

“The one flower grown in the water under heaven that you saw, is (the form of) Prince 

Suddhodana when he was just born.” 

 

 What is noteworthy here is that, in some occasions, chū may also imply a past 

tense in addition to inchoative aspect. This can be exemplified in the sentence below which 

describes how Bodhisattva gained complete wisdom while sitting under a tree in former life. 

Since the events are all in the past and chū refers to the first or beginning phase of 

Bodhisattva’s sitting under the tree, it is supposed to denote a certain sense of the past from 

semantic perspectives. However, expressing inchoative aspect is still the predominant 

function of chū and it may not be proper to regard it as a past tense marker in a strict 

sense. 

 

(124) T0224_.08.0469c01 Daoxing bore jing  by Lokakṣema : 

     ,   

púsà chū zuò shù xià shí búgòngfǎ sīwéi 

Bodhisattva first sit tree under time    uncommon dharma177       think 

																																																								
177 Or “twelve links of dependent arising” as given by Karashima (2010c: 50). 
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shíèr      yīnyuán shìshí shì shí sàyúnruò zhìhuì     xī jùzú 

twelve  cause and condition178  this  time Sarvajña179 wisdom  all possess 

“When the Bodhisattva was sitting under the tree before, he contemplated about the twelve 

causes and conditions based on uncommon dharma. At that time, (he) gained complete 

wisdom.” 

 As for the inchoative marker shǐ , its employment in pre-Buddhist literature and 

early Chinese Buddhist texts is presented in contrast in the sentences below. Slightly different 

from chū  which often denotes the initial statge of an event, shǐ  emphasizes more on the 

beginning time point indicating that an event just occurred and is still at its initial stage. In 

many cases, the event expressed by shǐ  cannot be interpreted simply as starting to occur 

but rather being just initiated and will continue to process.  

This can be exemplified by the sentence below where shǐ  in the non-Buddhist texts 

Shiji indicates that the empire was just established and started to become stable. Its use in 

early Chinese Buddhist texts is similar as it also indicates that the prince just went out of the 

gate and started to go even further. 

 

(125) a. Shiji, Biography of Gui Ce  

                                 

Tiānxià  shǐ      dìng,       bīnggé  wèi     xí. 

Empire  just    stable,  warfare NEG  repose. 

“The empire just became stable, the warfare has not stopped yet.”180 

 

 b. T0185_.03.0474b24 Foshuo taizi ruiying benqi jing  

produced by Zhi Qian : 

  ,     ……   

zhì nián shísì qǐ wáng chū yóu  shǐ chū 

till age fourteen inform king out travel  just out 

																																																								
178 This is the interpretation given by Karashima (2010c: 428) 
179 According to DDB, sarvajña (sarva-jña, “all-wisdom”) refers to the idea of having complete knowledge, 
omniscience, the perfect knowledge attained by Śākyamuni on attaining Buddhahood. 
180 This is quoted from Meisterernst (2015: 289) with modification on the interpretation of a few words. 
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  ,     ,   

chéng dōng mén tiāndì huà zuò bìng rén shēn shòu 

city eastern gate Indra transform as sick person body thin 

 ,        

fù dǎ yǐ mén bì ér chuǎnxī   

belly big rely gate wall CONJ pant    

“At the age of fourteen, (the Buddha) informed the king about travelling out (of the 

palace). …… (He) just went out of the eastern gate of the city, Indra transformed into a 

sick person with a thin body and a big belly, relying on the wall of the gate, panting.” 

 

  In addition, shǐ  may also have the reading of “originally” as seen in the sentence 

below which is not attested in pre-Buddhist literature such as the Shiji according to the study 

done by Meisterernst (2015: 288-294). In such a sense, shǐ may also be regarded as past 

tense marker as the sentence emphasizes on what was practiced at the time point of the very 

beginning rather than the initial status of the practice. 

 

(126) T0184_.03.0461a29 Xiuxing benqi jing  produced during the Eastern 

Han: 

         ,          ?    , 

běn xíng hé         shù zhì        sī        wēiwēi suǒ shì hé shī 

originally practice Q technique cause  this great PART serve Q master 

   ?    ,    

jīn dé tè zūn shǐ xiū hé fǎ dé chéng 

now achieve special  honor  originally practice Q   dharma  get become 

           

wéi fó          

as Buddha          

“What technique was practiced originally that caused such greatness? What master was 

served thus now achieved special honor? What dharma was practiced thus get to become a 

Buddha?” 
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 According to Meisterernst (2015: 288), although verbal and nominal functions of shǐ 

 existed in pre-Buddhist literature, it is “not infrequently attested in preverbal position as 

an aspecto-temporal adverb” and its earliest instance is believed to be from the Shijing . 

In early Chinese Buddhist texts, it seems that the adverbial use of shǐ is not as popular as 

its other functions especially the verbal use. According to the statistics given by SAT 

database, it is shown that, among the 158 occurrences of shǐ  in the selected texts in total, 

only about 35 of them can be assumed as proper marking of the inchoative aspect as an 

adverb. Many of them are of a nominal feature often combined with its antonym the noun 

zhōng  “end”, or of a verbal feature meaning “to start”181. 

 As for fǔ , in pre-Buddhist texts, it is similar to shǐ  in that it emphasizes on the 

beginning time point rather than the initial stage with a meaning of “just”. It also implies that 

the time between the following event and the beginning point is very short. This can be seen 

in the sentence below where fǔ  indicates that not long after Prince Zishi became the king, 

his brother killed him and took his place. 

 

(127) Shiji, the biography of Guan Cai  

,  ,   ,      

sānshíliù huìbó zú zǐshí fǔ lì qí dì wǔ shā zhī 

thirty six Huibo die Zishi just take the throne PRO brother Wu kill PRO 

 ,         

dài lì   shì wéi miàogōng    

replace take the throne this become Lord Miao    

“In the thirty-sixth year, Huibo died, Zishi just took the throne, his brother Wu killed 

him and took the throne in replacement of Zishi, and later became the Lord Miao.” 

 

In early Chinese Buddhist texts, fǔ  may also be interpreted as “just” as it does in pre-

Buddhist texts. This is shown in the following example where fǔ  indicates the start of 

Delezheng’s starting of the practice and the short intermediate between his start of the 

practice and the following action of going back to sleep. 

																																																								
181 As have mentioned in the introduction, lexical aspect is not included in this research thus the inchoative 
aspect expressed by the verb semantics of shǐ is not taken as a grammatical marking of aspect here. 
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(128) T0152_.03.0034b25 Liudu ji jing  by Kang Senghui : 

  ……         

shí délèzhèng yú  zhīshù jiān fǔ shǐ jīng xíng 

Then Delezheng   PREP     Jetri's wood among just start sutra practice 

  ,        

fù zhù shuìmián rú shì fánluàn bù néng zì dìng 

again stay sleep like this annoyed NEG can self maintain 

“Then, Delezheng ……among the Jetri’s woods, just started to practice the sutra and again 

return to sleep. He was annoyed as such and could not maintain himself.” 

 

In addition, early Chinese Buddhist texts also present other functions of fǔ  such as 

its expression of a short time period as demonstrated by the first sentence below, and the 

adverbial use for the meaning of “soon” as shown in the second sentence. 

 

(129) T0224_.08.0455a23 Daoxing bore jing  by Lokakṣema :  

   ……  182      

shì xī púsà  xī  yǐ shàng bù néng dé 

these all Bodhisattva all  PREP yet NEG can attain 

,         ,     

fó  ruò    xué yǐlái fǔ ěr dāng hé yīn dé 

Buddhahood you practice so far just started PART DEO what reason attain 

?           

fó           

Buddhahood         

“All these bodhisattvas ……with all these yet cannot attain Buddhahood. So far your 

practiced is just started, what should be the reason that made you attained 

Buddhahood?” 

 

 

 

																																																								
182 In the Taishō database, this is a symbol of missing words in the extant version. Fortunately, the loss of the 
words here does not significantly affect the interpretation of the sentence. 
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(130) T0225_.08.0497c08 Da mingdu jing  by Zhi Qian : 

       ,   

rú niǎo fēixíng kōngxū zhōng wú suǒ chùài rú shì 

like bird fly       empty sky        in NEG SUO obstruct like this 

      ,    

xíng fǔ yù xiàng kōng zhì kōng xiàng wúxiǎng  

do soon desire/ 

FUT 

head 

towards 

sky reach sky head 

towards 

absence of 

thinking 

         

zhì wúxiǎng        

reach absence of thinking       

“Like the birds flying in the empty sky without being obstructed, do like this and (you will) 

soon reach the sky (when you) head towards it, and achieve the absence of thinking (when 

you) head towards it.” 

 

The two functions above are not attested in pre-Buddhist literature but are found in later non-

Buddhist texts of late Middle Chinese. For example, the following examples from The Book 

of Zhou 183 and The Records of the Three Kingdoms 184 correspond to the two 

examples above respectively. The use of fǔ in the first sentence below is semantically 

similar to the use of shǐ  in its first example above. Both indicate the short time since the 

state has been stable. The use of fǔ in the second sentence also shares similar features as it 

is in the second example above. Both are followed by the desiderative or future marker yù  

for the expression of “Just about to”. 

 

(131) The Book of Zhou, biography of Yuwen Shenju  

  ,  , …… 

píngdìng fǔ ěr mínsú jiāoé  

stabilize just started PART local customs deceitful  

																																																								
183 The Book of Zhou produced around 636 A.D. records the official history of the Chinese/Xianbei ruled 
Western Wei and Northern Zhou dynasties. 
184 This is a Chinese historical record on the history of the late Eastern Han dynasty (ca. 184–220 A.D.) and the 
Three Kingdoms period (220–280 A.D.) which is supposed to be written by Chen Shou  in the third 
century A.D. 
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“The (process of) stabilizing is just started, the local people are deceitful, ……” 

 

(132) The Records of the Three Kingdoms, the Book of Shu, biography of Qin Mi 

 

          

fǔ yù záo shí suǒ yù bō bàng qiú zhū 

soon desire/ 

FUT 

chisel stone search jade open clam search pearl 

     て      

jīn nǎi suí hé      bǐng-rán yǒurú jiǎo rì fù hé 

now PART Sui He bright like bright sun again Q 

           

yí zāi         

doubt PART         

“(You) would like to soon chisel the stone in search of jade and open the clams in search of 

pearls, (but) the (pearl of) Sui and the (jade of) He are bright, like bright sun, what again 

(do you) doubt?” 

 

As a result, the use of fǔ  for the indication of a short time period together with ěr

 and its adverbial use before desiderative verbs seem to have first appeared in early 

Chinese Buddhist texts which were later spread to non-Buddhist texts in late Middle Chinese.  

 

3.1.2 Continuous aspect and expressions of time sequence 

 

By definition, continuous aspect describes the situation and events which are ongoing or 

continuous. (Dik 1997) In early Chinese Buddhist texts, two representative markers of 

continuative aspect can be attested, which are the adverbs shàng  “still” and fāng  “still”. 

Their function of marking continuous aspect already exists in pre-Buddhist literature such as 

the Shangshu and Shiji as exemplified by the sentences below. 
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(133) Shangshu, Duoshi  

   て        

ěr nǎi shàng yǒu ěr tǔ ěr yòng shàng níng gànzhǐ 

you then CONT have you land you apply CONT peaceful work and rest 

“You (would) still have your land then, you (would) still work and rest peacefully.” 

 

(134) Shiji, biography of Lord Liu  

                    : “       ……” 

hàn wáng     fāng   shí,   yuē   zǐ Fáng qián! 

King of Han  CONT eat,  say   Zifang   advance! 

‘The king of Han was eating (just then) and said: ‘Zifang, come to the front. ……’”185 

 

 In early Chinese Buddhist texts, when expressing continuous aspect, shàng  and 

fāng  present similar feature in preverbal position indicating the continuous status of 

certain situations. This can be demonstrated by the two sentences below. 

 

(135) T0185_.03.0482b26 Foshuo taizi ruiying benqi jing  

produced by Zhi Qian : 

  : “                  ?” 

jiāyè hū yán dà            dàorén nǎi shàng huó yé 

Kāśyapa yell say great practitioner be CONT alive Q 

“Kāśyapa yelled and said: ‘The great practitioner is still alive?’” 

 

(136) T0184_.03.0464b20 Xiuxing benqi jing  produced during the Eastern 

Han: 

  , ……   ,    , 

āyí měng lì fāng bào tàizǐ jīn gǔ wěi zhen 

ārya186 strong strength CONT carry prince muscle  bone indeed shiver 

																																																								
185 This is quoted from Meisterernst (2015: 300) with a few modifications. 
186 According to Hirakawa (1997), āyí is the translation of the Sanskrit word ārya meaning “a noble man or 
saintly man”. It is a specific term referring to the Asita (or āsītuó  in Chinese) who is an aged saint who 
pointed out the Buddha-signs on Buddhaʼs body at his birth. 
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     ,       

xiàn qí   xiàng sānshíèr  bāshí zhǒng hǎo   

exhibit wonderful feature   thirty-two eighty    kind beautiful feature187 

“The noble man has strong strength, ……while he was holding the crown prince, his 

muscle and bones shivered indeed, and (the crown prince) exhibited thirty-two wonderful 

features and eighty beautiful features.” 

 

What is noteworthy here is that, in the last sentence above, fāng  seems to indicate certain 

sense of inchoative aspect as well. The sentence may be read as “The noble man has strong 

strength, …… he just carried the crown prince and his muscle and bones shivered indeed, and 

thirty-two peculiar forms and eighty good features appeared.” 

 In some cases, fāng  may also indicate simultaneity. This can be seen in the 

sentence below in which fāng  indicate that while there are holy horses around, the man 

should attach to it in order to save himself. 

 

(137) T0152_.03.0019c26 Liudu ji jing  by Kang Senghui :  

 て      ,   

fāng yǒu shén mǎ xiáng zī jì zhòng kě fù 

while have holy horse fly here save people can attach 

          

xuán  jū quán ěr shēn mìng    

move around stay protect you body life    

“While there is holy horse flying around here saving the people, (you) can attach to it to 

move around (in order) to protect yourself.” 

 

 Besides, there are also cases where fāng  does not have a continuous or 

simultaneous meaning at all. Instead, it refers to a time point immediately to the left of the 

reference time or present time on the timeline. This can be seen in the sentence below where 

the death of the father being modified by fāng immediately precedes or be simultaneous 

with the following event of father becoming a cow. 

																																																								
187 This is the translation given by Karashima (2010c: 19). 
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(138) T0152_.03.0037c17 Liudu ji jing  by Kang Senghui :  

   ,     

sī fù fāng zhōng zhōng zé wéi niú 

PRO father just die die then become cow 

“His father just died; the time he died, he became a cow.” 

 

However, these cases of fāng describing simultaneity and immediate past are only found 

in Liudu jijing which implies that this might not be a common feature shared by most early 

Chinese Buddhist texts. 

 In the case of shàng , in addition to individual use, it is also very often combined 

with negators such as wèi  and bù  indicating a continuous state of not reaching certain 

kind of status. This is demonstrated by the two sentences below in which the negated shàng

 expresses that the Buddhahood and the faith of avaivartika and nonretrogression are in the 

continuous status of being unattained by the bodhisattva. Its position before the negators 

indicate that shàng  may have a relatively high syntactic position in the structure. 

 

(139) a. T0224_.08.0455a23 Daoxing bore jing  by Lokakṣema :  

   ……       

shì xī púsà jiē rù zhōng zuò shì xué 

PRO all bodhisattva all enter inside conduct this learning 

     ,    

zuò shì shòu zuò shì xíng xī yǐ shàng 

conduct this accept conduct this behavior all PREP CONT 

         

bù néng dé fó      

NEG can attain Buddhahood     

“All these Bodhisattvas entered this, conducted this kind of learning, accepted it, and 

behaved as such; They still cannot attain Buddhahood with all these.” 
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b. T0224_.08.0467c14 Daoxing bore jing  by Lokakṣema :  

   ,      

zhū fǎ běn kōng shì púsà shàng wèi dé 

many dharma originally empty this bodhisattva still NEG get 

 ;       

āwéiyuèzhì xìn zhū jing fǎ běn wú rú 

avaivartika188 faith many sutra dharma       originally   nonexistent   as 

,                         

níhuán       shì púsà shàng wèi dé        rù āwéiyuèzhìdì  

nirvāṇa     this bodhisattva    still NEG get   enter nonretrogression 

“All kinds of dharma were originally empty, this bodhisattva has not achieved irreversible 

faith; All kinds of dharma were originally nonexistent, this bodhisattva has not entered the 

state of nonretrogression.” 

 

 Sometimes, instead of modifying a verb or verb phrase as discussed above, shàng

may modify an adjectival predicate. One example can be seen below where shàng  

indicates that the state of the ocean being far away as described by the adjective yuǎn still 

continues under the described conditions. 

 

(140) T0224_.08.0445b07 Daoxing bore jing  by Lokakṣema :  

   て  ,    て  

ruò jiàn shù yǒu shù xiǎng ruò jiàn shān yǒu shān 

if see tree have tree think if see mountain have mountain 

,           

xiǎng dāng zhī dàhǎi shàng yuǎn      

think should know sea CONT far      

“If (one) sees the tree then think about the tree, sees mountain then think about the 

mountain, should know that the sea is still far away.” 

 

																																																								
188 According to the DDB, this Sanskrit means 'not liable to turn back' thus often translated as “irreversible” in 
English. 
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 Similar to fāng , in early Chinese Buddhist texts, shàng also present other 

functions such as that of a conjunction for the meaning of “even” or being a verb for “to 

favour, to prefer”. From the statistics given by SAT database, the verbal function and that as 

a conjunction seems to be more predominant than the adverbial use for continuous aspect. 

 Furthermore, except for the two relatively proper markers of continuous aspect fāng 

and shàng , there are also adverbs such as jí  and biàn  which may express 

continuous flow of events. The difference lies in that, fāng and shàng mark one event 

which continues or is ongoing whereas jí  and biàn described two events among which 

one directly follows another on the timeline. 

 This type of expression of almost simultaneous events and time sequence is presented 

in the following sentences where jí  indicates that the modified action of greeting 

Vimalakīrti took place immediately after his entering the city in the first sentence, and biàn 

 describes the noble man’s immediate act of standing up and greeting the crown prince in 

surprise.  

 

(141) T0474_.14.0524a24 Foshuo weimojie jing  produced by Zhi Qian

:  

          

shí wéimójié fāng rù chéng wǒ jí wéi zuò lǐ 

time Vimalakīrti just enter city I then PREP do greeting 

        : “      ?”   

ér wèn   yán jūshì   suǒ cóng lái   

CONJ ask     say lay religious practitioner   

SUO189 

from come   

“At that time, Vimalakīrti just entered the city and I immediately greeted him and asked: 

‘Where do you come from?’ ” 

 

 

 

																																																								
189 Suǒ, labelled as SUO hereafter, functions as a nominalizer.  
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(142) T0184_.03.0464b16 Xiuxing benqi jing  produced during the Eastern 

Han:  

    ,           

yúshì shìnǚ bào tàizǐ chū yù yǐ tàizǐ xiàng āyí 

then maid servant  carry crown  

prince 

come 

out 

FUT PREP crown  

prince 

to ārya 

          ,       

lǐ āyí    biàn    jīng qǐ qián lǐ  tàizǐ zú  

greet ārya  then surprisingly stand up     front greet     crown prince foot  

“Then the maid servant carried the crown prince and came out, was about to greet the noble 

man with the crown prince. The noble man then stood up in surprise, went to the front and 

greeted the crown prince’s foot.” 

 

 In a strict sense, adverbs like jí  and biàn cannot be taken as proper marker of 

aspect. They function mainly as adverbs for the expression of time sequence but it is 

undeniable that, semantically speaking, a sense of simultaneity and continuity suggested by 

the occurrence of jí  and biàn . 

 

3.1.3 Habitual aspect  

 

Habitual aspect refers to situations which are repeated frequently as a matter of habit. (Dik 

1997; Givón 1984) In early Chinese Buddhist texts, one representative marker of habituality 

is the adverb cháng “often, always, constantly”. As has been mentioned in section 2.1.2 

above, cháng  often indicates present tense when appearing alone without any other marker 

of tense. This can be explained by Lin (2010)’s proposal that imperfective events, if not 

saliently marked into a specific tense, are present by nature. Besides, Smith and Erbaugh 

(2005) also suggest that, in Chinese, tense can be expressed by aspectual marking when there 

is no overt marking of tense. Thus, the expression of habituality by cháng also indicate a 

present tense based on its semantic features. However, since there are also cases where cháng 

 co-occur with past tense marker, it is better regarded it as a marker of habitual aspect in 

general. 
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Diachronically speaking, in Archaic Chinese, although the original character of cháng 

in oracle bone scripts refers to the skirt ancient Chinese wore ( ), a major function of 

cháng in the earliest literature such as the Shijing is to express the meaning of 

“routine/regularity” as a noun. This can be seen in the two examples below. 

 

(143) a. Shijing, Baoyu  

  ,   て ?  

yōu-yōu cāng tiān hé qí yǒu cháng  

faraway     heaven Q PART have routine  

“The heaven faraway, when can (life) be back to normal?” 

 

b. Shijing, Baoyu  

     

chén cháng yú shí xià 

spread routine PREP now Xia 

“Spread the routine in the country of Xia nowadays.” 

 

In the Shijing, another use of cháng  is to modify nouns or verbs as an adjective or 

adverb, indicating a ‘constant’ or ‘regular’ event. However, this kind of use appears not as 

often as the nominal use, with only 3 cases found in the Shijing (whereas the nominal use has 

9 cases among the 14 occurrences of cháng  in total). These three uses of cháng  as an 

adjective (the first two examples below) or adverb (the third example below) modifying the 

noun or verb are listed below.  

In the first sentence, cháng  functions as an adjectival predicate, and describes the 

subject tiānmìng  “the appointment of the heaven” with the negator mǐ , indicating 

that the appointment of the heaven is not constant. The second cháng  precedes and 

modifies the object fú  ‘accountrement’ indicating that the accountrement is the regular 

cloth. The third cháng , however, is an adverb directly followed by the verb it modifies, the 

fú  ‘to wear’, which indicates that the action of wearing the black and white striped hat is a 

regular behavior when doing the libation. 
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(144) a. Shijing, Wenwang  

   ,     

hóu fú yú zhōu tiān mìng mǐ cháng 

lords become subject to PREP Zhou Heaven appointment NEG constant 

“The lords became subject to Zhou, the appointment of Heaven is not constant.” 

 

b. Shijing, Liuyue  

  ,     

sì mǔ kuí-kuí zǎi shì cháng fú 

four steed strong carry this regular accountrement 

“With the four strong steeds, the carriage carried these regular accountrements.” 

 

c. Shijing, Wenwang  

  ,    

jué zuò guàn-jiāng cháng fú fǔ-xǔ 

they do libation always wear hat with black and white stripes 

“(When) they assist at the libation, they always wear hat with black and white stripes.” 

  

The last example of the adverbial use of cháng  is very likely one of the earliest 

cases of the imperfective cháng  for habitual events. Due to the similarity and relatedness 

between constancy and habituality on semantic and cognitive perspectives, cháng ’s early 

function for the expression of constant events and regularity might be the origin from which 

its later marking of habituality was derived. 

Later on, in the Mengzi, cháng  began to appear more often for the expression of 

events that frequently occur. This is shown in the example below, where a repetitive use of 

cháng  indicates that the subject of the clause wishes to meet very often. 

 

(145) Mengzi, Wanzhang I  

       》  

suī rán yù cháng-cháng ér jiàn zhī gù yuan-yuán 

although as such wish frequently PART meet PRO so incessantly 
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ér lái        

PART come        

“Although being as such, (the emperor Shun) wished to meet him frequently, so he came 

incessantly to the court.” 

 

Single use of cháng  for frequent events is also attested in Mengzi as given in the 

example below but such uses are still rarely found with only 2 cases found in Mengzi. 

 

(146) Mengzi, Wanzhang II  

: “   ,   ,    

yuē jūn kuì zhī zé shòu zhī bù shí kě 

ask you offer it then accept it NEG know can 

  ?”        

cháng jì hū        

frequently continue Q        

“(It is) asked: ‘You offer it, then (they) accept it, (but I) do not know (whether) this can 

continue to be done frequently?’” 

 

During the time of the production of Shiji, cháng  as an imperfective marker for 

frequent event appeared more often. This can be seen in the following example from Shiji in 

which cháng  expresses a high frequency or a nearly constant state of the emperor’s 

staying in the palace. 

 

(147) Shiji, Basic annals of the first emperor of Qin  

    ,      

yúshì èrshì cháng jū jìnzhōng yǔ gāo jué zhū shì 

then second 

emperor 

often reside palace with Gao decide many issue 

“Then the second emperor of the Qin dynasty often resides in the palace, and makes 

decision on many issues together with Gao.” 
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The use of cháng  in Shiji is basically the same both semantically and syntactically 

as its counterpart in early Buddhist texts. As a result, it seems that early Chinese Buddhist 

texts adopted the function of cháng  for habituality from Chinese pre-Buddhist literature. 

No salient influence from vernacular Chinese or language contact can be noticed.  

 For example, in early Chinese Buddhist texts, when describing habitual events, 

syntactically speaking, cháng  is usually posited before the main verb. Besides, there 

seems to be no specific restrictions on verb semantics as cháng  may modify either 

transitive verbs expressing actions such as the shī  “donate” in the first sentence below, or 

state as the “being in the palace” in the second sentence below. It may also modify adjectival 

predicates such as the píngzhì  “peaceful and in order” in the third case. 

 

(148) T0184_.03.0471b06 Xiuxing benqi jing  produced during the Eastern 

Han :   

     190 

wǒ suǒ fèngshì zhū fó duō 

I SUO serve many Buddha a lot 

      

cáibǎo yī shí cháng shī rén 

treasure cloth food often donate people 

      

“There are any Buddhas which I serve 

treasures and clothes and food are often donated to other people.” 

 

(149) T0184_.03.0467b25 Xiuxing benqi jing  produced during the Eastern 

Han:  

      ,    , …… 

wáng niàn tàizǐ cháng zài gōng zhōng wèicéng zhí kǔ 

king consider crown  

prince 

always stay palace inside not yet do hardship 

																																																								
190 This example is in the form of verse or gāthā in Sanskrit. 
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“The king considered that the crown prince always stay inside the palace and did not do 

any hardship, ……” 

 

(150) T0184_.03.0464c12 Xiuxing benqi jing  produced during the Eastern 

Han:   

    191      

jū guó cháng píng zhì      

inhabit state always peaceful in order      

          

chūjiā  děngzhèngjué        

renounce the secular life perfect supreme enlightenment 

“The state (he) lived in is always peaceful and in order 

(He) renounce the secular life with perfect supreme enlightment” 

 

 Sometimes, instead of marking habituality, cháng may have another reading of 

“forever”. This is exemplified by the sentences below where cháng  indicates the constant 

existence of food and no death of human in the first case, and the situation of being the wife 

of the person forever in future lives. Instead of habituality, such uses emphasize more on the 

constancy regardless of time. 

 

(151) a. T0184_.03.0469a03 Xiuxing benqi jing  produced during the 

Eastern Han:  

         192 

rú lìng zhū tiān shí fú cháng bú dòng 

if cause many heaven food luck always NEG leave 

         

rú lìng shì rén shòumìng cháng cún   

if cause world human life always exist   

“Suppose in the many heavens the luck to have food are made not to leave forever 

Suppose lives of human in this world always exist” 

																																																								
191 This again is an example in the form of verse. 
192 Ibid. 
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b. T0185_.03.0473a13 Foshuo taizi ruiying benqi jing  

produced by Zhi Qian :  

       ,    

yuàn wǒ hòu shēng cháng wéi jūn qī hǎo chǒu bù 

wish I later life always be you wife beautiful ugly NEG 

           

xiāng lí          

mutually leave          

“Wish I will always be your wife in future lives, do not leave each other (no matter) being 

beautiful or ugly.” 

 

Since cháng does not have specific restrictions on the properties of the modified verb or 

verb phrase, its variation on the interpretation in different contexts suggests that the function 

of cháng  expressing habituality or constancy is dependent upon the context. 

 Moreover, when marking habituality, cháng may also co-occur with negators such 

as the bù  as demonstrated in the sentence below.  

 

(152) T0224_.08.0456c14 Daoxing bore jing  by Lokakṣema : 

 : “        ?” 

fó yán yúnhé wǒ cháng bù yán zhū fǎ kōng 

Buddha say why I usually NEG say many dharma empty 

“The Buddha said: ‘Why I usually do not say that many dharmas are empty?’” 

 

Statistics show that, in the selected early Chinese Buddhist texts, about 14 cases of 

cháng  are found to appear before the negator bù while no cases are found where cháng

 follows a negator193. Similar to shàng which often precedes the negator, cháng ’s 

relatively frequent occurrences before the negator indicate that, syntactically, this marker of 

habitual aspect may occupy a high syntactic position separated from but controlling the VP. 

																																																								
193 There are many cases where cháng directly follows the negator wèi . But in such cases, cháng is supposed 
to be a variant of the experiential marker cháng . This will be discussed in details together with the 
experiential markers in section 3.2.1. 
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In spite of all the functions above, one particular use of cháng  in early Chinese 

Buddhist texts is its replacement of the experiential marker cháng / . This is assumed to 

be resulted from their close pronunciation as suggested by Baxter (1992).   

 

(153) Shiji, Basic annals of the Qin dynasty  

        ,  

chén cháng yóu kùn yú qí ér qǐ-shí zhì-rén  

I often wander stumble PREP Qi CONJ beg for 

food 

craftsman, 

farmer 

Jianshu 

          

shōu  chén        

take   me        

“I used to wander and stumble in Qi often, and beg craftsmen and farmers for food. (Then) 

Jianshu took me in.” 

 

 Another possible marker of habituality in early Chinese Buddhist texts is the 

preverbal adverb sù  “alway” which can be exemplified by the sentence below. 

 

(154) T0607_.15.0233b26 Daodi jing  produced by An Shigao :  

         

sù xíng hǎo yì rú shì hé hǎo xíng 

always conduct good too like this fit good behaviour 

“Always conducting good (deeds) also fits as a good behaviour like this.” 

 

In comparison to it being “frequently attested” in Late Han Chinese literature such as the Shiji 

(Meisterernst 2015: 338), the expression of habitual aspect by sù  is very rare in early 

Chinese Buddhist texts with only about 5 cases found in the complete corpus of this research. 

This might be a consequence of the authors’ preference of cháng  for habituality in early 

Chinese Buddhist texts, as sù  for habituality is also frequently attested in non-Buddhist texts 

of a relatively later time, i.e. the Shishuo xinyu  composed by Liu Yi-qing  

(403-444 AD) a bit later than the time of Kumārajīva.  
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3.1.4 Iterative aspect 

 

In this research, based on Dik (1997)’s classification of situations, iterative aspect refers to 

the grammatical aspect that describes the repetition of events.194 In early Chinese Buddhist 

texts, iterative aspect is often marked by two adverbs, the fù  “once again; then” and yòu  

“again; then”. Ususally they would appear in preverbal position modifying the repeated 

action. Though yòu ’s major function is to connect events as a conjunction in pre-Buddhist 

literature, the use of fù for repeated events is already attested in early Chinese classics 

such as the Mengzi as presented below. 

 

(155) Mengzi, Gongsun chou I   

  : “     ,  

gōngsūnchǒu wèn yuē fūzǐ dāng lù yú qí guǎnzhòng 

Gongsun chou ask say Confucius occupy path PREP  Qi  Guan Zhong 

         ,         ?”    

yànzǐ      zhī gōng  kě     fù xǔ hū    

Yanzi   PART achievement can  again promise Q    

“Gongsun Chou asked and said: ‘(If) Confucius takes charge of governing the state of Qi, 

would the achievement (similar to that) of Guan Zhong and Yanzi be made again?’” 

 

 Examples of the employment of fù for iterative aspect in early Chinese Buddhist 

texts are given below. The first example presents the use of fù  followed by a transitive 

verb shòu  “to receive” while the second example shows its two occurrences before the 

intransitive verb qiánxíng  “to advance”. In the second case below, the second 

occurrence is preceded by another adverb of degree, the xiǎo  “slightly”, thus implying that 

its syntactic position might be relatively low in the structure and close to the VP it modifies. 

 

 

 

																																																								
194 This is not to be confused with the iterative aspect expressed by verb semantics which belongs to the 
category of lexical aspect. 
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(156) T0184_.03.0461b07 Xiuxing benqi jing  produced during the Eastern 

Han: 

   ,     

yì shēn sǐ huài fù shòu yì shēn 

one body die broken again receive one body 

“One body died and was broken, (he) received another body again.” 

 

(157) T0184_.03.0468b04 Xiuxing benqi jing  produced during the Eastern 

Han: 

 …     …    , 

tàizǐ  sī yù tì tóufà dìshì  chí dāo lái 

crown prince consider desire shave hair Indra  hold knife come 

   ,      ,   

tiānshén  shòu fà qù suì fù qiánxíng guó zhōng         rénmín 

Brahma take hair leave then again advance state in people 

            ,      

suí ér   guān zhī yú shì chū guó xiǎo fù  qiánxíng 

follow CONJ   look PRO from this leave state slightly again advance 

“The crown prince considered and wanted to shave his hair. Indra came with a knife, 

Brahma took the hair and left, then (the crown prince) advanced again. People in the state 

followed him to see him. Thus, (the crown prince) left the state and advanced a little bit 

further again.” 

 

 Moreover, there are also cases where fù co-appear with a negator such as bù  

“not”, denying the repetition of events. This is shown in the sentence below where fù

directly follows bù  for the modification of the non-repetitive actions gēng  “to suffer” 

and zhī  “to realize”. Its position after the negator implies that, syntactically, fù may 

situate directly nex to the verb phrase. 
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(158) T0014_.01.0243c20 Foshuo renben yusheng jing  produced by 

An Shigao :  

   ,       

ānán tòng yǐ jìn shēn bù fù gēng zhī shìshí 

Ānanda pain PERF finish body NEG again suffer realize this time 

              

ānán yì bù kǔ yì bù lè bù gēng shì  tòng 

Ānanda too NEG suffer too NEG enjoy NEG suffer this pain 

“Ānanda’s pain has finished, the body no longer suffer nor realize (the pain). At this time, 

Ānanda does not suffer, nor enjoy, nor suffer from this pain anymore.” 

 

 What is noteworthy here is that, in some occasions, fù may be read as “then” 

temporally connecting two events rather than expressing iterative aspect. For example, in the 

sentence below, the crown prince first asked who killed the elephant, and the following 

question with fù was asked later than the first question. Based on the context, fù is 

better interpreted as “then” rather than “again” as the modified action of yí  “to move” 

occurred only once. Since the fù in this case shares the same preverbal position with those 

in cases above and there are no specific restrictions on properties of the modified verb, the fù

should have had the same reading as those above. Such variation on the function of fù

in different contexts implies that its interpretation may be context-dependent. 

 

(159) T0184_.03.0465c10 Xiuxing benqi jing  produced during the Eastern 

Han: 

  ,    ,         , 

tiáodá xiān chū jiàn xiàng sāi mén chā zhī   yì quán 

Devadatta first come out   see elephant block gate stab PRO one fist 

      ,     

yìngchí jí sǐ nántuó xún  zhì qiān zhuó dào cè 

immediately then die Nanda soon  arrive drag put path side 
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  ,    : “        

tàizǐ hòu lái wèn qí pú yuē shúi kuáng     shā 

crown prince  later come ask PRO servant  say who fiercely   kill 

?”  : “   ” “    ?” 

xiàng dá yán tiáodá shā zhī shúi fù yí zhě 

elephant answer    say Devadatta     kill PRO who then move PART 

 : “ ”       

dá yán nántuó        

answer     say Nanda        

“Devadatta first came out, saw an elephant blocking the gate, stabbed it with one fist, then 

(the elephant) died immediately. Nanda soon arrived, drag (it) to the side of the path. The 

crown prince came later, asked his servant: ‘Who killed the elephant fiercely?’ Answered: 

‘Devadatta killed it.’ ‘Who then moved it?’ Answered: ‘Nanda.’” 

 

 Furthermore, in contrast to the position of fù close to the modified verb or verb 

phrase as presented above, there are cases where fù asppears before the subject thus 

indicating that it can also occupy a high syntactic position not directly next to the VP.  

 For example, in the following sentence, fù is found preceding the subject gè  

“each” and is separated from the modified verb phrase huì lái  “come and meet” by a 

prepositional phrase headed by yǔ  and another two adverbs meaning “all”, that is, the  jiē 

and xī . 

 

(160) T0184_.03.0461a13 Xiuxing benqi jing  produced during the Eastern 

Han: 

    , …,     

zhū yōupósài yóupóyí sì  bèi  dōu xī lái hùi 

many upāsaka195 upāsikā196 four  group  all all come meet 

          

          

																																																								
195 According to DDB, this term refers to an adult lay male disciple, or a layman. 
196 According to DDB, this term refers to an adult lay female disciple, or a laywoman. 
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     , …,         

yíqiè zhū sì     tiānwáng jiē xī lái hùi    zhū  lóngwáng  

all many four heavenly kings   all all come meet many    dragon king 

,   …   ,       

āxūlún     yīyī zūn shén fù gè yǔ juànshǔ jiē xī 

asura197     every honorable god also each with followers  all all 

                  

hùi        lái         

meet   come         

“The many laymen, laywomen and those related four groups of people, …… all came to 

meet. The four heavenly kings, …… all came to meet. The many dragon kings, 

asuras, …… every honorable god, also, each with their followers, all came to meet.” 

 

 In some early Chinese Buddhist texts, a certain sentence of fù would re-appear for 

multiple times in a narrative describing the progression of the story in a parallel structure. 

This can be seen in the quoted paragraph below where the same sentence as find underlined, 

the jiāyè fù niàn  “Kāśyapa again considered”, is repeated for at least eight times in 

a text of about 1547 words from T0185_.03.0481b01 to T0185_.03.0482b02. 

 

(161) Foshuo taizi ruiying benqi jing  produced by Zhi Qian

: 

T0185_.03.0481b01: : “ …… T0185_.03.0481b08: 

: “ , , …… T0185_.03.0481b17: : “ , 

, …… T0185_.03.0481b24: : “ , , ……  

T0185_.03.0481c03: 》 : “ , …… 

T0185_.03.0481c19: : “ , …… 

T0185_.03.0482a02: : “ , 》 …… 

T0185_.03.0482a10: : “ , 》 …… 

T0185_.03.0482a17: : “ , 》 …… 

																																																								
197 According to DDB, this term refers to titanic demons, enemies of the gods. 
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T0185_.03.0482a25: : “ , 》 …… 

T0185_.03.0482b02: : “ , 》 …… 

Kāśyapa considered and said: “This great śramaṇa (Buddhist monk) is venerable. …… 

Kāśyapa again considered: This great śramaṇa is venerable, …… Kāśyapa again 

considered: This great śramaṇa is venerable, …… Kāśyapa again considered: This great 

śramaṇa is venerable, …… Kāśyapa thus considered: This great śramaṇa is venerable, but 

his (enlightment) is not as real as the enlightment198 I gained…… Kāśyapa continued to 

consider: This great śramaṇa is venerable, but his (enlightment) is not as real as the 

enlightment199 I gained…… Kāśyapa again considered: This great śramaṇa is venerable, 

but his (enlightment) is not as real as the enlightment I gained…… Kāśyapa again 

considered: This great śramaṇa is venerable, but his (enlightment) is not as real as the 

enlightment I gained……Kāśyapa again considered: This great śramaṇa is venerable, but 

his (enlightment) is not as real as the enlightment I gained……Kāśyapa again considered: 

This great śramaṇa is venerable, but his (enlightment) is not as real as the enlightment I 

gained……Kāśyapa again considered: This great śramaṇa is venerable, but his 

(enlightment) is not as real as the enlightment I gained…… 

 

 Such repetition of one single sentence presents an organized structure of the text 

putting each specific situation or case in parallel. It is also a supporting evidence showing 

that fù is taken as a favoured expression for repetitive events thus being a proper marker of 

iterative aspect. 

 As for the other adverb yòu  which predominantly functions as a conjunction, it is 

found to express repetitive events in a few early Chinese Buddhist texts as well. For example, 

in the case given below, yòu  in the preceding clause “jiǔ hòu yòu qǐng ” appears 

in parallel position with the another iterative marker fù which is in the following clause of 

a similar reading, “jiǔ  hòu fù qǐng ”. Both indicate the repetitive invitation given 

by the two cousins, Devadatta and Nanda. Thus, yòu is supposed to have the same 

function as fù with similar semantic indication although yòu  is not found to follow a 

negator as fù does. 

																																																								
198 This is an interpretation of dào  suggested by DDB. 
199 This is an interpretation of dào  suggested by DDB. 
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(162) T0185_.03.0474b14 Foshuo taizi ruiying benqi jing  

produced by Zhi Qian : 

 て           ,   

tàizǐ yǒu cóng bózhòng zhī zǐ xiōngdì èr      rén zhǎng míng 

crown  

prince 

have attendent uncle PART son brother two 

people 

elder name 

,           ……   , ……  

tiáodá qí cì      yuē nántuó qǐng xì hòuyuán  jiǔ  

Devadatta PRO next  call Nanda invite play backyard  long 

  , ……           

hòu yòu qǐng èr rén jiǔ  hòu fù qǐng juélì 

later          again invite two people long  later again     invite    wrestle 

“The crown prince had two attendents who were sons of his uncle. The elder was named 

Devadatta and the younger was called Nanda. …… (The two cousins) invited (the crown 

prince) to play in the backyard, ……long after, (the two cousins) invited again, ……the 

two people after a long time again invited (the crown prince) to wrestle.” 

 

As can be seen above, although fù  and yòu both would occupy the preverbal position, 

only fù can be negated while yòu tend to be higher than a negative phrase in the syntactic 

structure.  

 

3.1.5 Summary 

 

To summarize, in early Chinese Buddhist texts, there seems to be no specific restrictions on 

verb semantics when marking imperfective aspect with the markers mentioned above. 

Syntactically speaking, different markers may be on different levels, but most of them would 

appear in preverbal position and even before negation (NegP). On the semantics, their 

meaning by definition is usually closely related to the semantic indication of the type of 

aspect they express. As a result, the marking of imperfective aspect in early Chinese Buddhist 

texts is mostly dependent upon the semantics of the marker together with contextual 

information. 
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3.2 Perfective Aspect 

 

Perfective aspect describes events or situations which are often completed or finished before 

the reference point on the timeline (i.e. bounded events viewed as a whole). In Chinese 

language especially the language of ancient Chinese literature, two sub-categories of 

perfective aspect are attested: the canonical perfective aspect (hereafter the perfective200) 

which describes completed or achieved events, and experiential aspect which expresses an 

experience that happened at least once, without respect to a particular location in time.201 The 

former denotes the completion or achievement of a bounded event often posited in the past 

while the latter refers to a past discontinued experience that occurs prior to a reference time. 

In Archaic and Han period Chinese, two adverbs jì  “already” and yǐ  “already” have 

long been employed as representative markers of perfective aspect for completed or 

accomplished events. In addition, there are also céng  “once, ever” and cháng /  “once, 

used to” which can describe experiential events. The semantic and syntactic features of these 

markers will be analyzed below respectively. 

 In general, on aspectual marking from Classical to Pre-Medieval Chinese, the source 

structure for aspectual suffixes seems to start to develop from the Han period on when 

aspectual morphology gradually dropped, thus spectual distinctions have to be expressed by 

lexical means.202   

 As for the experiential markers, the character cháng 203 is attested in ancient writing 

as a verb, meaning ‘to try, to taste’ or an adverb, which is the matter in concern here, 

indicating a situation that happened in the past. Affirmative sentences with cháng  can be 

marked by the sentence-final particle yǐ . This particle has been assumed to be basically 

aspectual in function, similar to the sentence-final –le  in Modern Mandarin, and to 

indicate – independently of the time of utterance– that a new situation arises (has arisen, will 

arise) as a result of a completed situation (Pulleyblank 1995: 116f). One typical example of 

the use of cháng  in affirmative sentence in pre-Buddhist Chinese texts is presented below. 

																																																								
200 This is not to be confused with the perfect verb forms in Indo-European languages. Since this type of aspect 
is usually expressed by perfect verb forms in Indo-European languages, it is borrowed here to refer to the same 
type of aspect marked by Chinese adverbs. 
201 The definition of these two kinds of perfective aspect is summarized from Comrie (1976: 52-60)’s analysis. 
202 Possible morphological distinctions, e.g. by the suffix –s which results in the falling tone and which has been 
assumed to have some aspectual functions will be excluded from this study. Please refer to Baxter (1992) and 
Baxter and Sagart (2014) among many others for detailed discussions on such issues. 
203 An variant of this character is . 
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(163) The Analects, Taibo  

          

xī zhě wú yǒu cháng cóng shì yú sī yǐ 

past PART my friend EXP conduct thing PREP this PART 

“In the past, my friend once did things as such.” 

  

 In Archaic and Han period Chinese, sentences with cháng  are also often negated 

by the aspecto-temporal negative marker wèi ‘not yet’. These sentences very often show 

the final yě  which is typical for sentences with wèi and they express the non-

completion of a situation in the past. Moreover, the neutral negative marker bù  can be 

added to the combination wèicháng  as well, indicating that the situation is one of long 

duration or of habit. (Meisterernst 2015: 324) Examples of the negated use of cháng  can 

be seen in the two sentences below in which the first one is on the employment of wèicháng 

 for not experienced event while the second one with an additional bù  following after 

indicates the negation of a not experienced event. 

 

(164) a. The Analects, Yongye   

て  , ……       

yǒu zhāntáimièmíng zhě  fēi gōng shì wèi cháng zhì 

have Zhangtai Mieming   PRO  not public issue NEG EXP come 

                         

yú yàn             zhī shì yě       

PREP Yan         PART home PART       

“There is a person called Zhangtai Mieming, ……(if) not public issues, has never came to 

Yan’s home.” 

 

 b. The Analects, Bayi   

     ,     

jūnzǐ zhī zhì yú sī yě wú wèi cháng bù 

moral person PART come PREP here PART I NEG EXP NEG 
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dé jiàn yě        

get meet PART        

“Moral person comes here, I have not ever not got to meet (them).” 

 

 Besides, different categorisations have been proposed for cháng  in the linguistic 

literature. In Chinese linguistic literature, it is analysed as an adverb, indicating that a 

situation took place in the past, for instance, in Ao and He (1989:51), Ma (1996: 687), in the 

Gudài Hànyǔ xūcí cídiǎn (2000: 50), and in Chen (1992: 267) who adds that it is often 

employed in a flashback. In Pulleyblank (1995: 119) cháng  is categorised as a ‘preverbal 

particle’ indicating past tense. This past tense refers to a non-specified point of time, located 

to the left of the present moment on the time axis. It can be either a singular point of time of 

very short duration or a span of time, covering a period of time of a longer duration 

which can extend to the present moment or even exceed it. In the past tense, event time and 

reference time are identical and both precede speech time.  

 In western linguistic literature, Unger (1992: 8) suggests that cháng  marks a 

situation completed in the (remote) past, independently of the duration of the situation, but he 

concedes that it is more frequently attested with verbs referring to a situation of longer 

duration (a process or a state). In this respect it is employed similarly to cháng  “always, 

often”. Its function as a variant of cháng , possibly a phonetic loan indicating the frequent 

or regular occurrence of a situation, is also stated e.g. in the Gǔdài Hànyǔ xǖcí cídiǎn (1999: 

51) or in Wang et al. (1996: 29f). These two adverbs became homophonous quite early and 

possibly have occasionally been employed interchangeably. Dobson (1959: 54), who operates 

with the category aspect in his analysis of the Chinese verb system, analyses cháng  as an 

adverb indicating customary aspect: “The act is viewed as being one of habit rather than of a 

specific occurrence”. In its function as an aspecto-temporal adverb, cháng  is regularly, 

though to different extents, attested in the Classical literature. 

 The aspecto-temporal adverb céng , which occasionally serves to gloss the adverb 

cháng  discussed above, has to be distinguished from the adverb zēng  ‘then, even, just’ 

which is frequently combined with a negative marker and which serves to emphasize the 

negative force of the predicate. (Meisterernst 2015: 334) In this function, according to the 
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Gǔdài Hànyǔ xǖcí cídiǎn (1999: 815), céng is already attested in the Chinese literature as 

early as the Shijing, which can be seen below.  

 

(165) Shijing, Daya, Zhaomin · ·  

       

gāogāo zǐzǐ céng bù zhī qí diàn 

deceive slander EXP NEG know PRO stain 

“Deceiving and slandering, not ever know his own fault.” 

 

 According to Unger (1992: 155), céng  serves to emphasize the object or the 

predicate. If it is attested in an affirmative sentence, which is rather infrequent, it usually 

marks a rhetorical question or an exclamation. As an aspecto-temporal adverb it corresponds 

to céngjīng  ‘once’ in Modern Mandarin, identically to cháng  referring to situations 

of different lexical aspects in the past. (Wang et al.1996: 27) According to Pulleyblank 

(1995:119) céng is synonymous to cháng   but appears later in the Chinese language.  

Although céng  very occasionally occurs in the Pre-Han literature, it only becomes more 

frequent during the Han period, and in the Shiji it is only occasionally attested. (Meisterernst 

2015: 348) Similar with cháng , it is also frequently combined with the aspectual negative 

marker wèi .  

 As for the marking of perfectives, in pre-Buddhist Chinese literature, the adverbs jì

and yǐ express the resultative and the completive, and they contrast with the aspectual 

negative marker wèi which refers to an incomplete situation (Pulleyblank 1994:323, 

1995:112f). According to Pulleyblank (1994, 1995), Mei (1999), Jiang (2001) and many 

others, it is assumed that the aspectual function of the two morphemes jì and yǐ is 

derived from their function as full verbs with the meaning of “to use up, to finish, to 

complete” and “to stop, to terminate” respectively. These verbal uses can be exemplified by 

the following examples.  
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(166) Zuozhuan  

 て    

rì yǒu shí zhī jì 

sun have eclipse OBJ complete 

“There was an eclipse of the sun, it was complete.” 

  

(167) Laozi 204     

    

bù dào zǎo yǐ 

not way early end 

“If you do not behave according to the way you will come to an early end.” 

 

 In the case of the adverbial use of jì ,  Meisterernst (2015: 397) suggests a possible 

source of derivation from its employment as a causative verb “cause to finish” when being 

followed by a second verb (V2). This can be found in oracle bone inscriptions as shown 

below. Its position preceding a second verb may have been the source structure for its 

adverbial employment. 

 

(168)  

 205 

jì yǔ 

cause.to.stop rain 

“Can we cause the rain to stop?” 

 

 In addition, Unger (1992:15) also proposed that the character jì serves to represent 

the perfective form of the verb qì  “finish, cease” and that jì ’s function as a general 

marker of the perfective, the “Perfektiv partikel”, is derived from the perfective form of this 

verb. But this idea is not widely quoted in recent researches. 

																																																								
204 Quoted after Meisterernst (2015: 397). 
205 Quoted after Zhang (2001). For an extensive analysis of a supposed path of grammaticalization of jì  see 
also Lin (1999: 25). 
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 As for yǐ , Harbsmeier (1989: 474) claims that the adverb yǐ  underwent a path of 

development from “having finished (the process)” to “by then, by now, already”. Aldridge 

and Meisterernst (2018) also elaborated the discussion based on Mei(1999), Jiang (2001, 

2007) and Sybesma (1999) by classifying the postverbal yǐ  in Middle Chinese as a 

secondary predicate which functions to supply the endpoint to an event expressed by a 

preceding predicate. 

 Although the adverbial use of yĭ  meaning “already” has been attested in use ever 

since the time of Archaic Chinese until modern time, the other possible candidate for 

perfective marking, the postverbal yĭ , labelled as a proper perfective marker after telic 

events is not frequently, if not never, found in non-Buddhist texts before Middle Chinese. It 

was only in early Chinese translations of the Indian Buddhist texts that postverbal yĭ  

started to express a termination or completion of telic events appeared in a relatively high 

frequency.  

 According to Aldridge and Meisterernst (2018), this function of yĭ  has its source in 

the use as an intransitive verb meaning “to end, to terminate”. The loss of aspectual 

morphology before the phase of early Middle Chinese and the changes in Chinese VP 

structure (i.e. the emerging possibility of VP-internal secondary predicates in the structure of 

V1 (NPobj) V2) offered an opportunity for yĭ  to occupy a VP-internal position as an 

endpoint-denoting secondary predicate in Middle Chinese, and it is supposed to be an 

indigenous Chinese development without clear influence from foreign languages. 

 Since yĭ is supposed to be the predecessor – and according to Jiang (2001: 78) the 

only one predecessor – of the verb liǎo  “to end, to cease”, which later developed into a 

suffix marking the perfective aspect in Chinese, the le  (hereafter LE),206 based on 

Sybesma (1999)’s proposal on LE207 as illustrated by the diagram below, Aldridge and 

Meisterernst (2018: 190-191) suggest that the perfective marker yĭ  “first functioned as the 

endpoint denoting secondary predicate, Sybesma’s Y” and then the postverbal ones after telic 

																																																								
206 Extensive studies of the development of perfective markers is found, among many others, in Mei Tsu-lin (1999) 
and Cao (1986:196), who show that liǎo  is regularly attested in the same construction during the Tang period. 
207 Sybesma (1999)’s proposal on LE: LE is a small clause predicate and there are actually two types of LE: the 
endpoint LE heading a result denoting small clause YP, and the realization LE functioning as a higher functional 
head X to indicate that the event expressed by the lower small clause has been realized. When LE co-occurs 
with a resultative secondary predicate, the resultative occupies the endpoint denoting position Y, while LE is in 
the position for realization X. 
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event “later came to take on the realization function (Sybesma’s X), a use which becomes 

more common in subsequent centuries but can also be seen in Early Middle Chinese.” 

 

                                                      
Diagram 3. Syntactic structure of LE (Sybesma 1999: 75) 

  

 Concerning this proposal by Aldridge and Meisterernst (2018) on yĭ , whether its 

perfective function at postverbal position after telic events is influenced by Indic languages in 

language contact or not will be discussed further in chapter 4, and their classification of yĭ  

as a secondary predicate within the VP will be argued in 3.2.3.2 below. 

 

3.2.1 The Marking of Experiential Aspect 

 

In early Chinese Buddhist texts, experiential aspect is attested to be mainly marked by two 

markers, the adverb cháng  and the frequently occurred adverb céng . Their frequencies 

of use are very low with only 9 (of which all 9 are negated) and about 163 (of which only 26 

are not negated) uses respectively in the selected corpus of this research. Some examples of 

these two markers in early Chinese Buddhist texts are given below.  

 

(169) a. T0224_.08.0430a25 Daoxing bore jing  by Lokakṣema :   

     ,      

shì huá bù chū rènlìtiān shàng wǒ céng jiàn shì huá 

this flower Neg appear Trayastrimsa over I EXP see this flower 

“This flower does not appear on Trayastrimsa, I have seen this flower [before].” 

 

       b. T0185_.03.0475b28 Foshuo taizi ruiying benqi jing  

produced by Zhi Qian : 
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     : “     

tàizǐ yì jí qián bài yuē zì wǒ wéi zǐ 

crown prince too then advance greet say since I be child 

          

xī céng chū guó       

rarely EXP leave country       

“The crown prince then advanced and greeted too, saying: ‘Since I was a child, I have 

rarely left the country.’” 

 

 c. T0185_.03.0476a23 Foshuo taizi ruiying benqi jing  

produced by Zhi Qian :  

 て  ,     

wú yǒu yì zǐ wèi céng chū mén 

I have one child NEG EXP leave door 

“I have a child, (who) has never left home.” 

 

(170) a. T0225_.08.0495a22 Da mingdu jing  by Zhi Qian :  

   ,      

ruò zaì èdào lìshìmíjiǔ shìdé wéi rén bù cháng 

if in evil path for a long time   happen  to be human NEG EXP 

    ?      

síwéi zì huànyàn yé      

think self hate Q      

“If (one) has been in the evil path for a long time, and happens to become a human, has he 

ever hate himself?” Has that person not ever before thought himself as disgusting / in 

distress?  

   

 b. T0076_.01.0884a16 Fan moyu jing  assumed to be produced by Zhi Qian
208:  

																																																								
208 This text is not in the selected corpus but since it presents a rare case of wèicháng  it is still included 
here. 
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píng shì ér jìn wèi cháng gùmiǎn 

horizontally  look CONJ advance NEG EXP look back and around 

“Look horizontally and advance, without ever looking back or around.” 

  

c. T0152_.03.0019c07 Liudu ji jing  by Kang Senghui :  

 : “  209   ? 

biē yuē ěr cháng dǔ lè hū 

turtle say you EXP see pleasure Q 

“The turtle said: ‘Have you ever seen pleasure?’” 

 

 d. T0224_.08.0454c15 Daoxing bore jing  by Lokakṣema :  

て   ……       

yǒu lái gòngyǎngzhě  shuō shēn jīng shí wèi cháng 

there is come devotee  explain deeply sutra when NEG EXP 

  て        

yú zhōng yǒu yàn jí yě     

PREP inside have hatred extreme PART     

“There was one devotee coming …… while expounding on the deep sutra, (he) did not 

have any extreme hatred among it.” 

 

The sentences above show that cháng  and céng  can modify both verbs expressing 

durative events or actions, and they are frequently combined with negators such as bù  and 

wèi while expressing the incompletion of an event.  

 Considering the significantly different frequency of use between cháng  and céng 

 in the selected corpus, it seems that many factors can be involved including the origin of 

the translator, the location where the translation activity was carried out, and the surrounding 

context. Such a wide gap on the frequency of use between cháng  and céng is also 

found in some non-Buddhist texts of a similar time such as the Shiji of an earlier period and 

the Shishuo xinyu of a later period but the statistics present a completely opposite result. In 

																																																								
209 This is supposed to be a writing variant of the cháng . 
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the Shiji, cháng  appears about 443 times while céng occurs only 73 times. In the 

Shishuo xinyu, similarly with the Shiji, there are about 116 uses of cháng  but only about 

25 of céng . This opposite preference between cháng  and céng in Buddhist and non-

Buddhist texts implies that language contact may have played a role in the selection of the 

marker for experiential aspect. But such an influence cannot be confirmed before more 

comparative studies are carried out. In this research, no direct correlation can be found in the 

comparison that can be done between the extant Indic and Chinese texts, thus whether and to 

which extent Indic language may have influenced the distribution of use between these two 

experiential markers remains unknown at the present stage.  

 

3.2.2 jì � 

 

In early Chinese Buddhist texts, jì > is one of the typical markers of perfective aspect210. It 

can indicate the sequence of events on the one hand, and can express the completion or end 

of a situation on the other. In general, jì > often appears in preverbal position. This can be 

illustrated by the sentences below. 

 

(171) a. T0224_.08.0468b08 Daoxing bore jing i^[\T by Lokakṣema 8$ge:  

� � " Q, > Q N B 2� 

fó bù wàng xiào jì xiào dāng yǒu yì 

Buddha NEG randomly smile PERF smile should have meaning 

“The Buddha does not smile randomly, having smiled, (it) should have a meaning.” 

 

(172) T0224_.08.0458c06 Daoxing bore jing i^[\T by Lokakṣema 8$ge:   

] B /5, N � � @ p � > �, 

mò yǒu kǒngjù dāng jù chū shì nàn zhōng jì chū 

NEG have fear will all      go out    this disaster in  PERF go out 

+ h K G # % F kl�    

dé sóng fù mǔ qī zǐ guī xiānglǐ    

can send father mother wife child return hometown   

																																																								
210 Its other function as the conjunction for parallel situations is also attested in early Chinese Buddhist texts but 
is not closely related to the topic of this research thus is not discussed here. 
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“Do not have fear, (we) will all go out of this disaster. After having gone out, (we) can 

send the parents and wife and child back to the hometown.” 

 

From the two sentences above, it is shown that preverbal jì > may modify action verbs 

expressing instantaneous events such as the xiàoQ “to smile”211 in the first case or verbs that 

describe a process such as the verb chū� “to go out” in the second case. In both cases, the 

existence of jì > indicates the completion of the events. 

 In some cases, there may be more than one interpretation of the verb as presented in 

the sentence below. 

 

(173) T0185_.03.0481c01: Foshuo taizi ruiying benqi jing  by Zhi 

Qian :  

   :    ,    

jiāyè xíng wèn fó hǔo jì rán yǐ jīn bù kě 

Kāśyapa walk ask Buddha fire PERF burn PERF now NEG can 

? 

miè 

          

put out           

“Kāśyapa walked to the Buddha and asked: ‘The fire has been burning/lit up, now (it) 

cannot be put out?’” 

 

Here, the verb rán  may either be translated as an instantaneous event “to light up” or a 

durative one “to burn”. If the durative reading is taken, then it means that the preceding 

action modified by jì > is still going on when the next action takes place, i.e. “The fire 

started burning and is still burning, now can it be put out?”  

According to Liu (2015), in Archaic Chinese, the structure of jì >+VP can only 

express the preceding event which must be followed by another one; It was in Middle 

Chinese that such a structure with jì > started to express accompanying events. One example 

from the Shishuo xinyu is given below where the structure of jì >+VP expresses a durative 

																																																								
211 Although the action of xiào  may be durative, the context in this case indicates that it should be interpreted 
as “the Buddha smiled” rather than “the Buddha smiled for a while”.  
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event of emperor Xuanwu meeting Jianwen which started before the following event of 

Jianwen’s crying and was still happening while Jianwen cried. This is similar to the 

interpretation of the jì rán>  above as “having been burning” which also accompanies the 

following event on the consideration of whether the fire should be put out. 

 

(174) Shishuo xinyu, Youhui � <c(1 

> ` S;r S; � H 
 : � ^� 

jì jiàn jiǎnwén jiǎnwén biàn qì xià shù shí háng 

PERF meet Jianwen Jianwen then tear fall  many ten line 

'E P3r         � + 	 b�     

xuānwǔ jīnkuì bù dé yì yán     

Xuanwu be ashamed  NEG can one word     

“After (emperor Xuanwu) meeting Jianwen, Jianwen then have many lines of tears falling 

down. Emperor Xuanwu was ashamed and could not (say) one word.” 

 

Based on Whitney (1879)’s theory on Sanskrit absolutives ending in –tvā which may 

refer to either preceding event or accompanying events, Liu (2015) suggests that the change 

of use of jì > was initiated by the translation of Sanskrit absolutives by the structure of jì >

+VP. However, she did not provide many examples for such a hypothesis. Due to the lack of 

evidence from the possible Indic sources, although such a correlation is possible between jì 

> and –tvā considering their similar semantic indication, the influence cannot be confirmed 

from the material of this research at the current stage. 

 In spite of this, jì > may also modify action verbs expressing achievement such as 

the dé+ “to get” for the obtaninig of life in the sentence below. 

 

(175) T0224_.08.0465c06 Daoxing bore jing i^[\T by Lokakṣema 8$ge:  

> + !, J &o B 	O2 ^ �  

jì dé shòu wéi ānwěn yǒu yìfāyì xíng fó 

PERF get life do tranquility have one single practice Buddhist 

i V p +�   thought   

dào zhě nán dé      

path PRO hard get      
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“Having got life, those who are tranquil and have one single thought to practice the 

Buddhist path are difficult to find.” 

 

As can be seen above, jì > functions as an adverb modifying the following verb and 

indicating the completion of the action that verb expresses. It may modify an action, a 

process or a durative event, or an achievement. On the structure, jì > often precedes the VP 

it modifies, but there are also cases where it is followed by some more complex structure. For 

instance, there is one case from An Shigao’s Daodi jing where jì > is followed by a passive 

structure of wéi J……suǒ 7 as presented below. 

 

(176) T0607_.15.0234c22 Daodi jing i�T by An Shigao&�q:  

> J Xn 7 U_, L6 . R   � 

jì wéi bāomén suǒ chánguǒ chǎnhù jí zhǎi duò dì 

PERF PASS cervix SUO wrap womb suddenly narrow fall land 

�          

zhōng          

in          

“Having been wrapped by the cervix, the womb suddenly narrows and (the baby) falls on 

the land.” 

 

 Moreover, in an unselected text, jì > is also found to have an ambiguous use where 

both the readings of a conjunction and a perfective marker are possible. As presented below, 

the sentence can either be interpreted as “Having distributed the śarīra, he then for the sake of 

many disciples of four generations far away who had not all known (it), stayed for (another) 

ninety days”, or “He not only distributed the śarīra but also for the sake of many disciples of 

four generations far away who had not all known (it), stayed for (another) ninety days”. This 

is to a large extent caused by the co-existence of jì > and yǒu� which is often applied in 

cooperation when functioning as conneting conjunctions of parallel events. 
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(177) T0006_.01.0190c09 Bo nihuan jing  of unknown translator:  

> �            Z�r � J j= d � f *% 

jì fēn shělì yòu wèi yuǎnfāng zhū sì bèi dìzǐ 

PERF/ 

CONJ 

distribute śarīra then/ 

also 

for far away many four generation disciple 

C 0 W 9r M �� ?, ……   

wèi xī wén gù liú jiǔshí rì    

NEG all know so stay ninety day    

“Having distributed the śarīra, he then, for the sake of many disciples of four generations 

far away who had not all known (it), stayed for (another) ninety days.”/ 

He not only distributed the śarīra but also for the sake of many disciples of four generations 

far away who had not all known (it), stayed for (another) ninety days 

 

 Semantically and syntactically, jì > is in general similar to the preverbal yǐ  whose 

features will be discussed in the following section 3.2.3.1. This similarity between the 

adverbs jì > and preverbal yǐ  can be seen in the sentence below where they occur in 

parallel position, both at the beginning of the sentence with the rest of the sentence being 

almost the same. 

 

(178) T0474_.14.0528b15 Foshuo weimojie jing  produced by Zhi Qian

:  

� �: “> a �� N , � 4?” A 

yòu wèn jì jiě láochén dāng fù hé yìng yuē 

then ask PERF relieve tiredness FUT/should then what react say 

) a �� N 4 YI�”     

yǐ jiě láochén dāng yīng zìrán     

PREF relieve tiredness FUT/ 

should 

should nature     

“(He) then asked: ‘Having relieved from tiredness, how should one react?’ (Another) 

answered: ‘Having relieved from tiredness, one should act naturally.’” 
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3.2.3 yǐ 	 

 

Perfective events expressed by yǐ in Literary Chinese refers to non-stative situations and 

spans normally with fixed endpoints. Despite the preverbal use which is already attested in 

pre-Buddhist literature, the use of yǐ , which was originally a verb meaning “to end”, for 

perfectives particularly in postverbal position is assumed to have gained the function as a 

perfective marker from its frequent appearance as the second verb in the V1 NPobj V2 

structure. This structure has been taken as the source structure of many other perfective 

marker like the le  in Modern Mandarin as well. (Mei 1981, 1999; Jiang 2001, 2007 among 

many others).  

 Although various synonymous verbs of yǐ , which include jìng  “to end, to 

complete”, qì  “to end, to cease”, bì  “to end, to finish”, and liǎo  “to finish, to 

complete”212 can also fill the slot of V2, in Chinese Buddhist texts especially the early ones, 

only yĭ is found to present features as a proper perfective marker in a strict sense. Based 

on extant literature, Harbsmeier (1989) points out that postverbal yǐ came into use under 

language contact with Indic languages via the translation of Buddhist texts. Mei (1999) then 

argues that postverbal yǐ  occurred after those Chinese sentences including sentence-final yǐ

 transformed into clauses, and began to be followed by another clause, thus positing yǐ  

at postverbal position.  

In more recent studies, scholars such as Long (2007) partly agrees with Mei(1999) in 

that the origin of postverbal yǐ is native Chinese but the process of development was also 

influenced by Indic languages. According to him, postverbal yǐ ’s high frequency of use in 

Chinese Buddhist texts in contrast to the limited occurrences in non-Buddhist texts is related 

to the translation of the many Indic absolutives, past participles ending in –ta/na, and present 

participle ending in –t (at) or –nt (-ant). Such high frequencies facilitated the 

grammaticalization process and enabled postverbal yǐ  as proper perfective marker to 

appear earlier in Buddhist texts rather than non-Buddhist texts. Besides, Meisterernst (2011b) 

also suggest that the canonical perfective marking by postverbal yǐ is supposed to have 

																																																								
212 The functions of these four verbs and yǐ have been comprehensively analysed in Jiang (2001) and Mei 
(1981, 1999). The latter, Mei (1981: 68), also offers various readings of these words in early lexicographical 
literature. 
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first appeared in Chinese Buddhist texts which was later spread to non-Buddhist literature 

since the time of Middle Chinese.  

Some examples of yǐ marking perfectives in Chinese Buddhist texts in general are 

listed below.213 

 

(179) T09, no. 262, p.16c21: 

       

Zuò    shì   niàn       yĭ,   jí        zŏu   ér      qù 

Make this thought YI, quick   go  CON leave 

‘After he thought that, he left quickly.’ 

 

(180) T09, no.262, p.51a6: 

,    

Dé   shì       liù  gēn       qīngjìng   yĭ,   gèng        zēng            shòu         mìng      èr    bǎi  

Get this six sense organ purify     YI, otherwise accumulate longevity mandate two hundred  

wàn               yì                           náyóutā               suì,   

ten-thousand hundred thousand nayuta (million) year, … 

‘After he had obtained the purification of the six sense organs, he once more accumulated his 

longevity to two hundred ten thousand million nayutas of years...’ 

 

 Mei (1999: 288) summarizes the possible structure of sentences expressing completed 

events in Chinese Buddhist texts of the Eastern Han period into the followings: 

 

 a. V+OBJ+YI, next claluse  

 b. V+YI, next clause 

c. V+(OBJ)+ADV+YI, next clause 

  

Here the position of YI can be taken by yĭ  or the other resultative verbs such as the jìng 

, qì , and bì . But the latter uses are very rare. 

 As a V2, yĭ  can combine with verbs of different situation types, but the predicates it 

attaches to seem to be predominantly telic, i.e. they express either an accomplishment or an 

																																																								
213 These examples are quoted from Meisterernst (2005: 7) thus the reference is different from the above. 
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achievement. Occasionally it also combines with state verbs, usually adjectives, indicating 

that a state has been attained and thus implicitly including the initial point of the state (see 

also Jiang 2007: 2). Frequently it attaches to predicates consisting of an activity verb, such as 

shuō  “to say” or zuò  “to make” with a definite / quantified NP as its inner argument, 

which changes the situation type of the entire predicate from atelic to telic, expressing an 

accomplishment.214 Accomplishment predicates are characterised by the fact that they not 

only include the natural final point of the situation, but also its process part in their temporal 

structure, whereas achievement predicates only focus on the final point of the situation.215 

Two different functions of yĭ  as a V2 have been distinguished by Jiang (2001). These are: 

1, to indicate that a process ends (wánjié ), and 2, to indicate the completion, 

achievement, or fulfilment of a situation (wánchéng ).  

 The predicates subsumed under 1 have to be further divided into those that are atelic, 

expressing an activity which only focuses on the process part, and those that are telic, 

expressing an accomplishment and including the process part and the natural final point in 

their temporal structure: these represent the original meaning of yĭ  in genuine Chinese 

texts (see Jiang 2001). The predicates subsumed under 2 express an achievement according to 

my framework, i.e., they do not include the process part and focus exclusively on the final 

change of state point. 

 In early Chinese Buddhist texts, the two types of yĭ ------ the preverbal yĭ  

already existed in Pre-Buddhist texts such as the Analects and Shiji, and the postverbal yĭ  

assumed to be derived from the V2 in the structure V1 NPobj V2 ------both appeared. Since 

these two kinds of yĭ are supposed to have a different origin and distinctive syntactic 

features, they are discussed separately in the two sections below. 

 

3.2.3.1 Preverbal 

 

																																																								
214 According to Jiang (2001: 76) the employment in combination with continuous verbs such as shuō  or zuò 

 ( ) can be considered as the original function of yĭ  as V2 for which a few examples are already 
attested in Han period Chinese. See also Mei (1999). 
215 According to Jiang (2001:76) the employment with achievement (punctual) verbs ( ) developed 
under the influence of translations from Sanskrit, namely the translation of the ‘Absolutive or Gerund’ (

).  
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One typical use of preverbal yĭ as an adverb for perfective event is given below where yĭ 

 appears before the main verb jìng  “to end” indicating that the end of the night has been 

reached. 

 

(181) T0014_.01.0241c29 Foshuo renben yusheng jing  assumed to be 

produced by An Shigao:  

  ,    

yè yǐ jìng qǐ dào fó 

night already end get up go Buddha 

“The night has ended, (he) got up and went to the Buddha (’s place).” 

 

The syntactic structure of this sentence may be illustrated by the diagram below. 

                               
Diagram 4. Syntactic structure of preverbal yĭ  

 

In spite of the telic events as indicated by the verb jìng  in the sentence above, preverbal yĭ 

 may also modify an atelic event such as the “know this abode of consciousness” in the 

sentence below. 

 

(182) T0014_.01.0245b22 Foshuo renben yusheng jing  assumed to be 

produced by An Shigao: 

    ,    , 

ruò ānán wéi xíng dào shì shízhǐchù yǐ zhī 

if Ananda do practice path this abode of consciousness  already know 
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                     ,  ……  

yì shì shízhǐchù cóng      shì       xí   

also this abode of consciousness follow   this   practice   

“If, Ananda, (one) does and practice the noble path, already know this abode of 

consciousness, and also follow and practice from this abode of consciousness, ……” 

 

 Moreover, there are also cases where yĭ  modifies an adjectival predicate as in the 

case below where it is posited immediately before the word wǎnmù  “late night”, a noun 

used as an adjective here indicating the reaching of an old age in metaphor. 

 

(183) T0185_.03.0474a24 Foshuo taizi ruiying benqi jing  

produced by Zhi Qian :  

    ,   , ……  

shāng wǒ nián yǐ wǎnmù dāng jiù hòushì   

hurt I age PERF old age FUT/should approach later life  

“Feeling wounded I have already reached the last stage of my life, and I shall approach a 

rebirth, ……” 

 

 One case worth noting here is given below where yĭ  precedes the modal word néng 

 expressing capability.  

 

(184) T0607_.15.0234c29 Daodi jing  by An Shigao : 

……         ,  

 shāoshāo dā biàn yǐn shí yǐ néng yǐn shí bāshí 

 a little grow then drink eat already can drink eat eighty 

    , ……      

zhǒng chóng shēng shēn zhōng       

kind bug           be born body in       

“…… (when he) grew up a little then drank and ate. After (he) has been able to drink and 

eat, eighty kinds of bugs were born in his body, ……” 
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This implies that the AspP led by yĭ  is presumably to be higher than the ModP led by néng 

 as can be illustrated by the diagram below. 

                                             
Diagram 5. Syntactic structure of preverbal yĭ  and modal phrase 

 

From the statistics, such cases of preverbal yĭ being situated before a modal marker appear 

13 times in total in the selected texts of this research. This proof of preverbal yĭ  being 

higher than the modal adverb in the syntactic structure may generate two hypothesis: a. AspP, 

or at least some AspP in early Chinese Buddhist texts or even in ancient Chinese in general 

can be higher than ModP; b. Since there are also evidences that modality markers may 

precede and modify some aspectual markers such as the habitual marker cháng  as 

exemplified in the sentence below, the position of ModP might be floating in early Chinese 

Buddhist texts or even in ancient Chinese in general, thus can be either control or under the 

control of AspP. Another possibility would be that the syntactic properties of the perfective 

preverbal yĭ  and the habitual cháng , or even perfective markers and imperfective 

markers in Chinese in general, are distinctive from each other. 

 

(185) T0474_.14.0522c12 Foshuo weimojie jing  by Zhi Qian :  

   ?       

suǒ yǐ zhě hé bù néng cháng dìng yì gēn 

SUO because PRO Q NEG can always settle faculty of thought 

“What is the reason of this? Not being able to always settle the faculty of thought.” 

 

 Based on the widely accepted syntactic structure of tense and aspect in many human 

languages as illustrated in the diagram below (Cf. Meisterernst 2015: 26-30), what is certain 
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so far would be that preverbal yĭ  takes the position of Asp in the structure and controls the 

VP that directly follows it. 

 
Diagram 6. Syntactic Structure of Tense and Aspect 

 

 However, given the fact that preverbal yĭ  usually, if not always, precedes modal 

words whereas postverbal yĭ  cannot, it might be safe to assume that preverbal yĭ  is 

syntactically different from the postverbal ones. 

 

3.2.3.2 Postverbal 

 

As have mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, yĭ for perfectives in postverbal 

position is assumed by many scholars (e.g. Jiang 2001, 2007; Meisterernst 2011b; Aldridge 

and Meisterernst 2018 among many others) to be derived from its verbal use as the V2 in the 

structure of V1 (NPobj) V2. As a result, when marking perfective events, yĭ  often takes the 

V2 position and the telic or atelic verbs it modifies takes the role of V1.  

 As for the properties of postverbal yĭ , in recent studies, Aldridge and Meisterernst 

(2018) suggests to treat it as a secondary predicate within the VP while Long (2007) regards 

it as a converb. However, in this research, the postverbal yĭ  does not perform exactly as a 

predicate or converb. A predicate or converb is verbal in nature and should be able to appear 

in negation or modified by adverbs. But yĭ  in early Chinese Buddhist texts is not attested 

to be negated or preceded by adverbs on the position of V2 as a verb would do.  
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Based on Karashima (2000)’s proposal216 that yĭ  is frequently used as a translation 

of Indic absolutives or gerunds which express the first of the two actions done by the same 

subject, Jiang (2001: 75) claims that yĭ  is a verb of completion but not indigenous 

Chinese. As a result, it cannot be modified by adverbs as the other Chinese verbs of 

completion and it must be followed by another verb phrase or clause. But this argumentation 

is problematic in the sense that not being a native Chinese verb of completion does not 

necessarily make it ungrammatical to be modified by adverbs. Taken all this into account, 

one thing which is certain about the nature of yĭ  is that it expresses the adverbial 

subordination for the notion of “after”. 

 Typical examples of postverbal yĭ  in early Chinese Buddhist texts are provided 

below among which the first one is sequenced as V1 NPobj V2 with the object, the pronoun shì

 being situated between the main verb niàn  and yĭ , while the second one is sequenced 

as NPobj V1 V2 with the object, the perfection of wisdom, posited before the main verb shū . 

This implies that, firstly, the structure V1 NPobj V2 can be flexible; secondly, the position of 

postverbal yĭ  directly after the main verb suggests that it has its position within the VP. 

 

(186) T0185_.03.0475b19 Foshuo taizi ruiying benqi jing  by Zhi 

Qian :  

    ,      

yì xīn niàn shì yǐ biàn qǐ  zhān fèixīng 

one heart think this PERF then get up  look viśākha217 

“Having thought about this with full heart, (he) then got up and looked at the viśākha.” 

 

(187) T0224_.08.0431c22 Daoxing bore jing  by Lokakṣema :  

                      

fùcì jūyì      bōrěbōluómì        shū      yǐ dāng chí qí jīngjuàn 

then Indra perfection of wisdom write   PERF should hold PRO scripture 

“Then Indra, having written the perfection of wisdom, …… should hold (i.e., recite) the 

scripture.” 

																																																								
216 Karashima (2000) treats yĭ  as a temporal particle 
217 According to DDB, viśākha is the name of a constellation.  
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 To summarize, postverbal yĭ  in early Chinese Buddhist texts seems to be different 

from the preverbal yĭ  in that they occupy different syntactic position with the latter 

frequently appears in matrix clauses while the former seems to be within the VP. But both 

can modify atelic or telic events with no specific restrictions on the situation type. 

 

3.2.3.3 Further issues on yĭ 	 

 

A special case which should be noted here is the seemingly free replacement of the  

preposition yǐ  with yǐ  attested in early Chinese Buddhist texts. This is in consistent with 

the shift between yǐ  and yǐ  already existed in Archaic Chinese (Feng and Deng 2006: 

38; Wang 2008: 27, 108) which is very likely a case of phonetic loan as the two are supposed 

to have similar pronunciation. However, only yǐ  can replace yǐ  but not the orher way 

around. 

 In Taishō Tripitaka, there is evidence that yǐ  sometimes functions similar to the 

preposition yǐ  “with, to”. Besides, there also exist cases where the preposition yǐ  

appears as a writing variant of the perfective yǐ  as shown in the second sentence below 

(the yǐ  in the second question is in parallel with the yǐ  in the first question). Although 

such replacement of yǐ  with yǐ  may cause certain ambiguity on the reading of the 

sentence (mainly on whether the event should be perfective or not as in the first sentence 

below), it demonstrates that the two words are still phonetically connected in the time of 

early Chinese Buddhist texts which follows their use in pre-Buddhist literature.  

 

(188) T0632_.15.0468a07 Foshuo huiyin sanmei jing  by Zhi Qian:  

          

xíng shì yǐ hòu biàn dé wújí tuólínnímén   

practice this PERF/PREP after then achieve unlimited dhāraṇī mantra 

“Having practiced this / After practicing this, one can achieve unlimited dhāraṇī 

mantra.” 
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(189) T0014_.01.0243a06 Foshuo renben yusheng jing  assumed to be 

produced by An Shigao:  

  �      て         て      

ruò ānán yǐ wú    yǒu       lì   yì wú yǒuqiú    yì hé 

if Ananda PERF NEG  have benefit   and NEG have request and what 

 て ?    て     

yīnyuán yǒuqiú yíqiè ānán yǐ wú yǒu lì nìng dāng 

reason    have desire    all Ananda PERF NEG have  benefit rather should 

て          

yǒu fāwǎng fǒu        

have wish Q        

“If, Ananda, one has already got no benefit and no requests, and then what reason that he 

still have desires? In all situation, Ananda, having got no benefit, would one rather should 

have wishes?”  

 

In the sentences above, according to the SAT Taishō database, both yǐ  are noted as equal 

to or as a writing variant of the preposition yǐ . In the first sentence, it is ambiguous 

whether to treat yǐ  as a perfective marker or a preposition as both readings, “having 

practiced this” or “after practicing this”, are possible in the context. 218 The second one is less 

problematic thanks to the following context as it does not make sense to have wishes by 

having no benefit. 

 Besides, there is also one case where yǐ  has the same function as the preposition yǐ

 as shown below. A perfective reading is hard to generate due to the existence of the word 

lái  which can be a verb for “to come” or a preposition for inward direction. If yǐ  is 

taken as a pefective marker instead of a preposition as yǐ , since there is already a main 

verb qiú  preceding and being modified by yǐ , lái  should be regarded as a verb taking 

the following phrase jīngshén shòu xíng  as its object. But such a sequence of word 

																																																								
218 Similar cases can be seen in the sentences below: 
T0350_.12.0193b22: “ ”  
T0418_.13.0918a06:  
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would generate a reading as “spirit comes to suffer from form” which is semantically 

incomprehensible after the preceding context of pursuing the Buddha path. 

 

(190) T0185_.03.0472c07 Foshuo taizi ruiying benqi jing  by Zhi 

Qian :  

       

chū qiú fó dào yǐ lái jīngshén 

first pursue Buddha path PREP PREP spirit 

 , ……      

shòu xíng      

suffer form      

“Since (I) first pursued the Buddha path/Since the time I have pursued the Buddha path, 

(my) spirit suffers from the form, ……” 

 

   Furthermore, there are also cases of yǐ  appearing at sentence-final position 

functioning similarly to that of sentence-final particle yǐ  which is often applied for the 

expression of the mood of the sentence219. This again is in consistent with the already attested 

replacement of yǐ  with yǐ  in Archaic Chinese. (Feng and Deng 2006: 300) Examples of 

the use of yǐ  as sentence-final particles in pre-Buddhist literature are given below. 

 

(191)  

 

																																																								
219 According to Pulleyblank (1994), the Chinese linguistic term of yǔqì cí  “word of mood” actually 
refers to the sentence type rather than mood. This can be accounted for by the fact that yǐ and yě  at 
sentence-final position may also be employed for questions. (Liu 2008: 43) 
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(Aldridge and Meisterernst 2018: 175) 

 

 Similar cases of sentence-final yǐ  are found in early Chinese Buddhist texts, but it 

does not follow another sentence-final particle yě  as in the two examples from pre-

Buddhist texts any more. This leads to an ambiguity in that it may either be regarded as a 

normal postverbal perfective marker without a following clause, or a sentence-final particle 

for the mood of the sentence as a replacement of the yǐ . 

 

(192) T0224_.08.0455b01 Daoxing bore jing  by Lokakṣema :  

          

guòqùshìshí jiē qiú púsà dào bù néng dé fó  

in past lives all persue Buddhisattva path NEG can attain Buddhahood  

          

jīn jiē qǔ āluóhàn yǐ      

now all attain Arhathood PERF      

“In the past lives, all persued the path of Boddhisattva, but could not attain buddhahood. 

Now all have attained Arhathood.” 

 

According to Aldridge and Meisterernst (2018:175), the clause-final particle use is lost by the 

end of the Archaic period, and the clause-final particle occurred only with stative predicates. 

The sentence-final yĭ  in the case above may better be taken as a special case of yĭ  

functioning as a perfective marker without a following clause. 

 To summarize, among the two representative perfective markers, jì  is generally 

more confined in its function with regard to the situation type (i.e. telic/atelic) of the verb 
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than yĭ . Additionally, and in contrast to yĭ  , jì  predominantly appears in subordinate 

clauses, whereas yĭ  often marks the perfective events in matrix clauses. 

 Furthermore, according to Jiang (2001), in texts produced at a slightly later period 

during the 6th century such as the Shishuo xinyu  and Qimin yaoshu , the 

perfective function of postverbal yǐ  is still not found in these two non-Buddhist texts. It 

also shows no occurrence in a Buddhism-related text, the Luoyang qielan ji  of a 

similar time period. Being only attested in the translations of Indian Buddhist texts in early 

Middle Chinese, it is assumed that the grammaticalization of yǐ  from a verb meaning “to 

finish” towards a proper perfective marker of no concrete lexical meaning is supposed to 

have started during or even initiated by the production of early Chinese Buddhist texts. 

 

3.2.4 jìng �, bì �, and qì�  

	
In early Buddhist texts, another three verbs jìng , bì , qì  all meaning “to end, to 

finish” also express the completion or end of events. But they can hardly be regarded as 

standard perfective markers in a strict sense. The three verbs still present strong verbal 

features. However, traces of them developing towards a proper perfective marker can be 

inspected although not all of them achieved it at last. Examples of the use of these words in 

early Chinese Buddhist texts are discussed below. 

 As for the traces of the grammaticalization of jìng , one sentence is found in the 

Daodi jing by An Shigao where jìng , being in the V2 position of the structure V1 NPobj V2, 

just like yǐ  does, expresses the end of the preceding action, the shuō  “to explain”. The 

NPobj is omitted which can be deduced from the context, and the clause of jìng  is possible 

to have a perfective reading as “having been explained as such” although this is not 

necessary. 

 

(193) T0607_.15.0231b07 Daodi jing  by An Shigao :  

   ,       

rú shì shuō jìng xué zhě bù xué zhě yì 

like this explain finish learn PRO NEG learn PRO too 
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yǐ shuō         

PERF explain         

“Like this, the explaining is finished, what to learn and what not to learn is explained too.” 

 

 In addition, another sentence is found presenting the combined use of qì and jìng 

, which are both in the position of V2 in the structure V1 NPobj V2. Similar to the case 

above, it is possible to treat the two as perfective markers indicating the end of the action 

shuō jīng  “to expound the sutra”, but the perfective reading is not necessary in this case 

as well. The two words qì and jìng  may be taken as a a verb phrase composed of single 

verbs of similar meaning. Such composition of bisyllabic verb phrase can be easily found in 

Chinese language.  

 

(194) T0076_.01.0884c02 Fan moyu jing  assumed to be produced by Zhi 

Qian :  

 ……     

Fó  shuō jīng qì jìng 

Buddha  expound sutra finish finish/PERF 

“The Buddha (have) finished expounding the sutra.” 

  

 The word qì  is also found to be applied independently at the V2 position for the 

expression of the end of an action. As is presented in the sentence below, qì  indicate the 

end of the action of bathing and is directly followed by another desiderative verb yù  “to 

desire” expressing a sequence of events. It can also generate a perfective reading as “having 

bathed”. 

 

(195) T0184_.03.0470a05 Xiuxing benqi jing  produced during the Eastern 

Han dynasty:  

    ,    ,  

yù qì yù chū shuǐ tiān shén àn shùzhī èr 

bathe finish want come out water heaven god press branch two 
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nǚ fèng rǔmí        

lady serve thickened milk       

“Finished bathing, he wanted to come out of the water. The heavenly gods pressed down 

the branches for him, the two ladies served him the thickened milk.” 

 

 However, the non-perfective reading is supported by the fact that qì and jìng 

often co-appears with the typical perfective marker yǐ functioning as a proper verb. This 

can be seen from the sentences below.  

 

(196) a. T0224_.08.0435c09 Daoxing bore jing  by Lokakṣema :  

     ,       

Zhū tiānrén jiē wéi wǒ zuò zuòlǐ shào jìng yǐ biàn qù 

many deity all think I sit greet circle finish PERF then leave 

“Many deities all offered seat for me, they greeted me and circled around before leaving.” 

 

 b. T0014_.01.0241c29 Foshuo renben yusheng jing  assumed to be 

produced by An Shigao:  

 ,    ,   ,   

yǐ dào wéi fó zú xià lǐ yǐ qì yí chù 

PERF arrive be Buddha foot under greet PERF finish one place 

           

zhǐ yǐ zhǐ yí chù       

stop PERF stay one place       

“Having arrived, be at the foot of the Buddha, having finished the greeting, (he) stopped at 

one place and stayed at that place. ” 

 

 But there are other cases as in the sentence below where these verbs of “to finish” 

occur in parallel position as the typical perfective marker yǐ  which makes it to treat them 

as a proper perfective marker. 
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(197) T0006_.01.0178b14 Bo nihuan jing  of unknown translator220:  

    ,   ,   

zhū dìzǐ qiě rù chéng qǐ shí yǐ zǎo xǐ 

many disciple FUT enter city beg food PERF shower wash 

,   , ……      

bì huán lǐ fó       

finish return greet Buddha       

“Many disciples were about to enter the city, having begged food, after finishing the 

shower, (they) returned to greet the Buddha, ……” 

 

There are also cases where two such verbs co-appear with the perfective marker yǐ. This is 

presented in the following example where jìng and bì both appear following yǐ . It is 

ambiguous whether it is the action of jìng and bì or the action of zuòlǐ and rào  

are modified by the perfective yǐ . Both readings are possible in the sense that, if yǐ

modifies the jìng and bì , then the phrase zuòlǐrào  should be taken as a verbal 

noun as the subject of the predicate jìngbì  “to finish”; If yǐ mainly modifies the phrase 

zuòlǐrào  expressing the end of the greeting action, then jìng and bì are better taken as 

a combined verbal phrase of two verbs of a similar meaning “to finish”, and should be 

separated from the preceding verbal phrase zuòlǐrà yǐ 221. 

 

(198) T0224_.08.0435a20 Daoxing bore jing  by Lokakṣema :  

  ……     , 

zhū tiānrén  zuòlǐ rào yǐ bì jìng 

many deity  greet circle PERF finish finish 

        

gègè zì qù      

each self leave      

“Many deities …… finished greeting and circling around, each left by themselves.” 

 

																																																								
220 This is not from the selected corpus but since it presents a phenomenon worth notifying, it is included here.  
221 In this case, there is supposed to be a comma between yǐ  and bì . 
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3.2.5 Sentence-final particle yǐ� 

 

As for the sentence-final particle yǐ , in pre-Buddhist literature, it has three major 

functions: a. the marking of an assertion; b. the marking of an estimation; c. the marking of a 

change of state. (Liu 2007, 2008) These can be exemplified by the three sentences below. 

 

(199) a. Zuozhuan, records on the twenty-sixth year of Lord Zhao  

          

qǐng nà zhì fú xǔ yuē xìn rǔ zú yǐ 

request accept hostage NEG permit say trust you enough PART 

“(The lord) was requested to accept hostages, (he) did not permit it, and said: ‘(I) trust you, 

(this) is enough.’” 

 

b. Zuozhuan, records on the twelveth year of Lord Zhao  

          

shǐzhě mù dòng ér yán sì jù wǒ yě jiāng 

messenger eye move CONJ word abnormal fear us PART FUT 

          

dùn yǐ bó zhū hé bì bài zhī   

escape PART force PREP river surely defeat PRO   

“The messenger’s eyes were moving and his words are abnormal. They fear us and will 

escape. Force them to the river (then we will) surely defeat them.” 

 

c. Zuozhuan, records on the fourth year of Lord Xuan  

   《,    ,   

jiāo yě zhī zhèng nǎi sù xíng yǐ wù jí 

Jiao PART manage government then quickly leave PART NEG reach 

          

yú nàn         

PREP disaster         
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“(If) Jiao manages the government (in the future), then leave quickly, do not reach the 

disaster (do not wait until the disaster happens).” 

 

d. The Analects, Xianjin  

 : “     ,    

zǐ yuē yóu yě shéng táng yǐ wèi rù yú 

Confucius say You PART step in entrance 

hall 

PERF NEG enter PREP 

 ”         

shì yě         

room PART         

“Confucius said: ‘You222 has stepped into the entrance hall, but not in the room yet (You’s 

skills are already good but not excellent yet).’” 

 

The first sentence above is an example of yǐ  marking an assertion made by the lord that 

there is no need to accept hostages because he has trust in the person. The second one is an 

estimation on a future event that the enemy will escape based on observation on the 

behaviour of their messenger. Similar estimation on future events under a hypothetical 

condition is also seen in the third sentence above which expresses that if Jiao becomes the 

new govener then it may be better for the people to leave before any disaster happens. These 

three cases all present the use of yǐ  for the expression of the indicative mood of the 

sentence. 

The fourth sentence above presents a typical employment of yǐ  for the expression 

of a change of state, which is, You’s skills have already improved to a certain level compared 

to his skills before. It also shows the contrast between yǐ  and yě  among which the 

former may indicate a change of state whereas the latter describes a continuing status. 

 Although the change of state is often classified as perfective in many studies, 

Pulleyblank (1994) and Lü (1942, section 15.61) point out that the third type above should 

actually be labelled as the “perfect”. According to Comrie (1976: 52), “The perfect is rather 

different from these aspects (i.e. perfective and imperfective), since it tells us nothing about 

the situation in itself, but rather relates some state to a preceding situation.” It “expresses a 

																																																								
222 You is the name of a disciple of Confucius. 
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relation between two time-points, on the one hand the time of the state resulting from a prior 

situation, and on the other the time of that prior situation”, thus indicating a “continuous 

present relevance of a past situation”. 

Since sentence-final particle yǐ  may be used for future events as shown in the 

examples given at the beginning of this section above, such a proposal solves the problems 

concerning the co-occurrence of yǐ  with non-past tense markers which can only be taken 

as exceptions in Lin (2010)’s theory as given in (16). But such a labelling cannot explain the 

majority of cases where yǐ  emphasizes on the completion of the event rather than the 

change of state. This is shown in the sentence below where yǐ  indicates the completion of  

the long duration of three years working in the government rather than the change of state 

from less than three years to three years. As a result, it may be better to treat yǐ  as a 

perfective marker while acknowledge that it can mark perfect in some specific cases. 

 

(200) Zuozhuan, records on the second year of Lord Xuan  

   ,       

huàn sān nián yǐ wèi zhī mǔ zhī cún fǒu 

work in the 

government 

three year PERF NEG know mother PART exist NEG 

“Having worked in the government for years, (I) do not know whether (my) mother is alive 

or not.” 

 

In early Chinese Buddhist texts, the function of yǐ expressing perfective aspect still 

remained. For example, in the sentence below, the occurrence of yǐ  indicates the 

completion of the achievement expressed by dé . Without yǐ , the sentence simply 

indicates that something is achieved without emphasis on the completed status. 

 

(201) T0185_.03.0473a21 Foshuo taizi ruiying benqi jing  by Zhi 

Qian :  

   ,            :   “……   

fó zhī zhì yì zàn púsà yán     jī dé 

Buddha know all meaning praise Bodhisattva say collect merit 
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 ,    ”    

xíng yuàn jīn dé zhī yǐ    

practice vow now achieve PRO PERF    

“The Buddha knew all the meaning and praised the Bodhisattva saying: ‘……(You) 

collected merits and practiced the vow, now (you) have achieved it.’” 

  

 What is noteworthy here is that, in general, a perfective event would obtain a past 

interpretation by default based on the semantics of perfective aspect. (Lin 2010) However, in 

the sentence above, the sentence-final yǐ  for perfectives co-appears with the word jīn  

which is usually a presente tense marker. This shows an exception of the default rule Lin 

(2010) suggested (See (16)). When an overt temporal marker appears, the default rule of 

perfectives being assigned a past tense feature does not apply. Besides, it may also be that the 

jīn  in this case indicates a sense of “till now” rather than “at present” thus making it 

possible to have bounded events in the time frame.    

In addition, as mentioned above, Pulleyblank (1994)’s proposal that sentence-final 

particle yǐ  marks perfect rather than perfective aspect may also account for such co-

existence with jīn . Thus, in this combined use for the expression of present perfect, jīn  

indicates a present resultative state while yǐ links it to a past situation. 

 However, since sentence-final yǐ  may also express declarative sentence type as 

given by Pulleyblank (1994), or indicative mood of the sentence as proposed by Wang 

(1984), it may simply function as a particle for the expression of declaration or the mood of 

the sentence in this case. The sense of completion or change of state can be expressed 

independently by the semantics of the verb dé  “to achieve” thus being an example of 

lexical aspect rather than overtly marked grammatical aspect. 

Furthermore, yǐ is also attested to co-appear with the preverbal adverbs yǐ  and jì

for the expression of perfective event as exemplified in the sentences below. 
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(202) a. T0185_.03.0481a15 Foshuo taizi ruiying benqi jing  by 

Zhi Qian :  

          : “……    ,    

fó dá yán shì bō zhōng zhě kě yán dú 

Buddha answer say this bottle in PRO can call poisonous 

 ……    ,     

lóng  jīn zhě xiáng zhī yǐ shòu jiè yǐ 

dragon  now PART defeat PRO PERF receive precept PERF 

“The Buddha answered: ‘……The thing in this bottle can be called a poisonous 

dragon. ……Now (I have) defeated it, (it) has already received the precepts.’” 

 

 b. T0185_.03.0481c01: Foshuo taizi ruiying benqi jing  by Zhi 

Qian :  

   :    ,    

jiāyè xíng wèn fó hǔo jì rán yǐ jīn bù kě 

Kāśyapa walk ask Buddha fire PERF burn 

/light up 

PERF now NEG can 

 

miè 

          

put out           

“Kāśyapa walked to the Buddha and asked: ‘The fire has been burning/lit up, now (it) 

cannot be put out?’” 

 

From the examples above, it may be assumed that sentence-final particle yǐ  does not 

necessarily express perfective aspect or perfect. The sense of completion or change of state 

may simply be expressed by verb semantics or temporal adverb. For instance, in the two 

sentences above, the sentence would still be grammatical with nearly no semantic change 

without yǐ . A possible reason why yǐ  appears may be to conform to the four-character 

structure as can be found in many early Chinese Buddhist texts. Its function as a particle for 

indicative mood or declaration enables it to be employed for the supplement of the word 

without changing the meaning of the sentence. 
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 As can be seen from the above, yǐ  can express a sense of completion, or change of 

state as a perfective marker. But strict speaking, it does not necessarily mark perfective aspect 

in many cases. Besides, the frequency of use of yǐ is relatively low in early Chinese Buddhist 

texts with in total 585 occurrences in the selected corpus. Among these, many mainly functions 

to express declaration or indicative mood of the sentence with the perfective reading being 

optional. Besides, 344 cases are from the Liudu jijing which implies that yǐ  either was 

prevalent in the colloquial language of the Wu region where Liudu jijing was assumed to be 

composed, or yǐ  still remained in the written literature of the Wu region in the time of early 

Middle Chinese. (Liu 2007: 761) 

  

3.2.6 Summary 

 

To summarize, in early Chinese Buddhist texts, there seems to be no specific restrictions on 

verb semantics when marking perfective aspect with the markers mentioned above. The 

decrease on the frequency of use of sentence-final particle yǐ is in consistent with that 

found in non-Buddhist texts in Middle Chinese as suggested by many scholars such as Chen 

(1992). The proper markers of perfective aspect, the use of preverbal yǐ and jì seems to 

follow their features as attested in pre-Buddhist literature, and the appearance of the other 

three, the jing , qì , bì , suggests a beginning of those words developing into a proper 

marker of perfective aspect although not all of them achieved at the end. The frequent 

appearances of the postverbal yǐ solely in early Chinese Buddhist texts also suggests that, 

its process of grammaticalization towards a canonical perfective marker has at least started 

earlier in Chinese Buddhist texts, if not triggered by the translation of Buddhist texts. 

However, whether this has anything to do with the Indic influence via language contact, the 

intrusion of already existed vernacular use, or diachronic indigenous language change 

concerning the structure of V1+(NPobj)+V2 still remains to be determined. No evidence can 

explain why its frequent occurrences in Chinese non-Buddhist texts only started to appear 

since the time of late Middle Chinese if it was an instrusion from vernacular use. Its 

correlation with possible Indic sources is also not stable enough to suggest any concrete 

foreign influence. One possibility would be, the occurrence of postverbal yǐ  for perfective 

was first triggered by native language change and then got facilitated by language contact. 
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4. Sanskrit-Chinese Comparison on Tense and Aspect Marking 
 

Due to the limited amount of ancient Indian Buddhist scripts that have come down to us, and 

the controversial issue on whether the extant Indian Buddhist texts were the ones Chinese 

Buddhist texts were translated from, it is nearly impossible to find the exact Indic parallel of 

a certain Chinese Buddhist text. However, thanks to the recent discovery and annotations of 

several ancient Indic manuscripts, a few Indian texts are believed to be comparable to some 

Chinese Buddhist texts, and the Aṣṭasāhasrikā Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra and the Daoxing bore 

jing are one of the few pairs which have been widely believed to share many content in 

common.  

This chapter focuses on the comparison between the Aṣṭasāhasrikā Prajñāpāramitā 

Sūtra and the Daoxing bore jing and discusses which Sanskrit expressions in Aṣṭasāhasrikā 

Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra are the possible counterparts of the expressions of tense and aspect in 

the Daoxing bore jing, thus examining the influence Indian Buddhist texts may have had on 

the marking of tense and aspect in early Chinese Buddhist texts. 

 

4.1 Aṣṭasāhasrikā Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra, Daoxing bore jing and Its Later Versions 

 

Daoxing Bore Jing ( , Taishō No. 224), produced by Lokakṣema (Zhilou jiachen 

 flourished 147-189) in the Eastern Han Dynasty ( 25-220 A.D.), is widely 

accepted to be a genuine early translation of the Aṣṭasāhasrikā Prajñāpāramitā sūtra, or the 

“Perfection of Wisdom in 8,000 Lines” (Nattier 2008: 75; Karashima 2012). It contains 

mainly conversations between the Buddha and his disciples in which past stories and 

predictions on future events are involved. This feature on its content makes this text a good 

source for studying the expressions of tense and aspect in early Chinese Buddhist texts. 

 According to Sengyou’s Biographies of the Eminent Monks (Gao Seng Zhuan, 

), Lokakṣema was a native of the country of Yuezhi ( , var. ) who came to China 

towards the end of the reign of Emperor Huan ( 147-168 A.D.) and did most of his 

translations during the period between 178 AD and 189 AD in the city of Luoyang ( ). 

Since Luoyang was the capital of the Eastern Han dynasty during that time, the Chinese 

language acquired and used by Lokakṣema (or his translation team) for his translations is 

supposed to be the standard language of that time.  
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 Generally speaking, Lokakṣema’s translation is regarded as adhering closely to the 

language style of the source Indic text. His texts contain a lot of direct translations, such as 

multisyllabic words for the transcriptions of proper names and Buddhist terms of the source 

language, and extraordinarily long Chinese sentences which are not common in Literary 

Chinese (Karashima 2011; Harrison 1990: 236-249). This preference to maintain the Indic 

language style makes it a satisfactory source to discover traces of conflicts and their solutions 

via the language contact between Indic language and Chinese in Lokakṣema’s works. 

 Besides, many scholars (cf. Zürcher 1977, 1996) have noted the existence of a 

significant number of vernacular elements in Lokakṣema’s translations, thus, studying the 

Daoxing bore jing can be beneficial to the investigation on the intrusion of vernacular 

Chinese into Literary Chinese as well. Furthermore, among the many works of Lokakṣema, 

the Daoxing bore jing appears to have come down to us relatively unscathed and it is 

considered the single most reliable indicator of Lokakṣema’s vocabulary and style. (Nattier 

2008:80) 

 Based on the features above, Daoxing bore jing seems to be the text best suited for the 

studies of correlations between the Indian source text and its corresponding Chinese 

translation. What should be noted here is that Lokakṣema’s Daoxing Bore Jing is generally 

assumed to have been translated from Gāndhārī (a later Prakrit language named after the 

northwestern region of Gandhāra) by many scholars (Karashima 2010c). The reason why the 

extant Sanskrit text, instead of the not extant Gāndhārī one, is also suitable for the 

comparison in this study can be described as the following: 

 In general, Gāndhārī and Sanskrit are grammatically close to each other in the Indo-

Aryan language family with major differences mostly concerning affixation when speaking 

of tense and aspect. If an event of a certain temporal feature needs to be expressed, it is 

believed that both languages would mark the event with the same type of tense or aspect 

despite their possible variations on affixation. Since the aim of this research is to investigate 

how tense and aspect were translated in Chinese Buddhist texts, only the type of tense or 

aspect marked in the Indic source is taken as an evidence to show which kind of tense or 

aspect that should be marked in the corresponding Chinese sentence. As a result, as long as 

we can figure out the corresponding type of tense or aspect being marked in the Indic text, it 

does not make significant difference in this study whether it is Sanskrit or Gāndhārī that is 

used for the comparison. The differences concerning affixation do not constitute a major 

obstacle, as our major concern is on whether the type of tense and aspect in the source text 

influences the choice of the type of tense and aspect in its Chinese translation, rather than the 
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exact morphological form. 

 In addition, comparisons with Aṣṭasāhasrikā Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra’s other Chinese 

translations produced in a relatively later time are also included in the study, in order to 

further investigate whether the choices of tense and aspect made by Lokakṣema were adopted 

by later translators, thus indicating how “proper” Lokakṣema’s translation was in the 

judgement of his followers. With more standards being established for the accuracy and 

fluency of a translation in later time, the comparison with later texts can thus establish 

whether the influence or non-influence from the Indic source shown in Lokakṣema’s 

translation represents a personal choice or a common treatment regardless of time. From a 

general perspective, this comparative study of an earlier version and its later modified 

versions can also enable us to better understand the diachronic development of Chinese, and 

the diachronic variation concering the acceptance of Indic influences in the Chinese Buddhist 

translations. 

 For the Aṣṭasāhasrikā Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra, in spite of several Tibetan translations, 

there are six extant Chinese translations in total, which are: 

 

I.  Daoxing Bore Jing ( ) by Lokakṣema ( ) in the Eastern Han 

Dynasty around 178 A.D. to 189 A.D.; 

II.  Da Mingdu Jing ( ) by Zhi Qian ( ) in the Three Kingdoms period 

around 222 to 257 A.D.; 

III.  Mohe Bore Sha Jing ( ) by Dharmapriya ( ) and Zhu Fonian (

) in the Former Qin Dynasty during the second half of the 4th century A.D.; 

IV.  Xiaopin Bore Boluomiduo Jing ( ) by Kumārajīva ( ) in 

the Later Qin Dynasty around 408 A.D.; 

V.  Da Boluomiduo Jing ( ) part IV and part V by Xuan Zang (玄奘) in the 

Tang Dynasty around 660 to 663 A.D.; 

VI.  Fomu Chusheng Sanfazang Boluomiduo Jing ( ) by 

Dānapāla （Shi Hu, ） in the Northern Song Dynasty around 982 A.D. 

 

According to Karashima (2010b), when comparing Chinese Buddhist translations 

diachronically, there are two terms about the different Chinese versions of the same Indic 

text. One is the “different translation” which refers to the different translations of one Indic 
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text by different translators. The other is the “modified version” which refers to the later 

translation of an Indic text with only minor changes with regard to lexicon. The latter is more 

like a “revised copy” in the modern sense.  

Based on this, among the six translations above, only Zhi Qian’s Da Mingdu Jing and 

Kumārajīva’s Xiaopin Bore Boluomiduo Jing are regarded as “modified versions” of 

Lokakṣema’s Daoxing Bore Jing (Karashima 2011). Since these two texts are basically 

revisions of the Daoxing Bore Jing while the others contain more discrepancies concering the 

content, Zhi Qian’s Da Mingdu Jing and Kumārajīva’s Xiaopin Bore Boluomiduo Jing are 

selected for comparison in this research. Given the linguistic and cultural background of Zhi 

Qian and Kumārajīva, the comparison between their translations and Lokakṣema’s Daoxing 

Bore Jing will enable us to trace how later translators of a more Chinese or a similar foreign 

cultural background modified Lokakṣema’s translation of tense and aspect, and how language 

changed with regard to tense and aspect in the linguistic system of ancient Chinese between 

the Eastern Han Dynasty and the Jin Dynasty. 

 

4.2 Correlations on the Marking of a General Temporal Setting 

  

In general, one salient correlation between the language of Chinese Buddhist texts and their 

Indic source concerns the marking of the starting point of a new temporal setting, which often 

implies the beginning of a new topic or a change of topic as well. In Sanskrit, there are many 

words or phrases which can indicate a new temporal background and these words include: 

 

ekasmin: eka-, loc.sg.n., once, at one time223 

atha khalu: ind. then, moreover; ind. now then 

tatra khalu: there, then, therefore; ind. now then 

khalu punar: ind. now then; ind. once again 

punar aparam: moreover; moreover 

api: and, moreover 

atas: hence, from that time 

 

The following sections discuss the Chinese counterparts of the words above, and investigate 

																																																								
223 The interpretation of Sanskrit words in this paper is based on Monier William’s online Sanskrit-English 
dictionary. 
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what are the possible reasons behind the selection of these Chinese words. 

 

4.2.1 Ekasmin 

  

Ekasmin is the Sanskrit numeral eka- ‘one’ in the locative singular form and can be translated 

as “once, at one time”. In the Aṣṭasāhasrikā Prajñāpāramitā sūtra there is only one use of 

ekasmin for the start of a new temporal setting. It occurs at the very beginning of the sutra 

and functions similarly to “once upon a time” in English storytelling. 

 As can be seen below, in the Chinese translations, the meaning of ekasmin was not 

overtly expressed by Lokakṣema but was translated into yìshí  “at one time” in two later 

modified versions, the Da Mingdu Jing (  Taishō No.478) by Zhi Qian ( ) 

produced during the Three Kingdoms period around 222 to 257 A.D., and the Xiaopin Bore 

Boluomiduo Jing (  Taishō No.537) translated by Kumārajīva (

) in the Later Qin Dynasty around 408 A.D..  

 

(203) SANSKRIT (SKT): evaṃ mayā śrutam | ekasmin samaye bhagavān 

rājagṛheviharatisma gṛdhakūṭe parvate mahatā bhikṣusaṃghena sārdham 

ardhatrayodaśabhir bhikṣuśataiḥ, sarvair arhadbhiḥ | 

LOKAKSEMA (LK): T0224_.08.0425c06: �224

ZHI QIAN (ZQ): T0225_.08.0478b23: 

KUMĀRAJĪVA (KJ): T0227_.08.0537a25:

ENGLISH (ENG)225: Once upon a time, the Buddha dwelt at Rajagriha, on the 

Vulture Peak, together with a great gathering of monks, with 1250 monks, all of them 

																																																								
224 This is used as a symbol of no corresponding Chinese words for the translation of the Indic source. 
225 The English translations in this chapter are basically translations of the Sanskrit text given by Conze (1975), 
except for the cases when my own revisions are specifically mentioned. Since early Chinese Buddhist texts may 
not be word-to-word translations of the Sanskrit text and the extant Sanskrit Aṣṭasāhasrikā Prajñāpāramitāhis 
used in this research may not be exactly the same source of the three Chinese versions, the content of the 
English translations can to some extent differ from that of the Chinese versions. Besides, Conze (1975)’s 
English translation is also not a word-to-word translation of the Sanskrit text but tends to be literal, especially 
when the Sanskrit text is too long and repetitive. 
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were Arhats. 

 

The omission of the overt expression of “once, at one time” in Lokakṣema’s text may simply 

be explained by Lokakṣema’s personal preference for the conciseness of translation, or it 

might also be that later translators chose to express ekasmin overtly by yìshí  in order to 

be loyal to the original Indic text.  

 Similarly with ekasmin in the Aṣṭasāhasrikā Prajñāpāramitā sutra, which only 

appears once at the very beginning of the sutra, yìshí in Zhi Qian and Kumārajīva’s 

translations is also used only once for the marking of a new temporal setting at the very 

beginning of the sutra. Although other words such as the ěrshí  “at that time” can be 

found at the beginning of certain chapters for the marking of a new temporal setting, Zhi 

Qian and Kumārajīva unanimously chose yìshí and only yìshí for the marking of a new 

temporal setting at the very beginning of the sutra. This implies that it is very possible that in 

later translations or at least at the time or in the schools of Zhi Qian and Kumārajīva, yìshí 

 was selected as a “proper” translation of ekasmin. As such, it was not replaced by any 

other words of a similar meaning. This hypothesis is supported by many of Zhi Qian and 

Kumārajīva’s translations such as the Xumoti nü jing , Foshuo bojing chao 

, and the Śūraṃgama-samādhi-sūtra (Foshuo shoulengyan sanmei jing ら

) where yìshí also appears only once at the very beginning of the sutra after the 

stylized opening phrases wén rú shì  or rú shì wǒ wén  (“Thus have I 

heard”). 

 As a result, there seems to be a strong correlation between the Sanskrit ekasmin and 

the Chinese yìshí. 

 

4.2.2 Atha khalu  

 

Atha khalu is one of the most frequent markers of a new topic or a change of topic in Sanskrit 

Buddhist texts. Atha and khalu are indeclinables (particles) with similar semantics, meaning 

“then, moreover” and “indeed, verily; now (then)”. In combination, they can be translated as 

“then, moreover”. 

In early Chinese Buddhist texts, Atha khalu is often translated by Chinese expressions 

such as shí   “at the time”, and ěrshí  “at that time, then”, which not only function as a 
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discourse marker of the change of topic but also indicate a new temporal setting which 

immediately follows the preceding event or the situation on the timeline.  

The online database Bibliotheca Polyglotta maintained by the University of Oslo 

registers about 270 uses of atha khalu in the Aṣṭasāhasrikā Prajñāpāramitā sūtra. In the 

Chinese Daoxing Bore Jing, atha khalu is usually translated with ěrshí  (“at that time”) which 

appears 115 times in Lokakṣema’s text, 100 times in Zhi Qian’s text, and 210 times in 

Kumārajīva’s text226. One example of these uses of ěrshí in correlation with atha khalu is 

shown below. 

 

(204) SKT: atha khalu sendrakā devāḥ sabrahmakāḥ saprajāpatikāḥ sarṣinaranārīgaṇās 

trirudānam udānayanti sma - aho dharmaḥ, aho dharmaḥ, aho dharmasya dharmatā 

LK: T0224_.08.0431a01: 

  

ZQ: T0225_.08.0483b24: ! ” 

KJ: T0227_.08.0541c07: 

 

ENG: Thereupon, the Gods around Indra, Brahma and Prajapati, and the hosts of 

men and women around the Rishis thrice shouted forth in triumph: Hail the Dharma! 

Hail the Dharma! Hail the Dharmahood of Dharma!227 

 

This example occurs at the beginning of chapter two, and the context implies that atha khalu 

indicates a change of topic to the teachings about fame (chēng yù fǎ ) which follows 

but differs from the content in the preceding chapter. For the expression of the temporal 

relation between the two chapters, ěrshí correlates with atha khalu in the marking of a new 

temporal setting in the new chapter. Since the events in the new chapter occurred 

immediately or shortly after the events mentioned in the preceding chapter, Conze (1978)’s 

translation of it into “thereupon” suggested a relatively short intermediate in between and a 

close temporal relation between the two chapters. 

In spite of ěrshí, other attested Chinese translations of atha khalu include the 

conjunction yúshì  “at that time”; connective adverbs jí  “then” or biàn  “then”; or, 

																																																								
226 The statistics are based on the online SAT database of Taishō Tripitaka.  
227 This is a translation by Conze (1978), according to Bibliotheca Polyglotta. 
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it is simply omitted. These can be seen in the examples below. 

 

(205) SKT: tatra khalu bhagavān āyuṣmantaṃ subhūtiṃ sthaviram āmantrayate sma - 

pratibhātu te subhūte bodhisattvānāṃ mahāsattvānāṃ prajñāpāramitām ārabhya 

yathā bodhisattvā mahāsattvāḥ prajñāpāramitā niryāyur iti || atha khalv228 

āyuṣmataḥ śāriputrasyaitad abhavat:   

LK: T0224_.08.0425c11: 》

�

ZQ: T0225_.08.0478b28: 

KJ: T0227_.08.0537b01: 

 

ENG: The Lord said to the Venerable Subhuti, the Elder: “Make it clear now, 

Subhuti, to the Bodhisattvas, the great beings, starting from perfect wisdom, how the 

Bodhisattvas, the great beings go forth into perfect wisdom!” Thereupon the 

Venerable Sariputra thought to himself: Will that Venerable Subhuti, the Elder, 

expound perfect wisdom of himself, through the operation and force of his own 

power of revealing wisdom, or through the Buddha’s might?  

 

In Lokakṣema’s translation above, there is no overt translation of atha khalu, whereas in the 

later modified versions by Zhi Qian and Kumārajīva it was translated as yúshì  and the 

connective adverb jí , respectively. As implied by the context in the Indic source, atha 

khalu expresses an immediate temporal connection between the occurrence of Sariputra’s 

thought and the preceding speech of the Buddha. There is also a change of topic from the 

Buddha’s request to explain the perfect wisdom to the bodhisattvas, to the Sariputra’s doubt 

upon Subhuti’s ability to expound the perfect wisdom. In the Chinese translations, the 

temporal connection are expressed by the employment of the yúshì and jí, but neither of them 

indicates the change of topic as suggested by atha khalu. Such loss on pragmatic perspectives 

																																																								
228 khalv ← khalu due to Sanskrit sandhi rules. 
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are unavoidable considering the gap between Indic languages and Chinese.  

 Another example is presented below in which Lokakṣema used another connective 

adverb, biàn  (“then”), as the counterpart of the Sanskrit atha khalu, whereas Zhi Qian 

chose the conjunction ér  which is often used for the temporal sequence of events, and 

Kumārajīva simply omitted it. 

 

(206) SKT: atha khalv āyuṣmān subhūtir buddhānubhāvena āyuṣmataḥ śāriputrasya 

imam evarūpaṃ cetasaiva cetaḥparivitarkam ājñāya āyuṣmantaṃ śāriputram etad 

avocat  

LK: T0224_.08.0478b29: : “......” 

ZQ T0225_.08.0425c13: : “……” 

KJ: T0227_.08.0537b03: � : “......” 

ENG: The Venerable Subhuti, who knew, through the Buddha’s might, that the 

Venerable Sariputra was in such wise discoursing in his heart, said to the Venerable 

Sariputra: “……” 

 

This is similar to the example above in that the biàn and ér express more on the temporal 

connection between Subhuti’s knowing Sariputra’s thought and Subhūti’s talking to 

Sariputra. No salient indication of the change of topic is found in the Chinese translations as 

well in this case. 

As can be seem from the examples above, atha khalu may function as a discourse 

marker in the Sanskrit source text, sometimes for a new topic or the continuation of a topic 

together with the indication of a new temporal setting, while in other cases solely for the 

purpose of a temporal connection between events. There is no specific relation found 

between the choice of ěrshí  and certain functions of atha khalu. Besides, the appearance 

of ěrshí between sentences rather than at the beginning of a paragraph, as in Kumārajīva’s 

translation in the first example above, shows that ěrshí is not necessarily at chapter-initial or 

narrative-initial position. One thing which can be deduced from the examples above is that 

atha khalu seems to have many Chinese counterparts among which ěrshí appears very 

frequently, especially at chapter-initial or narrative-initial position for the change of topic 

(although not in all cases). 

            Alongside the collocation with atha, khalu can also co-occur with some adverbs to 
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mark a temporal setting and connection in Sanskrit, such as tatra “there, then” and punar 

“once again”. Tatra khalu and khalu punar indicate a new event happening after the event 

mentioned in the preceding text, or a further explanation of the event described before. 

These two phrases can also be translated into Chinese with ěrshí. This is illustrated by 

the two examples below. 

 

(207) SKT: tatra khalu bhagavān āyuṣmantaṃ subhūtiṃ sthaviram āmantrayate sma  

LK: T0224_.08.0425c09: �  …… 

ZQ: T0225_.08.0478b26: � …… 

KJ: T0227_.08.0537a29: [�]229  …… 

ENG: [On the fifteenth day of the month when explaining the precepts,] The Lord 

said to the Venerable Subhuti, the Elder. 

 

(208) SKT: tena khalu punaḥ samayena śakro devānām indras tasyām eva parṣadi 

saṃnipatitaḥ saṃniṣaṇṇo ’bhūt catvāriṃśatā trāyastriṃśatkāyikair 

devaputrasahasraiḥ sārdham 

LK: T0224_.08.0429a11: 

ZQ T0225_.08.0482b09: 

 

KJ: T0227_.08.0540a08:  

ENG: “At that time again, many Gods came to that assembly, and took their seats.” 

 

Tatra khalu in the first example above connects two clauses (although the clause mentioning 

the fifteenth day of the month is not found in Kumārajīva’s translation and the extant Sanskrit 

text), whereas khalu punar in the second example appears at the beginning of a chapter. 

Thus, the first expression is used to mark a temporal connection, while the second one signals 

both the new temporal setting and the change of topic. Since both Lokakṣema and Zhi Qian 

did not translate the connection overtly in the first case, no certain relation between the 

choice of ěrshí and tatra khalu can be assumed. However, since ěrshí appears in all three 

versions in the second case in chapter-initial position, it is implied that when there is the need 

to mark the start of a new temporal setting while changing the topic at the beginning of a 

																																																								
229 This is a symbol of clauses which exist in the Indic source but not translated in the Chinese versions. 
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chapter, ěrshí is more likely to be chosen as the counterpart of the Sanskrit discourse marker, 

rather than other Chinese phrases of shí. 

             To sum up, Sanskrit atha khalu and similar expressions are often translated into 

Chinese with ěrshí, especially for those at the beginning of a chapter. However, since atha 

khalu and related expressions can also be translated by other Chinese expressions, no fixed 

relation between them can be determined so far. It may be safe to suggest that ěrshí is a 

preferred translation of atha khalu and related expressions but is not selected in all cases. 

 

4.2.3 Atas 

 

Another marker related to temporal setting in Sanskrit is the adverb atas “from this, hence, 

from that time”. Although it has a temporal indication in the Sanskrit context, atas is often 

omitted in Chinese translations. 

 

(209) SKT: ataś230 ca bodhisattvo mahāsattvo ’vinivartanīyo ’nuttarāyāḥ 

samyaksaṃbodher upaparīkṣitavyaḥ, avirahitaś ca bodhisattvo mahāsattvaḥ 

prajñāpāramitāyā veditavyaḥ  

LK: T0224_.08.0426a05:  

ZQ: T0225_.08.0479a04:  

KJ: T0227_.08.0537b20: 

ENG: “From that time/Hence, a Bodhisattva should be considered as incapable of 

turning away from full enlightenment, and as one who will never cease from taking 

perfect wisdom to heart.” 

 

The example above presents a typical case in which the Chinese translation is not completely 

coherent with the Sanskrit source. It is shown that Lokakṣema chose the prepositional phrase 

cóng shì zhōng  (“from the inner side of this”) as the translation of atas, since atas 

means “from this”, while both Zhi Qian and Kumārajīva did not give any salient translation 

of atas at all.  

Considering the language style of all three versions, it can be seen that Lokakṣema 

																																																								
230 s → ś due to Sanskrit sandhi rules. 
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offered the transliterations ā wéi yuè zhì  for Sanskrit avaivartika- “never 

returning” (avinivartanīya- “irreversible”, literally “unable to turn back”) and bōrě bōluómì 

 for prajñāpāramita “the perfection of wisdom” in Sanskrit ; Zhi Qian used a 

literal translation, bú tuìzhuǎn  “not reversible” and wúshàng zhèngzhēn zhī dào 

 “the true right path that cannot be surpassed” as the counterparts of the two terms; 

and Kumārajīva combined their translation method by giving a literal translation of 

avinivartanīya- but followed Lokakṣema’s transliteration for prajñāpāramita. Since the latter 

two translations appear to be more literal than Lokakṣema’s version, it is assumed that the 

translation of atas was omitted by Zhi Qian and Kumārajīva due to the conciseness of the text 

(or simply for reasons of personal preference of not overtly stating the logical relation). As 

has been mentioned by many scholars such as W.Y. Wang (1984: 204-217), since the original 

Sanskrit texts are sometimes redundant with unnecessary repetitions of texts and extra words 

for the structure of the texts, later translators such as Kumārajīva often delete the repetitive 

texts and extra words in their translation.  

 Based on the above, the case of atas shows that not all markers related to a temporal 

setting were overtly translated into Chinese in some situations. It is inevitable that some 

Sanskrit words are not realized in the Chinese translations, and Chinese Buddhist texts do not 

reflect the original wording of the Indic source, even though they were done by prestigious 

and experienced translators. 

 

4.2.4 Similarities on the temporal frames of the Indian source and its Chinese translation 

 

Another issue which is noteworthy in the expressions of temporal settings is that both Indian 

and Chinese Buddhist texts seem to have a multi-layered temporal system and both tend to 

start a new temporal framework by sentences denoting the location of the Buddha under the 

new time frame. 

For example, in Daoxing bore jing, the opening sentence, “The Buddha was in 

Rajgir”, is a typical beginning of Buddhist texts. It not only denotes the location of the 

narration of the subsequent event, but also sets the general temporal frame of the following 

narrative which is sometimes even applicable to the entire section or chapter. Since the 

Buddha is said to have travelled a lot during his life, beginning sentences as such can 

function to locate the event or story on the timeline of the life of the Buddha. 
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(210) T0224_.08.0425c06: ��6A27B���  …… , 

》

The Buddha was in the mountain Gṛdhrakūṭa of the city Rajgir. …… On the 

fifteenth day of the month when explaining the precepts, the Buddha told Subhūti: 

“Today, during the meeting with the Bodhisattvas, (I) will talk about Prajñāpāramitā, 

the Perfection of Wisdom, for the sake of the Bodhisattvas.” 

 

In the example above, the first sentence serves to set the whole story into the period 

when the Buddha was in Rajgir. The following temporal clause underlined, “on the fifteenth 

day of the month when explaining the precepts”, further specifies the time of the following 

event on the fifteenth day of the month within the time frame when the Buddha was in Rajgir. 

This projects the narrative into the past, based on the assumption that the time of narration 

(which is supposed to be the time of recitation at the Buddhist council) is taken as the time 

reference. The present tense marker jīnrì  “today” which appears at the beginning of the 

the direct speech locates the speech on another time frame which takes the time of the speech 

as the reference point. The temporal frame of jīnrì  functions to situate the event within 

the frame beginning with the phrase, “on the fifteenth day of the month when explaining the 

precepts” ( ), and this is also embedded within the general temporal setting 

of the entire text set by the opening sentence,  “The Buddha was in 

the mountain Gṛdhrakūṭa of the city Rajgir”.  

A schematic representation of such system of multiple time frames is depicted in the 

figure below. The time of narration is represented by a dot on the right, the duration while the 

Buddha was at Rajgir is referred to by the time interval included in the brackets, and the 

events or situations happening on the fifteenth day of the month are contained within the 

rectangle inside of the brakets. 
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This corresponds with the Sanskrit opening sentence in the Aṣṭasāhasrikā 

Prajñāpāramitā given below which also indicates the Buddha’s location and sets up the 

general temporal background of the following events. Similar translations of this sentence are 

also found at the beginning of Zhi Qian and Kumārajīva’s versions as well. 

 

(211) SKT: evaṃ mayā śrutam | ekasmin samaye bhagavān rājagṛhe viharati sma 

gṛdhakūṭe parvate …… tatra khalu bhagavān āyuṣmantaṃ subhūtiṃ sthaviram 

āmantrayate sma - pratibhātu te subhūte bodhisattvānāṃ mahāsattvānāṃ 

prajñāpāramitām ārabhya yathā bodhisattvā mahāsattvāḥ prajñāpāramitā niryāyur iti 

|| 

ZQ: T0225_.08.478b23: :�#, �$�> -<�E��…… 

, : “ , , 

” 

KJ: T0227_.08.0537a24: �#�:��$��-<�7B����……

: “ , ” 

ENG: Thus have I heard. At one time, the Buddha dwelt at Rajagriha, on the 

Vulture Peak, …… The Buddha said to the Venerable Subhuti, the Elder: Make it 

clear now, Subhuti, to the Bodhisattvas, the great beings, starting from perfect 

wisdom, how the Bodhisattvas, the great beings go forth into perfect wisdom! (Conze 

1975: 3) 

 

In addition to the Daoxing bore jing, many other early texts such as the Foshuo 

weimojie jing  by Zhi Qian together with its later version, the Weimojie 

suoshuo jing by Kumārajīva, and the Zheng fahua jing by 

Dharmarakṣa  together with its later edition, the Miaofa lianhua jing by 

Kumārajīva, also use such opening sentences, stating the Buddha’s location at the very 

     the fifteenth day of the month  

time of 
narration 

Duration when the 
Buddha was at Rajgir 

Figure 9. Timeline of beginning sentences 
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beginning of the text. They serve to set up the general temporal background of the narrative 

and such openings can be found in their assumed Sanskrit source as well. These sentences are 

listed in the two examples below. 

 

(212) SKT: evaṃ mayā śrutam ekasmin samaye bhagavān vaiśālyāṃ viharati sma | 

āmrapālīvane mahatā bhikṣusaṃghena sārdham aṣṭābhir bhikṣusahasraiḥ …… tatra 

bhagavān āyuṣmantaṃ śāriputram āmantrayate…… āha īdṛśaṃ mama śāriputra 

sadā buddhakṣetram                                                                              

(Vimalakīrtinirdeśa) 

a. Foshuo weimojie jing  

ZQ: T0474_.14.0519a09: �$�> 59C�,)�, 

, …… …… , …… 

b. Weimojie suoshuo jing  

KJ: T0475_.14.0537a07: �$��+9C=6)�, 

, …… : “ , …… 

ENG231: Thus have I heard. At one time the Blessed One was in the town of 

Vaiśālī, in the Āmrapālī grove, with a large troop of monks, eightthousand 

monks. …… The Buddha then continued: “Śāriputra, my Buddhakṣetra is always as 

pure as this, ……” 

 

(213) SKT: evaṃ mayā śrutam | ekasmin samaye bhagavān rājagṛhe viharati sma 

gṛdhrakūṭe parvate …… atha khalu maitreyasya bodhisattvasya 

mahāsattvasyaitad abhūt - mahānimittaṃ prātihāryaṃ batedaṃ tathāgatena kṛtam |  

ko nv atra hetur bhaviṣyati kiṃ kāraṇaṃ yadbhagavatā idam evaṃrūpaṃ 

mahānimittaṃ prātihāryaṃ kṛtam?                                                                       

(Saddharmapuṇḍarīka) 

a. Zheng fahua jing  

Dharmarakṣa: �$�>-<�DF��….. : “

, , て

, , て ? 

																																																								
231 The English translation is based on Lamotte’s (1962: 1) translation of the Vimalakīrtinirdeśa, which is 
thought to be the Indian counterpart of the Chinese Foshuo weimojie jing  and . 
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b. Miaofa lianhua jing  

KJ: �$�
-<�7B����…… : 

, て  

ENG:232 Thus have I heard. Once upon a time the Lord was staying at Râgagriha, on 

the Gridhrakuta mountain, …… Then rose in the mind of the Bodhisattva Mahâsattva 

Maitreya this thought: O how great a wonder does the Tathâgata display!  What may 

be the cause, what the reason of the Lord producing so great a wonder as this? 

 

Similar to the case in Daoxing bore jing, the two cases above also present a multi-layered 

temporal frame. This can be deduced from the appearance of present tense marker jīn  

“now” and an adverb indicating frequent or repeated events, cháng  “always”, in the 

following context as well. 

Since more than one narrative may occur when the Buddha was at a certain place, and 

each narrative/story may consist of several events, the temporal system of Chinese Buddhist 

texts is supposed to be an expanded system composed of multiple temporal frames, as 

discussed in the cases above. Events are first grouped by the narrative in which they occur 

and then categorized altogether with other narratives based on Buddha’s location when each 

narrative took place.  

A visual presentation of the temporal system of Chinese Buddhist texts can be briefly 

illustrated by the figure next page in which the reference time of each layer is labelled by a 

star. 

As can be seen below, the first layer and the most basic one is the bottom one, 

labelled as “Layer I”. This is the timeline in general where all events are situated. The second 

layer, labelled as “Layer II”, concerns the subordinate time frames of narratives. Each 

narrative is independent and sequenced by the time of its occurrence. Since the events in each 

narrative often have their own reference time which is usually the time of speech of each 

narration, the third layer, labelled as “Layer III”, regards each single narrative as an 

individual timeline and further demonstrates the temporal relation between events. 

 

 

																																																								
232 According to the Thesaurus Literaturae Buddhicae provided by the University of Oslo, this English 
translation is quoted from Kern (1884)’s translation of the Saddharmapuṇḍarīka which is believed to be the 
source of two Chinese texts, the Zheng fahua jing and the Miaofa lianhua jing .  
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Figure 10. Hierarchy of temporal setting in Chinese Buddhist texts 

 

Given that tense is dependent upon the choice of the reference time, if we take each 

group on Layer I as a whole and the time of the recitation of texts at the council meetings233 

is taken as the reference point, events and narratives in the frame of A, B and C are supposed 

to be in past, present and future tenses, respectively. If we look on Layer II, events which are 

in past tense on Layer I can be in present or future, like those in narrative B and C. This also 

applies to the determination of tense on Layer III. 

 To some extent, this temporal system of Chinese Buddhist texts reflects the modern 

idea of “absolute tense” and “relative tense” as suggested by Comrie (1985). The Layer I is 

similar to the concept of absolute tense, whereas the other layers correspond to the ideas of 

relative past, present and future. 

As a result, the temporal setting of Chinese Buddhist texts seems to be a multi-layered 

system within which the reference point of each events or situations changes when being 

inspected on different layer. This results in the requirement that when determining the tense 

of a certain event or situation, it is necessary to clearly state its reference time and as such 

tense in this sense should be mostly regarded as relative tense. 

 From another point of view, this multi-layered temporal setting can also be viewed as 

levels of zoomed-in timelines in that, on Layer I there are collections of narratives, on Layer 

II single narratives, and on Layer III individual events and situations displayed.   

																																																								
233 It is widely accepted that Indian Buddhist texts were originally created by reciting the Buddha’s teaching 
during the meetings of the Buddhist councils. Thus, Buddhist scriptures are believed to be the written outcome 
of declamation from memory. 
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As for the temporal system in Indian Buddhist scriptures, schematically illustrated by 

the figure below, it is also a multi-layered temporal system consisting of time frames of 

different scales. 

  

 Past   Present   Future  1-A 

 Before  Before /After  After  1-B 

Before  After Before  After Before  After 2-B 

Past Present Future Past Present Future Past Present Future 2-A 

 (1 equals first-order time series, 2 is second order time series. A equals A-determinations, B 

equals B-relations) 

 

Figure 11. The temporal system in Indian Buddhist Philosophy (based on Williams 1977: 

289) 

 

As depicted by Williams (1977), consider the natural distinction of past, present, and 

future in the Indian context as the first-order series (A series). They represent “A-

determinations (i.e. fixed temporal location)” that events hold. Three moments of time, the X, 

Y, and Z which can be before, simultaneous with or after the past, present, and future, are 

coined as the second-order series (B series). They specify B-relations (i.e. before, 

simultaneous with, or after) concerning the temporal sequence of events.  

These two series are viewed as identical both internally and externally by Williams 

(1977) in that the (past, present, future) equals (X, Y, Z), and (past) equals (X), (present) 

equals (Y), and (future) equals (Z). On this basis, “(an event) in the three times (tenses) is 

named past, present and future in mutual dependence on the moments before and after”, it 

may continuously change its status in respect of past, present and future while “its status as 

before, simultaneous with and after in relation with the preceding and following 

events/situations is for all times a fixed one”. (Williams 1977: 281-286) 

As a result, whenever there exists the relation of before, simultaneous with and after, 

there could be events assigned as Past, Present and Future accordingly. Within each Past, 

Present and Future, further distinction between Past, Present and Future is also possible based 

on the temporal sequence on this subordinate level (which implies a change of reference 
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point from the basic level to the subordinate level). 

If such a system of temporality is correct in the Indian context, it shares quite some 

features with the Chinese system discussed above. Both are multi-layered, and the basic 

level, 1-A and 1-B in the Indian system and Layer I in the Chinese, may all contain 

subordinate levels, depending on the variation of the reference point. 

In traditional Chinese literature, such as the Shiji, the temporal system seems to be 

more of a linear structure. Events/situations are not embedded but rather form linear flows in 

parallel position. According to Liu (2008, chapter 4) who offered a schematic depiction of the 

temporal system of narratives in the Shiji234, there can be multiple events/situations occurring 

simultaneously (as represented by the timelines I, II, and III), and the narration may jump 

from one to another. For instance, a narration may start from point A in the timeline of event 

I to point B of event II, and then from point C of event II to point D of event III. It may also 

go from point E of event III back to point F of event I, moving freely between events 

regardless of their sequence on natural timeline. In contrast to Chinese Buddhist texts, the 

events in Chinese non-Buddhist literature are rather independent. There are few cases in 

traditional Chinese literature where one general temporal setting is given at the start of a 

narration which can embed subordinate time frames and determine the temporal setting of all 

the following events.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12. Temporal system of the narratives in Shiji 

 

To summarize, the frequent usage of opening sentences for general temporal settings 

in Chinese Buddhist texts is very likely influenced by the existence of opening sentences in 

the Indic source. Since the temporal frame of early Chinese Buddhist texts in general is very 

																																																								
234 A revised version of Liu (2008)’s depiction of the system is shown in the figure below. 
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similar to that of the Indian Buddhist texts which are both multi-layered, it is assumed that 

the temporal structure of narratives in early Chinese Buddhist texts followed the style of 

Indian Buddhist texts rather than the linear structure of traditional Chinese literature. 

 

4.3 Correlations on the Marking of Tense 

 

In the translation of tense in early Chinese Buddhist texts — although there are cases where 

the Sanskrit source and its Chinese translation share the same type of tense — many markers 

of tense in early Chinese Buddhist texts may not correlate with a Sanskrit marker of a 

corresponding tense, and vice versa. In the following sections, representative markers of 

tense in Daoxing bore jing are compared to their counterparts in later modified translations 

and the extant Sanskrit text of Aṣṭasāhasrikā Prajñāpāramitā sutra. The aim is to figure out 

possible correlations between Chinese markers of tense and their Sanskrit source(s), as well 

as the affecting factors behind. Mismatches on the marking of tense between the Sanskrit 

source texts and its Chinese translations are also studied for the investigation on how 

linguistic gaps between Sanskrit and Chinese were probably treated during the translation 

process. 

 

4.3.1 Correlations on the marking of present tense 

 

In Lokakṣema’s translation, present tense is usually marked by denominal adverbials related 

to jīn  (“now”), such as the single use of jīn itself or phrases like jīnrì “today”.235 

According to the Sanskrit-Chinese parallel corpus provided by the Thesaurus Literature 

Buddhicae and Karashima’s (2010c) glossary, when expressing present tense in the Chinese 

context,236 these markers may have different types of Sanskrit counterparts in various 

contexts, some of which do not even indicate present tense at all.  

 One example is given below where the Chinese marker of present tense jīn is present 

in the Chinese translation but no marking of present tense can be found in the corresponding 

																																																								
235 Words such as jīnxiànzài  (“now, at present”) and xiànzài  (“at present”) which mainly function 
as modifiers of nouns like in the cases of jīnxiànzài  fó   (“the present Buddha” “the Buddha of the 
present age”) and jīnxiànzài shì  (“the present world”) are not discussed here. The present sense is 
indicated by the semantics of the phrase thus is more concerned with the translation of nouns rather than the 
translation of aspectual marking. 
236 These markers may also function as topic marker or discourse marker without an indication of the present 
tense. Such cases are excluded here. 
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Sanskrit source. Instead, jīn seems to correlates with a future passive participle. 

  

(214) SKT: yair devaputrair anuttarāyāṃ samyaksaṃbodhau cittaṃ notpāditam, tair 

utpādayitavyam  

LK: T0224_.08.0429a22:  

ZQ: T0225_.08.0482b15:  

KJ: T0227_.08.0540a17:  

ENG: “Those Gods who have not yet aspired to full enlightenment should do so.” 

 

In the example above, the Chinese clause with jīn is supposed to be in correspondence with 

the Sanskrit clause tair utpādayitavyam. The main predicate in the Sanskrit source, the 

gerundive (or future passive participle) utpādayitavyam “to be produced, to be brought 

forward”, conveys that the aspiration to full enlightment should be done in the future.  Its 

prescriptive sense is translated into Chinese with the deontic modal markers dāng  

(“should”)” and yīngdāng  (“should”), while the future sense is not saliently 

expressed.237 Instead, a present marker jīn appears in all three versions of Chinese 

translations, although present tense is not overtly marked in the Sanskrit source. 

 What may account for such mismatch on tense marking between the Sanskrit text and 

its Chinese translation could be that, in certain contexts, present tense can coexist with some 

other times or dimensions of time. For example, it is possible to say “I will do it now” in 

English with both a present tense marker “now” and an auxiliary “will” for future tense.238 

From a cognitive perspective, this is to some extent due to the vague boundary of “the 

present” which could be one single point (the “proper now”) or a short duration of time (the 

derivative or extended now). (Binnick 1991: 4) Thus, philosophically speaking or from a 

cognitive point of view, the existence of jīn in the translation of a Sanskrit future participle is 

explicable.  

																																																								
237 Although dāng  is attested to be able to mark future tense in Daoxing bore jing (see section 2.3.2.3), its 
two functions, one as a future marker and the other as a deontic marker, are not found to co-exist in one single 
sentence. Thus, dāng can not simultaneously express future sense and deontic sense. As a result, the dāng in the 
first two Chinese translations indicates deontic modality only. Otherwise the prescriptive meaning of the 
original gerundive would be lost, causing the translation to be improper. This is also suggested by the later 
replacement of dāng by a more “proper” deontic modal marker yīngdāng  in Kumārajīva’s translation. 
238 Some may argue that “will” in this case functions more as an expression of volition (desire, wish) rather than 
future tense, but since the future reading of “will” cannot be ruled out, it is indisputable that this is a case of 
coexistence of present and future tense in one single sentence. 
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However, since jīn appears in all three translations of different time periods by 

different translators, its frequent occurrence in this case may not be occasional and perhaps is 

not a simple outcome of personal preference after all. Similar cases of jīn correlating with  

Sanskrit words of future sense can also be seen in the example below. Based on the context, 

the clause led by jīn correlates with a Sanskrit sentence of two verb forms in future tense, 

samudācariṣyati and samudācariṣyati, with the typical future infix -iṣya-. 

 

(215) SKT: ye ca te saṃkīrṇavihāreṇa viharanti, tān sa viviktavihāreṇa samudācariṣyati, 

tatra gauravam samudācariṣyati |yatra ca gauravam utpādayitavyam, tatra mānam 

utpādayiṣyati |tat kasya hetoḥ? aham amanuṣyaiś codye, aham amanuṣyaiḥ smārye 

|eṣa subhūte vihāro yenāhaṃ vihāreṇa viharāmi |kaṃ grāmāntavihāriṇam 

amanuṣyāś codayiṣyanti, kaṃ grāmāntare viharantam amanuṣyāḥ smārayiṣyanti, ity 

evaṃ hi bodhisattvayānikān pudgalān avamaṃsyate | 

LK: T0224_.08.0461b27: て

》

て て

ZQ: T0225_.08.0499a22: て

》 �  

KJ: T0227_.08.0571a29: 

�

ENG: He tries to commit them to a detached dwelling as he conceives it.  He claims 

their respect for his isolated residence, he becomes proud, and tells them: 

“Superhuman beings have exhorted me, superhuman beings have come to inform me!  

This [isolated place in the forest], Subhuti, is the dwelling in which I dwell.  What 

dweller in a village has ever been exhorted and informed by superhuman beings?” In 

this kind of way he despises the persons who belong to the vehicle of the 

Bodhisattva.239 

 

As can be deduced from the parallel texts above, only Lokakṣema applied the word jīn, while 

in the other two versions, the sentence of jīn is deleted and the meaning of future is expressed 

by the auxiliary verb dāng in the following context.  

																																																								
239 This is a literal translation of the Sanskrit paragraph by Conze (1975). 
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In the Sanskrit source, there is no single sentence which conveys exactly the same 

meaning as the Chinese sentence with jīn (“Now you people should follow what I practice, 

what I practice is incomparable”) in Lokakṣema’s version .240 But the meaning of the Sanskrit 

sentence tān sa viviktavihāreṇa samudācariṣyati, tatra gauravam utpādayiṣyati (“He will 

practice in separated dwellings and he will then cause [their] respect [for him] to arise”) is 

closely related to that of the Chinese. Thus this might be very close to the source Lokakṣema 

translated his version from. Since the two main verbs, the samudācariṣyati (third person 

singular future active of sam-ud-ā-√car, “to practice, to move” and utpādayiṣyati (third 

person singular future of the causative of ud-√pad “to arise, to appear”, are both in the future 

tense, this is another example of jīn corresponding to a Sanskrit form in future tense. 

Moreover, there are also cases where jīn in correlation with a Sanskrit phrase 

indicating future is only present in Kumārajīva’s version, but missing in Lokakṣema’s and 

Zhi Qian’s texts. This is shown in the example below where the “jīn dāng ……shuō 

(“now should explain …”) corresponds to the Sanskrit verb upadekṣyāmi which is the first 

singular future active form of the verb upa-√diś meaning “to explain, to teach”. 

 

(216) SKT: sthaviraḥ subhūtir āha -tena hi kauśika upadekṣyāmi te buddhānubhāvena 

buddhatejasā buddhādhiṣṭhānena 

LK: T0224_.08.0429a19: “

” �

ZQ: T0225_.08.0482b14: “ � ” 

KJ: T0227_.08.0540a15: “ �0

”

ENG: Subhuti said: “Let me then explain it to you, through the Buddha’s might, majesty 

and authority.” 

 

Sometimes, the correlated Sanskrit word can also be in optative form, not for proper 

future tense but for an event desired to happen in the future. This is shown in the example 

																																																								
240 Such cases where the Chinese translation does not strictly conform to its possible Sanskrit source are quite 
common and inevitable in early Chinese Buddhist texts. No standards were set up at this early stage, and the 
translator’s or the translation team’s knowledge on written Chinese might be insufficient. Besides, the translator 
or translation team could have different preferences on how faithful they would like their translation to be. All 
these may lead to the outcome that the Chinese translation does not conform with its Indic source. 
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below where the verb phrase modified by jīn is the counterpart of the Sanskrit verbal forms 

āhareyaṃ (first person singular optative active of ā-√hṛ “to bring”), ādhyāyeyaṃ  (first 

person singular optative active of ā-√dhyā, “to meditate on”), and pravartayeyam (first 

person singular optative of the causative of pra- √vṛt, “to proceed, to roll onwards, to go 

forth”). 

 

(217)  

SKT: yan nv ahaṃ yāvanmātro mayāṃ bhagavato ’ntikād asyāḥ prajñāpāramitāyāḥ 

pradeśa udgṛhītaḥ, tāvanmātraṃ smṛtyā samanvāhareyaṃ svādhyāyeyaṃ 

pravartayeyam, yathaite ’nyatīrthāḥ parivrājakā bhagavantaṃ nopasaṃkrāmeyuḥ 

LK: T0224_.08.0431b10: て て て

》 》 � 》 》

 

ZQ: T0225_.08.0484b25: て

�

  

KJ: T0227_.08.0543c25: 

ENG: Sakra, Chief of Gods, perceived those Wanderers from afar, and he reflected: 

Surely, those Wanderers of other sects are approaching the Lord with hostile intent. 

Let me then recall as much of this perfection of wisdom as I have learned from the 

Buddha, bring it to mind, repeat and spread it, so that those Wanderers cannot 

approach the Buddha. 

 

 What is noteworthy here is that in early Chinese Buddhist texts, jīn very often co-

appears with dāng for the translation of a future event. The combined use of jīn and dāng, the 

jīndāng , seems to appear more often in Kumārajīva’s version than in the early 

translations. According to the Taishō database, no uses are found in Lokakṣema’s version, 

two occurrences in Zhi Qian’s Da mingdu jing, and fourteen in Kumārajīva’s text). This 

suggests a possibility that the frequent co-appearance of jīndāng for  a future sense (not 
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necessarily the future tense) in pre-Buddhist Chinese affected translators’ selection on the 

translation of future tense, thus jīndāng was chosen by Lokakṣema, Zhi Qian and Kumārajīva 

as a proper translation of a Sanskrit word for future marking. Moreover, although the co-

appearance of jīn and dāng still predominantly refers to present events in deontic modality,  

jīndāng for a future sense may have become more popular at the time of Kumārajīva (ca. 

344-413 AD), no matter how small that increase of frequency was.  

Evidence in support of this assumption can be found in some classical Chinese texts. 

For instance, in the Hanshu  (ca. 117 AD), i.e., composed before the time of 

Lokakṣema’s translation of the Daoxing bore jing, the co-appearance of jīn and dāng may 

have two types of readings, exactly as in the two sentences provided below.  

Syntactically speaking, jīn and dāng are posited immediately next to each other at the 

beginning of the sentence in both cases. Semantically speaking, their interpretations differ a 

lot from each other. In the first sentence, the combination of jīn as a present marker and dāng 

as a deontic marker expresses that selecting someone from the ministers is ought to be done 

at the present time. Although the action of electing somebody has not yet happened, there is 

no specific indication of a future sense. In contrast, in the second sentence, according to the 

context,241 the combination of jīn and dāng refers to a presumption of the speaker concerning 

the concubine’s next residence in the future (as she just lost the favor of the emperor). 

However, this reading of jīn and dāng in future sense in the second sentence below is 

dependent upon the context, without which the reading should still refer to a present deontic 

event.  

 

(218) a. Hanshu, biography of Xue Xuan and Zhu Bo 

jīn dāng xuǎn yú qún qīng yǐ chōng qí quē 

now should select from many minister PREP supply PRO missing 

“Now (we) should select (one) from the many ministers to take the position left by him.” 

																																																								
241The preceding context of this sentence is: 

…… ……  …… 、
 

The meiren (a title of the concubine of the emperor of a lower rank) Xu ……got pregnant in the second year of 
the Yuanyan reign, ……the Zhaoyi (a title of the concubine of the emperor of a higher rank, who is in this 
context named Zhao Feiyan ) ……hated this, hit herself by her own hand, hit her head on the pillar, fell 
on the floor from the bed, cried while refusing to eat, and said: “From now on, where shall I been moved to, I 
would like to go back home.” 
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b. Hanshu, the biography of the consort kin II  

jīn dāng ān zhì wǒ yù guī ěr 

from now on will where put me want return PART 

“From now on, where will I been moved to, (I) want to return back home!” 

  

 In a later period, more uses of jīn, dāng and the combination jīndāng are attested for 

future events. This is exemplified by the sentence below from the Hou Han Shu (The Book of 

the Later Han, also known as The History of the Later Han), compiled by Fan Ye  (398–

445 or 446 AD). Different from the second case above, while dāng functions as a future 

marker indicating that the speaker and the wife will soon get divorced, jīn remains its 

standard reading for the present “now”. 

 

(219) Hou Han Shu, the biographies of Guo Fu and Xu Lie  

yǔn wén ér chù qiǎn qí qī xiàhóu shì 

Yun hear CONJ divorce send 

back 

PRO wife Xiahou surname 

fù wèi gū yuē jīn dāng jiàn qì fāng 

wife tell sister-in-

law 

say now will PASS discard would 

yǔ huáng shì cháng cí qǐ yí huì qīnshǔ yǐ 

with Huang surname farewell beg once meet relative PREP 

zhǎn líjué zhī qíng      

express farewell PART feeling      

“Yun heard [it] then divorced and send back his wife, Xiahou. The wife told her sister-in-

law: ‘Now [I] am about to be discarded, and would take farewell with the Huang family 

(her husband’s family). Please let me meet with the relatives once more to express my 

feeling of farewell.’” 
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 However, it should be emphasized that, although there are cases where jīn and dāng 

express a future event, the predominant reading is still for present deontic. 

 Despite the preceding cases where the Chinese translation does not conform with the 

Sanskrit source, there do exist cases where the Chinese present tense marker corresponds 

with a Sanskrit verb form in present tense. This can be found in the example below where the 

Sanskrit verbal forms praviśati (third person singular present active of pra-√viś “to enter”) 

and deśayati (third person singular present of the causative of √diś, “to cause to show, to 

know”) in the present form are translated as Chinese verbs rù 入 (“to enter, to understand”) 

and zhī 知 (“to know”), together with a present tense marker jīn at sentence-initial position in 

both Lokakṣema’s and Zhi Qian’s translation.  

 

(220)  

SKT: atha khalu teṣāṃ devaputrāṇāṃ punar evaitad abhūt - uttānīkariṣyati�batāyam 

āryasubhūtiḥ | uttānīkariṣyati batāyam āryasubhūtir iti | dūrād dūrataram āryasubhūtiḥ 

praviśati, sūkṣmāt sūkṣmataram | gambhīrād gambhīrataram āryasubhūtiḥ praviśati 

deśayati bhāṣata iti | 

LK: T0224_.08.0429c23:  

ZQ: T0225_.08.0482c23:  

KJ: T0227_.08.0540c01: � 242 

ENG: Thereupon the Gods thought: May the Holy Subhuti expand on this! May the 

Holy Subhuti expand on this! What the Holy Subhuti here explores, demonstrates 

and teaches, that is remoter than the remote, subtler than the subtle, deeper than the 

deep. 

 

 Another example of same tense marking is presented below where the Sanskrit 

imperative pratibhātu (third person singular imperative active of prati- √bhā “to appear, to 

become clear”) is translated by the Chinese verb shuō, with a present tense marker jīnrì 

“today” in Lokakṣema’s text, a demonstrative pronoun cǐ  “this” to refer to the present in Zhi 

																																																								
242 As mentioned in 1.1.1, the missing of a salient present marker in Kumārajīva’s text is normal, as present 
tense does not always require an overt marking in Chinese and the sentence is often assumed to be in the present 
when no marking appears. 
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Qian’s text, and null marking of present tense in Kumārajīva’s version. 

 

(221) SKT: tatra khalu bhagavān āyuṣmantaṃ subhūtiṃ sthaviram āmantrayate sma - 

pratibhātu te subhūte bodhisattvānāṃ mahāsattvānāṃ prajñāpāramitām ārabhya 

yathā bodhisattvā mahāsattvāḥ prajñāpāramitā niryāyur iti || 

》

�

�

ENG: The Lord said to the Venerable Subhuti, the Elder: Make it clear [perhaps 

rather: May it become clear] now, Subhuti, to the Bodhisattvas, the great beings, 

starting from perfect wisdom, how the Bodhisattvas, the great beings go forth 

into perfect wisdom! 

 

To sum up, Sanskrit counterparts of Chinese present tense markers, mainly the 

phrases related to jīn 今, vary from case to case, which may either be in the present form or a 

form of a future sense, i.e. future tense or optative mood. Fortunately, no cases of Chinese 

present tense marker are found to correlate to a Sanskrit past form.  

  

4.3.2 Correlations on the marking of past tense 

 

In Lokakṣema’s translation of the Aṣṭasāhasrikā Prajñāpāramitā, past tense can be marked 

by the denominal adverbial xī  “in the past”, adverbial phrases containing the temporal 

noun guòqù  “past, of the past”, and phrases containing the temporal adverbs qián  

“formerly” and xiān 先 “formerly”. According to the Thesaurus Literaturae Buddhicae, 

Sanskrit counterparts of Chinese past tense markers are mostly in past tense or refer to the 

past. This will be discussed below where the various sources of each Chinese past tense 

marker in different contexts will be discussed. 

As for the temporal noun xī functioning as an adverbial for past tense, it appears two 

times in Lokakṣema’s text, three times in Zhi Qian’s text, and only once in Kumārajīva’s 
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translation.243 As can be seen from the examples given below, xī was usually chosen as the 

translation of Sanskrit verb forms and/or participles in past tense. 

For instance, in the first example below, xī corresponds in all three versions to the 

Sanskrit avirahito (sandhi form of the nom.sg. of the negated perfect passive participle 

avirahita- “unseparated” of a-vi-√rah “to abandon, to leave”) and to the form abhūvam (first 

person singular aorist of √bhū “to be, to become”). (Karashima 2010c: 104) The second 

example is also a case of xī being an overt translation of the past tense expressed by the 

Sanskrit forms avaropitam (acc.sg. of ava-ropita- “be taken down”, perfect passive participle 

of the causative of ava-√ruh “to descend”) and pariṇāmitam (acc.sg. of pari-ṇāmita- “bowed 

towards”, perf. passive participle of the causative of pari-√nam, “bowed towards”), which are 

both perfect passive participles. 

 

(222)  

SKT: yadāhaṃ devaputrā dīpaṃkarasya tathāgatasyārhataḥ samyaksaṃbuddhasyāntike 

dīpavatyāṃ rājadhānyām antarāyaṇamadhyagato ’nayā prajñāpāramitayā 

avirahito ’bhūvam, …… 

LK: T0224_.08.0431a06:  

ZQ: T0225_.08.0483b27: て て

KJ: T0227_.08.0541c11: …… 

ENG: So did I, when I met the Tathagata Dipankara in the bazaar of Dipavati, the royal 

city, I was not separated from this perfection of wisdom …… 

 

(223)  

SKT: evam ukte bhagavān āyuṣmantam ānandam etad avocat - anayā ānanda 

gaṅgadevayā bhaginyā dīpaṃkarasya (182) tathāgatasyārhataḥ 

samyaksaṃbuddhasyāntike prathamacittotpādakuśalamūlam avaropitam, anuttarāyāṃ 

samyaksaṃbodhau pariṇāmitaṃ ca  

LK: T0224_.08.0458a29: 

ZQ: 0225_.08.0497b06: 

																																																								
243 These statistics are based on the results from the online search engine offered by SAT database of Taishō 
Tripitaka. 
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KJ: T0227_.08.0568b29

ENG: The Lord: That [root of the first thought of enlightenment] was [planted] under the 

Tathagata Dipankara.  

 

In the second example above, only Lokakṣema chose to express past tense overtly 

with the marker xī. The other two opted to use the implication of the past given by the nouns 

dìng guāng fó  and rán dēng fó  which are both translations of “Dīpaṃkara 

Buddha of the past”. This variation exhibits another method one may apply for the translation 

of Sanskrit past tense in early Chinese Buddhist texts, which is not limited by the form nor by 

the morphology. The past tense is indeed implied by the semantics of the translated Buddhist 

term, and the translator assumes that the context (i.e., that Dīpaṃkara is a Buddha of the past) 

is well understood by the targeted audience. This may also account for the low frequency of 

the salient use of the past tense marker xī. 

 In addition to xī, a number of other makers of past tense can be found in early Chinese 

Buddhist texts, such as the temporal noun guòqù  (“past, of the past”). This is also a 

denominal adverbial when expressing past tense and it appears more frequently than xī, with 

75 uses found in Lokakṣema’s translation, 21 uses in Zhi Qian’s translation, and 58 uses in 

Kumārajīva’s Xiaopin bore boluomi jing.244 

 In the parallelled text below, guòqù appears in Lokakṣema’s text together with 

another past tense marker, qián shì shí  (“when in a former life”). Its position is 

replaced by xī  appearing again with qián shì  (“in a former life”) in Zhi Qian’s 

version. As for Kumārajīva, he applied the perfective aspectual marker yǐ  “already” for the 

implication of the past event, together with the phrase xiān shì  (“in a former life”) 

which is semantically similar to the qián shì  (“in former life”) in the two earlier texts. 

All these Chinese past tense markers are denominal adverbials corresponding to Sanskrit 

pūrva- “first, prior” (or paurva(ka)- “relating or belonging to the past”), thus indicating that 

one single Sanskrit tense marker may correlate with various Chinese words in different texts 

but they often share similar lexical features and semantic features.  

 

 

																																																								
244 The statistics are based on searches in SAT, including adjectival uses as they also function to express the past 
sense given in the Sanskrit source, thus being one of the ways for the translation of past tense in Sanskrit. 
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(224)  

SKT: anyatarānyatareṇa veṣeṇopasaṃkramya evaṃ vakṣyati - tair vyākṛtas tvaṃ 

paurvakais tathāgatair arhadbhiḥ samyaksaṃbuddhair anuttarāyāṃ samyaksaṃbodhau | 

tat kasya hetoḥ? tava hīdaṃ nāmadheyam | idaṃ te mātur nāmadheyam | idaṃ te pitur 

nāmadheyam | idaṃ te bhrātur nāmadheyam | idaṃ te bhaginyā nāmadheyam |idaṃ te 

mitrāmātyajñātisālohitānāṃ nāmadheyam | 

yāvad āsaptamaṃ mātāmahapitāmahayugasya nāmadheyam udīrayiṣyati - amuṣyāṃ diśi 

tvaṃ jātaḥ, amuṣmin janapade amuṣmin grāme vā nagare vā nigame vā jāta iti | 

sacet prakṛtvā mṛduko bhaviṣyati, tam enam evaṃ vakṣyati - pūrvam api tvam eva 

mṛduko ’bhūḥ | 

LK:  T0224_.08.0460b07: 

ZQ: T0225_.08.0498c03: "

 

KJ: T0227_.08.0570b13: 

ENG: He comes to him in all kinds of disguises, and says to him: “You have had your 

prediction from the Tathagatas in the past. The proof is that this is the name you will have 

as a Buddha, and these are the names of your mother, your father, your brother, your 

sister, your friends, maternal relatives, kinsmen and relations.” 

He proclaims these names backwards through seven generations. He tells you that you 

were born in this region, this country, this village, town or marketplace. 

If you have any particular quality, he will tell you that you have had that same quality 

also in the past. 

 

 Another example on the multiple Chinese translations of one Sanskrit word is given 
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below where Chinese denominal adverbials guò qù shí  (“in the past time”), wǎng xī 

 (“in the past”)” and guòqù  are all possible counterparts of the past sense expressed 

by the Sanskrit form paurvakāṇāṃ “prior, relating or belonging to the past”, which is derived 

from pūrva- “prior, first”. 

 

(225)  

SKT: paurvakāṇāṃ hi bhagavaṃs tathāgatānām arhatāṃ samyaksaṃbuddhānām 

antike ’smadarthe bhagavān yathā brahmacaryaṃ bodhāya caran pūrvaṃ 

bodhisattvabhūta eva san, yaiḥ śrāvakair avavadito ’nuśiṣṭaś ca pāramitāsu, tatra 

bhagavatā caratā anuttaraṃ jñānamutpāditam |  

LK: T0224_.08.0429a28:  

ZQ: T0225_.08.0482b21:  

KJ: T0227_.08.0540a25: 

ENG: “We should be grateful to the Lord, and not ungrateful. For in the past the 

Lord has, in the presence of the Tathagatas of the past, led, for our sake, the holy life 

with enlightenment as his aim.” 

 

In addition to pūrva-, Chinese past tense markers like guòqù, wǎng xī and “qián …… 

shí  (“in former times”) may also be used to translate other Sanskrit expressions of 

the past, such as the past passive participles. This is presented in the example below where 

Lokakṣema chose qián …… shí together with guòqù in the name of the Buddha of the past as 

the translation of the Sanskrit past passive participle vyākṛto (sandhi form of the nom.sg. of 

vyākṛta- “expounded”, perfect passive participle of vi-ā-√kṛ, “having been) and the word 

expressing a past meaning, the pūrvakais tathāgatair “with the Buddhas of the past”. Zhi 

Qian chose wǎng xī in the name of the Buddha of the past, i.e., wǎng xī rúlái , to 

correspond with the past meaning indicated by the Sanskrit words vyākṛto and pūrvakais 

tathāgatair. Kumārajīva however opted for the perfective marker yǐ  for the implication of 

the past, rather than using a past tense marker. This seems to be his personal preference 

which has already been seen above.    
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(226) SKT: vyākṛto ’yaṃ bhagavan bodhisattvo mahāsattvaḥ pūrvakais tathāgatair 

arhadbhiḥ samyaksaṃbuddhair anuttarāyāṃ samyaksaṃbodhau, yo ’nena 

samādhinā viharati  

LK: T0224_.08.0426c21:  

ZQ: T0225_.08.0480a07:  

KJ: T0227_.08.0538b02:  

“

” 

ENG: “When he dwells in this concentrated insight, a Bodhisattva will quickly win 

the full enlightenment which the Tathagatas of the past have predicted for him.”  

 

 Based on the statistics245 concerning the frequency of use of the Chinese past tense 

markers in all three versions mentioned above (see table below), except for guòqù which has 

the hightest frequency of overt marking of past tense in all three versions, the choice of the 

other markers seems in the texts seems to be motivated by personal preference and does not 

necessarily imply a salient influence from the Indic source. 

 

 LK ZQ KJ 

xī  2 3 1 

guòqù  75 21 58 

qián shì   12 14 1 

qián shí  1 0 0 

xiān shí  1 0 0 

xiān shì  0 0 9 

wǎng xī  0 2 0 

Names of the Buddha of the past 8 3 7 

 

Table 7. Frequency of the use of Chinese past tense markers in all versions 

																																																								
245 The statistics are offered by the SAT database.   
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As a result, the analysis above shows that aorist verbs, past passive participles, and 

words of a past sense in Sanskrit can either be translated saliently by Chinese past tense 

markers such as xī , guòqù , and qián shì  (in former life), etc. or simply by 

mentioning certain names of figures of the past such as the Buddha of the past, thus implying 

a past reading of the sentence. The correlation between Sanskrit sources and the Chinese 

translations on the marking of past tense is far more complicated than a one-to-one relation. 

Various Chinese past tense markers and expressions may correspond to the one single 

Sanskrit word, and certain Chinese past tense markers may correspond to different Sanskrit 

past expressions as well in different contexts. 

 

4.3.3 Correlations on the marking of future tense 

 

In early Chinese Buddhist texts, future tense is found to be expressed by two types of words: 

denominal adverbials such as the fǔ dāng lái  (“in the coming future”) and phrases 

containing hòu  (“later”)” like in hòu shì (“in the later life/lives”) and hòu jiǔ yuǎn 

 (“in a far later time”). In addition, auxiliaries including the jiāng , huì , dāng  

and yù  are also frequently employed for the expression of future tense. In Sanskrit, future 

events may be expressed by verb affixation in the forms of future tense, optative mood, and 

future participles, or simply an expression of a future indication. The correlation between 

these groups of words in Chinese and Sanskrit on the marking of future will be discussed in 

the sections below. 

 

4.3.3.1 Sanskrit counterparts of Chinese denominal adverbials for future tense 

 

In the case of fǔ dāng lái , it may correspond to a Sanskrit verb in the future tense or 

in the optative mood. This can be illustrated by the three examples below.  

The first case presents a use of fǔ dāng lái for the translation of the Sanskrit word of a 

future meaning, anāgate ’dhvani (locative singular of anāgata- adhvan-, “future time”). This 

choice is shared by both Lokakṣema and Zhi Qian, whereas Kumārajīva used a related phrase 

dāng lái shì  “the life to come” which is also a denominal adverbial for future tense. 
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(227)   

SKT: evam eva subhūte bhaviṣyanty anāgate ’dhvani eke bodhisattvayānikāḥ 

pudgalāḥ, ya idaṃ gambhīraṃ prabhāsvaraṃ prajñāpāramitāratnaṃ labdhvā śrutvā 

śrāvakapratyekabuddhayāne na samīkartavyaṃ maṃsyante, 

śrāvakapratyekabuddhabhū mau ca sarvajñatāmupāyakauśalyaṃ ca paryeṣitavyaṃ 

maṃsyante | tat kiṃ manyase subhūte api nu paṇḍitajātīyās te bodhisattvā 

veditavyāḥ?  

LK: T0224_.08.0447b11: て

ZQ: T0225_.08.0490c14: 

て

KJ: T0227_.08.0556b08: 

ENG: “Do those Bodhisattvas appear to be very intelligent who, having obtained and 

met with the irreversible, the great vehicle, will again abandon it, turn away from it, 

and prefer an inferior vehicle?” 

 

Based on the semantic indication of anāgate ’dhvani in which adhvan means “time” and 

anāgate is a locative singular of the negated verbal adjective anāgata (an246-āgata) “not 

arrived, not come” from the verb √gam “to go”, it is very likely that fǔ dāng lái 

which literally means “be about to/soon-should-come” was created to imitate the semantics 

of anāgate ’dhvani.  

The next example shows how fǔ dāng lái corresponds to a Sanskrit verb in future 

tense, niryāsyati (3.sg.fut.act. of nir-√yā, “to go forth”). What seems noteworthy here is that 

Lokakṣema’s translation looks different than the other two versions on the content. The 

answer of the Buddha is missing in Lokakṣema’s translation but can be found in the Sanskrit 

text and in Zhi Qian and Kumārajīva’s texts. Besides, only Lokakṣema translated the Sanskrit 

future verb form into a Chinese adverbial for future tense while the later versions both 

omitted the marking of future tense and express in present tense. This implies that 

Lokakṣema may have reorganized the content or he translated it from a different source other 

																																																								
246 According to Monier Wiliams Sanskrit-English dictionary online and Gonda (1966), “an-” is a commonly 
used affix for negation. 
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than the current Aṣṭasāhasrikā Prajñāpāramitā. The difference on the marking also implies 

that Lokakṣema tend to keep the original language style of the Sanskrit source whereas the 

later two translators prefer a more literal translation. 

 

(228)  

SKT: katamac ca tan mahāyānam? kathaṃ vā tatsaṃprasthito veditavyaḥ? kuto vā tan 

mahāyānaṃ niryāsyati? kena vā tan mahāyānaṃ saṃprasthitam? kva vā tan mahāyānaṃ 

sthāsyati? ko vā anena mahāyānena niryāsyati? evam ukte bhagavān āyuṣmantaṃ 

subhūtim etad avocat - mahāyānam iti subhūte aprameyatāyā etad adhivacanam | 

aprameyam iti subhūte apramāṇatvena | 

LK: T0224_.08.0428a02: 

て て 》  247 

ZQ: T0225_.08.0481a12: 

�

KJ: T0227_.08.0539a19: 

� て 》  

ENG: But what is that great vehicle? How should one know the one who has set out in it? 

From whence will it go forth and whither? Who has set out in it? Where will it stand? 

Who will go forth by means of this great vehicle? The Lord: ‘Great vehicle,’ that is a 

synonym of immeasurableness. 

 

 The third example demonstrates the correlation between fǔ dāng lái and a Sanskrit 

verb in optative mood, niryāyāt (3sg.opt.act. of nir-√yā, “to go forth”). Again, Lokakṣema’s 

translation is the only version where fǔ dāng lái appears. One thing worth mentioning here is 

that the Sanskrit verb for future event, niryāsyati (3sg.fut.act. of nir-√yā, “to go forth”) 

appearing at the end of the quoted text, is only translated by the future marker dāng  in 

Kumārajīva’s text, while both Lokakṣema and Zhi Qian used null present marking. All these 

suggest that future tense in Sanskrit was not always translated into a future tense in Chinese 

but may simply be expressed by present tense or even remain completely unmarked.  

 

																																																								
247 The following sentence is : “ , て , 

” which does not correspond to the Sanskrit above. Thus, it is not included here. 
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(229)  

SKT: nāpi kaścit tena mahāyānena niryāto nāpi niryāsyati nāpi niryāti |tat kasya hetoḥ? 

yaś ca niryāyāt, yena ca niryāyāt, ubhāv etau dharmau na vidyete nopalabhyete | vam 

avidyamāneṣu sarvadharmeṣu katamo dharmaḥ katamena dharmeṇa niryāsyati? 

LK: T0224_.08.0428a04: て

ZQ: T0225_.08.0481a15 � て て

KJ: T0227_.08.0539a21: �

》 て

ENG: [And finally], by means of this great vehicle no one goes forth, no one has gone 

forth, no one will go forth. Because neither of these dharmas, - he who would go forth, 

and that by which he would go forth – exist, nor can they be got at. Since all dharmas do 

not exist, what dharma could go forth by what dharma? 

 

 As for the other denominal adverbial future markers, wèi lái  (“in the future”) is 

only found in Kumārajīva’s text, often co-appearing with the auxiliary dāng  (as such, this 

will be discussed below in the section on dāng ).  

The phrases containing hòu  (“later”) like in què hòu  (“later in the future”), 

hòu shì  (“in the later life/lives”) and hòu jiǔ yuǎn  (“in a far later time”), similar 

to fǔ dāng lái, are also found to correlate with various Sanskrit expressions of future sense. 

For instance, the following example shows that hòu may appear on its own, denoting 

the future sense expressed by the Sanskrit future forms, kariṣyāmi (1sg.fut.act. of √kṛ “to do, 

to perform”) and pratipatsye (1sg.fut.mid. of prati-√pad, “to practice, to perform”). Besides, 

the two later versions present again evidence that Sanskrit future tense was not always 

translated into a future tense in Chinese. A modal markers yuàn  “wish” is chosen in Zhi 

Qian’s translation and a deontic marker yīng is employed in Kumārajīva’s text. Both can 

describe an unrealized event although they are not future markers in strict sense.  
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(230)  

SKT: tathā ca kariṣyāmi, tathā ca pratipatsye, yathā anuttarāṃ samyaksaṃbodhim 

abhisaṃbuddhasya sataścorakāntārāṇy api tasmin buddhakṣetre sarveṇa sarvaṃ sarvathā 

sarvaṃ na bhaviṣyanti, na prajñāsyante | 

LK: T0224_.08.0457c26: � て

ZQ: T0225_.08.0497a04: �

KJ: T0227_.08.0568a14: �

て

ENG: After I have won full enlightenment, I will act and behave in such a manner that in 

my Buddha-field wilderness infested with robbers will in no way whatsoever either be, or 

even be conceivable. 

 

Similar with fǔdānglái, the word què hòu  may also be used as the translation of 

Sanskrit words of a future meaning such as anāgate ’dhvani (locative singular of anāgata- 

adhvan-, “in the future time”) as shown in the example below. Here, què hòu chosen by 

Lokakṣema was replaced by the single hòu  in Zhi Qian’s text, and then changed into 

another denomianl adverbial for future, lái shì  in Kumārajīva’s text.  

 

(231)  

SKT: tadāhaṃ dīpaṃkareṇa tathāgatenārhatāṃ samyaksaṃbuddhena vyākṛto ’nuttarāyāṃ 

samyaksaṃbodhau - bhaviṣyasi tvaṃ māṇavānāgate ’dhvani asaṃkhyeyaiḥ kalpaiḥ 

śākyamunir nāma tathāgato ’rhan samyaksaṃbuddho vidyācaraṇasaṃpannaḥ sugato 

lokavid anuttaraḥ puruṣadamyasārathiḥ śāstā devānāṃ ca manuṣyānāṃ ca buddho 

bhagavān iti | 

LK: T0224_.08.0431a08: “��

�� 0

” 

ZQ: T0225_.08.0483b29: “ �0

”

KJ: T0227_.08.0541c10:  �� 0
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ENG: …… so that Dipankara, the Tathagata, predicted that one day I should be fully 

enlightened, and said to me: ‘You, young Brahmin, shall in a future period, after 

incalculable aeons, become a Tathagata, Sakyamuni by name, - endowed with knowledge 

and virtue, Well-Gone, a world-knower, unsurpassed, tamer of men to be tamed, teacher 

of Gods and men, a Buddha, a Blessed Lord!’” 

 

The future sense of the verb bhaviṣyasi (2sg.fut.act. of √bhū, “to be, to become”) was 

translated by the auxiliary dāng in all three versions which implies that the correlation 

between dāng and a Sanskrit verb form in the future tense may be very strong or nearly fixed. 

Besides, denominal adverbials are often found co-appearing with the auxiliary dāng. Another 

example of this combined marking of future tense in correlation with a Sanskrit verb form in 

future tense is supplied below. 

  

(232)  

SKT: śāriputra āha - iyam api bhagavan prajñāpāramitā evaṃgambhīrā paścime kāle 

paścime samaye vaistārikī bhaviṣyaty uttarasyāṃ diśi uttare digbhāge? bhagavān āha - ye 

tatra śāriputra uttarasyāṃ diśyuttare digbhāge imāṃ gambhīrāṃ prajñāpāramitāṃ śrutvā 

atra prajñāpāramitāyāṃ yogam āpatsyante, te vaistārikīṃ kariṣyati | 

LK: T0224_.08.0446b06: &��$ 0

ZQ: T0225_.08.0490a25: 

�  

KJ: T0227_.08.0555b02: � 0

0

ENG: Sariputra: Will even this so deep perfection of wisdom in the last time, in the last 

period, be widespread in the northern direction, in the northern part of the world? The 

Lord: Those who, in the North, will make efforts in this deep perfection of wisdom after 

they have heard it, (226) they will make it widespread. 

																																																								
248 The state of Yudanyue  ( or 

) or Uttarakuru refers to a country to the north of the Mount Sumeru; thus, semantically similar to the 
“northern states” or “the north” as mentioned in the other versions. 
The correspondent sentence confirming the existence of the Prajñāpāramitā in the north is not found in Zhi 
Qian’s translation, but a similar meaning is indicated by the last clause of this sentence. Thus, it is provided here 
in the parallel. 
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Except for Zhi Qian’s translation, all other versions used phrases with hòu such as zuìhòu shì 

shí  (“in the last life”)” and hòu wǔbǎi suì shí  (“in the last five hundres 

years”) together with dāng  for the translation of the future sense indicated by multiple 

Sanskrit verbs in future tense, that is, bhaviṣyati (sandhi form bhaviṣyaty, 3sg.fut.act. of 

√bhū, “to be, to become” ), āpatsyante (3pl.fut.mid. of ā-√pad, “to enter”) and kariṣyati 

(3sg.fut.act. of √kṛ, “to do, to perform”). 

Other words which are attested as counterparts of què hòu include cireṇa “after a long 

time” and itas “(from) hence, here”. (Karashima 2010c: 380) These are illustrated in the 

following two examples. Both Lokakṣema and Zhi Qian’s versions chose què hòu  

directly followed by spatial-temporal nouns dà jiǔyǔan  (“extremely long duration, 

long distance”) and jiǔyǔan  (“long duration, long distance”) for the translation of 

cireṇa, while Kumārajīva simply used the monosyllabic temporal adverb jiǔ  which share 

the same character as the two temporal nouns above.  

 

(233)  

SKT: na ca śāriputra bodhisattvena mahāsattvenaivaṃ cittam utpādayitavyam - 

cireṇānuttarāṃ samyaksaṃbodhim abhisaṃbhotsye iti notrasitavyaṃ na saṃtrasitavyaṃ 

na saṃtrāsam āpattavyam | 

LK: T0224_.08.0458a09: ����?

ZQ: T0225_.08.0497a16: ���?

KJ: T0227_.08.0568b02: �

ENG: But he should not think that “it will be an excessively long time before I shall win 

full enlightenment,” and he should not tremble at such a thought. 

 

In the example below, què hòu is also employed in all three versions without 

exception for the translation of “itas-”. 

 

(234)  

SKT: itaḥ saptame divase dharmodgato bodhisattvo mahāsattvo ’smāt samādher 

vyutthāsyati, vyutthāya ca madhye nagarasya niṣadya dharmaṃ deśayiṣyatīti | 
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LK: T0224_.08.0474b17: ��

ZQ: T0225_.08.0506a03: ��  

KJ: T0227_.08.0585b24: �� 0

ENG: On the seventh day from today the Bodhisattva Dharmodgata will emerge from his 

trance, and he will then, seated in the center of the town, proclaim the dharma.” 

 

Assuming that hòu can be used independently for future marking, què  (“hereafter, 

in the future”) is also believed to express a future sense (Karashima 2010c: 378) which can 

be exemplified by the case below. 

 

(235)  

SKT: tatra ānanda yo ’yaṃ bodhisattvayānikaḥ pudgalo bodhisattvayānikena pudgalena 

sārdhaṃ kalahāyitvā vivaditvā vigṛhya ākruśya paribhāṣya vyāpadya doṣam utpādya na 

pratideśayati, nāyatyāṃ saṃbarāya pratipadyate, anuśayaṃ vahati, anuśayabaddho 

viharati, nāham ānanda tasya pudgalasya niḥsaraṇaṃ vadāmi |avaśyaṃ tena ānanda 

pudgalena punar eva tāvata eva kalpān saṃnāhaḥ saṃnahyaḥ | 

LK: T0224_.08.0464b17: 

て

� .0

ZQ: T0225_.08.0500b25: 

て � 0  

KJ: 0227_.08.0573c10: 

�  

ENG: As to the person who belongs to the vehicle of the Bodhisattvas and who has 

quarrelled with someone else who also belongs to the vehicle of the Bodhisattvas, - if he 

does not confess his fault, does not promise restraint in future, harbours a latent bias 

towards hate, and dwells tied to that bias, - of that person I do not teach the escape [i.e. 

from the consequences of his action], but he is definitely condemned to go on putting on 

the armour for all that length of time. 
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According to Karashima (2010c: 378), the clause of què corresponds to the clause tāvata eva 

kalpān saṃnāhaḥ saṃnahyaḥ ”for so many aeons he must put on the armour [which enables 

him to struggle against it]”, where a long period of time is expressed by the form kalpān 

(acc.pl. of kalpa- “period of time, aeon”). The future sense (not tense) of the clause is also 

marked by the auxiliaries fǔ dāng  (“about to”) by Lokakṣema and dāng  by Zhi Qian 

which appear in the same clause with què. Kumārajīva is the only one who translated the 

clause into present tense as it is in the original Sanskrit source. This is an evidence that 

Chinese adverbial future markers may correlate with Sanskrit non-future expression in early 

Chinese Buddhist texts. 

 

4.3.3.2 Sanskrit counterparts of Chinese auxiliaries for future tense 

 

As can be noticed from above, when expressing future tense, denominal adverbials often co-

occur with the auxiliary dāng which seems to be a general marker of future tense in early 

Chinese Buddhist texts. Similar to denominal adverbials, dāng is also often correlated with 

Sanskrit verbs in future tense. 

 For instance, in the sentence below, dāng appears in all three versions as the 

translation of the Sanskrit verbs avavadiṣyāmi (1sg.fut.act. of ava-√vad, “to speak ill, 

against”) and anuśāsiṣyāmi (1sg.fut.act. of anu-√śās, “to teach”) in future form. 

 

(236) SKT: katamaṃ bodhisattvaṃ katamasyāṃ prajñāpāramitāyām avavadiṣyāmi 

anuśāsiṣyāmi?  

LK: T0224_.08.0425c22: て

ZQ: T0225_.08.0478c14: て  

KJ: T0227_.08.0537b10: 

ENG: “What Bodhisattva shall I instruct and admonish in what perfect wisdom?” 

 

It should be noted that, in the Chinese contexts, dāng can have another interpretation of 

deontic modality which refers to events that ought to be done according to the judgement of 

the subject or the speaker. This kind of use has already been attested in earlier Chinese non-

Buddhist texts such as the Shiji (Cf. Meisternernest 2015). But since the sense of deontic 

modality cannot be denoted from the original Indic text, dāng in this case should be regarded 

purely as a marker of future tense. 
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 In addition, dāng may be combined with the verb lái  (“to come”) for the 

compound dānglái , which often functions as the modifier of nouns while indicating a 

future time. This can be seen in the example below where dānglái was added before the 

nouns shàn nánzǐ shàn nǚrén  “the good sons and good women” and shànshì 

 “excellent person” specifying that they are the good and excellent people who are about 

to come, that is, people in the future. In such a way, dānglái is applied for the expression of 

future as indicated by the expression ānāgate ’dhvani “in the future” in the Sanskrit source. 

The only exception here is the selection of wèilái shì  together with dāng by 

Kumārajīva which functions similarly for the marking of future tense. 

 

(237)  

SKT: tat kasya hetoḥ? utpatsyate hi kauśikānāgate ’dhvani prajñāpāramitāprativarṇikā | 

tatrābudhyamānaḥ kulaputro vā kuladuhitā vā anuttarāṃ samyaksaṃbodhim 

abhisaṃboddhukāmo mā praṇaṃkṣīttāṃ prajñāpāramitā prativarṇikāṃ śrutvā || 

LK: T0224_.08.0437a08: 》 て0�

ZQ: T0225_.08.0486a02: て0�

KJ: T0227_.08.0546b27: 》 (��0て

て

ENG: For in the future a counterfeit of the perfection of wisdom will arise. When he 

hears it, a person who does not understand should beware of making obeisance to it, if he 

wants to win full enlightenment. 

 

 As for the other auxiliaries for future tense, the jiāng  “will”, huì  “will, would”, 

yǔ  “will, would”, qiě  “will, be about to” are also attested to correspond with Sanskrit 

verbs expressing future sense. This is presented in the examples below.  

 In the case of jiāng, its use for the translation of a Sanskrit verb in proper future tense 

is only found in Zhi Qian’s Da mingdu jing as given below. The sense of future specified by 

the verb deśayiṣyāmi (1sg.fut.caus. of √diś “to show, to point out”) is ignored and replaced by 

null present marking in Lokakṣema’s text and is marked by dāng in Kumārajīva’s text.  
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(238)  

SKT: punar aparaṃ subhūte avinivartanīyasya bodhisattvasya mahāsattvasya ye ākārā 

yāni liṅgāni yāni nimittāni yair ākārair yair liṅgair yair nimittaiḥ samanvāgato 

bodhisattvo mahāsattvo ’vinivartanīyo veditavyo ’nuttarāyāḥ samyaksaṃbodheḥ, tān 

ākārāṃs tāni liṅgāni tāni nimittāni deśayiṣyāmi | 

LK: T0224_.08.0455c06: � 》

ZQ: T0225_.08.0495b27: �

KJ: T0227_.08.0565b01: て 0  

ENG: Furthermore, Subhuti, I will demonstrate the attributes, tokens and signs of an 

irreversible Bodhisattva. Endowed with them he would be known as irreversible from full 

enlightenment. 

 

By putting the different versions in parallel with their Sanskrit counterpart, it is shown 

that many uses of jiāng correlate with Sanskrit verbs in optative mood. This is presented in 

the example below where Lokakṣema and Zhi Qian used jiāng while Kumārajīva chose dāng 

as the translation of the future sense implied by the Sanskrit optative bhavet (3sg.opt. act. of 

√bhū “to be”): 

 

(239)  

SKT: sacet punar ārya śāriputrāvyākṛtasya bodhisattvasya mahāsattvasya purata iyaṃ 

prajñāpāramitā bhāṣyeta, ko doṣo bhavet?  

LK: T0224_.08.0445a10: �て  

ZQ: T0225_.08.0489c07: �て

KJ:  T0227_.08.0554a25: 0て

ENG: “What would be the fault in teaching this perfection of wisdom in front of an 

unpredestined Bodhisattva?” 

 

In Sanskrit, optative mood, or potential mood, indicates events that are expected to happen 

under the will or estimation of the subject/speaker, thus expressing epistemic modality or 

volition. In Chinese, jiāng was originally a verb meaning “to take, to support” which later got 

the functions of marking future tense and expressing the possibility of an estimated event. 

Although Karashima (2010c: 250) considers jiāng in such questions as a marker of emphasis 
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which may be interpreted as “(How, What, Who, Where) on earth!”, it seems undeniable that 

jiāng also conveys a certain indication of the future. The event it modifies, the “what 

differences there may be”, has not taken place yet and is supposed to happen in the future if 

the condition of “teaching this perfection of wisdom in front of an unpredestined 

Bodhisattva” becomes true. As a result, it is assumed that jiāng in such questions functions 

more as a marker of future tense with epistemic modality rather than a marker of emphasis. 

As for the auxiliary huì “will, would”, it often correlates with Sanskrit verb forms in 

future tense. This can be demonstrated by the case below where huì corresponds with the 

Sanskrit verb prasahiṣyate (3sg.fut.mid. of pra-√sah “to conquer”)” in both Lokakṣema and 

Zhi Qian’s texts while the future tense is not overtly translated by Kumārajīva. 

 

(240)  

SKT: atha ca punar na prasahiṣyate ’cchidrasamādānasya bodhisattvasya 

mahāsattvasyāntarāyaṃ kartum  

T0224_.08.0446a08: '  

T0225_.08.0490a18: '  

T0227_.08.0555a10: �

ENG: “And then, he will not conquer a Bodhisattva who gives his undivided 

attention to his task.” 

 

In Karashima’s glossary (2012: 247), huì is described simply as a marker of epistemic 

modality (possibility), meaning “certainly, surely”. This is reasonable in the sense that the 

major function of huì in Chinese is to express high possibility of the occurrence of the 

modified event or situation, which, from a semantic perspective, implies a future sense. 

However, since epistemic modality and future tense are often fused in human languages, if 

the Sanskrit counterpart of huì is a verb in future tense then the function of huì for future 

marking in early Chinese Buddhist texts should not be ignored. 

 Moreover, huì and dāng may be combined into the auxiliary huìdāng  (“certainly 

will, ought to”). Although huìdāng is only attested in Lokaksema’s and Zhi Qian’s texts, it 

may correlate with various Sanskrit forms in future, including verbs in future tense, verbs in 

optative mood, and future passive participles. This is demonstrated by the examples below. 

 As is shown below, huìdāng corresponds to two Sanskrit words referring to the 

future: the future passive participle, or gerundive, bodhyā “to be known, recognized” 
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(from√budh, “to perceive, to recognize”), and the verb in the future tense, niryāsyaty 

(niryāsyati 3sg.fut.act. of nir-√yā, “to set out for”). The position of huìdāng was replaced by 

an epistemic modal marker bì  for high probability in Zhi Qian’s text and changed into the 

co-occurrence of dāng and néng , a modal marker for ability, in Kumārajīva’s version.  

 

(241)  

SKT: evam eteṣām āyuṣman śāriputra bodhisattvānāṃ tathatāyāṃ pravibhāvyamānānām 

aviśeṣatāṃ nirviśeṣatāṃ nirnānākaraṇatāṃ śrutvā yasya bodhisattvasya mahāsattvasya cittaṃ 

nāvalīyate na saṃlīyate na pṛṣṭhībhavati, veditavyam etat - niryāsyaty ayaṃ bodhisattvo 

mahāsattvo bodhyā iti || 

LK: T0224_.08.0454a29: '0

ZQ: T0225_.08.0494b23: �

KJ: T0227_.08.0563c14: ;

ENG: If a Bodhisattva who hears this absence of difference, distinction or differentiation 

between the three kinds of persons who have set their hearts on enlightenment, in so far as 

they are encompassed by the same Suchness, does not become cowed or stolid in mind, does 

not turn back, then one should know that he will go forth to enlightenment. 

 

In this case, the two later versions tends to emphasize more on the high probability of 

obtaining enlightenment instead of the relatively simple future expressed by Lokaksema. 

Since both Zhi Qian and Kumārajīva are believed to have consulted Lokaksema’s translation 

while composing their own (Karashima 2010b; 2011), if it is not due to personal preference, 

the translation of Sanskrit verb forms in future tense by Chinese modal adverbs of probability 

and ability may be caused by the interface and close relation between future tense and 

modality as they both refer to unrealized events. It might also be that the use of huì  for 

future marking decreased in later times which is also shown in the example of huì above 

where it does not appear in Kumārajīva’s text. 

In addition, the example below also presents a case of huìdāng in correlation with  

Sanskrit optative forms, āhareyaṃ (first person singular optative active of ā-√hṛ, “to bring”), 

																																																								
249 This dāng is supposed to be the translation of the future passive participle veditavyam “to be known”, thus 
not corresponding to niryāsyaty and bodhyā. 
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ādhyāyeyaṃ  (first person singular optative active of ā-√dhyā, “to meditate on”), and 

pravartayeyam (first person singular optative causative of pra- √vṛt, “to proceed, to roll 

onwards, to go forth”). 

 

(242)  

SKT: samanubaddho dīrgharātraṃ māraḥ pāpīyān bhagavato ’vatāraprekṣī avatāragaveṣī, 

sattvānāṃ ca viheṭhanābhiprāyaḥ | yan nv aham imām eva prajñāpāramitāṃ smṛtyā 

samanvāhareyaṃ svādhyāyeyaṃ pravartayeyam iti | 

LK: T0224_.08.0434a13: '

0

ZQ: T0225_.08.0484c08: �  

KJ: T0227_.08.0544a12: 0  

ENG: For a long time Mara the Evil One has pursued the Lord, looking for a chance to 

enter, searching for a chance to enter, intent on hurting beings. I will now recall this 

perfection of wisdom, bring it to mind, repeat and spread it. 

 

In this example, similar with the example above, huìdāng again is only found in Lokaksema’s 

text for translation of the optative mood. The whole clause is missing in Zhi Qian’s version 

and huìdāng was replaced by the monosyllabic future marker dāng by Kumārajīva. This is 

again an evidence in support of the argument that huì for the marking of future gradually 

decreased until the time of Kumārajīva. 

 As for the auxiliary yù ,250 a noteworthy correlation is presented below where yù  

corresponds to a Sanskrit verb in the present tense, bhavati (3sg.pres.act. of √bhū “to 

become”). This correlation between a Chinese auxiliary for an unrealized event and a 

Sanskrit verb in present form may be influenced by the context where the event itself, 

pariṇāme (loc.sg. of pariṇāma-) denotes a changing process and the meaning of the verb 

bhavati refers to a process of “becoming”. Thus, such an event may better be regarded as an 

ongoing process of a long duration which is similar to the idea of the “extended now” as 

suggested by Binnick (1991:4). Besides, the major verb of the following event, causing of 

death or pain, nigacchet (3.sg.act.opt.  of ni-√gam “to incur”) is in optative mood which may 

																																																								
250 Yù as an auxiliary should be distinguished from main veryb yù  expressing “desire, wish”, as the subject 
can be inanimate like the shí  (“food”), gōngdé �- (“merit”) and shàngēn�D (“good root”) in the two 
cases here. 
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also influence the decision on the selection of  yù in all three versions. 

  

(243)  

SKT: tad eva bālajātīyo duṣprajñajātīyaḥ puruṣaḥ paribhoktavyaṃ manyeta |tasya 

tadbhojanaṃ paribhuñjānasya varṇatasya gandhataś ca rasataś ca sparśataś ca svādeṣu 

sukhakaraṃ pariṇāme cāsya duḥkhavipākaṃ bhavati | sa tatonidānaṃ maraṇaṃ vā 

nigacchet, maraṇamātrakaṃ vā duḥkham | 

LK: T0224_.08.0439a11: *

ZQ: T0225_.08.0486c19: *  

KJ: T0227_.08.0548c08: * て  

ENG: Although fools and stupid people might think that it should be eaten. The colour, 

smell, taste and touch of that food promise happiness, but its transformation in a man who 

would eat it would lead to a painful conclusion. As a result, he would incur death, or 

deadly pain. 

 

According to Karashima (2010c: 609), yù in such cases is often in correlation with 

verbs with a progressive meaning. He provided another example of such a correlation, where 

the counterpart of yù is vivardhante (3pl.pres.mid. of vi-√vṛdh, “to grow, to increase”), which 

also describes a progressive event. This is shown in the example below where Kumārajīva 

replaced the phrase of yù by a progressive verb zēng zhǎng �m (“to increase”). This to some 

extent suggests that, yù indeed can be used for the expression of progressive events in early 

Chinese Buddhist texts. It is chosen to show the tendency towards which the situation 

develops. 

  

(244)  

SKT: tat kasya hetoḥ? tathā hi tasya tāni kuśalamūlāni sarvalokābhyudgatāni bhavanti || 

yathā yathā ca tasya tāni kuśalamūlāni vivardhante, tathā tathā sa bodhisattvo 

mahāsattvaḥ kāyapariśuddhiṃ ca parigṛhṇīte, vākpariśuddhiṃ ca parigṛhṇīte, 

cittapariśuddhiṃ ca parigṛhṇīte | 

LK: T0224_.08.0454c10:  

て *

ZQ: T0225_.08.0494c22:   

*
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KJ: T0227_.08.0564b04:  

》 �@》

ENG: because his wholesome roots have elevated him above the whole world. And as 

those wholesome roots of his go on increasing, in due course he will gain the perfect 

purity of body, speech and thought. 

 

 However, there are also cases in which yù corresponds to Sanskrit verbs of a future 

sense. But in such cases, yù itself is not an auxiliary but a verb meaning “would like to, want 

to, hope to”. For example, in the sentence below, yù is supposed to be the translation of the 

optative mood or desire expressed by the Sanskrit verb bhavet (3sg.opt.act. of √bhū “to be, to 

become”). 

  

(245)  

SKT: tatra āśīviṣeṇa jantunā bubhukṣitena āhārārthinā āhāragaveṣiṇā kaścid eva 

prāṇakajāto jantur dṛṣṭo bhavet 

LK:T0224_.08.0431b18: て *

ZQ: T0225_.08.0483c17: て *  

KJ:  T0227_.08.0542a16: て て *  

ENG: “Then, it is hoped to be a creature who is a starving snake seeking for food, 

getting food by seeing a worm.” 

 

 Another Chinese future marker which is found in correlation with Sanskrit verbs of a 

future sense is qiě 且. As can be seen in the sentence below, qiě appears in Lokaksema’s 

translation for the translation of the Sanskrit verb kuryām (1sg.opt.act. of √kṛ, “to do”). It was 

replaced by dāng in the two later versions. Considering the low occurrence of qiě as a future 

marker in early Chinese Buddhist texts (only one use in Daoxing bore jing and none found in 

the two later versions), it is suggested that qiě may not be a preferred future marker on its 

own. Since qiě is frequently attested in pre-Buddhist Chinese literature as a future tense 

marker (Cf. Meisterernst 2015: 381-391), it may be that by the time of the production of 

Daoxing bore jing, qiě had gradually lost the competition with the other future markers such 

as dāng concerning the expression of future events, thus being replaced in the two later 

versions. It may also be that dāng was chosen in the later revisions due to the translators’ 

intention to keep the sense of “should, shall” as can be deduced from Sanskrit optatives. This 
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interface with deontic modality cannot be expressed by qiě but can be denoted by using dāng 

which has another function as a deontic modal marker. 

 

(246)  

SKT: yan nv aham asyântarāyaṃ kuryām  

LK: T0224_.08.0472b11: �  

ZQ: T0225_.08.0504c20: 0  

KJ: T0227_.08.0582b04: 0

ENG: “I would like to obstruct him.” 

 

Furthermore, qiě and yù may be combined into an auxiliary verb qiěyǔ , 

indicating a future event in the Daoxing bore jing. However, its Sanskrit source is not always 

found in future form but rather in expressions of a future sense. As is shown in the three 

examples below, according to Karashima (2010c: 364), qiěyǔ corresponds to the present 

middle participle (in the acc.pl.m. form) abhisambudhyamānān “while they wake up [to full 

enlightment]” in the first case, and the implication of the sentence atha ca punaḥ sa niṣṭhāṃ 

gacchati -abhyāsanno ’smi mahāsamudrasya nêto bhūyo dūre mahāsamudra iti “he 

nevertheless can be quite certain that the ocean is quite near, not much farther away from 

there” in the second, and corresponds to the expression saddharmasyāntardhānakālasamaye 

[i.e.: saddharmasya antardhānakālasamaye] “when the good law disappears” (lit. “in the 

time of disappearance of the good law”) in the third case.  

 

(247)  

SKT: kulaputrasya vā kuladuhitur vā…… śabdāṃś ca śṛṇvan pāramitāśabdān eva 

śroṣyati, bodhipakṣān eva dharmān drakṣyati, bodhivṛkṣān eva drakṣyati, teṣu ca 

tathāgatān evārhataḥ samyaksaṃbuddhān abhisaṃbudhyamānān drakṣyati | tathā 

abhisaṃbuddhānāṃ ca dharmacakrapravartanaṃ drakṣyati, ...... 

LK: T0224_.08.0435b12: �*
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ZQ: T0225_.08.0485a28: 4LNKH�I*

KJ: T0227_.08.0545a09: �  

ENG: The devotee of the perfection of wisdom …… When he hears sounds, he will hear 

the sound of the perfections and of the wings to enlightenment. He will just see the trees 

of enlightenment; and underneath them the Tathāgatas, while they wake up to full 

enlightenment. And likewise he will see how the fully Enlightened turn the wheel of 

dharma. 

 

In this first example, repetitive use of the Sanskrit verb drakṣyati (3.sg.fut.act. of √dṛś, “to 

see”) in future form can be found which were translated into the Chinese verb jiàn  without 

future marking. The phrase qiěyǔ does correspond to abhisambudhyamānān (present middle 

participle of abhi-sam-√budh-, “wake up [to full enlightment]”) which refers to the ongoing 

status where the Tathāgatas are on their way towards enlightenment but not there yet. As 

such, qiěyǔ seems to have been selected for the translation of the present sense denoted by 

abhisambudhyamānān together with its implication that the perfect knowledge is to be 

obtained in the future. 

 In the second example as shown below, in the first sentence, yù as a verb meaning “to 

intend to, to desire”, is used in all three versions for the translation of the Sansksrit optative 

verb bhavet (3.sg.opt.act. of √bhū, “to be”), together with the sense of desire expressed by the 

compound draṣṭukāmo (draṣṭu-kāma- “wishing to see”). As for the second optative form, 

paśyet (3.sg.opt.act. of√dṛś, “to see”), no salient marking is found in the first two Chinese 

versions, while Kumārajīva used the hypothetical marker ruò  for expressing a condition 

(indicated by Sanskrit optative mood). Besides, future markers qiě, dàn (qiě) yù , 

and dāng are found in Lokakṣema, Zhi Qian and Kumārajīva’s texts, respectively, for the 

translation of the future passive participle (gerundive) veditavyam “to be known” (from√vid 

“to know”). As for the source where qiěyǔ was translated from, the atha ca punaḥ sa niṣṭhāṃ 

gacchati -abhyāsanno ’smi mahāsamudrasya nêto bhūyo dūre mahāsamudra iti as assumed 

by Karashima (2010c: 365) seems to be the only source in correspondence with the last 

sentence of qiěyǔ in Lokakṣema’s version. As can be seen from the context, semantically 

speaking, it is a repetition of the content mentioned previously, thus the re-occurrence of a 

																																																								
251 The cū  here is proably a mistake for qiě . 
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future marking as mentioned in the preceding context is explicable although the source is not 

marked in future. 

 

(248)   

SKT: evam ukte āyuṣmān śāriputro bhagavantam etad avocat - tadyathāpi nāma bhagavan 

iha kaścid eva puruṣo mahāsamudraṃ draṣṭukāmo bhavet | sa gacchen mahāsamudraṃ 

darśanāya | yathā yathā ca sa gacchen mahāsamudraṃ darśanāya, tathā tathā sacet paśyet 

stambaṃ vā stambanimittaṃ vā parvataṃ vā parvatanimittaṃ vā, tenaivaṃ veditavyaṃ 

dūre tāvad ito mahāsamudra iti | sacen na bhūyaḥ paśyet stambaṃ vā stambanimittaṃ vā 

parvataṃ vā parvatanimittaṃ vā, tenaivaṃ veditavyam - abhyāsanna ito mahāsamudra iti 

| tat kasya hetoḥ? anupūrvanimno hi mahāsamudraḥ, na mahāsamudrasyābhyantare kaścit 

stambo vā stambanimittaṃ vā parvato vā parvatanimittaṃ veti | kiṃ cāpi sa na 

mahāsamudraṃ sākṣātpaśyati cakṣuṣā, atha ca punaḥ sa niṣṭhāṃ gacchati - abhyāsanno 

‘smi mahāsamudrasya, neto bhūyo dūre mahāsamudra iti | 

LK: T0224_.08.0445b10: * て

て � �

て

�*  

ZQ: T0225_.08.0489c22: 

	LNLH�I*

KJ: T0227_.08.0554b18: て

� � 0

》 て �

ENG: Sariputra: A man, desirous of seeing the great ocean, might travel to it. As long as 

on his travels he sees a tree, or the sign of a tree, a mountain, or the sign of a mountain, he 

knows that the great ocean is still far away. But when he no longer sees either tree or 

mountain, then he knows that the great ocean is quite near from there. What is the reason 

of this? For this great ocean gradually slopes away, and within it there is neither tree nor 

mountain. And although he may not yet see the great ocean directly before his eyes, he 

																																																								
252 The dàn  here is probably mistake for qiě . 
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nevertheless can be quite certain that the ocean is quite near, not much farther away from 

there. 

  

 The third example as given below presents a case where the Chinese translations have 

no exact counterpart in the Sanskrit source, often caused by a literal translation of a long 

paragraph. From a semantic perspective, the compound saddharmasyāntardhānakālasamaye 

(saddharmasya antas-dhāna-kāla-samaye “when the good law disappears”) with samaye 

(samaye-, “in the time”) in locative case should be the source where the Chinese clause with 

qiěyǔ  (  “the law will disappear in the future”) was translated from. 

The mismatch on tense marking can be accounted for by the fact that the first two Chinese 

versions were literal translations based on the semantics of the Sanskrit text, whereas 

Kumārajīva followed the style of the original text more closely.  

 

(249)   

SKT: navamaṇḍaprāpte dharmavinaye saddharmasyāntardhānakālasamaye samanvāhṛtās 

te śāriputra tathāgatena kulaputrāḥ kuladuhitaraś ca | 

LK: T0224_.08.0446b04: �� �*

ZQ: T0225_.08.0490a26: �� 	LNMH�I*  

KJ: T0227_.08.0555b01: � て

ENG: ……from the time when the Dharma-Vinaya is like freshly made cream right into 

the period when the good law disappears…… 

 

To sum up, the various Chinese markers of future tense, fǔ dāng lái  (“in the 

coming future), phrases with hòu  (“later”), jiāng , huì , dāng , qiě , yù  and 

their combined uses such as huìdāng  and qiěyǔ 且  appear in correlation with Sanskrit 

verbs in future form, optative mood, or words indicating a future sense on the semantic level. 

There is no clear evidence on specific correlations between certain Sanskrit-Chinese 

counterparts although some markers such as the dāng present a higher frequency of use than 

the others. Besides, Sanskrit future forms are not found to correspond with Chinese future 

markers in all cases, and vice versa. 

 

																																																								
253 The dàn  here is again supposed to be a mistake of qiě . 
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4.4 Correlations on the Marking of Aspect254 

 

In Lokakṣema’s translation of Aṣṭasāhasrikā Prajñāpāramitā sūtra, the marking of aspect255 

is usually done by adverbs or particles. Similar to the correlation on the expressions of tense, 

Chinese markers of aspect are also found to correlate with various Sanskrit forms which may 

not be of the same type of aspect. Since in Sanskrit the marking of tense and aspect are often 

intertwined in one single verb form which is hard to tell apart, and considering the fact that 

various forms of inflections exist in Sanskrit, it is almost infeasible to trace their Chinese 

correlations one by one.  

As a result, in the following sections, representative Chinese markers of aspect are 

selected from Daoxing bore jing for the investigation on their possible source in Sanskrit and 

counterparts in later modified translations. This is to figure out how aspect might have been 

translated or what might have been translated into Chinese aspectual expressions. Besides, 

possible reasons behind the mismatch with respect to the marking of aspect are also discussed 

for the influencial factors concerning the translation and expression of aspect in early Chinese 

Buddhist texts.  

 

4.4.1 Correlations on the marking of experiential aspect 

 

As discussed above in section 3.2.1, the marking of experiential aspect in Daoxing bore jing 

is usually carried out by adverbs meaning “once” such as céng  and cháng , and they are 

found to co-occur with negators such as wèi  (“not”) in many contexts. 

 Based on Sanskrit-Chinese text parallels offered by Thesaurus literaturae Buddhicae, 

possible Sanskrit sources of Chinese experiential markers are mainly past passive particples 

ending in –ta sometimes used together with a word indicating the past such as dṛṣṭa- “seen” 

(from √dṛś, “to see”) and pūrva- “first, former, previous” in the example below. They are 

translated into the Chinese experiential marker céng by both Lokakṣema and Kumārajīva, 

while being ignored in Zhi Qian’s text. The negator na at the beginning of the sentence leads 

																																																								
254 It should be noted here that since imperfective aspects such as the inchoatives, continuous aspect, the 
habituals and the iteratives are mostly within verbs semantics in Sanskrit thus making them hard to trace, and 
that lexical aspects in early Chinese Buddhist texts are not the major concern of this research, these types of 
aspect are not discussed here. 
255 Since in Chinese the marking of imperfective aspect is difficult to tell apart from present marking and is 
often indicated by verb semantics or the meaning of the modifier such as the cháng , it would be redundant to 
include the correlations on present tense again, thus the word “aspect”in this section refers solely to perfective 
aspect. 
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to the occurrence of wèi céng  in Kumārajīva’s version, denying the seeing of the 

flowers, whereas in the earlier two texts, it is the existence of the flower among the gods that 

is negated. According to the interpretation of the exant Aṣṭasāhasrikā Prajñāpāramitā sūtra, 

semantically speaking, Kumārajīva’s translation should be regarded as the closest to the 

original text.   

 

(250)  

SKT: na khalu punar imāni puṣpāṇi mayā trāyastriṃśeṣu deveṣu pracaranti 

dṛṣṭapūrvāṇi, yānīmāni śakreṇa devānām indreṇābhyavakīrṇāni | nirmitāny etāni 

puṣpāṇi | naitāni puṣpāṇi vṛkṣagulmalatānirjātāni, yāni śakreṇa devānām 

indreṇābhyavakīrṇāni, manomayāny etāni puṣpāṇīti |  

LK: T0224_.08.0430a25: %

ZQ: T0225_.08.0483a18: �

KJ: T0227_.08.0540c28: %

ENG: “These flowers which [now] appear among the Gods of the Thirty-three I had 

not noticed before. These flowers, which Sakra has scattered, are magical creations. 

They have not issued from trees, shrubs or creepers. These flowers which Sakra has 

scattered are mind made.”  

 

When being negated by negative prefix a- “not”, past passive participles ending in -ta are 

usually translated into negated Chinese experiential markers as can be exemplified by the 

correlation between the Sanskrit avirahito (a-virahita- “unseparated”, from a-vi-√rah) and 

wèi céng (“not yet”) and wèi cháng  (“not yet”), as shown below.  

 

(251)  

SKT: tatrāpi tathāgatair avirahito bhaviṣyati, tathāgatāvirahiteṣu ca  

buddhakṣetreṣūpapatsyate, sattvāṃś ca paripācayiṣyati | ime ’pi subhūte guṇāḥ,  

ime ’py anuśaṃsā bodhisattvasya mahāsattvasya prajñāpāramitāyāṃ carataḥ, 

prajñāpāramitām abhinirharataḥ, imāṃś cittotpādān utpādayataḥ 

antaśo ’cchaṭāsaṃghātamātrakam api  
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T0224_.08.0470a11: (%

T0225_.08.0503b11: (�

T0227_.08.0579b06: � �

ENG: “(One must expect that he will be reborn in heaven, and) there he will not be 

without the Tathagatas, and that he will mature beings. These are the qualities and 

advantages of a Bodhisattva who courses in perfect wisdom, who aspires for perfect 

wisdom, and who raises such thoughts, if even for the length of a finger snap.” 

 

Since céng is not found in Zhi Qian’s translation but attested in Kumārajīva’s version 

(according to the SAT version), the missing of céng in Zhi Qian’s translation might be 

accounted for by personal preference, and the replacement of wèi céng in Lokakṣema’s text 

by wèi cháng in Zhi Qian’s text implies that céng and cháng may be of similar (if not the 

same) function during the time of Zhi Qian. 

 What is noteworthy concerning cháng when marking experiential aspect is that there 

is one case where cháng was replaced by cháng  in Zhi Qian’s text. As is shown in the 

sentence below, this might be a writing mistake due to the then similar if not same 

pronunciation shared by the two words, but it is more likely that cháng was actually a later 

writing variant of cháng . This is supported by the notes in Taishō Tripitaka that cháng  

here in Daoxing bore jing was printed as cháng 常 in the editions of the Song and Yuan 

dynasties and the edition kept at the Library of the Imperial Household in Japan. Besides, 

Kumārajīva also used cháng  instead of cháng . However, further studies are needed to 

investigate whether these two words were synchronic variants or diachronic ones which 

cannot be covered in this research. 

 

(252)  

SKT: tatra cāvirahitā256 bhaviṣyati buddhair bhagavadbhir yāvan nānuttarāṃ 

samyaksaṃbodhim abhisaṃbudhyate  

LK: T0224_.08.0458a23: 是優婆夷從一佛刹復到一佛刹, 未嘗不見佛。 

																																																								
256 Sandhi of ca avirahitā. 
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ZQ: T0225_.08.0497a29: 是清信女如是。從一佛刹到一佛刹, 未常不見佛。 

KJ: T0227_.08.0568b21: 此女亦如是。從一佛土至一佛土, 常修梵行乃至得阿耨

多羅三藐三菩提, 常不離佛。 

ENG: “Just so the Ganges Goddess will pass from Buddha-field to Buddha-field, and 

she will never at any time be deprived of the Buddhas and Lords, until the time of her 

full enlightenment.” 

 

  Another issue which should be noted here is that Chinese experiential markers like 

céng and cháng are regarded specifically as marking experiential aspect rather than general 

perfective aspect due to their semantic indication of “once”, which is in contrast with  the 

interpretation of general perfective markers like yǐ  and jì  for the meaning of “already”. 

Although both groups are attested to be able to correlate with Sanskrit past passive 

participles, Chinese perfective markers like yǐ and jì seem to appear more frequently and they 

can also correspond to Sanskrit absolutives (converbs) in -tvā or -ya, in contrast to céng and 

cháng  which do not have this funtion in Daoxing bore jing. Whether céng and cháng can 

only be applied for the translation of past passive participle but not for the gerund requires 

more research beyond the scope of this study. 

 

 4.4.2 Correlations on the marking of perfective aspect 

 

In Lokakṣema’s translation of Aṣṭasāhasrikā Prajñāpāramitā sūtra, except for experiential 

aspects, perfective aspect is often marked by adverbs with the meaning of “already”, such as 

the preverbal yǐ  and jì and words which originally indicates “to end, to complete” like 

the postverbal yǐ . There is also one use of sentence-final particle yi  expressing 

perfective aspect, attested in Lokakṣema’s Daoxing Bore Jing. 

 In general, there are three possibilities attested in Sanskrit sources from which 

Chinese perfective markers were translated from: the Sanskrit absolutive (converb) with the 

suffix -ya; the Sanskrit past (perfect) passive participle, or verbal adjective, with suffix -ta or 

–na; and the present active participle with suffix –at/ant. Examples of these three types of 

correlations are given below. Sentence (a) illustrates the correlation between a Sanskrit 

absolutive (a)vatīrya (from ava-√tr̥̅ “to descend”) and Chinese perfective aspect marker yǐ 

; Sentence (b) presents the use of yǐ for Sanskrit verbal adjective avaropitam (=acc.sg. 
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of ava-ropta-, “taking down from”); and sentence (c) shows the translation of the perfective 

sense rendered in Sanskrit by the present active participle caratā (= ins.sg. of carant-) (from 

√car, “to go, to move”) into yǐ . 

 

(253) a. 

SKT: so ’vatīrya na rūpaṃ parigṛhṇīte evaṃ na vedanāṃ na saṃjñāṃ na saṃskārān 

LK: T0224_.08.0426b06: �

ZQ: T0225_.08.0479b11 �  

KJ: T0227_.08.0537c16: �  

ENG: “Having descended into it, he did not take hold of form, etc. Nor did he 

review that cognition with joyful zest and pleasure.” 

          b. 

SKT: evam ukte āyuṣmān ānando bhagavantam etad avocat - anayā bhagavan 

gaṅgadevayā bhaginyā katamasya tathāgatasyāntike prathamacittotpādakuśalamūlam 

avaropitam anuttarāyāṃ samyaksaṃbodhau? 

LK: T0224_.08.0458a29: �

ZQ: 0225_.08.0497b06: �

KJ: T0227_.08.0568b29: �

ENG: Ananda: Who was the Tathagata in whose presence this Goddess of the 

Ganges has planted the wholesome root of the first thought of enlightenment, and 

turned it over to supreme enlightenment? 

          c. 

SKT: punar aparaṃ bhagavan bodhisattvena mahāsattvena prajñāpāramitāyāṃ 

caratā prajñāpāramitāṃ bhāvayatā evam upaparīkṣitavyam evam upanidhyātavyam  

LK: T0224_.08.0426b18: 

�

ZQ: T0225_.08.0479b23:  

�

KJ: T0227_.08.0537c27:  

�
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ENG: “Further, a Bodhisattva coursing in perfect wisdom, should consider and 

meditate on the following questions.” 

  

In the first example, both Lokakṣema and Kumārajīva used the perfective aspect marker yǐ 

as a counterpart of the Sanskrit gerund which indicates an action happened before the action 

of the main verb. But this sense of perfective aspect was omitted in Zhi Qian’s translation. In 

the second and third examples above, except for Lokakṣema’s text, the two later modified 

versions both chose not to overtly mark the perfective aspect indicated by the Sanskrit verbal 

adjective, but rather implying the temporal sequence of events by linear ordering. Without 

further evidence from the context, these diachronic discrepancies on the marking may simply 

be results of personal preference.  

 As for the perfective marker jì , it is also attested to be correlated with Sanskrit past 

passive participles such as smitaṃ (acc.sg. of smita- “smiling”, from √smi, “to smile”), as 

shown in the example below. 

 

(254)  

SKT: ko bhagavan hetuḥ, kaḥ pratyayaḥ smitasya prāduṣkaraṇāya? nāhetukaṃ 

nāpratyayaṃ tathāgatā arhantaḥ samyaksaṃbuddhāḥ smitaṃ prāduṣkurvanti  

LK: T0224_.08.0458a16: ! て  

ZQ: T0225_.08.0497a24: ! て

KJ: T0227_.08.0568b14:  

�

ENG: “What is the reason, O Lord, of this smile? It is not without reason that the 

Tathagatas manifest a smile.” 

 

Except for Kumārajīva who did not overtly express the indication of perfect, both Lokakṣema 

and Zhi Qian used the same wording for the translation of the Sanskrit smita-, which implies 

the possibility that Zhi Qian might have taken Lokakṣema’s translation for reference. 

 In some occasions, jì is also found to correlate with Sanskrit verbs in the form of  

present middle participle with the affix -māna such as āpadyamānebhyo (āpadyamānebhyaḥ, 

dat.-abl.pl. of āpadyamāna-, from ā-√pad-, “approaching, attaining”), as in the example 

below.  
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(255)  

SKT: (tebhyo ’pi subhūte alpatarakebhyas tathatvāya pratipadyamānebhyo ’lpatamās te 

ye prajñāpāramitāyāṃ yogam āpadyante) | tebhyo ’pi subhūte alpatamebhyaḥ 

prajñāpāramitāyāṃ yogam āpadyamānebhyo ’lpatamāste bodhisattvā mahāsattvāḥ, 

ye ’vinivartanīyā anuttarāyāṃ samyaksaṃbodheḥ | 

LK: T0224_.08.0465a23:  

て て !て て

ZQ: T0225_.08.0501a02: !て て �  

KJ: T0227_.08.0574b13: �

ENG: (Still fewer are those very few who make endeavours about perfect wisdom.) Still 

fewer are those very very few Bodhisattvas who are irreversible from full enlightenment. 

 

Here, the event modified by āpadyamānebhyo, the attaining of the perfect wisdom, appears in 

the first clause preceding the main predicate, “’vinivartanīyā anuttarāyāṃ samyaksaṃbodheḥ 

(irreversible from chief complete enlightenment)”. As can be inferred by the sequence of the 

phrases, the attaining of the perfect wisdom must have happened before the situation of being 

irreversible in complete enlightenment. Based on this, in contrast to Conze (1975)’s literal 

translation given above, a more precise English translation of this Sanskrit sentence might be 

“Among the very few Bodhisattvas attaining the perfect wisdom, even fewer are irreversible 

from complete enlightenment”, thus making the Chinese perfective marker jì a plausible 

counterpart of āpadyamānebhyo.  

Although the correlation between jì and Sanskrit present participle with –māna is only 

found in Lokakṣema’s text, it is supposed to be generally accepted in early Chinese Buddhist 

texts, as Zhi Qian also applied jì for the translation of the other present middle participle with 

–māna, pratipadyamānebhyo (pratipadyamānebhyas, dat.-abl.pl. of pratipadyamāna-, from 

prati-√pad, “reaching, attaining”) in the preceding context. By comparison, since perfective 

markers like jì essentially have an implication of the past in Chinese, Kumārajīva’s choice of 

not saliently marking the sentences with jì as the translation of the present marking in 

Sanskrit is also understandable. His inclination to follow the language style of the original 

Sanskrit texts can be seen in many examples above where Kumārajīva’s version is the closest 

to the Sanskrit source with regard to content and the marking of tense and aspect. 

 One abnormal case of the perfective maker jì in Lokakṣema’s text is given below 
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where jì seems to correspond to the Sanskrit conjunction yāvad “whilst, as long as”. 

According to the Sanskrit text, there are only two events expressed: (i) the subject “he” 

taking his family and himself out of the danger which is expressed by the infinitive in -tum, 

apakrāmayituṃ “to go away” functioning as the predicate of a non-finite clause; and (ii) the 

subject “he” and his family being estimated to arrive at a village as soon as they are out of the 

danger, which is expressed by a verb in optative mood, syāt (3sg. opt.act. of √as “to be”), 

together with the past particple anuprāptaḥ (anu-prāpta-) “arrived”. Since the first event 

corresponds to the Chinese sentences preceding jì and the second event to the clause 

following jì, the meaning of “having gone out of the danger” expressed by jì chū 既出 is not 

specifically mentioned in Sanskrit but only implied by the use of the conjunction yāvat. 

Based on this, jì was probably chosen for the expression of the temporal sequence of the 

events, as indicated by the conjunction yāvat. Such marking of sequence as a conjunction is 

also a function of jì attested since pre-Buddhist texts. 

 

(256)  

SKT: tena sa bhagavan pratibalaḥ puruṣo ’kṣato ’nupahatas tanmātāpitṛputradāram 

ātmānaṃ ca tato mahābhayabhair avādaṭavīkāntārāc chaktaḥ kṣemeṇa svastinā śīghram 

apakrāmayituṃ yāvad grāmaṃ vā nagaraṃ vā nigamaṃ vā anuprāptaḥ syāt || 

LK: T0224_.08.0458c06: て

て !

》 》

ZQ: T0225_.08.0497b27: て て

�

 

KJ: T0227_.08.0569a03:  

》 �

ENG: He is competent to deal with the situation, and is able, unhurt and uninjured, soon 

to take out of that forest both his family and himself, and securely and safely they will 

reach a village, city or market-town. 

 

This correlation again is only found in Lokakṣema’s text which seems to be an outcome of 

personal preference.  
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In addition, the co-occurrence of jì  and yǐ  is also believed to be able to correlate 

with Sanskrit gerund with suffix “-ya”. (Karashima 2010c:246) This is exemplified by the 

case below in which the phrase jì shòu yǐ  (“having received”) was chosen as the 

translation of the Sanskrit gerund pratigṛhya (from prati-√grah, “having been accepted”).  

(257)  

SKT: atha khalu dharmodgato bodhisattvo mahāsattvas tāni śreṣṭhidārikāpramukhāni 

pañca dārikāśatāni pañca rathaśatāni sadāpraruditasya bodhisattvasya mahāsattvasya 

kuśalaparipūrim upādāya pratigṛhṇīte sma | pratigṛhya ca sadāpraruditāyaiva 

kulaputrāya pratiniryātayāmāsa  

LK: T0224_.08.0476a11: 》

! �

ZQ: T0225_.08.0506c26:  

》 �

KJ: T0227_.08.0585b11: 》

�

ENG: “The Bodhisattva Dharmodgata accepted Sadaprarudita’s gift, so that his 

wholesome root might reach fulfilment. Immediately afterwards, he returned it 

to�Sadaprarudita.” 

 

This indication of perfective aspect was not overtly expressed by Zhi Qian and was 

simplified into the single use of yǐ  in Kumārajīva’s translation probably for the 

conciseness of the text. The loss of jì also indicates its decreasing popularity in the  

diachronic competition with yǐ on the marking of perfective.   

 As for the sentence-final particle yǐ  which can also mark perfective aspect by 

indicating a change of state, it is found to correspond to Sanskrit verbal adjectives in -ta as 

well. This is exemplified by the example below where yǐ corresponds to Sanskrit carita-257 

(√car) “gone; having been engaged in, having conducted”). 

 

 

																																																								
257 The original caritāvi might be a late (and rare) derivative of the suffix -vin, derived from caritā- “acting, 
deed” .  
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(258)  

SKT: atha khalv āyuṣmataḥ śāriputrasyaitad abhūt - gambhīraprajño batāyaṃ 

maitreyo bodhisattvo mahāsattvaḥ, yathāpi nāma dīrgharātraṃ prajñāpāramitāyāṃ 

caritāvī nirdiśati 

LK: T0224_.08.0457c12: 》

1

ZQ: T0225_.08.0496c25:  

》 �

KJ: T0227_.08.0567c25:  

》� G

ENG: “Sariputra thought: Deeply wise, indeed, is this Bodhisattva Maitreya the great 

being. How he expounds the perfection of wisdom in which he has coursed for such a 

long time!” 

 

Except for Lokakṣema, both of the two later modified versions omitted overt marking of the 

perfective sense presumably due to the descreasing use of yǐ in Middle Chinese.258  

 What should be mentioned here is that, similar to the sentence-final particle yǐ , 

certain uses of yǐ  are also found to be at sentence-final positions, and they were translated 

from Sanskrit verb forms ending in “-ta” as well. This is shown in the case below where the 

Sanskrit form paryupāsitās (from pari-upāsita, “honoured, respected”) corresponds to the 

Chinese yǐ at the end of the sentence in Daoxing bore jing while such an expression is not 

found in Zhi Qian and Kumārajīva’s versions. 

 

(259)  

SKT: kaḥ punar vādo ye enām udgrahīṣyanti dhārayiṣyanti vācayiṣyanti 

paryavāpsyanti pravartayiṣyanti deśayiṣyanti upadekṣyanti uddekṣyanti 

svādhyāsyanti, tathatvāya śikṣiṣyante, tathatvāya pratipatsyante, tathatvāya yogam 

āpatsyante, tathāgataparyupāsitās te bhagavan sattvā bhaviṣyanti 

LK:T0224_.08.0434a25: 

																																																								
258 According to many scholars (Wang 1989, Yang and He 2001), the use of sentence-final yǐ  for perfective 
marking gradually decreased diachronically and was preferably used in classical literary texts which does not 
conform with the vernacular features of Chinese Buddhist texts. 
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�

ZQ: T0225_.08.0484c13: 

�

KJ: T0227_.08.0544a19: 

�

ENG: “How much more so those who will study and repeat it, who will be trained in 

Thusness, progress to it, make endeavours about it; they will be people who have 

honoured the Tathagatas.” 

 

Based on the example above, it seems that the sentence-final yǐ  may function as a variant 

of the sentence-final particle yǐ  as it co-appears with the copula wéi . According to 

statistics on the frequency of use of sentence-finals yǐ  and yǐ  in Daoxing Bore Jing 

based on SAT database, there is only one case of the particle yǐ  used at sentence-final 

position for perfective aspect, whereas many cases of sentence-final yǐ  are noticed. But 

based on the statistics offered by Academia Sinica’s online database of ancient Chinese, this 

preference of yǐ over yǐ  at sentence-final position for perfective aspect is not significant 

in Chinese non-Buddhist texts of a similar time period, including texts such as the Shiji or 

Hanshu, in which the opposite is preferred. Since Chinese Buddhist texts are generally 

featured as including more traces of vernacular use (Zürcher 1959, 1977; Nattier, 2009), this 

differences concerning frequency of use in Buddhist and non-Buddhist texts may imply a 

distinction between sentence-final yǐ and yǐ with the former being more vernacular and 

the latter being more formal. This difference on frequency of use also suggests a decreasing 

use of particle yǐ  for perfective aspect in Middle Chinese in general. 

 In addition to the perfective markers above, in Daoxing Bore Jing, one more type of 

words can be used for the translation of pefective events. These are verbs which originally 

have the semantics “to end, to finish”, such as jìng . Later being grammaticalized into a 

proper pefective marker (Jiang 2001), the word jìng is still generally regarded as a verb 

expressing the completion of an action which only semantically implies perfective aspect. 

(Karashima, 2010c: 278) 

 Although jìng often co-occurs with the typical perfective marker yǐ  for the 

expression of events that took place before the action of the main verb, there are two cases in 
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Daoxing bore jing, in which jìng appears alone for the expression of the completion of the 

former action.  

 In the first parallel texts below, jìng correlates with a series of Sanskrit absolutives in 

–tvā or –ya, prekṣya (pra-√ikṣ) “having seen”, vanditvā (√vand ) “having honoured”, ud-

gṛhya (from ud-√grah, “having taken”), dhārayitvā (absolutive of the causative of √dhṛ) 

“having held”), vācayitvā (causal absolutive of √vac, “having procalimed”), paryavāpya 

(from pari-ava-√āp, “having studied”), pravartya (absolutive of the causative of pra-√vṛt) 

“having proceeded”), deśayitvā , absolutive of the causative of √diś for “having showed”, 

upadiśya (absolutive of upa-√diś for “having specified”), and uddiśya (absolutive of ud-√diś 

for “having declared”). In the second example, jìng correlates with a single gerund kṛtya 

(from √kṛ, “having done”). 

 

(260) a. 

SKT: evaṃ ca kauśika tena kulaputreṇa vā kuladuhitrā vā cittam utpādayitavyam ye 

kecid daśasu dikṣu aprameyeṣv asaṃkhyeyeṣu lokadhātuṣu devā nāgā yakṣā 

gandharvā asurā garuḍāḥ kinnarā mahoragā manuṣyā amanuṣyāḥ, …… | prekṣya 

vanditvā namaskṛtyodgṛhya dhārayitvā vācayitvā paryavāpya pravartya 

deśayitvopadiśyoddiśya svādhyāyya punar eva svabhuvanāni gacchantu   

LK: T0224_.08.0435a03: 

3JG

ZQ: T0225_.08.0485a09: 

/

 

KJ: T0227_.08.0544c05: 

8  

ENG: “Son or daughter of a good family should wish that the Gods, Nagas, Yakshas, 

Gandharvas, Asuras, Garudas, Kinnaras, Mahoragas, men and ghosts, in the ten 

directions in countless world systems, should, with the help of this book, see the 

perfection of wisdom, salute it respectfully, pay homage to it, learn, study and repeat 

it; that then they should return to their respective worlds.” 
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  b. 

SKT: atha khalu buddhānubhāvena ye trisāhasramahāsāhasre lokadhātau catvāro 

mahārājānaḥ, sarve ca śakrā devendrāḥ, sarve ca mahābrahmāṇaḥ, sahāpatiś ca 

mahābrahmā, te sarve yena bhagavāṃs tenopasaṃkrāntāḥ | upasaṃkramya 

bhagavataḥ pādau śirasābhivandya bhagavantaṃ triḥ pradakṣiṇīkṛtya ekānte ’tiṣṭhan  

LK: T0224_.08.0443b15: 

3  

ZQ: T0225_.08.0489a11: 

�  

KJ: T0227_.08.0552c13: て

�  

ENG: “Thereupon, through the Buddha’s might the four Great Kings in the great 

trichiliocosm, and all the Sakras, Chiefs of Gods, and all the great Brahma Gods, and 

Sahapati, the great Brahma all came to where the Lord was. They reverently saluted 

the Lord’s feet with their heads, walked three times around the Lord, and stood on 

one side.” 

 

Although jìng was replaced by a sequential connective ér  by Kumārajīva in the first case 

and the perfective sense was ignored by Zhi Qian and Kumārajīva in the second case, these 

examples of jìng correlating to Sanskrit words of perfective sense suggest that, from the time 

of Lokakṣema, jìng may have already started to share the function of expressing perfective 

aspect together with the typical perfective markers such as jì  and yǐ . Its use to translate 

Sanskrit perfective events in early Chinese Buddhist texts may have played a significant role 

in its grammaticalization into a proper perfective marker in later times. 

 Besides, Zhi Qian’s text in the first case presents a use of another verb, bì  which 

also means “to end, to finish”, for the translation of Sanskrit gerund/absolutives. This 

suggests that bì may have also gained certain opportunities to be grammaticalized into a 

perfective aspect marker although it did not succeed at last (Jiang 2001). 
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4.5 Summary 

 

Based on the comparative analyses above, the correlations between Sanskrit and Chinese 

marking of tense and aspect can be summarized as shown in the table below. 

 

Table 8. Correlations between Sanskrit and Chinese marking of tense and aspect 

 

SANSKRIT 
CHINESE 

LK ZQ KJ Type 

expressions of 

time sequence 

ekasmin 

“at one time” 

null 

marking 

yìshí 

 

“at one 

time” 

yìshí  

“at one time” 

expressions of 

time sequence 

atha khalu 

ind. “then, 

moreover”; 

 

tatra khalu/ 

khalu punar 

ind. “once 

again”/  

“now then” 

ěrshí  

“at that time” 

biàn  

“then” 

yúshì 

 

“then”; 

ér 而 

conj. 

“and” 

jí  

“then” 

null marking 

atas  

ind. “hence” 

cóng 

shì 

zhōng 

 

“from 

this” 

null marking 

present verb form 
jīn  “now” 

present tense 
null marking 
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�   
jīnrì �� 

“today” 

future passive participle 

-tavya- 

jīn  “now” present tense 

dāng   

“should” 

dāng  

“should”; 

yīngdāng  

 

“should” 

future tense; 

deontic 

modality 

future verb form 

-iṣya- 

jīn 今 

“now” 
�    jīn 今 “now” present tense 

dāng “will/should”; 

huì  “will/would” (not in KJ); 

huìdāng  “will” (not in KJ); 

jiāng  “will”(only in ZQ) 

future tense; 

� � 
yīng  

“should” 

deontic 

modality 

? 
bì  

“must” 

néng   

“can” 

epistemic 

modality 

yuàn  “to wish” � 
verb meaning  

“to wish” 

fǔ dāng lái 

  

“in the coming 

future” 

wèi lái   

“in the 

future” 
temporal 

expressions of 

future hòu  “later”;  

què hòu  “later in the future”  

(not in KJ) 

optative � 
jīndāng  

“will, would” 

future tense; 

epistemic 

modality; 
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qiě  

“will” 
� future tense 

fǔ dāng lái  

  

“in the coming 

future” 

� 

temporal 

expressions of 

future 

? 
dāng  

“will/would” 

future tense; 

epistemic 

modality; 

huìdāng  

“will” 
� future tense 

jiāng  “will” 
epistemic 

modality 

yù  “to hope, to desire” 
verb meaning 

“to hope, to 

desire” 

qiěyǔ  “will” � future tense 

present active participle 

-māna-/-at/-ant 

qiěyǔ  “will” � future tense 

yǐ ; jì   

“already” 
� 

perfective 

aspect 

imperative 

jīnrì 

 

“today” 

null marking present tense 

temporal expressions of the past 

pūrva- 

xī  “in the past”; 

guòqù / guòqù shí  

“in the past”; 

qián /qián …… shí  

“formerly”; 

qiánshì /  

xiānshì (only in KJ) 

“in former life”; 

temporal 

expressions of 

the past 
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wǎngxī  (only in ZQ) 

“in the past” 

?259 ? 
yǐ  

“already” 

perfective 

aspect 

past passive participle 

-ta 

xī  

“in the past” 
past tense 

céng  “once”; cháng /   

“once” 

experiential 

aspect 

yǐ  “already”; 

sentence-final yǐ  

jì   “already”; 

“yǐ ” (only in LK) 

perfective 

aspect 

aorist 
xī  

“in the past” 
past tense 

temporal 

expressions of 

future 

 

anāgate ’dhvani 

“in the future 

time” 

(fǔ) dāng lái ( )

 

“in the coming 

future” 

(dāng)lái shì  

(  

“in the 

coming life” 

temporal 

expressions of 

future 
hòu  “later”/ hòu shì  “in 

the later life/lives” 

dāng  “will/would” future tense 

cireṇa  

“after a long 

time” 

què hòu  

“later in the 

future” 

� temporal 

expressions of 

future itas-  

“from hence” 
què hòu  “later in the future”  

gerund or 

absolutive 
ind. -ya yǐ  already”;  

perfective 

aspect 

																																																								
259 Due to the large amount of cases of yǐ  in Lokakṣema and Zhi Qian’s texts, it is possible that certain 
correlations may have been missed. Thus, the question whether yǐ  was systematically used for the translation 
of pūrva- requires further investigation.  
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postverbal yǐ  

jì …… yǐ ……  “already”;260 

ind. –tvā jìng “to finish” 
perfective 

aspect?261 

Connecting phrases 

yāvat “whilst” 
jì   “already” 

perfective 

aspect 

 

 

To sum up, the extant text of Aṣṭasāhasrikā Prajñāpāramitā and its three early 

Chinese versions generally share markings of the same type of tense or aspect or expressions 

of the same temporal indication. Occasionally, there are cases where the marking does not 

match such as the appearance of present marker jīn for the translation of future events in 

Sanskrit. Several factors were probably involved in the occurrence of mismatched 

translations of tense and aspect, including the translator’s preference between a more literal 

or a more strict word-to-word translation, personal preference concerning specific markers, 

the conciseness of the text, and the interface between certain types of tense or aspect, such as 

the relatedness between “extended now” and future tense. 

 With regard to the choice of Chinese markers for the translation of a specific type of 

tense and aspect in a Sanskrit source, there is evidence showing that certain markers are 

especially preferred, such as the use of eřshí as the translation of atha khalu, the phrases 

with jīn  applied for the Sanskrit present marking, the use of qián 前 and guòqù  for 

past tense marking, the employment of dāng  for future tense marking, and the relatively 

fixed correlation between negated verbal adjective with –ta in Sanskrit and the negated 

experiential markers wèicháng  or wèicéng  in Chinese. The relatively one-to-one 

correlation between ekasmin and yìshí  also suggests a certain influence of Sanskrit text 

on the choice of temporal expressions in early Chinese Buddhist texts. 

However, most correlations between Chinese markers and their Sanskrit source(s) are 

not found to be fixed or systematically applied. One Chinese marker may be the counterpart 

																																																								
260 Confirmation concerning the correlation between the gerund –ya and jì  requires further investigation; 
thus, is not included here. 
261 The word jìng  seems to function like a perfective marker in some contexts without concrete semantic 
indication of “to finish”. But since its verbal use is still the majority in early Chinese Buddhist texts, a question 
mark is inserted here in order to show its ambiguous status. 
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of more than one Sanskrit expressions of tense or aspect, and vice versa. This is evident 

particularly in the correlations concerning the marking of past tense and future tense where 

Chinese expressions of future tense may correspond to Sanskrit verb forms in future tense or 

optative mood and even non-future expressions. 

 Furthermore, some correlations may also help to reveal the diachronic development of 

Chinese tense and aspect marking such as the use of jìng  and bì 畢 for the expression of 

Sanskrit perfective event. This correlation suggests that these verbs of the meaning “to end” 

have already gained certain features as a perfective marker in early Chinese Buddhist texts. 

They are very likely to have already started the process of grammaticalization towards a 

proper perfective marker in early Chinese Buddhist texts although their verbal features still 

remain in many cases. 

 Since there are many cases where the Chinese translation does not conform to the 

Sanskrit source at all on content and structure, and that the Sanskrit-Chinese correlations 

seem to be far more complicated than a one-to-one relation, more comparative studies 

between Sanskrit and Chinese Buddhist texts should be carried out before any confirmation 

concerning the foreign influence on the expressions of tense and aspect in early Chinese 

Buddhist texts can be made. Furthermore, whether the correlations found between 

Aṣṭasāhasrikā Prajñāpāramitā and its three early Chinese translations as discussed above are 

of a systemtatic nature or just accidental occurrences also requires supporting evidences from 

more comparative researches.
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5. Conclusion 
 

This dissertation studies how tense and aspect were expressed in early Chinese Buddhist texts 

produced before the 5th century AD from a typological perspective. Based on the corpus of 

this study and the data extracted from it, the main conclusions are as follows:  

 a. The semantic and syntactic features of most markers of tense and aspect in early 

Chinese Buddhist texts are in general similar to that of their counterparts in pre-Buddhist and 

contemporary non-Buddhist literature;  

 b. Variations on the marking of tense and aspect between early Chinese Buddhist 

texts and non-Buddhist texts do exist and mainly concern the choice of markers, the 

frequency of their use, and the way they perform in the syntactic and semantic context;  

 c. The expressions of tense and aspect also differ between early Chinese Buddhist 

texts of different authors, and many authors tend to have their own preferred system of 

temporal expressions; 

 d. Newly occurring disyllabic or multi-syllabic markers in early Chinese Buddhist 

texts - which are not attested in pre-Buddhist literature and some of their contemporary non-

Buddhist texts - provide supporting evidence for the diachronic disyllabification or multi-

syllabification process in the history of Chinese language, and suggest that early Chinese 

Buddhist texts may have played an important role in this historical progress;  

 e. New functions of already attested markers such as the postverbal use of the 

perfective marker yǐ , and the tendencies of some words such as the verbs jìng , qì  and  

bì  becoming more grammaticalized for the marking of perfective aspect indicate a certain 

influence from either the Indic source or the vernacular intrusion, of which the exact origin of 

derivation cannot be confirmed yet given the extant materials. 

f. The translation of the numerous expressions of tense and aspect in Indic languages 

is highly diverse in early Chinese Buddhist texts. There are cases where the Chinese text is 

not coherent with its Indic counterpart on content and structure. The expressions of tense and 

aspect can be ignored and omitted in the Chinese text and a strategy of indirect marking by 

the context (or, no marking at all) is often applied especially in the case of present marking. 

g. It is also shown that the influence of Indic languages on the expressions of tense 

and aspect in early Chinese Buddhist texts is limited. It can be detected from the frequent 

correlation between some specific Indic expressions of tense or aspect and their Chinese 

counterparts. But no fixed correlation that applies to all cases can be confirmed. Many factors 
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are involved in this process, including  the authors’ personal preferences, translation style and 

techniques, and the similarity and contrast between the Chinese and Indic systems of tense 

and aspect markings, contextual limitations, and so on. As a result, emphasis should not be 

put too much on the foreign input of expressions of tense and aspect in early Chinese 

Buddhist texts. As such, it may be safe to conclude that no systematic and profound foreign 

influences can be found in the tense and aspect system of early Chinese Buddhist texts. 

 

In order to provide an overview of the analyses given in the chapters above, features and 

functions of representative markers of tense and aspect in early Chinese Buddhist texts are 

briefly summarized in the following tables. 

 As can be seen in the first table below, concerning the marking of present tense, jīn  

and its related phrases are the most frequently attested. Other markers of present tense such 

as cháng , xiàn/xiànshì/xiànzài  / /  are employed with different frequencies of 

use. Sometimes, these markers are used for functions other than marking the present tense, 

such as the use of xiànzài  as verb for the meaning of “now exist”. But the other 

functions are often semantically and cognitively related to the present or the present tense 

thus implying a present sense as well. This is to a large extent determined by their basic 

semantic definition and the context they appear in. 

 As for the marking of past tense, the most preferred marker is the adverbial noun xī  

and its related compounds. Other attested markers of past tense, the guòqù , qián , 

shàng , běn , and xiān , are of a relatively low frequency of use in early Chinese 

Buddhist texts. Some of them, especially the markers such as běn , also tend to have 

multiple other functions which can indicate a sense of the past (like the verbal and nominal 

use of běn). But such functions may not be regarded as proper markers of past tense in a strict 

sense, as the location of the event in the past is implied rather than expressed. 

 With regard to the marking of future tense, in spite of the denominal adverbials such 

as the wèiláishì  and fǔdānglái , many auxiliary verbs such as jiāng , huì , 

dāng , and yù  are attested in early Chinese Buddhist texts. They can be combined with 

other markers of future tense or markers of habitual or iterative aspect in the expression of 

future events, and they usually express a certain kind of modality, as well. Such cases of 

future marking, together with the expression of modality, are supporting evidence of the close 

relatedness between future tense and modality. 
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Table 9. Markers of tense in early Chinese Buddhist texts 

 

TENSE MARKER SEMANTIC  

FEATURE 

SYNTACTIC  

FEATURE 

NOTE 

PRESENT jīn ; 

jīnrì ; 

jīnzhě  

;262 

now, at present; 

today;  

sentence-initial; 

clause-initial; 

preverbal; 

1. Temporal noun in 

adverbial use; 

2. May appear in future 

tense; 

jīnxiànzài 

 

 

at present; 

now exist; 

present, now 

existing; 

sentence-initial; 

directly before 

the modified 

word; 

before the 

predicate; 

1. Temporal noun in 

adverbial use;  

2. May be verbal or 

adjectival in certain 

contexts; 

cháng  

(when the 

sentence has no 

other markers of 

tense) 

often; 

constantly; 

preverbal; 1. Adverb; 

2. Mark habituality; 

3. May co-appear with 

modal markers; 

4. May be a variant of 

experiential marker 

cháng / ; 

xiàn ; 

xiànshì  

; 

now, at present; preverbal; 1. Adverb; 

2. May also be adjectival; 

xiànzài 

 

now, at present; 

now exist; 

now existing; 

preverbal  1. Adverb; 

2. May also be verbal or 

adjectival; 

PAST xī ; 

xīzhě ; 

in the past; sentence-initial; 

preverbal; 

1. Temporal noun in 

adverbial use; 

2. High frequency of use; 

																																																								
262 If more than one marker or feature appears in one single cell separated by “;”, they are often roughly 
arranged by their frequency of use, with the first one being the most frequently attested marker of that type. This 
does not apply to the “Note” column where additional information is just added in no particular order. 
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guòqù 

; 

guòqùshí 

; 

guòqùshì 

; 

guòqùfóshí 

; 

in the past; 

past; 

sentence-initial; 

preverbal; 

1. Temporal noun in 

adverbial use; 

2. May also be adjectival; 

qián ; 

qiánshí ; 

formerly, 

before; 

preverbal 1. Adverb (rare); 

2. Context-dependent, 

may simply indicate 

temporal sequence;  

qiánshì 

; 

in former life; sentence-initial; 

preverbal; 

1. Temporal noun in 

adverbial use; 

2. Often applied in 

parallel position with 

present tense marker; 

shàng  in the past; preverbal; 1. Temporal noun in 

adverbial use; 

2. Low frequency of use; 

běn  originally;  

root;  

originate from; 

preverbal; 1. Adverb; 

2. May also be verbal or 

adjectival; 

xiān ; formerly, 

before; 

preverbal; 1. Adverb; 

2. May simply indicate 

temporal sequence; 

3. Low frequency of use; 

xiānshì  

; 

xiānshìshí 

; 

in former life; sentence-initial; 1. Temporal noun in 

adverbial use; 

2. Relatively low 

frequency of use; 
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FUTURE wèiláishì 

; 

in the future; 

in the future 

life; 

sentence-initial; 1. Temporal noun in 

adverbial use; 

2. May co-appear with 

other future tense marker 

and/or habitual markers; 

fǔdānglái 

 

fǔdāngláishì 

 

in the future; 

in the future 

life; 

sentence-initial; 1. Temporal noun in 

adverbial use; 

2. Adjective; 

3. Often applied in 

parallel with jīnxiànzài 

and guòqùshì 

fǔdāng  

 

dānglái 

 

in the future; 

future; 

preverbal; 1. Adverb; 

2. Adjective; 

hòu ; 

quèhòu 

 

later; 

in the future; 

sentence-initial; 

preverbal; 

1. Adverb; 

2. May co-appear with 

other future tense marker 

and/or habitual marker; 

jiāng  will;  

be about to; 

would; 

preverbal; 1. Auxiliary verb; 

2. May express epistemic 

modality; 

3. May co-appear with 

other future tense 

markers;  

4. May present traces of 

verbal use; 

qiě  be about to; 

will;  

would; 

preverbal; 1. Auxiliary verb; 

2. May refer to near 

future; 

3. May express epistemic 

or desiderative modality; 
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4. May co-appear with 

other future tense 

markers; 

huì  would; 

will; 

preverbal; 1. Auxiliary verb; 

2. May express epistemic 

modality; 

3. May co-appear with 

other future tense 

markers and/or iterative 

markers and modal 

markers; 

dāng  should; 

will; 

preverbal; 1. Auxiliary verb; 

2. May express deontic 

modality; 

3. May co-appear with 

other future tense 

markers; 

yù  would like to; 

will; 

preverbal; 1. Auxiliary verb; 

2. May express 

desiderative modality; 

 

            As for aspectual marking (see table below), in comparison to imperfective aspect, 

perfective aspect is relatively more likely to be marked explicitly although the quantity of 

markers in each type seems to be similar. 

 For the marking of imperfective aspect, the markers chū , shǐ , fǔ , shàng , fāng 

, cháng , sù , fù and yòu all can denote a certain inchoative, ongoing or repeated 

event or action. Issues concerning the expressions of imperfective aspect in early Chinese 

Buddhist texts are that, firstly, these markers express the corresponding aspect on the semantic 

level which are not as grammatical as many markers of tense and perfective aspect and their 

counterparts in Indo-European languages. Secondly, their interpretation as imperfective aspect is 

to some extent context-dependent, thus, they do not mark aspect in all cases. The reading of these 

words as imperfective aspect seems to be heavily dependent upon the semantic information given 

by the context.  
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 For the marking of perfective aspect, except for jì and yǐ which have a long history 

expressing completed or accomplished events, the postverbal yǐ  which shows stable feature in 

aspect marking, and céng and cháng / which are frequently employed for experientials, 

all the others, such as jing , bì and qì , still predominantly function as verbs meaning “to 

end, to complete”. Their frequent occurrences in serial verb constructions preceding another verb 

in a location often assigned to adverbs are believed to have facilitated their diachronic 

development into a grammatical marker of perfective aspect. However, it should be noted that,  

although these three words may indicate perfective aspect in many cases discussed above, their 

readings as a marker are still mostly ambiguous and vague. They are still full verbs in early 

Chinese Buddhist texts. 

 Except for the occurrence of the postverbal yǐ , the marking of aspect in early Chinese 

Buddhist texts presents no particular features which are significantly different from those of pre-

Buddhist Chinese. This suggests that the use and features of these markers in early Chinese 

Buddhist texts may have simply been adopted their use in pre-Buddhist Chinese literature. Thus, 

it may be safe to conclude that there is in general a continuity on the marking of aspect from 

Archaic Chinese, to early Chinese Buddhist texts. 

 

Table 10. Markers of aspect in early Chinese Buddhist texts 

 

ASPECT MARKE

R 

SEMANTIC  

FEATURE 

SYNTACTIC  

FEATURE 

NOTE 

INCHOATIVE chū  firstly, at first; sentence-

initial; 

preverbal; 

1. Adverb; 

2. Context-dependent; 

3. May simply indicate 

temporal sequence; shǐ  just; 

start to; 

preverbal 

fǔ  

fǔdāng  

 

just; 

soon; 

be about to; 

preverbal; 1. Adverb; 

2. Implication of near 

future;  

 

HABITUAL cháng  often; preverbal; 1. Adverb; 
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2. May indicate present 

tense 

3. Reading as a habitual 

marker is context-

dependent; 

sù  always; preverbal; 1. Adverb; 

2. Low frequency of use; 

ITERATIVE263 fù  again; preverbal; 1. Adverb; 

2. Context-dependent; 

yòu  again; preverbal; 1. Adverb; 

2. Context-dependent; 

3. Relatively low frequency 

of use; 

EXPERIENTIAL céng  used to; preverbal; 1. Adverb; 

2. Frequently appears in 

negation 
cháng  used to; preverbal; 

PERFECTIVE yǐ  already; preverbal; Adverb; 

postverbal; ?264 

jǐ  already; preverbal; Adverb; 

jìng   finish; 

already; 

postverbal; 1. Often take the V2 slot in 

V1 (NP) V2 structure; 

2. Not completely 

grammaticalized; 
bì   finish; 

already; 

postverbal; 

qì  finish; 

already; 

postverbal; 

yǐ  already; sentence-final; Particle; 

CONTINUOUS fāng  just; preverbal; 1. Adverb; 

2. Context-dependent; shàng  still; 

just; 

preverbal; 

SIMULTANEITY jí  then preverbal; Adverb; 

																																																								
263 This is also called “frequentative” or “repetitive” in some studies. 
264 The nature of postverbal yǐ is still under discussion which can be a secondary predicate, a converb, or an 
empty word like a particle.  
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/TEMPORAL 

SEQUENCE 

biàn  then preverbal; Adverb; 

 

As presented in the table above, in terms of the number of markers, more markers are 

found for the explicit marking of tense in comparison to that of aspect. But the marking of 

aspect in early Chinese Buddhist texts tends to present more cases of grammaticalized 

marking, such as the jì and yǐ for perfective. On the contrary, the marking of tense is 

more often dependent upon the semantics. The fact that many interpretations of the marking 

of tense and aspect are context-dependent suggests an instable feature of the tense and aspect 

marking system in Chinese.  

Concerning the word class of the markers, adverbial nouns, adverbs, auxiliary verbs, 

particles, and non-grammaticalized verbs of “completion” are all attested to have been 

employed in the expression of tense and aspect in early Chinese Buddhist texts. Most of them 

have already been used in earlier or contemporary non-Buddhist texts with similar syntactic 

and semantic features, although there might be differences concerning their frequency of use. 

This difference concerning frequency may be caused by the different length, content, and 

genre of the text, but it might also be related to the Indic source, as some more or less fixed 

correlations are found between certain Indic verb forms and their Chinese translations. The 

preference or generally accepted standards of using certain Chinese words for the translation 

of a particular Indic form of tense and aspect may to some extent increase the frequency of 

use of those words. 

 Moreover, from phonological perspectives, some markers of more than one syllables, 

i.e. jīnxiànzài  “now”, xiànzài  “now” and wèilái  “in the future”, are 

assumed to have made their first appearances in early Chinese Buddhist texts, and many of 

them - such as the xiànzài and wèilái  - even managed to remain in use until 

modern times. This can be taken as supporting evidence of the diachronic progress of 

disyllabification or multisyllabification in Chinese which then continued and intensified in 

later Buddhist and non-Buddhist texts. The non-existence of certain markers of tense and 

aspect attested in pre-Buddhist literature and non-Buddhist texts, such as zhào  “firstly” for 

inchoatives and yǎ  “often” for habituals, also suggests a diachronic and synchronic 

variation concerning the expression of tense and aspect. All these indications of language 

change suggest that early Chinese Buddhist texts, albeit being an outcome of cultural and 

language contact with Indian Buddhist texts, are one of the primary sources where early 
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traces of the development of the Chinese language during the Early Medieval period can be 

studied.  

 In addition, from a syntactic perspective, markers of tense in early Chinese Buddhist 

texts can function on the sentential level and are often posited at the very beginning of the 

sentence, or on the phrasal level situated within the VP, usually in preverbal position. The 

marking of aspect on the other hand is often on the VP level. One exception is the perfective 

marker yǐ which can be either be in the AdvP at preverbal position or be within the VP 

being postverbal. From a semantic perspective, the denotation of tense and aspect indicated 

by a specific marker is often related to the semantic definition of the marker itself. For 

instance, many words with the original semantics of “to end, to complete” developed into 

perfective markers marking completed and ended events, such as yǐ and jìng . Words 

indication an event / action with a high frequency often denote habitual or iterative aspect, 

such as cháng and yòu . Besides, tense is nearly always marked by a word which 

expresses a corresponding present, past, or future meaning by definition. 

 Furthermore, on the internal relation between the markings of tense and aspect, some 

aspectual markings are frequently found to co-exist with expressions of certain types of tense, 

or they imply certain type of tense by their own semantic definition. For instance, habitual 

events usually imply a present tense while perfectives are assumed to denote a past sense by 

definition. 

From a comparative perspective, in contrast to their contemporary non-Buddhist texts, 

markers of tense and aspect in early Chinese Buddhist texts mainly present the same syntactic 

and semantic features as they do in non-Buddhist texts. Exceptions include the decreased 

appearances of sentence-final particle yǐ  for the marking of perfective aspect and the 

increasing popularity of yǐ  in postverbal position, partly due to the rise of the V1 (NP) V2 

structure. A few “new” markers of tense and aspect also started to occur in early Chinese 

Buddhist texts such as the use of shàng  for past tense marking caused by the conceptual 

closeness between location and temporal sequence according to time orientation metaphor in 

Chinese.  

 Besides, based on the material studied and the statistics of the use of the markers, it 

can be deduced that the marking of a specific types of tense and aspect may differ in texts of 

various translators. These variations might be caused by factors such as the author’s native 

language, the author’s fluency in Chinese, the various participants in translations teams and 
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their personal choices and translations techniques, influences from local Chinese dialects, or 

the intrusion of vernacular elements. 

 For example, as discussed by many scholars such as Nattier (2008) and Zacchetti 

(2010b, 2010c), early Chinese Buddhist texts translated or composed by monks of a entirely 

non-Chinese linguistic background tend to present more “strange” wordings, peculiar word 

order, and long transliterated terms. Those of a foreign ancestry but having grown up in a 

Chinese-speaking linguistic environment, as in the case of Zhi Qian, on the other hand, tend 

to prefer expressions more similar to those in contemporary non-Buddhist texts. 

 Chapter four also offers a case study comparing Indic and Chinese versions of a 

representative text. Although, methodologically, there are certain limitations to this approach, 

since it is unknown to which degree a particular source and target text were employed for the 

translation, or whether the source text was written in Sanskrit or Prakrit such as Ghāndārī, 

this comparative study can be useful to determine certain tendencies of translation techniques 

during the translation of Buddhist texts. Besides, as mentioned in the introduction, the 

systems of tense and aspect marking in Sanskrit and Gāndhārī, for example, are not 

significantly different. From the result of this case study, it could be determined that 

concerning the influence of Indic source texts and languages on the Chinese translated 

counterpart - as discussed in the case study on Aṣṭasāhasrikā Prajñāpāramitā and its three 

early Chinese versions - no direct systematic evidence of foreign influences on the 

occurrences of new markers or new ways of marking can be noticed. The Chinese 

translations mark tense or aspect similarly to the strategies used in their contemporary non-

Buddhist texts. 

 However, relatively fixed correlations are found between certain Indic verb forms of 

tense and aspect and some specific Chinese words and expressions. For example, Chinese 

perfective marker yǐ is often employed as the translation of Sanskrit gerund or absolutive 

forms for completed events ending in -ya or -tvā, or past passive participle ending in -ta. 

 There also are many examples where the markings in Chinese and Sanskrit do not 

match. For instance, jīn , usually a marker of present tense, is found in sentences for the 

translation of Sanskrit future tense markers such as the future passive participle -tavya- or -

iṣya-. Several factors are assumed to be involved in such mismatched translations, including 

the translator’s preference for literal or word-to-word translation, personal preference 

concerning specific markers, conciseness of the text, and the interface between certain types 

of tense or aspect, such as the relatedness between “extended now” and future tense. 
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More generally, what is important to note concerning the research in pre-modern 

Chinese texts, is that the definition and classification of tense and aspect is usually generated 

and designed for linguistic features of Indo-European languages. As a consequence, the 

question arises whether the features of the Chinese language, especially its pre-modern 

varieties, fit into the categories established by scholars who mainly investigated Indo-

European languages, and whether the analysis based on this linguistic system can fully 

accommodate the features of tense and aspect encountered in our material. For example, the 

classification of aspect sometimes appears to be problematic for Chinese, not only because 

tense and aspect are not very often explicitly marked in the language but also due to the fact 

that some notions of aspect are expressed purely semantically by adverbs, adjectives or even 

nouns in Chinese which are not canonically regarded as possible candidates for classifying as 

a “marker”. Considering the restrictions and limitations of the theories of tense and aspect as 

applied to Chinese, features that are peculiar to Chinese such as the expression and marking 

of tense and aspect mostly on the semantic level rather than syntactically should always be 

paid attention to. 

 Another limitation is that, since the corpus of this research consists of only a selected 

part of early Chinese Buddhist texts and many factors (such as influence from local dialect, 

content of the text, genre of the text, etc.) are involved in the translation of tense and aspect, 

statistical research on the comparison of tense and aspect marking between Buddhist and 

non-Buddhist texts in general is difficult to apply on a practical level and only is of restricted 

value. This is to some extent due to the difficulty of choosing a proper reference substance 

and control variable, not to mention the vast amount of extant non-Buddhist texts to analyze 

and compare with. Besides, null markings of tense and aspect (though assumed to be 

favoured in early Chinese Buddhist texts as the interpretation of most Chinese sentences are 

context-dependent) are also difficult to investigate as there are not many traces to follow. 

 Moreover, since different authors tend to have different language styles or 

preferences, the features and statistic results suggested by this study may not be true for every 

single early Chinese Buddhist text. Further studies on works of a specific author or those of a 

particular time period are needed for the investigation of the language style and preference of 

a specific author or time period. However, tendencies and suggestions mentioned in this 

research still could be valuable to the extent that if a text of a similar time period presents any 

significantly distinct features, it is very likely that it was not produced before the 5th century 

A.D., or contains too many traces of later revision. 
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In conclusion, it is safe to say that, despite inevitable variation on their frequency of 

use, the expressions of tense and aspect in early Chinese Buddhist texts share many features 

in common with those of pre-Buddhist literature. However, early Chinese Buddhist texts also 

demonstrate the occurrences of some new markers which are not attested in Chinese pre-

Buddhist literature and their contemporary non-Buddhist texts. Possible factors behind the 

appearance of these new markers include vernacular intrusion, influence of language contact 

with Indic languages, and indigenous diachronic language change.
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Appendix I: List of Abbreviations 
 

1 first person 

2 second person 

3 third person 

ABS absolutive 

ACC accusative case 

ACT active 

ABL ablative 

AOR aorist 

CONJ conjunction 

DEO deontic modality 

GEN genitive 

EXP experiential 

HORT  hortative 

IND indeclinable 

INSTR instrumental 

IMP imperative 

IPF imperfect 

LOC locative 

ModP modal phrase 

NEG negative marker 

NegP negative phrase 

NOM nominative 

OPT optative 

PART particle 
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PASS passive 

PERF perfect 

PIPV polite imperative marker 

PL plural 

PREP preposition 

PRES present tense 

PRO pronoun 

Q question particle 

SG singular 

VOC vocative case 

 

 

 



	

	

 

 

 


